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In troduction 

This volume brings together fifteen articles edited between 1968 and 1987. Some of these essays have appeared in specialized journals and multi-author works on Indian studies, and others in magazines or books intended for a more general public. The difference between these two sers of articles is neither to be found in the subjects treated nor in the tone adopted. Simply put, the more 'Indological' articles contain a greater number of Sanskrit citations and references, whereas in the more general articles I have taken care to introduce more basic information and points of reference, for the benefit of those readers for whom India is not familiar territory. In every case, my intention has been to treat a truly Indian subject, one which corresponds to a problem or body of themes expressly formulated in the Indian sources, yet which nevertheless remains meaningful to anthropologists and historians from outside the Indian Studies concentration. 
The common theme of all of these studies is the India described in the Sanskrit texrs. Most often, but not always, I have based myself primarily on the Vedic texts ( the Hymns and the Sacrificial Treatises) which constitute, as we know, the most ancient body oflndian literature. At the same time, I have not hesitated co show how various features of traditional social and religious life in present-day India may be elucidated in the light of these ancient texts. 

The title of this collection, as well as that of its longest article, is the translation I propose for the Sanskrit term lokapakti, 'cooking the world', a literal translation that is, I feel, the sole possible correct translation of the term. For me, this expression epitomizes all of the myriad ways in which ritual practice, and especially the performance of the sacrifice, is capable of transforming both the 
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2 COOKING THE WORLD 

humans who engage in such practices and the world around them. 
This metaphor is grounded in the fact that the actual cooking of 
foods is itself a rite of sorts. What I study is thus the way in which 
this concept comes to be turned on its head, such that one arrives, 
in the end, at the notion that the rite is a form of cooking. My 
reason, then, for employing the expression lokapakti as the title 
of the book as a whole is the fact that all of its constituent essays 
treat directly or indirectly of this 'cooking'. What first led me, of 
course, to concentrate on metaphors relative to sacrifice was the 
realization that the sacrifice itself is, in brahmanic Indian thought, 
an explanatory schema (causally and analogically) not only for the 
world order, but also for all human actions and aspirations. 

The book's subtitle, Ritual and Thought, is first and foremost 
a homage to Jean-Pierre Vernant and his Mythe et pensee chez !es 
Grecs [Myth and Thought among the Greeks]. But in this case, it is 
not myth, but rather ritual, that I place in relationship to thought. 
But ritual and thought are antithetical terms, in and of themselves. 
When one thinks, does one not divorce oneself, precisely, from 
all that is stereotyped, repetitive, and determined in advance -
from that which is', by definition, proper to ritual? Yes of course, 
and this is true, for Indian as well as any other culture. Vernant 
himself takes a number of historians of religions (especially of 
Greek religion) to task for their interest in forms of worship, to 
the exclusion of any study of myth, seeing in such an attitude, 
vis-a-vis the non-monotheistic religions, an upshot of an 'anti
intellectual prejudice' which moves historians to smooth over 'the 
differences and the oppositions which distinguish the gods within 
a pantheon from one another' and to simultaneously negate 'all 
distance between polytheist religions of the Greek kind and Chris
tian monotheism, which comes to be taken as a model'. 1 

Bue it happens that extensive and profound speculation on 
ritual began to develop at a very early dace in India, and it was 
precisely to the subject of rituals that Indian thought devoted its 
most rigorous mental gymnastics, in reasoning out the question 
of 'differences and oppositions' (simultaneously taking up the 
same question, this is foundational to its grammar). The explicit 
brahmanic discourse on the gods tends, above all else, to under
score their equivalence and interchangeability, showing how they 
may variously encompass or signify one another, according to the 
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changing circumstances -which is tantamount to saying, accord
ing to the demands of varying ritual situations. With the notewor
thy exception oflndra, the gods are not characterized by life stories 
so often as they are by lists of attributes. Those myths in whkh 
one would expect to· find the stuff of which they are made are 
evoked in a fragmentary and fleeting manner. This is the case both 
in the Vedic hymns in which the rules of the genre require that 
one proceed from allusion to enigma, and in the Brahmar_uis, 
whose principal aim it is to show that the integrity of these divine 
personalities can only be maintained through the rices to which 
they are linked, and that it is these rites which define the limits 
of their domain. 

Does there exist a brahmanic pantheon in the proper sense of 
the word? Yes, in the sense that there are, without a doubt, a 
multitude of gods, and that each of these gods is caught up in a 
network of relationships with aJI the other gods. But this pantheon 
lacks the familiar and reassuring coherency which the anthro
pomorphism of the Greek gods confers upon that pantheon. 
.Joined t0 one another through fam~y and marriage ties, the Greek 
gods are sufficiently individualized as to be able to constitute a 
society. Their stories fit together such that, in the final analysis, 
there can be said to be a history of rhe gods, ·even if the structure 
of divine time is different from that of human time. The gods of 
Brahmanism are of an indeterminate number which varies accord
ing to the point of view one adopts. They have no true genealogy 
and their identity is too volatile to be contained within any kinship 
system. The myths proper co individual gods are overgrown with 
a vegetation of quasi-myths, accounts whose function is to justify 
these gods' names, or to show how a given group of gods or the 
gods as a group, came to enjoy the status of recipients of a given 
offering. I hasten co qualify this discussion by saying that this is 
the specific case of Brahmanism per se; that is, of the religion that 
the Brahma7Jas describe. The Epic works, the Purar_zas, and the 
texts of sectarian Hinduism are possessed of gods who are more 
classicaUy mythological; but even in the long-winded narratives 
in which they figure as heroes, the differences and oppositions 
between the individual gods who make up the p_antheon are 
secondary co the speculative discussions of a given divine power's 
many faces and levels of reality. 
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Contrary to these later sources, we find that the Indian ritual 
texts - incredibly 1~.J.merous and varied as they are - are most 
concerned with imposing a kind of order upon the myriad acts 
to be performed, materials to be manipulated and words to be 
pronounced, in the ritual sphere. The most didactic of these, the 
Kalpa Sutras, add definitions and meta-rules to their lists of ritual 
prescriptions, while establishing criteria for their classification. 
Another body of texts, the Brahma,:ias, offer considerations that 
are less dry or homogeneous, but which tend to raise the following 
questions: What is it that makes a rite a rite? What are its con
stituent units? Working to comprehend the chain of ritual sequen
ces, the Vedic authors and the ritualise schools who comment on 
them come not only to establish paradigms, but also to derive 
from them such semantic categories as continuity and discon
tinuity, repetition and difference, 'principal' and 'remainder', 
perishable and permanent, immediate and deferred, fullness and 
emptiness, implicit and explicit: universal categories all, but uni
que in India, inasmuch as they come to be arrived at in the course 
of speculation on the sacrificial act. 

It was through their consideration of the '(one] must' that is 
so typical of ritual obligation that philosophers in India were 
brought to contemplate the linguistic presuppositions and meta
physical significance of obligation itself. Similarly, it was their 
desire to account for what really happens in the sacrifice that led 
the Vedic auth?rs to ask questions about the gods to whom the 
off~ring was made, their language, and their bodies-as well as 
about the political bond that united them when they incorporated 
themselves, to do battle with the Asuras, in the same way that 
humans incorporate themselves when they undertake the group 
performance of a common sacrifice. One speaks of the gods as a 
means to extending and illustrating one's discussion of ritual, but 
in the end, it is the rite itself which comes to generate its own 
mythology, with the sacrifice itself as well as its various com
ponents being personified and made into the heroes of mythologi
cal accounts. 

It is thus noteworthy, but in no way surprising, that it is with 
regard to ritual that India formulates yet another classical opposi
tion: these are the anti types of the active life and the contemplative 
life, whose two members correspond in part to the contrasting 
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poles of village and forest. A person who leads an active life_devotes 
himself to ritual, whereas he who follows the contemplanve path 
distances himself from the rites, or imeriorizes them in such a way 
chat they no longer constitute real acts. . 

Lastly, it is in a ritual trope that the Veda offers ~e fo~lowm,g 
definition of man (to be compared and contrasted with Anstotle s 
definition of man as th'e political animal): 'Of all the animals 
capable of being sacrificial victims, ~an is the _sol~ crea~ure _w~o 
is also capable of performing, of doing the sacnfic1al act . It 1s its 
very ambiguity that makes formulation so rich in potential. Clear
ly, none but a member of the hum3? r~~e could be capable of 
playing both these roles. Thus, the mdiv1dual person, shore. of 
making his sacrifice a suicide (which, to be sure, 1s not t~e sacnfi
cial norm), must either be one or the other. However, 1f we 3:fe 
to understand the statement. of what it is to be human in 1ts 
broadest sense, we must recall that even when his sacrificial activity 
is directed towards an object external to himself, there is always a 
moment in which, according to brahmanical doctrine, it is the 
sacrificer himself who is transformed into the sacrificial oblation. 
Nothing less than an entire anthropology is concentrat~d- in this 
formulation and the interplay it implies between reflexivity and 
relationship with another self-and it is this anthropology that 
the present studies attempt co elucidate. . 

Apart from a few incidental allusions, I do not ~scuss ~ud
dhism in this book.' At the same time, it is not my wish that 1t be 
entirely absent from this volume. The painting by Paul Klee, 
reproduced on the cover of the French edition, is entitled Frien1Ly 
Gaze, and it is by this same tide or name that the great Buddhist 
emperor Ashoka identified himself on the edicts he had engraved. 

The articles brought together here have been modified o~ a num
ber of counts. I have, most importantly, attempted to give these 
writings a greater formal homogeneity. I have thus standardi~d 
both my transliterations of Sanskrit terms and my use of abbrevia
tions. The bibliographic references all follow the same for~at: 
author's name, date of publication, and page number. Excepuo~s 
to chis rule are P.V. Kane's History of Dharmaiastra, and Lows 
Renou's seventeen volume series entitled Etudes vediques et 
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ptit}tneennes, for both of which I give tl;ie volume number rather 
than the dace of publication. 

I have also made certain stylistic corrections, and have reduced 
the number of repetitions, even if r have been unable to totally 
eliminate them. Lastly, I have attempted co tighten up rbe con
clusions of both the 'Pierced Brick' and 'By Heart'. I have added 
to 'Village and Forest' a number of illustrative paragraphs taken 
from an article entitled 'A I' articulation de la nature et de I' artifice: 
le rice', published in Le Genre humain 12 April 1985: 233-46. 

Prior to their publication, the .majority of these essays were 
delivere_d orally, in one form or another. I am grateful to my 
listeners for their patience as well as for the insights they often 
offered me in the form of questions and comments, as well as that 
less defineable inspiration to which their mere physical presence 
gave wing. These exchanges occurred, in the main, in four con
texts: these were the courses' ! caught in the fifth section of the 
Ecole pratique des bautes etudes; the Centre d'etudes de l'Inde 
et de l'Asie du sud; the courses taught by Jean-Pierre Vernant at 
the College de France; and the Oriental Institute of Oxford 
University. I also wish to offer my thanks to Wolfson College, 
Oxford, where I had the opportunity, through a Spalding Fellow
ship, co reside and work on the revisions of these texts from April 
co June of 1988. 

le was Pierre Vidal-Naquet, with whom I have enjoyed a re
lationship of brotherly friendship since 1947, who encouraged me 
to pur this book together and who afforded me great joy and pride 
when he welcomed its French edition into his collection within 
the Editions de la Decouverte. 

I close this introduction with chis final note. In 1978, Hermann 
Press brought out a collection of articles written by Louis Renou, 
chosen and prefaced by myself. Is it not improper of me to now 
bring out, this time a collection of my own writings? I can only 
hope the reader not conclude from this char I have lost all sense 
of proportion. I know better than anyone else that che only 
common measure between Louis Renou and myself is that de
scribed by the following Sanskrit verse: 'Poets? Kalidasa was one. 
And so we are poets coo, for are not the mountain and the acorn 
both, one and the other, chings?'2 

1 

Remarks on the Brahmanic Concept 
of the 'Remainder'* 

A wide array of regulations, found in the Smtti tradition, 
stand as so many descriptions of what we know to have 
been a general attitude of revulsion toward leftover food. 

This disgust is but one expression of the extreme circumspection 
with which India regards all that concerns food: exalted in all its 
forms in Vedic poetry and speculation, food (considered in terms 
of its ingredients, preparation, rules of exchange and consump
tion) becomes charged with a social and religious symbolism so 
powerful and complex that there is simply no end to the number 
of precautions that one may take with regard to i_t. Food is a prime 
vehicle of pollution, and there is no time when one is more 
vulnerable to assaults of impurity than when eating. To put the 
matter more precisely, it is in the food we eat that the opposition 
between pure and impure emerges most clearly, and consequently, 
also in food that the hierarchical distinctions based upon this 
opposition are most highly concentrated. 1 

Consisting most often of organic matter, itself subject co putre
faction, what we eat may be further tainted when it comes into 
contact with other forms of organic matter, with living bodies or 
with all that, having been a pare of a living body, has become 
separated from ic: blood, sperm, saliva, excrements, urine, nail 
filings, body hair, dead skin, etc. 

Such is the danger that threatens every kind of food that 
exists-but most especially, it goes without saying, leftover food. 

* This is an expansion of a paper presented in 1970 at the fcole pratique 
des haures etudcs, at a seminar organized by Madeleine Biardeau. l am extremely 
grateful for the hospicalicy and encouragement she showed me, as well as for 
her valuable comments. 
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Lefrove! food is not only the remains of so~e thing, it is also the 
remains of some one; and as such, the more vile and impure the 
person who might have eaten or touched it, the more impure the 
leftover. Just as one must be more cautious with cooked food than 
with raw food, since the former brings the question of 'Who 
cooked it?' into play, so the general attitude of disapproval regard
ing leftover food may be understood--more clearly and precisely 
in the light of the question of 'Who ate it?'. So it is that we_ must 
append this properly social criterion to that ~ready c~nstituted 
by the degree to which contact, of foodstuff with poUutmg body, 
might have occurred. · 

Most noteworthy of aU, however, is the fact chat, in~ependent 
of any other consideration, anything left over-simply because it 
is lefc over-is polluted. 

Table scraps are precisely that order of food which a person 
characterized by tamas finds most appealing, according to the 
Bhagavad Gita. 2 A prayer found in the Taittiriya Ara7J-yaka 
(10.23) and repeated in the Baudhtiyana Dharma Sutra (2.8.1 1), 
draws an equivalence between the consumption of lefcovers and 
the most serious offences against the dietary laws: 'May the waters 
purify me of [the sins I have commjtt~ by eating) lefcov:rs, 
forbidden foods, of all of my shortcomings, and of acceptmg 
gifts from evil men.'3 So too, Yajfiavalkya (1.33), prohibits the 
brahmactirin, in a single breath, from 'honey, meat, unguents, 
leftovers foods that have "turned", women, violence against living 

' . ,4 0 creatures, looking at the sun, falsehood, beggmg . . . ne 
cannot oblige a man who has taken a pledge (tihita) to handle 
leftovers, any more than ~orpses, urine or excremel').tS, says ~he 
Ar:tha Stistra (3.13.9).5 In a similar vein, the matter of calling 
some foodstuff a lefcover is not to be taken lightly: the brahmanic 
student, when he has received alms in the form of food, should 
not reject it out of hand, simply becau~e ,he has inferred (~rom 
its appearance) that it is a leftover. This he may only do_ 1f he 
has himself witnessed the act by which the offering w~s tamted, 
or has the testimony of some other reliable witness (Apastamba 
Dharma Sutra 1.3.27).6 This same text reminds us that one ought 
never to denigrate the Vedic lineage of one's neighbour (2.5.14)7 

by declaring for example (and here we follow the commentary 
of Haradatta)-on the strength of a legendary reference to the 
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Black Yajur Veda as having been vomited forth by Yajfiavalkya-
chat ,the Taittiriya Veda is a leftover. . 

Not only is it impure to eat lefcovers, it is also impure to touch 
chem. When can one say that a brahmin is p~ysically pure and fit 
co begin che rices (prayatd}? According to the Apastamba, i~ .is when 
he has-after having urinated or defecated-cleansed himself of 
every stain of urine and excrement, as _well as of stains left by food, 
leftovers and sperm, and has washed his feet and drunk a mouthful 
of water. 8 It is thus proper that one rid oneself of all leftovers, just 
as one would one's urine and the water used to wash one's feet, 
by dumping these at some distance from one's dwelling.9 The 
Apastamba specifies that the brahmanic student should, after he 
has eaten, clean his own eating receptacle such that no leftovers 
remain: if he cannot eat his entire meal, he should bury the.scraps 
or throw them into a body of water, or else, place them in a pot 
and leave this on the ground, somewhere in the vicinity of an 
{uninitiated) arya or a fudra in the service of his_ teac?er (1.3.36-
41).10 (The fudra then ta\ces on the task of d1sposmg of these 
leftovers, but should not eat them himself, if we are to believe 
Manu (2.56), who prohibits brahmins from giving their leftovers 
co anyone-11 even to a fudra, remarks Kulluka.) 12 

One's own leftovers are polluting co oneself on the same 
grounds (if not in the same way and to the same degree) as are 
other peoples' leftovers. One ought not, for trus reason, to eat the 
scraps of one's own food, nor should one eat food that has co~e 
into contact with these leftovers. 13 After one has eaten, one 1s 
oneself polluted-literally, 'transformed into a leftover', ucchi1ta 
-and comparable as such to a dirty eating vessel. So long as one 
has not purified oneself by washing one's hands and rinsing one's 
mouth, one may not evoke the Veda, even in thought, any more 
than one may while one is defecating or urinating, in the water, 
in the middle of the night, or when one has partaken of a 
Jraddha meal (Manu 4.109). 14 So it is that the adjective ·ucchiffa 
can qualify a person who is tainted in a gen~ral sense, even in 
chose cases in which that special order of pollution brought on by 
leftovers does not come into play. Therefore, says Manu (1.142), 
an ucchista brahmin should not touch a cow, a brahmin or fire 
with his 

0

hand. 15 

In the end-as is so often the case when one is dealing with 

\ 
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dietary prohibitions-one arrives at a situation in which casuistry 
is the only resort for him who would keep the fear of pollution 
from degenerating into a sort of phobia capable of paralyzing 
every form of activity, especially ritual activity. Therefore, ·for 
example, a man is nor ucchifta when the hairs of his moustache 
go into ~is mouth, at least · so long as he does no touch them 
with his hands. 16 Elsewhere, a person is not rendered impure if, 
while giving someone else water to drink, a few drops fall on his 
feet: in such a case, the water is to be considered as equivalent 

· to water on the ground. 17 

Such reassuring statements are not without utility: down to the 
present day, orthodox Hindus know chat even the smallest 'scrap' 
is capable of tainting the offering given co a divinity. 18 

One should not, however, take this to mean that if every scrap 
of food is impure, food is only impure when it is, in some sense, 
a scrap. The widely variant uses of the term ucchifta. if one ·takes 
each of them lightly, might lead to this-conclusion. In fact, a piece 
of food may be declared inedible for a number of reasons, reasons 
pertaining to its intrinsic nature, co the social status or the particular 
situation of the person who prepared it or who gives it to us, and 
to impurities produced through contaq with polluting substances. 
Yet none of these criteria make it a scrap or leftover. A piece of 
food is called ucchistawhen it is in fact considered to be the remains 
of a bulk of food th~t someone has begun to eat. It is for this reason 
that even one's own leftovers are impure co oneself. The same rules 
hold for the gods, concerning what is to be done with leftovers of 
sacrificial food. The Brahma,:,,as treat the matter clearly: they cannot 
be thrown into the fire, since such would be tantamount to offering 
cable scraps to the gods! The best procedure is that the sacrificer 
eat them himself, or throw them into a body of water. 19 These 
leftovers that are not to be given to the gods, it muse be noted, are 
scraps from a meal they themselves have eaten; and while no foreign 
element has come to alter this food, its status has nevertheless 
changed, for the simple face that it has continued to exist after the 
conclusion of the sacrifice. 

This is not co say chat sacrificial remains play a wholly negative 
role, as mere waste products, in the rite. We will come co see, on 
the contrary, that a reversal (already under-way in the Veda itself) 
occurred, by means of which such remains came to be placed at 
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h forefront of speculation on ritual, if not of the ritual itself.2° 
~n \mrti ritual, however, the remains of the sacrifice-when they 

e used and not simply eliminated-come to stand as a degraded 
f;rm of the principal oblatory mate~ial. . . _ 

The monthly fraddha rice-that 1s, the nte known as pz,:ztfan-
vaharyaka, perfo~med_ on the ne': mo?n. in ho~our of che F~chers 
-is instructive m this regard, smce 1t 1s depicted as a vencable 
downpour of leftovers. Here we reproduce the principal stages of 
the rice, as it is set forth in Manu 3. l 22f. 

We should begin by noting chat this ceremony, while it is 
intended co feed the human ancestors of the sacrificer, is only 
valid when preceded by a vaiivadeva rite in whi~h ch~ gods 
are che beneficiaries. The iraddha itself only begms with an 
oblation ( havirdana) to the gods Agni, Soma and Y ama, followed 
by che distribution of sprigs of kusa grass around the fire. 
Using the scraps left over from the food offered to the gods 
(havihsesat), cl1e sacrificer makes three balls (pi,:it/as) [v. 215), 
of which he feeds small fragments co especially pious and wise 
brahmins he has invited to this ceremony [v. 219), brahmins 
who are followed in their every m..9yement by the shadows of 
the Fathers in honour of whom the ceremony is observed. In 
turns, the remains of this meal-both that which has not been 
served and which is now spread pell-mell over the kusa grass, 
as well as that which the invited guests have left uneaten in 
their eating vessels-are mixed together into a kind of gruel 
[v. 244) that serves as the sacrificial portion of uncremated 
dead children [v. 245].21 One may dispose of the remains of 
the pi'!4as by feeding them to a cow, a brahmin, a g~at, ~r 
by throwing them into fire or water [v. 260). The sacnficer s 
wife may eat the remains of the pi,:itja intended for her husband's 
grandfather; by so doing, she will obtain the son she desires 
[vv. 260-2). As for the fragments of food that may have fallen 
onto the ground during the ceremony, these may be claimed 
by the sacrificer's good servants [v. 246]. 

Henceforth, three kinds of meals offer themselves up for com
parison: meals eaten by the gods, in ocher words, the sacrifice 
itself; meals eaten by the Fathers, in other words, !raddhtr, and 
meals eaten by humans. Each of these meals may be reduced to 
chat part eaten by the intended eater, and chat pare left over as a 
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rl::mainder. The remainder left by the gods is eaten by the sacrificial 
participants, that is, by living dvija men. The remainder left by 
the Fathers is eaten by persons who have died prior to reaching 
the age of initiation and, to a lesser degree, by non-dvijas. Human 
table scraps may only be consumed by persons of servile status 
(and ir should be recalled that the prescriptions on chis subject 
are obscure and contradictory).22 We have further seen chat the 
Fathers' meal is, to a great extent, the remains of a meal of the 
gods (a meal they are only served, to be sure, in order to legitimize 
the Fathers' food). This is also the case with the monchly 
sriiddha, as well as with the daily rite: the grhastha is to make 
offerings, in his domestic fire, to the multitude of gods, and then 
toss bali offerings in each of the cardinal directions, for the gods 
who dwell there (Manu 3.87.f). He is then to throw what remains 
(baliiefa) towards the south, for the Fathers. It appears, then, that 
remains are always to be consumed by a class of beings inferior 
to that group which begins the consumption of a given bulk of 
food. 

There exists, nonetheless, a situation that might provoke one 
co reappraise this schema, or, more exactly, to look at these matters 
from a different perspective: this is the relationship chat obtains 
between a brahmanic student and his teacher. Because the two 
belong to the same class, the subordination of the brahmacarin to 
his acarya is of a quite different order than is the uninitiated 
person's inferioricy with regard to the dvija. Yet, the Smr;ti licera
ture states that the student is to eat his teacher's cable scraps. One 
of the pupil's basic duties is to gather alms, in the form of food, 
for his master: once he has received such alms, says the Apa
stamba (1.3.31), he is to lay them down before his master and 
offer them to him;23 after which he is co eat the ucchista of his 
master's meal (1.4.1).24 The offering of food to one's t~~her has 
all the characteristics of an oblation. 'Alms', it is said in 1.3.43, 
'are recognized as sacrificial food. With regard to these, the master 
is the divinity'.25 'He is also the ahavaniya fire' (1.3.44) because, 
as the commentary cells us, a portion of these alms are thrown 
into the fire of his stomach.26 If the teacher is. not present, one 
must find a substitute for him, some other member of his family 
or else some other brahmins (l.3.33f.).27 'And if it is the student 
who is on a journey, he is to throw a portion of his alms into the 
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fire and eat (the remainder)' (I.3.42:).28' 1n this way, the· food he • 
himself eats is 'nothing other than the remains of an oblation' 
(1.4.2).29 A student may not refuse co eat his teacher's leftovers, 
unless these contain prohibited foods (such as meat or honey), 
foods he may not eat under any circumstance; but here, the teacher 
is himself prohibited from offering him such foods (1.4.5).30 The 
special sort of commensalism that exists between student and 
reacher, a relationship defined by the role leftov<:,rs play, denotes 
a wholly personal relationship. The student is to behave towatd 
his teacher's son as he would coward the teacher himself (he is to 
help both, in an identical way, in their ~oilet)-_ except in matters 
of eating his leftovers (1.7.30);31 and this even m such cases where 
the son is himself extremely wise (BaudhDhS 1.3.37).32 Curiously, 
chis highly pronounced devotion of a disciple for his master does 
not prevent the establishment of a kind of reciprocicy between the 
cwo. It is the pupil who provides his master with the necessary 
material conditions for eating, since it is he·who brings him the 
alms he has collected. It is the master who provides his disciple 
with the necessary ritual conditions for eating, when he leaves him 
his table scraps. Throughout this process, t~e student and his 
reacher protect one another, mutually: 'The pupil (ii!)'a)', Patafijali · 
cells us ad Panini 4.4.62, 'is to be shaded by his master (guru) as 
by an wnbrelia; and the master is to be shaded as by ~ parasol, by 
his pupil'.33 The brahmacarin is, by definition, a person without 
a sacrificial fire: that which fulfills this role for him is, as we have 
seen, his master's stomach. In this light, the relationship between 
the student and teacher is vecy similar to that obtaining between 
a sacrificer and the gods. The comparison holds for the parts as 
well as for the relationship as a whole: god is nourished by human 
offerings; as for the sacrificer, however, he is only a~le to avail 
himself of oblatory material (and those -things that are necessary 
for his own existence) because the gods are ever watchful over the 
order of the cosmic processes-most especially the proper succes
sion of the seasons-and because they are protectors of dharma. 
The master is nourished by his disciple's oblations-and, apart 
from leaving him his leftovers (as do the gods with the sacrificer), 
it is also he who makes it possible for the disciple to gather alms, 
and he who provides him with a knowledge of dharma, if not 
with dharma itself. 
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There nevertheless appears, between the pair constituted by god 
and sacrificer and that of master and disciple, a distinction which 
reminds us, in timely fashion, of the human character of the 
master, and of his homogeneity with his student-and thus brings 
us back to the idea of remains. This is the notion that while the 
student ears his gun, s leftovers, the guru also eats, in a certain 
sense, his student's leftovers. To put the matter more exactly, the 
student belongs to that group of beings who, by their mere 
existence, allow the g,;hastha or the viinaprastha (and we must not 
forget here that the master belongs, of necessity, to one of these 
cwo asram4s) to himself be a consumer of remains, a iefabhojin. 

Here we encounter a phenomenon, of a paradoxical order, that 
it behoves us to bear in mind. On the one hand, human remains 
are abhorrent; yet, on the other, nothing but remains can be eaten. 
This is dear enough in the case of the student, but the rule also 
holds for all dvijas. How can this be? Scraps from offerings made 
to the gods are good food: they are the remains of a yajiia. But 
there also exist yajiias to humans as well as to bhutas, those 
indeterminate beings, animals, or low-level spirits who haunt 
houses and whom one may appease by leaving food for them in 
certain predetermined places (on thresholds, especially).34 Of the 
five mahayajfiaswhich define the broad outlines of the grhastha's 
everyday ritual, four-the yajiia to the gods, to humans, to the 
bhutas, and to the Fathers-are comprised of oblations of food. 
Truly dharmic food is that constituted by the remains of the first 
two (or three) of these oblations.35 'Upstanding people who nour- -
ish themselves with the remains of sacrifices are freed from all 
taint; but those who cook food for themselves are sinners and 
nourish themselves on ·sin', says Bhagavad Gitii 3.13.36 Manu 
(3.118) says: 'He who prepares food for himself alone eats nothing 
but sin; for it is ordained ·chat the food which remains after a 
sacrifice has been carried out constitutes food for upstanding 
people'.37 The yajfia to humans, called manU[Ja- or nr-yajfza, is 
first and foremost?- donation of food to a (brahrnin) guest. Thus 
.according to the Apastamba (2.8.2), the householder 'should be 
an eater of his guests' leftovers'. The one in vanaprastha, who 
should also be an eater of remains (sefabhakfa), is obliged to 
perform the manu!Ya-yajna, by feeding errant ascetics, guests and 
students (BaudhDhS 3.3.5).38 The grhastha 'should fmt feed his 
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guest and then, according to regulations, give alms to an ascetic 
or co a student' (Manu 3.94).39 In this way, 'one insures the 
subsistence of his body with the leftovers of the gods and of his 
guests' (Mahabharata 3.260.6). 40 At times, we encounter a broader 
concept of this yajna: 'The householder should first feed his guests, 
children, elderly . persons, the sick, and pregnant women' 
(ApDhS 2.4.1 lf.),41 which Manu (3.116) amplifies: 'After the 
brahmin (guests), family, and servants have eaten, the householder 
and his wife may eat that which remains (avaiiffam)'. 42 The brah
min householder's food is thus composed of two parts, caUed 
vighasa and amrta, The vighasa is what is left over from his guests' 
meal and the amrta is what is left over from the gods' meal; both 
are iesa (c[ Manu 3.285).43 

To· be sure, the problem here consists of knowing how these 
principles are applied. It is hard for us to imagine that the house
holder would only eat after everyone else, including the servants, 
in his household, had eaten; or that he would eat the food they 
have deigned to-leave as scraps.44 It nevertheless remains the case 
that the principal sarrzskara regarding food-that which prevents 
the eater from being a kevaiagha, a mere sinner, and from eating 
worthless food (BaudhDhS 2.13.2)45-is its transformation into 
a leftover, termed ucchista, avaiista or iesa.46 

The flow of social ~d ritual ·life is channelled, in a sense, by 
food scraps. Far from being inert waste matter, such remains are , 
the seed, the bija of acts whose intersections and sequences con
stitute dharma. 

There exists, nonetheless, a category of dvijas who remain out 
of this circuit, that is, a group that is allowed for the consumptions 
of foods that are not sacrificial remains: these are the sarrznyiisins, 
the 'renouncers'. This is the only case, however, because the 
sarpnyasin does not, properly speaking, eat at all: the foods he 
ingests, and which he receives in the form of alms or finds hap
hazardly are, for him, so many medical preparations (BaudhDhS 
2.18.12) .47 The sarpnyasin stands outside the system of remains, 
just as he does that of the sacrifice, to the extent at least that 
sacrifice implies a recipient of the oblation, who is distinct from 
the sacrificer himself. In fact, the sarpnyiisin has placed his sacri
ficial fires inside ·himself, and thereby sacrifices to the iitman 
(BaudhDhS 2.18.9-10).48 
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The data we have examined.,till now ·has mainly come to 
us from the Smrti texts. The Sruti texts, as well, provide a 
number of passages that highlight the role played by food 
remai~s in the mechanics of dharma. Rat.her than attempting 
to reVIew Vedic texts of an injunctive stamp, texts which offer, 
in their ritual prescription, an impressive array of data, we 
will concentrate here on a limited nµmber of aetiological myths 
or parables. 

We begin with the account of the birth of the Adicyas. The 
Vedic texts give divergent versions of this myth, but these never
theless allow for a common pattern to emerge.49 Aditi wants co 
have sons. She prepares porridge for the Sadhyas 'who were gods 
before the gods', and eats the leftovers (ucchesana, in TS 6.5.6 
and TB 1.1.9; ucchi{{a in GopB 1.2.15; uiisi~~ i~ MS I.6.12). 

This she does several times over, with ~ son being born to her 
after each offering: these sons are the Adicyas. But when she 
decides one day to help herself first, the process runs awry and 
she gives birth to a 'd,ead egg', Mart~<;la, a formless mass of 
flesh, according to_ the SB (3. 1.3.3) version. She then must pray 
chat her sons, the Adityas, consent co infusing life and form into 
chis still-born infant and to accepting him as their equal; but 
chis on the condition that his descendants vow co offer sacrifices 
to them. So saved, MartiiJ:i<;la becomes the Adicya Vivasvant and 
his 'descendance', the human race. The lesson to be drawn from 
this myth bears on the use of remains in what may be considered 
as the starring point of che ritual cycle: this is the installation of 
the sacrificial fires, the agnyadheya.50 (This practical application 
of the myth is put forward in TB l .1.9.4. Here, it is not a case 
of transgression that is at the origin of Mart~<;la: the eight Adityas 
rather emerge, two by two and in regular fashion, from the 
remains of the brahmaudana that Aditi duly offers, four times, 
to the Sadhyas): 'With the remains of the ajya (once the four 
rroij priests have eaten), one is co oil the Jogs one adds to the 
fire. In truth, Aditi became pregnant with the remainder'. 51 The 
aim of this particular phase of the rice is, moreover, to insure 
chat the sacrificer have descendants. 'This is why', says Sayana, 
'he who wishes to beget should cook the brahmaudana. By this 
means, he emits sperm that engenders sons'.52 (The ]Jg Veda 
makes use of the noun ie{as for 'descendance' .53 This is, says 
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Nirukta 3.2, an apatyanama which may be explained as follows: 
'Descendants are what remains of a man who passes away'.54

) 

The TS (2.5.3.4f), by way of explaining why the Agnihotra is 
followed by the new moon sacrifice, recalls th: story of Indra ":'ho, 
pCNte,dess after his slaring ~fV {tra, re~~ver~. his Strenge~ by drmk
ing milk curds {dadhz) which, on PraJapati,-s orders, ~mmals have 
prepared"for him. Now, there are several ways by which ~o curdle 
milk. According to the ingredients one uses, one arnves at a 
preparation that is proper to one or ano~er of the g~ds. T~e 
preparation that besc suits Indra is one obtamed by causmg milk 
to curdle by adding curds. So we are told that one should curdle 
the remains of the Agnihotra in order to insure the continuity of 
the sacrifice. 55 

This is perhaps the moment to attempt to comprehend~ some
what mysterious but quite famous passage from the Chandogya 
Upanifad (1.10.1-7). 

Among the Kurus who had been smitten by the hailstorm [?], U~ti 
Cikrayana and his wife Atik1 liv-ed a poor life in the village of a wealthy 
man. He.begged alms fro~ che wealthy.man, who~ eating p~as- Th: 
man replied, 'None other than these have been set aside for i:ne . U~astl 
answered, 'Give me some of them.' The other gave them to him, saying, 
'Here's something to drink now.' To which U~asti replied, 'That would 
be drinking a remainder (and thus the commission of an impure act)'. 
' Bue isn't this pea also a remainder?' 'If I don't eat them, I shall die of 
hunger. Drinking would be a pleasure for me'. When he had eaten, he 
brought the remains of his• meal co his wife. She_ had already found 
something to eat. She took them and put them aside. When he arose 
on che following morning, U~asti said, 'If we had a bit of tood, we could 
make some money. A certain king is going to offer a sacrifice. He could 
choose me for all of the priestly functions.' His wife answered, 'Well, 
my husband, there are these peas here.' He ate them and wenr to the 
sacrifice that had been prepared ... 56 

Without asking too much of chis text, it would appear to us 
chat it is comprised of two parts, of which ~ach highlights a 
different aspect o( the idea of food-remains. The first does ~o 
more than to formulate and illustrate with an example a prescnp
cion relevant to apaddharm':" In_ rimes of famine, a ~r~rnin may 
eat a (probably non-brahmm) nch man s leftovers; 1t ts better to 
sully oneself by eating leftovers than it is to die of hunger. Or, 
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put in other words, since such are the terms of this alternative, 
these remains would not be transmitters of impurity. But the 
brahmin would .be polluted if he were to accept the water the 
wealthy man also offers him, because he no doubt has the means 
to find some other water that is not a remains, and because he is 
not in a situation of apadwith regard to thir.st.57 The second part 
is, on the other hand, a parable. Here, the Il}atter is not one of 
other peoples' leftovers, about which one is obliged to ask whether 
they constitute polluting ucchifta,r, but one concerning the remains 
(atiiefa) of his own meal. The brahmin brings these to his wife 
who, rather than eating them, lays them aside, and when it appears 
that he can earn some money with a small bit of food, these 
foodstuffs that have been so laid up present themselves just in the 
nick of time. Are these to be taken as food for 'the road? No, 
because the brahmin eats them before ·he sets out. Everything in 
this account unfolds in such a way as to lead one to think that 
eating leftovers {and the foods eaten here are leftovers ofleftovers) 
was the condition the brahmin had to fulfil for it to be possible 
for him to accomplish one of his specific functions, that of serving 
as a priest. 

The data we have considered to this point has allowed us to set 
that food-remains, far from being an endpoint in the ritual and 
social processes in which they appear, are, on the contrary, the 
starting point of a subsequent act, the beginning of a new begin-

. • 58 rung, as.it were. 
But this concept of remains is not limited to the realm of food. 

It manifests itself most clearly in the Puri.9ic and Epic cosmo
gonies, precisely because these are not creations in some absolute 
sense of the term, but rather, re-emergences that follow upon 
reabsorptions (pralayas), which themselves mark the end of each 
cosmic eon (kalpa). Just as in the archaic Satapatha Brahmar;a 
(1.8.1.6) versioa 6f the flood story we find chat only Manu-a 
Manu who will become the source of the next creation
remains;59 surviving alone, free and out in the open while all , 
around him has been inundated, so too the post-Vedic mythology 
also describes a universal dissolut_ion, but now in a recurring 
fashion, at the end of which, at each kalpanta, there survives a 
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remainder, which is the serpent S~a. ~ an active remainder, this 
serpent-whose name means 'Remains'-holds the earth up atop 
his infinite serpent coils between two pralayas, and becomes, 
during a pralaya, the support for the sleeping Vi~t;iu, thus insuring 
che reconstitution of the cosmos.60 And it is no coincidence that 
Sesa counts among his brothers the naga T ~aka, which is another 
n~e for Vi§vakarman, the carpenter of the Universe. It is thanks 
to Sesa that cosmic history became the sa,psara. 

what is true for the cosmic ·sa,psara is equally true for the f.ate 
of the individual. What is the impulse behind rebirth? It is the 
fact that at the end of one's life, one's good and bad acts do not 
balance each other out, and that there thus remains an excess of 
one with regard to the other. More exactly, a good life (that is, 
one characterized by a great quantity of good karman) leads co a 
heavenly abode in which one may enjoy, for a certain time, the 
fruits of one's good acts. But these fruits are not exhausted. There 
remains an anuiaya, a residµe , an outstanding balance. on one's 
karmic account which, once one has completed this period of pure 
consumption, brings about a rebirth. Because this shall no doubt 
be a good rebirth, one shall, in the course of it, come to experience 
all manner of pleasures; however, one will also commit acts during 
chis period, that is, one will accumulate new karman which shall, 
in turn, come to fruition and leave a new residue, et.c. The same 
mechanism also comes into play, it goes without saying, in the 
case of a life in which bad karman dominates. 

Thus, the notion of a residue, of an outstanding balance, plays 
a foundational role in the ceaseless re-firing of the motor of 
karman. That this is an idea befilling the realms of philosophical 
speculation, and also to brahman1sm in general, is indicated in 
the .ApDhS2.2.2-3 and 5-6: 'When they apply themselves to their 
proper dharmas, the members of each and every varr;a come to 
know a supreme and great happiness. After this (that is, after one 
has enjoyed a time offelicity in heaven) one returns {to this world) 
due to the (unconsumed) remainder of the fruits of one's acts 
(kar1n4phalaJe{a) and is made to take birth in a caste (appropriate 
to one's merit, just as one attains) beauty, (fair) complexion, 
strength, intelligence, wisdom, wealth (and the joy of) pursuit of 

· one's own dharma. Thus one rolls, like a wheel, through the 
happiness of both ~orlds ... It is in this very same way that one 
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may (also) explain the ripening of the fruits of one's faults. The 
(gold-) robber, the brahmin-killer, having endured the torments 
of heH, for an immeasurable'time in the other world, is (re-) born 
as a cii,.ujafa if he was a brahmin, as a paulkasa if he was a 
kfatriya, and a vaif}a if he was a vaiJya' .61 

This residue remains attached to the soul of the individual even 
as he passes through (divine or animal) existence~, during which 
he accumulates no- karman. This explains, moreover, how it is 
impossible for an earthly existence-in which one merely enjoys 
or suffers an existence in a wholly passive manner-to ever be one's 
final rebirth.62 The way in which one's death triggers a selection 
of those karmans--from among the karmam of the life one has 
just lived-that will immediately bear fruit in the form of suffering 
or pleasure in the other world, as well as the composition and 
dynamic of the anusaya, are the themes of a long discussion in 
Sankara's commentary ad Vedanta Sutra 3. l.8.63 One encounters 
similar preoccupations in the Yoga64 school which, rather than 
describing the anusaya as that which remains after a stay in the 
other world, portrays it as chat which remains once the neutral
ization of good karman by bad karman, and the absorption of 
secondary karman by primary karmt1;n. have been effected. 

So it is that any effort towards liberation, whether it be through 
the acquisition of vidya, yogic techniques, or the sa'!lnyasin's 
asceticism, is, in the fmal analysis, an attempt co do away with 
the residue of karman. This is particularly the case with the 
sa'!lnyiisin--who, as we have· seen, evades the system of food 
remains beca1;1Se he places himself outside of social and ritual 
exchanges-and who endeavours to escape from the network of 
the remains of aces because his goal is to escape from sa7!lsiira. 

But the soceriological darianas (so called because they establish 
a necessary link between karman and rebirth, and make man's 
highest goal the suppression of karman as a means of escaping 
from the series of rebirths) are not the only ones which emphasize 
the notion of the residues of acts. In face, what was the effect of 
sacrificial activity on the fate of the sacrificer for the Purva
Mimii7!lsd scpool, whose goal was heaven rather than mokfa, and 
whose prime means co chat end was the proper performance of 
the Vedic rite? The sacrifice, inasmuch as it consists of the 
destruction, by fire, of sacrificial materials, abolishes itself at that 
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ry moment in which it comes to an end. This cause, even 
;~ough it is peri_shable, nevertheless e~ta_blishes a distant effect, 
which is the amunment of heaven. This 1s because a trace of the 
acrifice remains: this is called the apurva, 'a particular tendency, 

5 
srablished by an onfoing sacrifice, which is expected to bear 

fruit at a later time'.6 According to the Mimii'!l5ii, the sacrificer 
therefore has a twofold involvement with the remains of the 
sacrifice: he consumes the scraps of the dravya, and he is affecte~ 
by the residual effect chat is the apurva, an_ effect that makes Jt 
possible for him to reach heaven after he dies. 

We must now look at a particular situation, in which one 
burdens oneself, in advance, with a remains; and in which 
one measures the cause, in a sense, on the basis of its effect 
or, more exactly, on that of the obstacle which impedes the 
effect from wholly exhausting its cause. Such a case may be 
found in the treatises on architecture. Whether one wishes to 
determine a temple's orientation, breadth, length, perimeter, 
or the day of the week or month upon which it is auspicious 
co begin its construction, the problem always takes the following 
form: given a particular 1efa, what must the elements of the 
Jesin be? Let us take, for example, the temple's orientation. 
First, one numerically indexes the cardinal points from O to 
7, in che sense of pradakfi1:zii, and starting from the east. Next, 
one measures the temple's breadth by such a figure tl~at, if it 
is multiplied by 3 and the product is divided by 8 (the number 
of cardinal points), there will be a remainder after this division, 
which will correspond to the numerical index of the desired 
orientation. Sig~ficantly, chis remainder is called the ~oni, 
'matrix'. At least six 'remainders' are thus to be determined 
fro~ the outset, remainders that will in turn define the whole 
numbers by which the temple's dimensions are to be measured, 
and which thus constitute the dividends.66 

So long as they remain external to the hierarchical processes of 
the sacrifice, food scraps are objects of repulsion. But when they 
become the remains of a yajfia, they becomes the edible food par 
excellence, and play an essential role in the continuity of dharma. 
Considered from the standpoint of 'secular' religion, the residue 
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of acts insures the persistence of a person, a person who can thus 
hope to reach either heaven or a series of good rebirths; considered 
from the perspective of mok!a, it is, by definition, the prime 
obstacle. The . notion of a remainder plays a key role in several 
explicit doctrines. Elsewhere, it functions as an intellectual schema 
to which brahmanic thought makes constant reference. According 
to chis schema, a body of matter or of acts is, normally, never 
wholly consumed (in either sense of the term), and the procedures 
by which these are treated never arrive at any defmicive, exhaustive 
result. There always remains a residue which, while ambiguous, 
is nevertheless always possessed of an active, rather than an inert 
character. It is because he is conscious of the range of this notion, 
of the omnipresence of this schema, that the poet of AS 11. 7 exalts 
the ucchista. 67 It is useless here to follow Keith,68 who saw in these 
lines a 'p~~r piece of theosophical juggling with words', a 'pseudo
theosophy' comparable to that which 'exalts ... to the rank of 
supreme powers, the ladles, the Darbha grass amulet, the porridge 
cooked for the priest ... ' a monotonous and mechanical excita
tion of sorts that would have driven the ,!is to indiscreiminately 
glorify all the ingredients of the sacrifice. Equally impractical, 
however, is Deussen's69 estimation of this hymn as 'a homage to 
the transcendent world, to that which "remains" once one has, 
through thought, done away with the phenomenal universe'.70 

One should rather take this hymn for what it claims to be: a 
meditation on sacrificial 'remains' as the symbol of remains per 
se, with all the contradictory connotations that post-Vedic brah
manism might find in this notion, connotations which are fore
sh'adowed, moreover, in this text. 

1. uchis_te ndma ritpd1Jl cochis.te Lokd dhita& , 
uchista indral cagnis ca visvam antdh samahitam .. . 

3. sdnn .. uchis,!e dsaf!U cobhau mrtyur wlja& prajdpatilJ . . . 
25. prtiffiipanau c .. k~& Jrotram dkfitii ca k!ltii ca yJ 

uchistaj jajnire sdroe divl devJ divisrita/J 

'On remains are founded name and form, on remains is founded the 
world. In remains, Indra, Agni, and everything are concenrrated [ ... ] 
Being and non-being, both are in remains, death, vigour, Prajapati 
[ ... ] Inbreath and outbreath, sight, hearing, the fuct that things arc 
imperishable, and the fuct that they perish: from remains arc born all 
of the gods in heaven, who live in the sky'. 

2 

Cooking the World 

Prajapari considered: 'if I add this, such as it is, to my 
being, I will become a mortal carcass, unliberated from 
evil. May I therefore cook this with fire'. He cooked it 
with fire. He made it into [the food of] immortality. ln 
truth, the offering becomes [the food of) i.mmortality 
when one cooks it with fire. This is why one cooks the 
bricks with fire. In this way, one renders them immortal. 

SB6.2.l.9 

A metaphor is a pun with loose ends. I tighten the knot 
until my finger feels nothing but the string. 

Jean Cocteau, Esrai de critique indirecte 

In Satapatha Brahma,µ, 11.5.7.1 we read: 'Here now is the 
praise of the personal recitation of the Veda. The personal 
recitation and learning are sources of pleasure for the brah

min. He acquires presence of mind, becomes independent, and 
acquires wealth day after day. He sleeps well. He is his own best 
physician. To him belong mastery of the senses, the power to 
find joy in a single object, the devdopment of intelligence, glory 
and cooking the world. As this intelligence grows, four duties 
come to incumb upon the brahmin: a brahmanic origin, be
haviour consonant with his status, glory, and cooking the world. 
And as it cooks, the world protects the brahmin through the 
fulfillment of its four duties towards him: respect, generosity, 
non-oppression, and immunity'. 1 

The expression lokapakti, translated here as 'cooking the world', 
has been met with a remarkable reticence on the part of commen
tators. Th! St. Petersburg Dictionary (Bohtlingk and Roth, 185 5-
75, s.v. pakti) gives an altogether different interpretation of 'high 
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consideration in the world', 'das Angesehensein bei der Welt'. 

Eggeling (1900: 99) translates it as ' (the task of) perfecting the 

people' (or 'perfecting the wor/,d', as he adds in a footnote), while 

Monier-Williams' s ( 1899: s. v. pakti) gloss is 'the mental evolution 

of the wor/,d '. For Oldenberg (1919: 213), the term means 'Reif
machung, the maturation obcained,~ough a spiritual solicitude 

(geistliche Fursorge) for aU creatures'. These divergences may be 
explained by the fact chat lokacan mean 'world' as well as 'people', 

and that pakti, a verbal noun derived from the root PAC has 

'cooking' for its primary meaning, but can also be employed 

figuratively to mean 'maturation', 'perfecting', and even 'dignity, 

good reputation'. We should note, moreover, that in compounds 

of the loka-pakti type, the first term is a determinant of the second; 

however, the sense of this determination remains a variable one. 

The first term can be a 'nominal adjective' of the second, but it 

can also be used as a modifier governing attribution, place, etc. 

The context alone is pivotal in the choice of one grammatical 

analysis over another. 
There is, however, no reason whatsoever to deny the literal 

sense of the term. 2 Taken on its own terms, the expression lokapak

ti is in face a powerful summation of every definitive description 

and definition of the brahmin. We should, moreover, be dis

couraged from diluting this metaphor (that is, from considering 

chis expression to be only metaphorical) by a feature which char

acterizes Hindu India: it is the brahmins who do the cooking. 

This characteristic may be easily explained. 'The brahmin is 

naturally the preferred cook ... we shall encounter a Brahmin 

serving a lower caste who calls another to replace him in the 

mourning ritual, whereas he takes care of the cooking for the 

banquet himself ' ... [In the intercaste meal that brings together 

all who have accompanied the mortal remains to the cremation 

ground], 'pakkii food is cooked by the brahmin, so as to permit 

the greatest number co consume it' (Dumont 1966: 179, 186; 

English translation 1980: 139, 145). Keeping a brahmin cook

or, more often, having a-brahmin to do one's cooking-is a highly 

effective precautionary measure. In Hinduism, the place of a man 

or a group is notably revealed (and confirmed) by the answers 

given to the following questions: what does one eat, or rather what 

are the foods that one refuses co cat? lo whose company does one 
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agree co eat? From whose hands docs one accept cooked food? 

(The answer to this last question will vary according to the nature 

of che food and the way it is cooked). The operative principle here 

is that the higher one is located in the cascc hierarchy, the more 

sensitive and exclusive one is on aU of chese·counts. (One's status 

determines one's behaviour, and is-signified by it. Contrariwise, 

co adopt a certain behaviour is to proclaim an ambition co accede 

co a corresponding status, with the possibility of attaining that 

scacus in the long run). The brahrnin is located at the summit of 

che hierarchy, and eminently vulnerable to pollution;3 he therefore 

is, among Hindus, a person who is most concerned with and most 

particular in his choice of eating companions, and of persons from 

whom he will accept cooked food. If, on the other hand, it is che 

case chat one may-in some highly schematic way--only accept 

cooked food from one's peers or superiors, there arc no grounds 

for anyone co refuse food cooked by a brahmin, since brahmins 

can only have equals and inferiors. For not only is one assured 

that the brahmin's contact with the food has not polluted it, bur 

also chat the food is intrinsically pure. A brahmin, as we very well 

know, would noc consent to working in a material whose contact 

might be polluting for him; if it is pure for him, it is a fortiori 

edible for others. (A vegetarian may not eat meat; but a meat eater 

is not polluted if he eats food containing no flesh). 
This explanation is only a 'positional' one: while correct in 

theory, it is nevertheless insufficient. Brahmins alone are possessed 

of the capacity co be everyone else's cooks; but why--or at least 

how-do they accept this role? One should recognize that in the 

rules concerning the transfer of food, the critical moment is that 

in which the food is cooked. It often occurs that a brahmin, on 

the occasion of some festival observance, will agree to eat in the 
company of non-brahmins and deign to cat food offered by 

non-brahmins. This is in fact a means by which the brahmi~ is 

able co accomplish his priestly duty, inasmuch as he provides his 

host with the opportunity of offering a sacrifice -which, without 

the presence of a brahrnin, to eat it, could not take place. Else

where, the brahmin, when he accepts food offered by persons of 

lower castes, acts in the same way as does a god when he accepts 

the food offered by humans: in both cases, it is an act of grace 

which the carer performs with regard to the donor of food. Bue 
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the brahmin's condescension has its limits: if he is ro eat cooked 
food, it is imperative that the food be cooked by a brahmin. 

In order to grasp the definitive feature of the moment of 
cooking, and to attempt to understand the particular affinity that 
obtains between brahmins and the art of cooking, it is necessary 
that we refer to ancient brahmanical tradition. Here, the rules of 
commensalism and the acceptance of food are not exaccly the same 
as they are in classical Hinduism. The doctrine varies greatly with · 
textual traditions. Some follow the Vedic ideal, while others mani
fest those gradual transformations that would culminate in the 
new system. What follows here is a summary of the conclusions 
one might draw from the data set forth by P.V. Kane (2: 789f.) . 
Taken as a whole, the Smrti tradition appears ro be pulled in two 
directions: on the one hand, it wants co assert that the only cooked 
food a brahmin may legitimatdy consume is the food prepared 
by himself, his wife ( that wife whose van:za is the same as his own), 
his daughter-in-law, his son, his disciple, his master or a relation 
who is older than he; on the ocher hand, ic insists on the priestly 
function of brahmins, which requires that they accept all food 
offered co them. 

The dharma Sutras, as well as the treatises of Manu and Yajfia
valkya, draw up a list of those persons who, because of personal 
imperfections· (diseases, degrading occupations, infirmities, evil 
behaviour, un-expiated sins), may not be donors of food co brah
mins. With the exception of these cases, brahmins fl?.ay eat food 
given to them by any of the 'twice-born• castes, with the conclicion, 
nonetheless, that such be offered to them spontaneously and 
discreetly. Conversely. the brahmin is prohibited from soliciting 
food from a non-brahmin, and it is even recommended that he 
refuse food from anyone who has been loud in expressing his 
intention to give him such. Where then is the mendicant brahmin 
in all of this? He should not have to beg: his presence alone ought 
to be sufficient. As a matter of fact, he quite often has a ~ciple 
who will do his begging for him. Certain authors go so far as to 
allow chat a brahmin might accept cooked food offered by his 
sharecropper, his barber, his cowherd or his servant. Others, how
ever, declare that a brahmin loses all his dignity in such cases. As 
with Hinduism, restrictions are more severe for cooked food than 
they are for the raw, but we do not find any Smrti text (nor any 
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marks in Panini or his commentators) which restricts che func-re . -
· n of cooking food to brahmins. On the contrary, the Apa-

c10 . hi h . . h stamba Dharma Sutr~a treattse w, c. one m~st situate 10 -~ e 
rigourist category-teaches that all tw1<:e-born persons (dvl)as) 
rnay cook once they have purified themselves; and _that ev:n 
'itiras may do the same provided they are under brahmm surve1l
f~nce and have taken care to wash themselves and clip their nails. 

In the ancient brahmanic tradition, then, a brahmin, when he 
accepts or refuses food cooked by another, does this not so much 
as a means to showing off his rank in the hierarchy, but rather as 
a way of demonstrating the l!m_ics wic_hin which he ~ill agree co 
exercise his dharma 4 as off1c1aung pnest, as a subsmuce for the 
gods, or as a represent_acive of the di~inized an~cors. Bue, in _th!s 
perspective, the cook ts not necessanly a brahmm, the brahmm 1s 
fundamenrally a cooker, and here we see the extent to which 
Hinduis~, in the innovations it made, narrowed and hardened 
its Vedic base. This it did by reinterpreting the formula 'cooking 
the world' into 'doing the cooking for other people'. 

This theme of cooking, of actual and metaphorical cooking, 
displays itself in all its fullness and· coherence in the brahmanical 
doctrin~ of sacrifice. 

To be sure, the sacrifice is not the concern of brahmins alone: 
all the 'twice-bom'-that is, 'the members of the three highest 
varnas5-are capable of offering sacrifices (of assuming the func
tio~s of yajamana). But brahmins alone are, in theory, allowed to 
officiate. {to serve as rroij) in ceremonial (srauta) sacrifices. And, 
while it is possible to forego the services of brahmins in domestic 
(grhya)61-ites {for the reason chat there is no need for any rtvij o~er 
than the yajamana himself) it remains the case that all of these rttes 
are grounded in the Vedas, inasmuch as they include the recitation 
of Vedit mantras and the performance of gestures prescribed in 
and legitimated by the Vedas. Even now, it is still a brahmin's 
prerogative-and this is an element of the dharma that bdongs to 
them alone-to teach the Vedas. Furthermore, the neuter noun 
brahman, from which is derived the masculine brahmar_za ('brah
min'), at once designates both the purport of the Vedic text and 
'brahman-hood', the es~ence of the brahmin's varr_za (just as 
k!atra d~ignates the power specific to the k~atriyas). Officiants at 
ceremonial rites, as well as the exclusive transmitters of the Vedas, 
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brahmins are, therefore-, by definition, men of sacrifice (and ac
cording to some, every sacrificer, throughout the sacrifices dura
tion, is to be likened to a brahmin).7 The place they occupy in the: 
sacrifice is much more richly described, and with greater com
plexity, than are those of members of the other van:zas. Like all the 
twice-born, the brahmin celebrates his own domestic rites and 
studies the Veda. H~ maintains an advantage, however, over the 
ks,atriyas and vaiiyas,· in that he participates (as officiant) in the rites 
of others, and teaches the Veda to others. 8 Likewise, he does hu 
own cQoking, but, mo.re than this, he does the cooking for others. 

The relationship between cooking and sacrifice cannot be re
duced co the analogy that obtains between the privileges that 
characterize the brahmin in each of the two spheres. We must also 
consider these activities in and of themselves, and see how they 
are ac~mmodated to each other, or how they imply one another. 
The question we are asking here is whether every case of cookin@ 
is not a sacrifice, and whether every sacrifice is not a case ol 
cooking, or a series of such cases (and here we take up once again 
a line of questioning proposed by Madeleine Biardeau: cf. An
nuaire de 1 'icole Pratiquedes Hautes Etudes, Vth Section, 1973-4). 

On what sources might we draw upon in sketching out an 
answer to these questions? Three groups of texts deal principally 
with brahmanic sacrifice: these are the Vedic Revelation in the 
proper sense ofthe term (srutz); the Kalpa Sutras; and treatises 
relating to the prior Mimiirrzsa.. 

The Veda, in the broad sense of the term, is defmed by Indian 
tradition as the sum total of mantras and of Briihmanas. 9 The 
mantras are those verses which constitute the hymns (s~ktas), or 
else they are the elemeni:.s, in prose or verse, which make up the 
sacrificial formulae known as yajus. In the context of the doctrine 
of the sacrifice, it is the isolated verse, and not the hymn in its 
totality, that matters. In fact, the liturgy generally prescribes the 
recitation of a particular mantra (or group of mantras belonging 
to different hymns), and it is rare that an entire hymn be recited 
as an accompaniment to a given sacrificial act. Inasmuch as it is 
comprised of mantr:as, the Veda stands as a constitutive part of 
the rite, and is as important to the rite as are the oblatory material 
or the sacrificial victim: it is part and parcel of the sacrifice, and 
does not present itself to be a discourse on the sacrifice. In another 
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vein, although the Vedic hymns-when taken in their e~panded, 
omplete form-are, to be sure, very frequently exaltations of a 

divinity, they can just as often elevate the offering, the sacrificer, 
the officiants, fire, Vedic poetry itself, as well as the power of 
inspiration that brings it forth. These fervent panegyrics are 
blended together, of necessity, with fragments of description or 
of discursive explanation. However, these hymns provide us with 
enough information ro understand that all brahmanic thought is 
organize~ aro~nd this theme of sacr~fi~this bein_g its structur
ing principle, m the words of Madeleme B1ardeau-1t nevertheless 
remains chat they are not explicit enough to give us an exact idea 
of che rices and their relationship with the myths. 

For a sharper image of th.is relationship one must look to the 
Briihmanas, which make up the second part of Jruti. The scholas
tic rradicion makes a distinction between the two types of texts 
within this corpus: these are the vidhis and the arthavadas. The 
vidhis (or codanas) are instructions regarding the gestures that are 
co be accomplished, the postures to be maintained, and the 
formulae to be recited. In the passages that fall under this heading, 
verbs are generally declined in the optative mode; and even when 
the verb is in the indicative, the statement still tends to be 
normative in nature. The vidhi1 are the essence, the raison d'etre, 
of the Briihma,;as. But clustered around these prescriptive phrases, 
there is the matrix that consists of the arthavadas. Arguments 
intended to illustrate the vidhis, hyperboles that encourage their 
observance by the faithful, the arthavtidas describe in grandiose 
terms, the benefits one may reap in this world and beyond, 
through the proper execution of the rites, rite.s for which they 
also provide, in every case, the mythic origin and the symbolic 
purport. Indian theorists of the sacrifice hold the arthavtidas (and, 
it should be noced that if one considers their textual content, 
rather than their use in the rites, most mantras are arthaviidas) 
to be concessions to fancy and emotion. According to such 
persons, these are rhetorical inducements, and play a subordinate 
role to that which is truly serious: the precept, the order to act. 
In the end, it is this husk of arthavtidas that become the flesh 
and blood of the broader tradition: it is by virtue of these 
accretions, tagged .as arthavtidas, that the Briihma,;as truly stand 
as theological works, since it is the arthavadas which furnish 
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justifications for the rite by placing the ritual present in relation
ship to a mythical past, and to the perspective of an_ eternity 
which lies beyond, by relating the circumscribed act to the cosmi 
whole. From a theological standpoint, the essential part of th 
briihmana is in fact the bandhu, the 'bond'-not in the sense 
intended by Winternitz (1905: 164), of a bond betweefl the act 
and its accompanying prayer, but rather as Oldenberg (1919: 4) 
correctly saw it, between ace and prayer as an all-encompassi 
whole, and the forces that the rite sets in motion. 

The Kalpa Sutras are noc, properly speaking, a portion o 
the Veda: they are counted among its appendices, or its members 
(angas, as opposed co a body in its entirety). These aphorisms are, 
in a sense, instructions for use of the vidhis. They pla~ these in 
their proper order, develop and complement them. Meticulous, 
elliptical and very dry, the Kalpa Sutrasare texts chat are manifescl 
devoid of any trace of arthavada. 

Finally, we come co the Purvii Mimarrzsa, with which we part 
ways with the world of texts related co the 'body' or 'members' o 
the Veda. This is the philosophical school, a dariana among 
others, which, like the other schools, belongs co the orthodox 
Vedic tradition. Its special feature is that it counts the Vedic word 
as one of the prama~ar--auchencic means to knowledge (on the 
same level, for example, as senso·ry perception)-and that it pro
mulgates a theory concerning the eternity and uncreated character 
of the Veda. le endeavours to construct a logic of ritual and o 
those texts which render ueatmenc of such. That which it espe
cially retains from the Veda is its system of prescriptions, which, 
taken as a whole, constitute dharma. 10 

What does ic mean then, for one who would rely on the texcs 
we have just enumerated, to attempt co 'understand' brahmanic 
sacrifice? 

Its primary purport may be that one ought to study the explicit 
system of justifications that the arthaviidas provide ancJ, in the 
spirit of the texts themselves, allow that the rites might 'mean' 
something other than themselves, that they may be the hetero
geneous and fragmentary translation of another discourse, or the 
issue of some ocher narrative account. Or, one may see them as 
generating-not in some directly causal way, but through a sort 
of mimesis-an effect that overspreads the limits of the sacrificial 
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ground in such a way as to concern the world in its entirety. Why 
is it, in the agnihotra ceremonies, that the coals should be set at 
a distance from one another? ·'le is in this way that one separates 
the two worlds [our world and the world beyond]. This is why 
che two worlds, although they lie together are, so to speak, sep
arated' .11 What are the three perforated bricks which muse be piled 
upon one another when one builds the fire altar? They signify the 
earth, atmosphere and heaven, respectively (Keith, 1914: cxxvi
cxxvii). Why is it, during the agnihotra once again, that one is co 
brandish a wooden sword? This is because chis sword represents 
che bolt thrown by Indra against V ttra (more exactly, it represents 
a portion oflndra's bolt, a third or a quarter of it). 12 Why must 
one filter the soma?This is because the god 'Soma had wronged 
his chaplain Bthaspati ... he had redressed his offence .. . but a 
residue of the sin remained, which the gods eliminated by the 
soma [this tune, the drink); and Soma, thus cleansed and purified, 
became the food of the gods'. 13 Why muse one give a name co a 
young child (with this name-giving itself, of course, constituting 
a rite)? In order to do as Prajipati did: it happened that a boy was 
born out of the love of Prajapati for his daughter, the Dawn. Once 
when the boy cried out, 'Prajapati said co him: "My boy, why are 
you crying? Now chat you have been born, you are out of peril, 
you are no longer suffering". He said "Yes, but I am not free from 
evil, for I am without a name. Give me a name". This is why one 
should give a name to a son who has been borri, for one so delivers 
him from evil ... ' 14 

All of these examples concern portions of the rite. The same 
sort of explanations, however, obtain for the sacrifice in general. 
What does it mean to sacrifice? It is the re-enactment of the primal 
sacrifice of the Puntfa who, by means of the creative oblation 
which he made from himself, set in place both the model of, and 
che necessary conditions for, the accomplishment of the sacrifices 
offered by humans. Sacrificing is thereby the means by which one 
ca.o mend this primary sacrifice: the rites (especially the edification 
of the fire altar) accomplished by the gods, and following their 
example, by men, have as their goal the reconstitution of the body 
of Puru!a-Prajipati, who dispersed himself in his creation.15 

In any event, the sacrifice taken in its entirety-like che partial 
rites that constitute it-is the repetition, or the consequence (or 
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counterpart) of mythic acts or events. Therefore, understanding 
the sacrifice means understanding the bond between the sacrifice 
hie et nunc and that to which it refers-this being the basis for its 
very existence. 

But there is another possible approach to understand the sac
rifice. This consists of attending to the 'vidhi' as much as to the 
'arthaviida' portions of the texts, and of examining the mechanisrn 
of the sacrifice, and the operations accomplished by the men who 
serve it-rather than seeking the truth of the rites in their cor
responding myths. This does not imply that the latter interpreta
tion should be ruled out, or that one should limit oneself to a 
perspective of pure 'photo-realism'. Whatever the case, brahmanic 
sacrifice-regardless of whatever light, practices observed today 
'in the field' might cas_t upon the subject-is only known to us 
through texts, through texts that have been drafted by poets and 
theologians, by theoreticians who themselves were incapable of 
completely dissociating description from interpretation. To put it 
simply, if we are to approach the rite as a mode of being and an 
activity rather than as a symbol, then we must pay less attention 
to the extended poetico-theological glosses that serve as the foun
dation for priestly arguments, and rather emphasize the basic 
phraseology of ritual-the stock expressions and simple metaphors 
that recur time and again, and which remain the most straightfor
ward means for talking about the sacrifice. 

Taken at this very basic level, Vedic sacrifice-as practiced by 
humans as well as by gods-appears first and foremost as work: 
yajno vai karma 'verily, the sacrifice is work', says the Satapatha 
Brahmar.za16 in a passage which explains that invoking work at the 
moment in which one begins a sacrifice is the same as invoking 
the sacrifice itself. To be sure, this is work that issues in a work, 
a product; but it is primarily a displacement of substances and 
energies, and above every thing else, effort and toil. In the passages 
that follow, a privileged relationship associates derivates of the 
root YA] ('sacrifice') with those of the roots SAM and SRAM 
('strive, toil after'). 'O Agni, the mortal has sacrificed, he has 
toiled'.17 'Come to know he who strives, who cooks, who presses 
(the Soma). Cause him to reach the path to heaven'. 18 'He has 
sacrificed with sacrifices, he has tired himself with ritual toils' .19 

'He among you who would think to censure the efforts of he who 
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h coiled ritually, may he render vain his (own) desires even if he h: sweated in his (sacri~ici_al)_ efforts'. 20 'Busy yourselves with zeal': 
,Jami Jamidhvam 2J.--u 1s m these terms that one exhorts the 

~amitrs, specialists in the ritual killing of the viccim._
22 

• 

Another sacrificial officiant is the adhvaryu, who 1s responsible 
for the most active part of the rite: he busies himself, comes and 
oes follows a course-and it is noteworthy that although the 

!dh~aryu (like the Jamitr) is but o_ne officiant_ among m~y, _the 
term adhvara which is related to his name designates the nte m a 
eneral sense; and both adhvaryu and adhvara are derived from 

!dhvan, 'course, way'.23 Is this an itinerary that leads _from earth 
co heaven (and back)? No, it is rather circumambulauon ar~und 
the fires , and a regulated and ceaseless movement from one end 
of the sacrificial ground to the other. . 

This effort is exhausting, just as was the labour of the r:fts, the 
Vedic seers, who so strongly desired the Universe, in the beginning, 
char they brought it into existence: it }s because th:}' exhausted 
themselves (the verb is RI$), says the Satapatha Brahmar.za, that 
they were called rfis.24 

Sweat testifies to the laborious fervour of the person who 
sacrifices: 'O Lord, you whose strength is real', says a hymn 
addressed to the Maruts, 'you know, to be sure, the sweat [of the 
man] who has taken pains [through the rite], the vow of the man 
who sees in depth'.25 The paths traced on the sacrificial ground 
by the comings a~d goin~s of the _officiants ~re s~rinkled with 
their sweat, and this sweat 1s an offenng, to Agm, which one pours 
out (the verb HU) as one would an oblation.26 

The oblatory substance, that is sweat, appears in the course of 
the sacrificial endeavour. Here again, humans do no more than 
to imitate a prestigious exemplar: in the beginning, the sole obla
tion Prajapati had to offer was his own sweat.27 

The source of Prajapati' s travail is his desire, his kama, to 
'become manifold'. The texts of the Brahma1Jas n~ver tire of de
scribing the manner in which this first. desir~ took effec~: this desire, 
which would determine the work of sacrifice (and, m the same 
vein, the work of sacrifice, as practiced by man, is without meaning, 
without legitimacy, and is not even possible unless it is rooted _in 
a pre-existing kama) , is icsdf a form of work. More exactly, desire 
'works Prajapati over', bringing about his exhaustion (Jrama) and 
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painful over~eating (tapas). 28 Whatever ascetic connotations this 
latter term might generate (and these connotations would become 
increasingly enriched in tht late Vedic liceratrne), the word tapas 
designates, in its most primal sense, that heat born of kama and 
in which kama must of necessity culminate in order to trigger 
karman, that activity par excellence which is nothing other than the 
sacrifice. Tapas determines a transformation in the person of the 
sacrificer, one which allows him to move from chat self-directed 
activity, that is desire, to the exceriorization of the act of creation 
(in the case of Prajapati) which is implied by the manipulation of 
external objects that is implicit to sacrifice (in the case of the human 
sacrificer). 

· We will have the occasion to return to tapas. Foe the moment, let 
us note that the transformation we have just discussed is not a 
clean 'break with the past'. This is because the work for which 
internal heating is a preparative, that sacrificial laborn which 
consiscs, as we have seen, in all sorts of comings and goings, in 
fatigue and the production of sweat, turns on the pivotal moment 
that is constituted in cooking. A great number of definitions for 
brahmanic sacrifice have_ been put forward. T hat of the Vedic 
theologians, re~terated by the Mimii7?1Sakas, is the following: yajfi.a 
is the srnrendering (tyiiga) of oblatory substances (dravya) to di
vinities (devata) in the perspective of obtaining a cenain benefit 
(literally, a fruit, a phala).29 Bue if we attempt to describe, rather 
than define, the sacrifice, we come to acknowledge that it is 
essentially a matter of cooking: it--is the preparation, sometimes 
through the combination, but always through the cooking, of 
edible substances. And in those cases in which the cooking process 
does not occrn in the course of the sacrifice itself, we fmd that 
the substances to be manipulated have been cooked in advance. 

The reason for this is a simple one: the gods (who are the 
principal recipients of the oblation30) like substances which have 
been cooked: srtdkiimii hi devtf.J;.31 'Cooked, verily, and not un
cooked, should be the food of the gods . . . ': Jrtdm vai 
devJnam havir nilsrtam.32 'Cook the oblation for the g~ds· (such 
that it be] well cooked'.33 (After the word PAC, the verb most 
frequently employed by Vedic texts to designate cooking is SRA, 
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, k co a turn'. SRA does not however lend icself as well as does 
coo . , , 'fi ( lf)' 34 PAC to such derivate meanmgs as matrne, per ect onese . 

•An even better characterization 1s 'that which is cook~d, 
belongs to the gods'.35 Such is intende_d _for them ~one, qwte 
by definition. This is at least_ the opin_io?: ~ccor~ng to ~he 
Satapatha Briihma'},a, of the r{t Brhaspati Anguasa: that which 
we have heard was brought forth by th~ gods, that indeed is the 
sacrifice; ..that is, the cooked oblaaons and the ~repare~ 
altar ... •.36 To eat cooked food is thus to consume, m ones 
meal, something intended for the gods. We can_ ~derstan~, 
under these conditions, that such could only be legmmace_ when 
chat which one ate was the remainder of a meal chat had m fact 
been served to the gods. When we read, as a matter of fac~, ~at 
the leitmotiv of Jruti and smrti literature was the prescnpuon 
rhat sacrificial leftovers were the sole dharmic food _(see ab~ve, 
PP· 11 ff.), we must not fail to note. this caveat, pw':ided by t_he 
½mu Smr;ti: 'He who cooks for h1mself eats nothmg but sm. 
Fo~d consisting ·of sacrificial remains, this is in fact the food 
prescribed for p~op~e of worth'.3

~ Here ~e come to un?erst~d 
the sense in which it must be said chat JUSt as the sacnfice is a 
case of cooking, . so is the cooking of food itself a sacrifice. 
However, the latter instance is not automatic. Rather, the end 
of this process is the production of food intended f~r the gods, 
and this food must be served co chem, through a sacrifice, before 
one may eat what they have left behind. . 

This sovereign right enjoyed by the gods to receive cooked food 
figures prominently in a rice which immediately follow~ the mar
riage celebration, a rite which, sets ~e patt~rn for what will thence
forth be the married couple s daily rouune: as soon as the new 
household's domestic fue (aupiisana) has been installed, the hus
ban·d has his wife perform a sacrifice of cooked food. 'The wife 
husks [the rice grains]. She cooks [the'rice dish called sthiili.piika], 
sprinkles it [with clarified butt~r], ~akes it of!' the fire, an~ then 
sacrifices it to Agni and to Ag01 Svi~talqt, W1th [the remams of] 
this rice dish, the husband feeds a brahmin whom he respects 
... And from that day forward . .. morning and evening he daily 
offers-pouring them from his hand- two oblations o~ rice and 
barley, to Agni and Prajapati'.38 Thenceforwar~, the aca:e da_y of 
the couple will begin in this way : after a long senes of punficanons 
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and prayers, observed individually by each of them, che wife 
prepares a rice dish, and says, once it is cooked, 'it is ready'; and 
her husband replies 'Om'. Portions of chis heap of food are sue
cessively set apart, as offerings co the gods, which are placed in 
the domestic fo-e; next are the bali offerings, pellets placed in 
hallways in the house for the 'beings'. Following chis, alms for an 
ascetic are set aside, and then pellets intended for the ancestors. 
Finally, the husband and his wife may themselves eat the cooked 
rice.39 

Several texts mention a class of sacrifices called pakayajiia, 
literally 'sacrifices of cooking'. Their number, grouping and char
acteristic principles vary widely from text to text. At times, this 
term seems co designate the totality of grhya rites, 'every sacrifice 
chat is offered into a single fire' , 40 che domestic fire. At ocher times, 
on the contrary, seven pakdyajiias are specified, which correspond 
to periodic sacrifices, observed on the eighth day of the dark lunar 
fortnight, ac the time of the full and new moon, etc.41 Certain 
treatises teach that these are constituted by the daily mahayajiia 
rites, with the exception of the brahmayajiia rites. 42 Other sources 
know of four kinds of pakayajnas, which they sometimes analyze 
in detail. Thus, the Kathaka Grhya Sutra enumerates the huta 
(which consists of an offering poured into the domestic fire), the 
ahuta (in which the offering is placed on t~e ground), the prahuta 
(the offering of pellets, pi'}rjas, to the ancestors), and the pra1ita 
(that which is 'tasted', that is, the offering poured into thescomach 
of a brahmin, to whom one offers a meal)-a distribution which 
may coincide with that of the four mahayajiias. 43 

But whatever place the 'cooking sacrifices' may hold in the 
ritual ensemble, most noteworthy of all is the face that there exist 
no ·amayajna, sacrifices of raw foods co complement them. Here 
Wt-, muse emphasize that in Vedism, in ancient brahmanism, every 
sacrifice is an offering of cooked food; barring this, sacrifice is the 
process itself of throwing food into a fire in order that it be cooked. 
Whatever the case, it muse reach the divinities in a cooked form. 

This is not a self-evident truth, and it is certainly not a universal 
feature of sacrifice: in India itself, there are post-Vedic pujaswhich 
include uncooked offerings, such as flowers and fruits. In the 
'ancient brahmanic religion, on the contrary, we never encounter 
a reference to sacrificial operations that does not employ a derivate 
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of one of the roots signifying 'cook': PAC or SRA ( or one of their 
artial synonyms, such as U~, GHF, TA:,.or J?AHJ, . 

p We should begin by noting that the dmmcnon we have mt.ro
du~ed by way of precaution, between offerings th_at have alr~ady 
been cooked and offerings that are to ~e cooked, 1s of but mmor 
importance: this is because the offering ·that has already bee':1 
cooked was prepared through an act that was sacrificial, over a 
fire which was also sacrificial. This distinction therefore only holds 
for the ceremonial rites, since the domestic ritual uses no other 
raw material than the heap of food cooked in advance, on the 
only fire it has at its disposal, for the vaiivadevas. O~ the ~ntrary, 
in the ceremonial ritual there are three fires: the ahavamya, the 
'offertory' fire in which the oblations called homa, mainly clarified 
butter, ar_e p·oured;44 the ga7:hapatya, the 'h,ouseho!d' fire, ~h~se 
function 1s to cook the offering, but also to perfect the sacnftc1al 
utensils;45 and, lastly, the dakfi-lJa, upon which is prepared the 
porridge intended for the off'iciants. 46 T~e first two fires are ~ fact 
interchangeable; or rather, the iihavaniya can fulfill the garha
patyds cooking functions: this multipl~ usage i~ even recom
mended by the Satapatha Briihmat_la, which finds tt troublesome 
co have to transfer sacrificial preparations from one fire to the 

th h · h , -'7 other. 'One m11y do it one way or e ot er, as one w1s es . 
le is therefore nor the order of the operations that counts: what 

is essential is that cooking take·place at some point in the procedure. 
We encounter several ways in which sacrifices may be classified, 

in accordance with the nature of the offering. For examlle, the 
Baudhayana Srauta Sutras distinguish five sorts of oblatory matter: 
plants (atlfadha), milk (payas), animal vi_<:_tims (fai~)~ so'!'a, and 
clarified butter (ajya or ghrta).48 The Ya;na Partbhas_a Sutras, on 
their pare, recognize two major groups: veg~tal oblations, i~~ludi~g 
granulated rice ( tar;tjula), flour (pifta), the nee cake (puro#Ja), nee 
porridge (odana), gruel (yavagu), rice _that ~as been ~ound after 
boiling (prthuka), etc. Animal oblauons mclu1e milk (payas), 
curdled milk (dadhi), clarified butter (ajya), a mocture o£curdled 
milk with boiled milk (iimik{ii ), whey (vii.Jina), the caul, or the 
membrane enveloping the viscera (vapa ), the skin (tvac), the flesh 
(marrzsa), the blood (lohita),49 and the pasurasa (pith?).50 (Note the 
absence of soma in chis latter list.) . 

It is possible, albeit with a bit of difficulty, to reconcile these 
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two lists. What they have in common, for all intents and purposes, 
is the fact that they only mention elements consisting of.cooked 
substances. This is manifestly the case for whatever is cooked by 
the sacrificer himself or by his officiants, before or during the 
ceremony. Furthermore, milk and ~onsequently all milk products 
and derivate substances in which milk is blended are, as far as 
Indian physiology is concerned, coo~ed in advance. 

Already in the Vedic hymns, we find celebrations of the paradox 
of the <;:ooked (milk) inside the raw (cows).51 How is this possible? 
In trut~, milk is nothing other than the sperm of Agni, and all 
that coines from Agni is, by its very nature, cooked. Agni, as a· 
matter of fact, creates the cow, and as is so often the case in Vedic 
mythol~gy, comes to desire his creation: he unites with her· and 
his sperm becomes milk: 'Tliat is why, although the cow is raw,_ 
the milk in her is cooked; for it is the sperm of Agni. And chis is 
also why it is always white [like sperm] whether the cow be black 
or red, and why it shines like fire, for it is the sperm of Agni. This 
is .why it is warm when one milks it out; for it is the sperm of 
Agn., 52 

1 . . 

The body of the victim itself, in the case of animal sacrifice, is, 
contrariwise, the object of an intensified cooking process. While 
the victim is still standing, it is made to undergo a simulated or 
approximal cooking: it is tied while still alive, to the sacrificial 
post, and the officiant called the ii.gnidhra, the 'igniter', besmears 
it with butter before waving a firebrand or torch over it three times 
in succession. 53 And, after the animal has been put to death, an 
offering must be made, of a kind of pudding, which will 'close 
the wound', following which the officiant is asked as to who has 
put the victim to death (the famitr): 'Is the oblation cooked?'54 

The iamitr takes care that everything be cooked inside the victim, 
as a stanza of the [?.k Sa,rzhita, preserved as a ritual formula in the 
horse sacrifice, shows us: 'The undigested foods which are in its 
stomach and which he exhales, the odour of his raw flesh-may 
the famitrs prepare all of this carefully, may they cook the sacrificial 
victim to a turn'.55 The very odour of che cooked food, the 
pakvagandha, is a constituent part of the sacrificed animal. In the 
afvamedha, the dismembered victim sates the hunger of every 
creature: while the serpents feed on the odour of its blood, the 
birds receive the odour of the cooked flesh as their portion. 56 
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One must be prepared for everything. For instance, in the rite 
by which a sterile cow is put to death, what is co be done if, in the 
process of dismembering her, one perceives that she is carrying a 
foetus? Expose the foetus in a tree? Throw it in the water? Bury it 
under a molehill? Better than any of these solutions is to find a 
means of transforming this mass, which is not an oblation in the 
proper sense of the word (it is ahuta), into something not com
pletely excluded from the sacrifice. For this, one must cook this 
foetus and offer it on a fire kindled from the ii.havaniya fire-but 
not on the ii.havaniya itself-and present it, not to some individual 
god, but co those beings who constitute, among the gods, a unit, 
a 'mass' or the masses (the divine vif); that is, to the Maruts, the 
'eaters of that which is not [truly] an oblation' (ahuta-ad). 57 

Are there no exceptions? If, when making an offering to the 
gods, the necessary cereal grains are lacking for the domestic ritual, 
one may use fruits or leaves, on the condition that they be cooked. 
Or one may use water, pure and simple.58 The text cioes not 
stipulate that this water, too, be 'cooked'. But it is worthy of note 
that this final recourse is a teaching offered ad hoc by an authQrity 
on che subject, a mythic character significantly named 'Cooked 
Oblation', Pakayajfia, the son of l4i ( the domestic rite, as one can 
see, is the 'son' of the ceremonial rite). 

The real problem lies with soma. While it is the case that soma 
is subjected to all kinds of procedures (its stems are sorted, meas
ured, set to soak, pressed out; the juice is filtered, decanted, etc.), 
it is never cooked. Thus, the gods' favourite delicacy, upon which 
they gorge themselves and through which they are tran~ported 
outside of themselves, is a raw substance. What is more, they do 
so together with the human guests who are -invited to these 
grandiose and complex ceremonies, ceremonies which are the 
archetype of every sacrifice, and which are the subject of the most 
extended of all descriptions found in the treatises, and the most 
exalted of invocations in the hymns. The theologians are aware 
of the problems this presents: 'In<lra 'Slew V [Cfa. He caved in his 
skull and made from it a wooden trough through which the soma 
flowed . · .. He thought, "shall I make an .offering or not? ... If 
I offer, this would be a raw offering; ifl do not offer, then I disturb 
the sacrifice". He decide_d to make an offering. Agni said "You 
should not offer by pouring into me thar:which is raw". He mixed 
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it with parched grains and when it became cooked, he offered 
it. ' 59 Mixed together with a cooked substance-including milk
soma its thus considered co be cooked. Bue this practice is not 
always observed in full, and so faJls short of the ideal. In the so1n4 
sacrifice, the q uescion in fact boils down to knowing 'Yhether so1n4 
is the true oblatory material, or at least whether ic is nothing m9rc 
than such. Basically, soma, Soma, is a god. Shall we then say, along 
with Hegel (1952: 498ff.), that every offering, every victim, is the 
image of god, and char it is the god who is put co death in the 
sacrifice?60 Indeed-but in the case of soma, this is nor a question 
of some a posteriori identification with an indistinct divir~ity: from 
~c outset, the soma plant one presses, as well as the soma drink 
quaffed by. the gods and brahmins is the god Soma, the celestial 
soma, who is possessed of a mythology all his own.61 Thus when 
we look at the Vedic hymns, we fmd that the soma sacrifices in 
which soma is offered also figure as celebrations of the god Soma, 
and even as offerings to this god. We cannot stress this point 
enough: the rite and the mantras lead us to see these stems as 
much more than some provisional facsimile of the god. They arc 
the god himself-and Soma is a royal god, the king of the brah• 
mins.62 In the soma sacrifice, the consumption of soma as an 
offering is but' the fmal moment of a long and ext.remely compli• 
cated sequence of events in which king Soma is a guest who is 
called upon in procession, and who is brought back in a chariot 
to a sacrifice in which he is welcomed according to the rules of 
hospitality; that is, he is offered food which has, of course, been 
cooked.6~ ~ strange but nonetheless important stage in these 
proceedings is the tractations through which che officiant goes to 
buy the soma from an owner who will only consent to pan with 
it after a sometimes violent bargaining session, and who demands 
as payment a one year-old brown cow (cf. Gonda 1962: 184). 
This rice is the prototype of every purchase: 'because one bargains 
over the king [Soma], everything is for sale in this world'.64 And 
if the soma is absorbed raw, it can only cake its full effect when 
the consumer himself has already been cooked.: 'he whose body 
has not been heated, the raw creature, does not attain to this [ effect 
of the soma drink]; only creatures cooked to a turn . .. '.65 

Soma is an oblation that is absorbed raw, a case which holds 
only because soma /Soma is something more than a mere oblation. 
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What follows is the treatment of cooked oblations that, inasmuch 
as they are not destroyed, are not consumed. This we fmd in the 
grandiose rice called the agnicayana. In addition co those three 
fires which, though indispensable co the performance of 
ceremonial rites, burn at ground level in the sacrificial space, the 
Briihmanas and Srauta Sutras also inc.roduce a 'piled up' fire; chat 
is, a fire that burns atop a brick altar. Each of the five superimposed 
layers stands for a season, and the entire edifice for the year as a 
whole: more exactly, it is through the edification of the altar that 
one orders the chaotic mass of pre-sacrificial time into a regulated 
succession of distinct and recurring moments. Without expanding 
on the symbolism of the continuous and the discontinuous that 
is at play here (cf Eggeling 1_897: xviii-xix; and Silb~rn 1955: 
64f.), or addressing the question of the final destination of the 
fire that is ignited and' placed on this al car, let us simply note that 
the construction of the edifice is a sacrifice in itself, one in which 
the sacrificial substance consists of bricks, and whose recipient is 
che fire itself. The rite celebrated by humans today reproduces 
chat which· the gods celebrated in the beginning. Prajapati has 
scattered himself in his creation, and the problem now is of healing 
him-that is, of reassembling him by means of oblations. 'Now, 
every oblation the gods offered him [wh~le he was damaged_] in 
the fire was transformed into a cooked bnck and penetrated mto 
him. And it is because they were made out of that which was 
offered as an oblation [i~taJ. that these are bricks [i~takas]. This is 
why one cooks bricks in the fire, because these are thu~ oblations 
chat we offer'.66 (It is the sacrificer who cooks these bncks; how
ever the first called the asadha, 'invincible', which is of the same 

) , .. 
length as the sacrificer's foot, is prepared by his principal wife, his 
mahili-just as in the domestic ritual, it is the sacr~ficer's patni 
who prepares the oblatory mass of food in che morrung). 

The heads of five sacrificial victims--of a man, horse, bull, ram 
and a goat-are to be placed at the base of che altar. What_happens 
co these victims' lower bodies? They are thrown into the same wacer 
chat is combined with earth in order to make the bricks. The 
animals are thus cooked by extension, in the water of their dissolu
tion. 67 Use is also made of clods of raw clay. Since chis constitutes 
an,offering, the theologians find themselves obliged to account for 
this anomaly: 'How can they be heaped up, as if they were cooked 
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to a turn? These clods are the vital fluid. Now, the vital fluid_ is 
naturally cooked. Moreover, aU that comes into contact with Agni 
Vaisvanara becomes by that very fact cooked, well cooked, [fit for 
being] heaped up' .68 Even ifit does not enlighten us on those special 
qualities by virtue of which these clods are considered cooked even 
as they remain raw, this text at least reinforces the operative prin
ciple according to which all that is oblatory must be cooked. 
Likewise, as we have seen, that which is cooked belongs to the 
gods: this is why, in the pravarg;ya rite, one cooks the variow 
sacrificial vessels.69 This cooking process may be repeated. Such is 
che case with the pan called the ukhii, which is at the same time a 
utensil and an offering: the clay with which it is fashioned is first 
obtained by mixing earth together with water in which the sap of 
the palaia tree has been boiled.70 One cooks this clay by placing it 
in a hole in the ground: this oven is the womb and the ukhii the 
embryo. If it is true that gestation is identified with the cooking 
process, it is also true-as we will discuss in due course-that 
cooking is reciprocally described as an instance of gestation.71 

We must count, among the substances qualified as offerings, the 
body that is offered on the funeral pyre. The corpse is ahuta, 
given in oblation, to Agni.72 For sure, the cremation is also, in 
a certain sense, a sacrifice. The crematory fire is placed between 
the deceased' s three sacrificial fires ( or, according to other sources, 
between three fires taken from his sacrificial fires: see Oldenberg 
1903: 491). This new fire is itself transformed into a sacrificial 
fire by the pretiignihotra, the mortuary agnihotra, a rite observed 
by the family of the deceased (cf. Caland 1896: 86): at this point, 
it is fit to receive offerings. But the sacrifice, that is, the cremation 
calls for a special strategy. The sacrificer is not, as a matter of 
fact, represented by the victim here: he is himself the victim. 
And the function of the rite is not, in this context, to effect the 
~ictim 's assimilation by the god, as is the case in the other 
sacrifices. This is rather a matter of both feeding the god (Agni)
a process quite compatible with the consumption by fire of the 
corpse-offering-and of preserving the integrity of the dead per
son, who is not to be devoured, but rather to be prepared for 
the world beyond, that world to vvhich the crematory fire will 
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convey him. These questions are raised-and resolved- in the 
hyJ]lJl of RS 10.16 (cf. Renou 1965): because a singl_e sacrificial 
body will be subjected to two trea~ments ai:id promised. to two 
incompatible fates, the request (this hymn 1s a prayer) 1s made 
co Agni co double himself into che f~res called ~ravyadtt

1 

(' devourer 
of raw flesh') and Jatavedas73 -this latter be1ng the knower of 
or known by whatever is born', cooking and transporting his 
oblations. In order that the cremation be an oblation, and not 
a destruction, it is necessary that the body, apparently consumed 
on che spot, be cooked by that f1re and be conveyed, as such, to 
the other world. The regulation of this cooking and this transfer 
are to be effected by fiitavedas alone, whose task it is thereby to 

th · · · f h c 74 bar che way to e voracious rmpetuous1ty o r e crematory nre. 
The jiitavedas fire is nothing ocher than the sacrificial fire, the 

counter-fire opposed to the crematory fire: 'O Agni, ward off the 
fire chat devours raw flesh, drive away the fire that eats corpses, 
convey [here] the fire that sacrifices for the gods'.75 In order to 
blunt the devouring fire's attack, and to keep it from destroying 
that portion from the person of ·the deceased which is to be 
preserved, one offers it a male goat which is put co death at the 
time of the funeral ceremonies.76 More importantly, one must feed 
it with the fat and the marrow of a cow called the anustara,:zi, which 
envelops the corpse like a second skin.77 Saved by the sacrificial 
fire, cooked and maintained intact, the body made oblation un
dergoes a complex transformation at the end of which it is at once 
offered to the ancestors, scattered throughout the universe, con
veyed to the abode of 'beings whose acts are good', and lastly, 
reconstituted and continued through its progeny.78 The success of 
chis procedure is the hallmark of a happy fm~ passage from life. 
We see a prefiguration of this in the cooking of the brahmaudana, 
che rice porridge which constitutes a part of the payment received 
by brahmins in the soma sacrifices: well-cooked, pakva rice is the 
image of the body cooked by the fiitavedas fire at the time of the 
cremation. The hymn in Atharva Sarrzhita 12.3 goes so far as to 
say that the bodies of the sacrificer and his wife shall-even as ~e 
crematory fire consumes their corpses-rise up from this porridge 
to attain the kingdom of Yama, when they follow the rivers of 
clarified butter that flow up to heaven. 79 

The funerary ritual is the samskiira par excellence. This is the 
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meaning of the term when it is not further qualified. This t 
which has the proper sense of 'perfecting' designates, in the br 
manic tradition, those rites that chart out an individual's religio 
life history, and which thereby transform him, so as co render · 
capable of acceding to a new phase of existence. So it is with 
initiation ceremony (upanayana), a second birth which renders 
who has passed through it, fit to undertake the study of the Ve 

. another example is marriage, which muse be defined as chat rice 
which the husband and wife become qualified (adhikrta) co o 
sacrifices. What then does the sarrzskiira of the funerary rites-c 
is, in basic terms, the transformation, through cooking, of th 
corpse into an oblatory substance-prepare one for? For the fu 
life, in the varied forms mentioned in the hymn of Fk Sarrzhi 
10.16. Bue even if we limit our attention to what occurs in · 
world, we cannot help but note chat cremation is a samskiira in ch 
sense that it is an act that is preliminary and preparatory co 
sacrifice. The bones chat remain, once the flesh has been redu 
to ashes, are spread over a spot consecrated for a haviryajfza (offici 
sacrifice), by virtue of which chis dispersion is precisely term 
haviryajnaniviipa: these are spread out because it is 'an unlimic 
space' that one desires for the dead (cf. Renou 1954: 174£). 

Cooked in the sense chat it constitutes an offering on the fune 
pyre, the body of the sacrificer undergoes metaphorical cookin 
processes throughout his eorire life. 

In order chat he might be fit co perform a sacrifice, the sacrifice 
must strip himself of his profane body and give himself a sacrifici 
body. This operation is effected through dik1ii, 'consecration'. Wi 
know that dikfii, in its most elaborate form, simulates a period 
gestation: the man who w1dergoes it adopts the posture of a foet 
the hut in which he is enclosed, in darkness and silence, is like 
womb to him. And, throughout the period of dik1ii, he eats 
little as possible, reducing his activity and even movement co 
bare minimum, abstaining from all that would identify him as an 
adult, social being. This consists, most appreciably, in the avoid
ance of any sexual relations with his wife, even when she is, as .is 
often the case, seared by his side, and undergoing the same ordeal 
as he. The twofold transformation which consists, for the sacri
ficer, of disengaging himself from his normal body and generating 
a new body would not be possible without the effects of heat: in 
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fact, dikfii is constar.idy a_ssociated, if not_ identified'. with tafas, a 
olysemic term des1gnatmg both the painful_ ~urnmg of v10lent 

psceticism (or desire) and the warmth so propmous to the growth 
a so 
of an embryo. . 

As for the term dik~a itself, the most satisfactory erymolog1cal 
nalysis is one that cakes it to be a desideracive derivate of DAH, 

~burn' (cf. Mayrhofer 1957: s.v. dikrate). Such an interpretation, 
of che maturation of the sacrificial foetus as the result of an 
incineration, or more exactly, of a cooking process, may be found 
in rexes such as the following: The womb of the sacrifice is, in 
cruth, the fire, and the dikfita [ the man who undergoes dikfaJ is 
the embryo'.81 'When one undergoes dik{a, one verily casts his 
being like a seed imo the womb that is cp.is fire-pot. Once con
secrated, one prepares this space for himself and one is born into 
a world one has made by oneself. This is why it is said: "the man 
is born into a world iliac is made [by himseli]".'82 

The sacrificial body thus arises from a new space created by its 
own presence, by the work that is that presence. What is the reason 
for this metaphorical cooking of the sacrificer, which precedes the 
actual cooking of ilie offering? The fact is that the sacrificer's body 
is che genuine oblation, and chat the animal or vegetal offering, 
whose cooking and destruction constitute the sacrifice in ilie strict 
sense of the word, is but a substitute for the real oblation. The 
encire sacrificial strategy consists of making the sole offering chat 
really counts-that of one's own person-and then of taking chat 
body back again after having produced a substitute for it.83 In a 
certain sense, then, dik{ii is a preparatory phase of the sacrifice. In 
another sense, it is its most essential phase: properly speaking, the 
sacrifice consists of carrying through, co its final conclusion, the 
offering of a surrogate victim, whereas dik{ii consists of a rough 
oucline (but only a rough one) of che offering of the real victim. 
Moreover, it is also possible for the sacrificer to be represented, 
alone or cogeilier with bis wife, as an effigy having the form of a 
bundle of darbha grass, an effigy which itself figures among the 
substances, cooked or about co be cooked, that are co be offered. 84 

In its role as a preparation for rhe sacrificial act, dik{a, the 
(quasi-) metaphorical cooking of rhe sacrificer, serves as an ex
planatory point of reference for all oilier preparations. So it is wiili 
marriage: the marriage (vivaha) ceremony is counted among the 
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sarrzskaras, the 'perfecrings' or rites of initiation, but it may also, 
be interpreted ·as a yajiia, a sacrifice in which the sacrificer is the 
father of •the girl, and the bride the victim, the pafu, while the 
groom, the vara, plays the role of the divinity.85 

According to whether one considers. marriage to be a sa'!'S
kara or a yajfi.a, the bride is either its subject or its object. In 
both cases, she can only have access to the rite that will render 
her sarrzskrta, 'brought to perfection'-a term chat might also be 
translated by 'well-cooked'-through a preparation chat is ex-

1 

plicicly designated as a dikfa: the entire premarital life of a girl
1 

is a long dikfa. 86 

Here, we must take note of a remarkable complemencarity: 
throughout the period in which one is undergoing dikfii, that is, 
the period in which one is oneself the object of a cooking process, 
one is prohibited from cooking, and especially from ·cooking any 
sacrificial food other than one's own person. This is true in the 
case of dikfa proper, but may also be seen in those features which 
characterize the djfferent stages (ii1ramas) chat theoretically con
stitute the life history of a 'twice born' individual. 

After having lived a life consecrated co such social activities as 
the acquisition of weal ch, sacrifice and procreation, we know cnat 
the 'twice born' 'leaves for the forest': he turns himself into a 
vanaprastha, a hermit. Without making a complete break from 
the social life, he nevertheless lives away from the viUage and, by 
the simple fact chat he has separated himself from its material 
products, consecrates himself to a much more internaliz.ed form 
of religion. In truth, the viinaprastha stage is a kind of pale image 
of the fu1al stage (which is, of course, optional, and reserved for 
a very limited elite), that of 'renunciation'. The vanaprasthas are 
divided into two categories: those who are closer co the house
holder status they have just left behind, and those who are closer 
to the renunciant st~tus towards which they are tending. Now it 
happens chat among the former, we may distinguish five classes. 
of 'cookers', and among the latter, five classes of 'non-cookers'.87 

The contrast drawn between cookers and non-cookers is 
moreover applied to all 'twice-born' persons:88 among the cookers 
are householders and chose hermits who cook; among the non-
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cookers are students and ascetics-t~at is, 'twice-born' persons 
• rhe initial and final phases of hfe. (We should recall that 
~ahmanic pupils, who are obliged co observe absolute chastity, 
do nor have any fire of their own: in cooking as well as 
sacrifice, they live, in a sense, by proxy, and are dependent 
on their teacher's fue). 

The significance of this li_ne of demarcation ~ecomes clear_whe? 
we consider the way of life and status of total renunc1ants , 
amnyii.sins. Whereas the hermit may continue to lead a family 

tf~ one chat allows him to enjoy a limited social life and chat, 
co~sequencly, enables him, if he would so desir~, to perform 
certain sacrifices, the sarrznytisin on the other hand 1s a loner, and 
quire often, a wanderer. What is it that he renounces? From what 
does he detach himself in his dispassion ( vairtigya)? He leaves_ the 
world of men to free himself from activity, and from sacrifice 
which is activity par excellence. His goal, as we know, is. not to 
receive heaven or a good reincarnation as a reward for his good 
aces. His goal is liberation, mokfa, the definitive exhaustion of the 
consequences of past acts, and an escape fron:i the cycle of rebirths. 
Bur it is impossible to truly escape from sacrifice: the best one can 
do is to reorient oneself in relation co it, to reverse (or subvert?) 
che relational orientation established by it. The complex ceremony 
which marks one's entry into 'renunciation' consists of allowing 
one's sacrificial fires to extinguish after having incinerated one's 
sacrificial utensils, as an ultimate fuel source, in a final oblat~on.89 

One's fires are not abolished for all this: they are rather mter
nalized, inhaled; they are made to 'mount back' into oneself 
(samtiropa1Ja), such that the renouncer's own person thencefo~ch 
becomes at once the seat of, and the raw material for, a burnrng 
up, a permanent oblation, offered upon that internal flame chat 
is the Veda.90 We can see that the renouncer settles down at the 
dikfti stage of sacrifice: his non-sac~ifi~e is an _endless dik!~ For 
the dikfita proper, the internal sacnfic1al cook0-g process_ 1s sep
arate from che act of cooking. As for the renunciant, who is often 
designated ·as a tapasvin, as 'one who heats himself up', he es_che~s 
cooking, since by definition, h-e has in a sense done away with his 
external fires. Constantly performing the essential sacrifice, the 
cooking of the self, he renders useless and impossible the cooking 
of any substitute. 
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Furthermore, because he is cooked from the inside while still 
alive, the satrznyiisin has no need of being cooked after his death: 
he is therefore not burned, but buried.91 The funerary arrange
ments for 'men of the world' are different from those reserved for 
'renouncers'. They have given their lives a different orientation; 
therefore, their post mortem fates carry them in different directions. 
But, more than th.is and most especially, they are not made of the 
same oblatory stuff: ordinary men, like animal victims, are first 
put to death and then offered into the flames that cook them and 
carry them up to the world of the gods. As for the renunciancs, 
they begin by cooking themselves. But by internalizing their fires, 
they have also abolished the possibility of being borne upwards 
to a divinity located outside of themselves. By establishing them
selves as offerings from the outset, and by adhering to this role 
down to the very end, they have transformed their own persons, 
their titmans identified with the universal Self, into their divinity: 
they are titma-yajins. To 'renounce', therefore, is to raise one's 
tapas co that temperature at which a fusion occurs between the 
divinity, sacrificer and victim-and this is both the climax and 
final death of a sacrifice. 

This .then, is 'cooking the world'. This world, cooked by the 
brahmin, is the 'created' world which he generates and organizes 
around himself in the sacrifice. But we should not contrast the 
world cooked by sacrificial activity to some raw and natural world 
chat might have preceded it. For in the final analysis, everything 
is already cooked such that all that remains is to re-cook it. The 
sacrificial fire fed by rhe brahmin does nothing other than to 
redouble the activity of the sun, the visible image of the brahman: 
'Thar [sun] cooks everything in this world, by means of the days 
and rhe nights, the fortnights, months, seasons and years. And 
this [Agni] cooks what has been cooked by that [sun]: "he is the 
cooker of that which has been cooked," said Bharadvaja of Agni, 
for he cooks what has been cooked. '92 
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APPENDIX I 

f we. cake the yajfia co be a mode for work, and if we su~ge~t that 
~ sacrifice be studied as a form of work and as the organizauo~ of 

e d energy what chen becomes of the specificity of the nee? matter an , . . . . h c 
H are we co continue to dist1ngu1sh the sacred from t e pro1ane, 

ow ·c ·ap nore exactly, the sacrificial from the non-sacnuc1 . . 
or, ~e will begin by stating that the specificity of the ~ork t~at_ 1s 
rhe sacrifice turns on the fact that it takes place on clie sacnfic1al 

d and that the words that are pronounced (or that are sup-groun , . . 
ressed) in 1c are Vedic mantras. . 

p In addition, we must note the followmg: 

It is quite true, by all accounts, that the. di~erence be~een 
I. sacrificial activity and laukika activity-wh.ich 1s very real, smce 

in order to enter and leave a sacrifice, it is necessary ~at one 
observe rites of passage- is not of such an order as to_ impede 
the tendency to relate every aspect of life to ~e sac_nfice. As 
with the act of creation, so the acts that prolong •~ e~JSte~ce-
love, war, productive work, bunting, and the _d1scnbut1on ~f 
economic activities- are modelled after the sacrifice, are valon
zed to the extent that they constitute sacrifices. The ideal of 
making a sacrifice of one's life, of establishing between ~neself 
and others relationships as regulated and, at the same ume, ~ 
charged with symbols as those which are founded on the saw-. 
fice, is a brahmanic leitmotiv. When the potter_ s~apes a lu-?Ip 
of clay, he does so not only in order t~ m~e a livmg_by sellin,g 
che pot he makes; it is also to remam fa1thful to bis potter s 
dharma and to strengthen, in so doing, the dharma of the 

world. al ( f · · 
2. Alongside che explicit symbolism of the sa_cri.fih1ci_ bacttlo g1~mg 

the gods food to eat, of supporting them m t elf at e agamst 
the Asuras and raksas, of enabling them to bestow upon the 
sacrificer the benefits he desires), there exists anoth_er more 
immedjate and less perceptible symbolism. The commgs and 
goings, the cooking processes,_ the disme~berments, the _fi~: 
cerings and pressings, the stackmgs, the adiustment~, the d~v• 
sions and reintegrations, all of these elementary a.cts mto which 
the sacrifice may be decomposed are--independenc of ~e 
particular ' uanslation' the texts accord to them-a reflecuon 
of rta itself The rta chey represent, from the very start, and 
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which they thereby promote, is nothing other chan the rta 
which links together, in a very derailed way, each and ev;ry 
pare of the universe. 

3. In the rice, there is neither any common measure for, nor any 
immediate relationship between, the actS one performs and the 
consequences these acts are expecced to produce. It is rather 
the contra1y, since co perform a sacrifice is also co put it to 

death. le is therefore a power 'without precedent', apurva, 
which brings about the ripening of the fruitS of that a.ct, even 
when che latter has been exhausted. Because there is no visible 
interface between an endeavour and the result co which one 
aspires in making chat endeavour, there need be no verification 
of it in che real world. One, thus, never finds the need co adapt 
oneself, to rake impromptu decisions, or to entertain the idea 
of a compromise. If there exists a strategy for the sacrifice as a 
whole, the individual procedures offer no leeway for innovative 
tactics. The schema is thus a pre-established one: one has only 
to conform to it with an optimal exactitude. If one commies 
an error in the procedure, it suffices to perform compensatory 
rites, which are also provided for in advance. The question is 
never posed, as in possession rites, for example, whether or not 
the god will come. Tt is true, in rites of possession, chat a god 's 
failure to appear is ascribed to errors that must have been 
committed by the men who invoked it. Bue in chis case, the 
success or failure of che undertaking are immediately mani
fested. In Vedic sacrifice, when all the conditions for che rice 
have been fulfilled, the god cannot help but accept one's offer
ing, and the rite cannot help but produce its intended effects. 
On the other hand, however, these effects are never felt in an 
immediate way. The distance between the sacrificial act and itS 
consequence prohibits and renders useless all feedback; and it 
is by yircue of chis very qualiry that the sacrifice is an auto
nomous machine, a closed system. The aces that constitute it 
are so many schemata of acts; and in chis way, while they are 
radically different from profane acts, which are prone co failure, 
ambiguity, and meanings that change even as chey are being 
performed, they nevertheless scand as models for profane aces. 

Of course, the model is not simpler chan its applications. The 
ideal and artificial conditions under which it functions allow for it 

j 
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co be, contrariwise, more complex than its various 'realizations'. The 
difference between profane work and the work of the rite appears co 
us co be of the same order as chat obtaining between purely discursive 
language and rhetorical 'figures of sp~ec~'. The principl~ char stands 
as the foundation for figures of poenc discourse, according to theo
rists, is vaicitrya, 'diversity-strangeness', bhaizgi, a 'break', or vakrokti, 
'bent speech' (cf. Renou 1947: 138f.). In the same way that a figure 
of speech is a case of deferred discou_rse, in the sense ch~c the effec~ 
of this discourse are noc exhausted m che account which semantic 
analysis might make of it, so ic is chac the rite is a c:15e of defer~ed 
work in the sense chat there is a break, or at least an interval, which 
cannot be overcome unless one bas recourse co some tortuous path 
chat allows passage between an act-and itS result. 

APPENDIX II 

The 'modern' contrast between pakka and kacca only partially covers 
the ancient contrast of pakva Urta), and ama. First of all, regarding 
the formation of che former pair, if it is the case that the Hindi term 
pakkii is an extension of the Sanskri~ p~k~a, it_ m~st nevertheless be 
noted that kaccii has no etymology (1c 1s m this light chat one must 
interpret the silence of Turner (1963: 2:129, no. 2613], who cites, 
uoder the beading of kaccii-, a series of modern Indo-Aryan forms 
corresponding to the Hindi kaccii but nothing belonging to an earlier 
stage of che language which might allow one to glimpse the term's 

origin). . _ . 
From a semantic perspective, the Sansknt ama purely and simply 

means 'raw' and 'non-ripe' in all the direct and metaphorical senses 
these terms can bear, in the same way as pakva means 'cooked', 'ripe', 
'digested' Urta only means 'cooked'). The Hindi kacca, on the other 
hand, while ic means 'raw', also means 'rough, crude' (so, for ex
ample, a dirt road is called kaccii in contrast to a paved or cobbled 
meet), and may even be used co qualify food that is cooked, but 
only in a minimal fashion. Rice chat has merely been cooked in water, 
while pakva in Sanskrit India, is kacca in Hindi-speaking India. In 
contrast to brahmanic India's binary opposition between raw and 
cooked, we find in Hinduism the threefold series of raw/ kaccii 
cooked/ pakkii cooked, of which che first two members of the series 
may be qualified by the single term of kaccii. This is a series that 
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should be presented in the order raw-pakka-kacca when we consider 
it, not in terms of an increasing degree of complexity in food prepara
tion, but rather in terms of fragility-that is, in che tendency for 
food to become tainted by, and then to transmit the pollution arising 
from, those who manipulate or eat it.To the differentiations existing 
in the linguistic division of rea1ity there correspond differences in 
attitudes and in doctrinal justifications for rules. In brahmanic India. 
sacrificial food is contrasted to non-sacrificial food. What we arc 
attempting to show he~e is that all sacrificial food is cooked, arid by 
extension, all that is implied in the sacrifice is also cooked. Further
more, it is our hypothesis chat, reciprocally, all chat is raw falls shon 
of, or extends beyond, the sacrifice. Of course, in India's perennial 
religious perspective (and even, as we suggest at the end of chis study, 
in its renunciant perspective), chat which is sacrificial, 'worthy of 
sacrifice' (yajfiiya), has a higher value and requires greater precaution 
and reverence in its manipulation, than that which is not sacrificial. 
In Hinduism as· we know it today, on the other hand, the criteria 
have been revised: that which is pakka is more elaborately prepared 
than that which is kacca. What is pakka is therefore more precious, 
or 'better' than that what ·is kaccii. But pakka food, being protected, 
even sanctified by the (clarified) butter with which ic is cooked, or 
by other bovine products contained in it, is less fragile than kacca 
food, less exposed to pollution and less apt to pollute. The precau
tions entailed in its preparation are thereby less strict, and the selec
tion of table-companions and donors less severe, when the food 
served is 'perfected' rather than 'crudely cooked'. (See on this point 
the data assembled by Dumont 1966: I 82f.). It appears then, that 
in Hindu India, food becomes disclosive of 'social' relationships
relationships founded upon the purity of donors and eaters-from 
the moment in which it receives a minimal modicum of social
ization, one that is effected by its simple transformation through 
direct or indirect contact with fire. It is thus exonerated from chis 
role as soon as (more than merely being socialized) it is in fact 
ritualized, with milk produces. Is it then possible to produce an exact 
reckoning of the historicat moment in which the threefold Hindu 
series replaced the brahm~nical binary opposition. The dharma 
sutras (cf. especially Baudhtiyana 1.6.1 ff.) are characterized by a dis
concerting complexity in their alimentary prescriptions (this com
plexity may be especially attributed to the face that the rules of 
ap_addharma, of mitigated dharma foe crisis situations, as well as local 
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I s are jumbled together with the strict rules of foundational 
%;:ma. with the boundaries between them being fuzzily defined). 
I is clear, nevertheless, on che point that concerns us, that the dhanna 
~ ... as place themselves squarely on the brahmanical side of the ques-

1""' fr . th . cion: 'Honey, uncooked grain, game, land, roots, UJt, e promise 
of safekeeping, a pasture, a house, forage for a draft-ox: all of these 
chings may be accepted [by a brahmin], even from the h":"ds of an 
ugra (the son of a _kfatriya an~ a s~ra woman)'. And, m ~erfect 
oncrast to cbe kacca status of Hmdu1sm, we find the passage: Brah

~n householders may accept raw food or a small quantity of un
spiced boiled food from an ugrd (BaudhDhS 1.6.1, 3). Manu 4.223 
s eaks in similar terms: 'The brahmin who knows the law ought not 
c~ eat che cooked food offered him by a iudra who does not perform 
Jrii.ddha rites. Bue if he has nothing else to subsist on, he may accept 
raw food to hold out for a day and a night'. 

nadytic chudrasya pakvanna'!' vidvan asrti.ddhino dviJa& 
adadittimam tvtismiid avrttav elcara.trilcam. 

Kulluka, in his commentary, emphasizes the fact that, that which 
is tolerated for ti.ma food is prohibited for pakva food. 



3 

The Pierced Brick: On the Play 
between Fullness and Emptiness 

in Brahmanic India 

Ir is proper_. .. to fill up the tank ... looking is free, for 
the ttme bemg and until the rules change, and one never 
~ows. The ~heologians ask one another: what do the 
hidden meanmgs of the sacred texts conceal? 

Julio Corcazar, The Book of Manuel 

Annapiin,la 

F ull of f<:od~ before becoming the name of a Himalayan peak, 
An_napuri:ia was the name of a goddess, the terrible Durga. 
It 1s nevertheless a happy circumstance1 that toponymy 

sho~ld have chosen a word that at once proclaims and acclaims 
plerutude to evoke the body of such a formidable mass of earth, 
Earth and fullness are two ways by which a being can be repre
sen;ed. In Vedic Sanskrit, one of the names for the earth is 
bhuman, a !1euter form with the accent on the first syllable; 
however, this same word, when it is in its masculine form with 
the accent ?n the fifl_al ~Hable, takes on the sense of 'multiplicity' 
and, es_Pec1ally, of l~mnless abundance'. This homonymy is not 
a fortwt?us one: bhuman, 'earth', and bhumdn, 'abundance', are 
both denved from the root bhu, 'to be'. 
. To be is to ?e like the earth: compact. Accumulation, culmina

tion, co?'1ple~1on, satisfaction-such are the constant themes of 
the Vedic hymns, taken up over and again in the Brahmanas. In 
a world that is full of holes, we must plug up every hole, f~eding 
the gods, the manes, the indeterminate beings that prowl the 
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·grounds around our houses, and whoever appears at the door as 
our guest; we must feed the fire before it devours us, and so stave 
off a hunger that is nothing less than death itself. One of the most 
common among the many terms used to signify 'gift' in Vedic 
Sanskrit is purti, which literally means 'filling'. May the earth 
rherefore be filled, 'she upon whom are found food, rice and 
barley .. . and who is fattened by the rains';2 may there be 'an 
abundance of food, an abundance of humans, an abundance of 
cacde';3 may villages touch one another, and roads converge:' May· 
the generations follow Qn each other, 'in a line, without a break',5 

and may the earth be without holes: 'That which I dig out of you, 
O earth, may that, indeed, promptly grow back'.6 And, in order 
chat chis might be the case, may my sacrifice, above all else, be 
continuous and without a tear. One unfolds and spreads out a 
sacrifice, and when the sacrif1cial fabric rips, then one must mend 
it-and thus follow the example of the gods who instituted the 
dhiiyyas, the 'inserted verses' they recite whenever they discover a 
hole, a chidra, in the sacrifice they are celebrating. The.se interpo
lated verses are the stitches, the syumam, the mends in this canvas.7 
One must bind the ceremony that constitutes the introduction to 
the sacrifice together with that which closes it; and to this end, 
one keeps the leftovers of the first oblation and mixes these 
together with those of the last, while repeating, in the conclusion 
of the sacrifice, the verses recited in its opening phase.8 

The continuity of the sacrifice is necessary to the fullness of the 
world. A sacrifice without interruptions, a world without faults
such are the constituents of rta, of the 'exact ordering'. Proper 
procedure in the sacrifice is at once, the image of and the motor 
for, the harmonious alternation between days and nights, the 
succession of the seasons, the timely arrival of the rains, and an 
ordered encounter between the eaters and the eaten.9 As a system 
composed of interlocking systems, rta has for its principal com
ponents the cosmic order, ritual efficacy and truth-conceived as 
adequation. 10 Now, as the governing principle of Vedic ideology, 
rta is moreover defined as an absence of deficiency: the term 
derives from the same root as the adv~rb aram, 'sufficiency'. 

The quest for continuity must not, however, degenerate into a 
state of confusion, and it is true th~t rta is as much threatened by 
the elements or humans (or gods) of one sphere overstepping their 
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bounds into a neighbouring sphere, as it is by some break in 
cycle or the failure to fulfil one's duties. Whenever such bo 
daries are in danger of becoming blurred, a break of sorts may 
in order. The demarcating function of empty space is cl 
brought to the fore in the role accorded to the antarikra. 
intermediate space that separates heaven from earth. Just as 
coherency of the cosmos requires that heaven be set apart fro 
earth, so too, on the sacrificial ground, it is important that 
'domestic' garhapatya fue be placed at a certain distance from 
'offertory' ahavaniya fire. But it does not follow from chis t 
such a delimiting space, once it has been so set in place, n 
come to constitute some inviolable threshhold. So it is that t 
space comes to be bridged, in turn, in the sacrificial layout, by 
dhirrzyas, that is, those secondary fires that blaze the way betw 
the 'domestic' fire representing the ear-th and the 'offertory' 
representing heaven, fires that are so placed in order 'to impe 
the discontinuity of the sacrifice', kdrmar.za evJnantarayaya.11 

Of such an order, then, is (ta. this differentiated plenitude. T 
opposite of rta is nirrti, 'disorder', 'disorganizacion'. 12 Nirrti fin 
its place in the empty spaces, the gaps and chasms, the filling · 
of which, the ritual work cakes as its eternal task. It is also 
which is to be fought or, better yet, to be wanded off. At the s 
time, it is a feminine divinity who must be propitiated, first 
recognizing her in the places in which she is found, in hallo 
spaces and cracks, and then by worshipping her with oblatio 
poured into chose orifices: 'O Terrible One, you into wh 
mouth I pour my oblation ... I recognize you everywhere 
NiT'(ti ... come, eat chis food. 13 When one wishes to attain pr 
minence among one's own people, one should set one's offer· 
upon a hump in the ground. But when one wishes co empl 
black magic to bring ill fortune down upon another, one shoul 
offer one's oblation into a hole, into some natural cavity in 
earth. Naturally occuring hollows and cracks, the dwellings 
Ni,rti, are the sign, the 'colour' (van_za) of an evil taken on by t 
earth: in the beginning, the god Indra was guilty of the theoreti 

· cally inexpiable crime of having murdered a brahmin, Visvarup 
the 'omni-formed' chaplain of the gods. He succeeds in discharg 
ing a third of his sin from himself on co che earth, and the holes, 
the irir.za, chat mar her surface stand as so many testimonies i 
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chis transfer. 14 Where else should one beware of Nirrti? In the 
abysses constituted by dice-play, women an~ sl~ep. So it is ?1at 
when one undergoes dikii, preparatory sacnfic1al consecranon, 
one must abstain from both dice-play and lovemaking. Further
more, one is suictly bound co keep a vigil on the first night, and 
thus separate oneself from sleep. In this way, one may keep 
Nirrti away from che sacrifice one is about co undertake. 15 

Nirrti is thus a break and a gulf co be skirted and avoided, even 
as she is to be neutralized or won over; or, she 1:Ilay be used in the 
upside-down sacrifices thac_ are the mark _of black magic. . 

Beyond these practices, mual further discloses human amtudes 
cowards emptiness or the void in ways which-are harder to grasp; 
chis is because they are acted out through such purely elementary 
gestures of the ritual work as filling in, emptying out, and fm~g 
a place-and if possible, a use-for displaced matter. It 1s to 
Brahmanism's credit that its liturgical texts conscientiously high
light these fundamental constraints, even as ther _integrate t~em 
inro their sacrificial symbolism. Under such condmons, emptiness 
becomes more than something to be constantly avoided: it can 
also become that which is co be retrieved out of a state of fullness 
in such a way that nothing of what emerges from the sacrificial 
work, neither the full nor the empty, may escape from the sacri
fice's grasp. One must also allow for empty spaces, in order that 
there be room for breathing. 16 

A prime example of this may be found in sacrifices that in.elude 
a soma offering. These sacrifices are prefaced by a ceremony m the 
course of which one mimics the purchase of the plant whose juice 
will lacer be extracted. 17 The sacrificial officiant addresses himself 
ro a 'seller', haggles violently over the price, examining and han~ 
dling the plant's stalks. At a certain point, he measures these with 
his fingers. This he first does to the accompaniment of formulas, 
yajus; later, be does so silently, tiip;im. The formulas, we are told, 
ensure the sacrificer's mastery over the past; with his silence, he 

, masters the furure. To the void, constituted by chat which has not 
yet come to pass, there thus corresponds an absence of words. 18 

When he has fmished measuring the stalks, the officiant ties them 
together in a bundle which he wraps tightly in a piece of dot~, 
tied at the comers. He is careful, however, to leave a gap! a fingers 
breadth in size, in the knot he ties. Again, according to other 
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versions, he makes a hole in the doth and invites the sacrificer to 
look into the hole. 'While doing this he recites, "May your dc
scendencs breathe after you". Because when he tightens the doth, 
it is the soma chat he strangles, in a sense, and that he deprives of 
breath' (and the strangling of che offering is at once the strangling 
of the sacrificer himself). 19 The diff1culcy that one wishes to avoid 
here is that of arrzhas, rightness. This term, derived from the same 
Indo-European root as the Latin angor, angustus and the German 
eng, Angst, evokes one of the most dreaded forms of evil-chat of 
anguish, of the slip-knot (piisa). Curiously, arrzhas, constriction 
and choking, is associated with Nin;t~ which is itself disconnec
tion. This association is made in an ambiguous manner: arrzhas 
belongs co che sphere of Nir,ti, because ic is evil; ac the same time 
nirrfi is, by its very nature, the antidote for arrzha,-and it is thus 
this goddess whom one calls upon co be freed from an arrzhas that 
she herself inflicts and which she alone can loosen. 'Loosen this 
iron bond, Nin;ti . .. the noose that Nir,ti has strung around your 
neck and which cannot be undone, I unbind you from ic'.20 A 
way muse be held open for che pra1Ja, che vital breath; and for this 
co appear or to continue co exist, there muse be an opening, 
somewhere in the fullness of the rite. 

The rice of constructing the fire altar (agnicayana, literally, the 
' piling of the fire') provides us with another example, chis time 
more complex, of the interplay between fullness and emptiness. 

Here one is to build, in the honour of fire, a pedestal of sorts 
upon which the flame, placed acop it, will be based: this pedestal 
is a brick structure whose shape is chat of a bird with outspread 
wings.21 The theologians of the Brahma1Jt1s enriched che edific
ation of chis altar, in itself an extremely complex ceremony,22 with 
a plentiful and dense symbolism, a veritable labyrinth ofintersect
ing and superimposed incerprecations of the altar's construction 
materials. Of much greater importance than chis, however, is the 
incisive and subtle-even obsessional-meditation, undertaken 
in these texts, on all that is numerable and rneasurable.23 Certain 
modern interpreters have gone so far as to suppose that the ri te 
was only invented in order that it might serve as a material ground 
for and the concrete illustration of such speculation.24 The theory 
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and practice of chis sacrifice-for this is a sacrifice, in which the 
altar's bricks are the oblacory matter, and of which Agni, fire, is 
the recipient-are most fully developed in books six co ten of the 
Sarapatha Brahma1Ja. 

The outline of this sacrifice is as follows: · Prajapati, the lord of 
· creatures, the primal being, creates the world. More exactly, he 
emits it, through a sacrificial act25 that provides both the gods and 
humans, to whom he has just given rise, the model for the sacrifices 
which will thenceforth be their ducy to perform. In this primordial 
sacrifice the oblatory matter cannot be anything other than the 
body of the sacrificer, since this is all that exists at the time. Here, 
we come to a point which the theological texts never tire of 
teaching: to wit, that che same case holds for the human sacrificer, 
and that even if the situation has somewhat changed since 
Prajapati's time, the true oblatory matter remains the person of 
che sacrificer himself. It is therefore quite fitting co interpret the 
sacrifice as that series of strategies by means of which the sactiftcer 
starts by giving himself away, then gives bur a part of himself, and 
lastly takes himself back, providing some animal or vegetable 
substitutes for him. It is not so much to save himself that he takes 
himself back; rather, it is in order that he be able to sacrifice 
another day. 

In the case of Prajapati, these substitutes are non-existent, and 
the sacrificer finds himself obliged to give himself up completely, 
to the very end. 'Prajapati created the living beings: from his 
inbreaths and outbreaths he emitted the gods, and from his lower 
breaths the mortals. And over the mortals he created Death to 
devour them'.26 Here the aetiological account splits into two 
versions, both of which are presented in the (Satapatha. 
Brahmar;a. l) When he had emitted the creatures, Prajapati found 
himself emptied and scattered. He said to the fire, 'Agni, put me 
back together'. Or again, he said to the gods, 'Restore me'. And 
the gods turned to Agni, saying, 'It is in you that we will heal our 
father Prajapati'. 'So be it', said Agni, 'but only on the condition 
that once he is complete, I shall be able to penetrate into him'. 
This is why, che text adds, Prajapaci, even as he is himself, is once 
he has been reconstituted, Agni. Thus it is that he is simultaneous
ly the father of Agni and the gods because he created them, and 
their son coo because he was recreated by them.27 Now, in order 
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to reconstitute Prajapati in Agni, the g_ods placed their oblation, 
into the fire: these oblations (ifta) were•immediately cooked by 
the fire, which thus transformed them, for the welfare (ka) of all 
interested parties, into bricks, i~takiis. Prajapati is restored when 
the edifice of all these bricks, heaped one upon the other, is made 
complete. This edifice, which constitutes the fire altar, is to be 
crowned by the flame that the gods will come to install upon it. 
Men repeat these divine acts when, in the course of the agnicaya114 
rite, they in turn install ' the bricks, layer upon layer, on the fire 
alcar. 2) According to another version, Prajapati is, at the time of 
his sacrifice, composed of two halves, one mortal and the other 
immortal. When he created Death, the devourer of mortals, his 
perishable half became afraid, and divided itself in half, yet again, 
to become clay and water. This clay and water blended themselves 
together into the earth, to escape from the devouring death. Death 
said co the gods, 'What has happened to him who created us'? 
'He became afraid of you and has burrowed down into the earth'. 
'Lee us search for him then', said Death. 'Let us put him back 
together; I will do him no harm'. The gods drew water and clay 
up out of the earth, mixed them together and made a brick. This 
is·why (since that time) a brick is made with clay and wacer.28 

The fire altar is com prised of five layers of bricks, separated by 
four layers of loose earth. A fifth layer of loose soil is spread over 
the entire edifice. Upon this are scattered gold filings, which serve 
as a base of the flame that will ultimately crown the altar. Here 
coo, the texts diverge on certain points. Noc all give the same 
symbolic value to the different strata. For some, rhe layers ofloosc 
soil are Prajapati's mortal pans (his body hair, skin, flesh, bones 
and marrow) whereas the layers of bricks represent his immortal 
parts (his mind, hearing, sight, voice, and breaths). When one 
builds the brick altar, one presses the mortal parts between the 
immortal parts, which _thus serve co protect them, thus rendering 
the entire body immortal. 29 According co others-and this inter
pretation· is an explication of the former inasmuch as it takes 
account of the number five-Prajapati is the year. The five parts 
of his body that were scattered in the creation process are the five 
seasons. The five layers of bricks reconstitute the five seasons.30 

But Prajapaci is also the whole of space: the five layers are the five 
cardinal directions--east, south, west, north and the zenith.31 
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One places a golden statuette at the center of the first layer. 
This is an image of Purufa, the 'man'-that is, of Prajapati, the 
brahmanic version of the primordial man, the Pur~a of the RS 
10.90 hymn. It is however, also an image of the human sacrificer 
for whose benefit the ceremony is ~aking place ( this statuette is 
furthermore the image of Agni, sin1=e it is placed upon a lotus, 
and the locus is Agni's place of birtf-\). The altar and the human 
sacrificer are thus consubstantial: the entire edifice, with its bricks 
and statue, is an offering, and the ritf unfolds and is interpreted 
in such a way as co highlight the ident'ity of the sacrificer with the 
offering. This is indeed the case whether the offering be an animal 
victim, rice, or some milk product. But above all else, the texts 
remind us, at every stage of their description, of the following 
point, a point which is, in fact, of capital importance: thc_~ric~ 
edifice is an offering to the fire. Because fire penetrated Prappao, 
it is identified with him. To put Prajapati together again is to at 
the same time build a fire, and set in place, in the same motion, 
the offering and the divinity to whom the offering is addressed. 

The orrinipresence of Agni throughout the body of the altar 
(and nor merely at its summit where the flame will ceremoniously 
be installed) is further emphasized in the animal sacrifice which 
is one of the essential preliminary steps to this undertaking. At 
the base of the altar, one places the heads of five sacrificed animals: 
these are the heads of a man, a bull, a horse, ram and goat.32 These 
heads are so many 'animal bricks', or rather, 'animal victims 
having the function of bricks'. 33 There exists a myth which justifies 
chis foundation sacrifice.: Prajapati, when he is disjointed and 
emptied, longs for Agni. The latter runs a_way,_ and in his ~igh~ 
sees (the verb pas) the animals (pasu) . He hides m chem. PraJapan 
keeps looking for ·him. He in turn sees the animals and recognizes 
Agni in them. In fact, he says to himself, these animals' eyes shine 
just as Agni shines when he is lie; their breath rises like Agni's 
smoke; Agni consumes and the animals devour, and Agni leaves 
behind the cinders of that which he has just devoured, the animals 
refuse to eat excrements that have fallen to the ground. 34 These 
animals who resembled Agni in so many of their characteristics 
are in fact Agni. Tl-ius, in order to propitiate Agni, Prajapati 
sacrifices to him these animals-who are thus homogeneous with 
the divinity to whom he is offering chem-just as the altar is an 
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offering to fue that is made of fue. For sure, humans imitate 
Prajapati, and thus when they begin putting back together the 
creator who fell apart while creating them, they must, of necessity, 
perform the same foundation sacrifice, with the victims, before 
they begin to pile up the bricks. 

From where should one take the earth from which the altar 
materials are co be made? 

The excrements at the heart of the man 

One begins by digging out and levelling a shallow depression in 
the ground as a means to clearing the surface upon which the altar 
will be built. The soil so excavated is collected into a pile called 
purifa. It is from chis pun.fa that one takes the earth which, mixed 
together with water,. will provide the necessary clay. The water i 
not uncreated: in it have been soaked, and perhaps even dissolved, 
the trunks of the victims whose heads will serve as the foundational 
bricks. Since these animals are offerings co Agni-and, it will be 
recalled, are Agni-it then follows chat this water itself embodies 
fire. The word pur'ifa has two main accepted meanings, both of 
which are taken into account by the treatises which commentate 
or describe this ceremony: on the one hand, this term means, 
precisely, excavated earth, or any earth that is excessive. On the 
other, it means 'excrement', ' human and animal droppings', with 
the twofold connotation chat one might expect to fmd: while it 
is a form of waste matter and refuse, it can also be-in the c 
of animal excrements, and especially of cow dung-a highly bene
ficial form of manure and fuel (and even one of the constituen 
parts of the purificacory blend known as the paiicagavya, a mixtur 
of milk, curd, burter, lUine and cow dung). In this second sense 
of the term, pttri.fa is, by synecdoche, the livestock itself, pasdvo 
vai puri.fam.35 Now, livestock is, as we have seen, Agni, because 
Agni hid himself away inside the animals. The heap of earth is 
also Agni, inasmuch as it is a manure pile, and inasmuch as it 
bears the same name as a manure pile. Agni= livestock= manure 
= excavated earth. Etymologically, pur'ifa derives from the root 
pur, 'fill': this waste product, this sacrificial overflow, chis excre
ment of the act par excellence that is the sacrifice (and the relation
ship between acting and excreting is well-known to anyone who 
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has read Aragon's Traite dtt style) is first and foremost that which 
ftlls the beUy of an animal. It is for this reason that the earthen 
pttri!a, apart from providing the clay for making bricks, is also 
used co fill in or plug up the spaces between the layers of bricks. 
As such, the purifa. in its loose, untreated form, makes up the 
layers o~ loose earth w~ich corre!p~nd to tI:ie m_orcal parts _of 
Prajapau. One places ch1s raw punfa m the m1dst, m the becw1xt 
and between chis body of Agni constituted by the brick altar: this 
is of course the case because 'in the midst of a person are his 
droppings' .36 

Bricks 

There are several kinds of bricks and, as is always the case in 
ancient India, the differences between them are arrayed hierarchi
cally, starting with the brick called ~dflhii, 'invincible', which is 
the first to be set in place. Shaped by the sacrificer's first wife, it 
represents the terrestrial world in its entirety, and is of the same 
length as the sacrificer's foot. Next come the 'special' bricks, over 
each of which a particular formula is pronounced upon its in
stallation. In contrast, the bricks used to plug up holes (called 
lokarrzprr}a. literally, 'fillers of space'), or the bricks employed to 
fill in the gaps between the special bricks, have an all-purpose 
formula pronounced over them when they are set in place: 
Lokarp p,;,:za chidrdrp pr;r_ia. 'The special bricks are the nobility, the 
warrior class (kfatra); the space-ftlling bricks are the plebians 
(vis). Now then, the nobility is the eater, the plebians the eaten. 
When there is a wealth of food to eat for the eater, the kingdom 
prospers. One must therefore pile up many space-filling bricks'.37 

The formulaic expression 'f1lling space' appears in yet another 
context, in the hymn ro the glory of the brahmanic student, found 
in Atharva Veda 11.5. The brahmanic student, the brahmaciirin, 
is exalted here in grandiose terms that lead one to suppose that it 
is in fact the sun, the motor of the cosmic mechanism, that is 
being described here. In truth, there are not two, but three levels 
of interpretation: those of the brahmanic student, the sun, and of 
the homology between them-that is, that which shows how each 
one of the two terms in fact corresponds to the other. (It is ilefa, 
'coalescence', one of the essential procedures of Sanskrit rhetoric, 
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that enables one to undertake multiple simultaneous readings 
a single text). This hymn proclaims then, that the brahm 
student 'fills, by means of his tapas, his ascetic heat, the person 
his teacher'38 just as the sun fills the universe with its heat.39 

'the teacher, when he initiates his pupil, places him, like a foet 
inside his body. And during the three nights (of the initiation) 
carries him in his belly ... •4o The sun-student is changed into 
foetus during the rite of passage which will transform him into 
'twice-born', his second birth being that conferred upon him 
the Vedic revelation he receives. The pupil develops within 
teacher's uterus in the expectation of later coming to fill 
another cavity, chat of his teacher's stomach, since one of 
student's duties will be to beg alms and to place these offerin 
of food he has so gathered in the sacrificial fire constituted, fi 
him, by his teacher's digestive tract. Now, another duty of 
brahmanic student, who is both the servant and the disciple 
his teacher, is to gather wood for burning the latter's fire. 
sacrificial fire is first lit by rubbing two sticks against each oth 
the lower of these stands for the earth and woman, while the up 
stands for heaven and man. The student holds in his hand 
two sticks of heaven and earth. But the hymn adds that the stude 
has yet a third stick (and one may well wonder whether this th· 
stick were not his own body), by means of which he fills t 
intermediate space, antari~a, that separates the surface of thee 
from the vault of heaven. So it is that 'with his stick, his belt, · 
toil, his ascetic heat, the brahmanic student fills the (three) worl 
(to wit: earth, midspace and heaven)'.41 

To fill in, then, is to compress, to drive out empty space. B 
there exists yet another class of bricks, whose function is in fa 
directly contrasted co this: in the middle of the first, third an 
fifth layers are to be placed bricks that are 'naturally pierced' 
svayamtit,;,:z,:ia, which are in fact porous or perforated stones o 
pebbles, actually. The fu-st of these is placed directly over 
'golden man'. These openings, these pockets of e~pty space i 
the midst of such fullness, are there in order that the golden man; 
the replica of the sacrificer and anthropomorphic image o 
Prajapati, might breathe and elevate himself, by degrees, up to 
and beyond the world of heaven. Here is the myth showing the 
origin of and justification for these 'naturally pierced' iftakiis. 
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,When the gods had put che disjointed Prajap~ti b~ck tog~ther, 
th drew back; and Prajapati was able to establish himself m the 

:~e that had thus been opened up. The disjointed Praja~ati is 
sph_ same {altar of) fire chat is being built, and that space 1s the 
C IS b l "d' 42 lace where the. naturally pierced brick has ~en at • . . 

p Yee another facet of this rite allows us to glimpse the irruption 
of the empty into full, of the radically other into the homogeneous 

whole. 
Once they have built up their pile of excavated earth, and before 

they begin to shape the bricks, the group of sacrificial priests carry 
out processions to this ~ound in ~rder co remove t1:at cl~d of ~rth 

hich will be moulded mto a basin called the ukha. This basm or 
;oc will serve as a vessel for the flame throughout the ~er~od devoted 
co the baking and piling of the bricks. The sym~oli~ Impor~~ 
of chis poc derives from che face that the fue _it. will con tam ~s 
supposed co have arisen out of the p~n_!a: this 1s a ~e that 1s · 
pitri!Ja, excremental. The pot, the ukha, 1s thus a container com
posed of the same stuff as chat which it contains, and thus of ~ e 
same scuff as the altar that is co be constructed. The procession 
that goes to seek out this clod inc;ludes in its number, animals-a 
horse, he-goat and ass, whose affinity with the fire is thus once 
more reaffirmed. Here, the horse plays a decisive divinatoty role: 
the dod to be extracted is chat part of the excavated earth upon 
which it first places its hoof. One must next remove this mass of 
earth with the aid of a spade or an abhri (curiously referred to as 

h , d ')43 a woman ere. You are a spa e, you are a woman ... 

The Good for Nothing 

There is another creature who comes into play in this phase of 
the rite-this is a man, or rather the facsimile of a man, called the 
anaddhiipurufa, the good for nothing or literally, the 'man in vain'. 
1n concrete terms, it would appear that this is an effigy {niade of 
an unknown material) placed on the path of the procession. While 
passing before this 'good for nothing' on the way co the pile of 
earth, one looks at it and says 'we are going co carry the excremen
tal fire, we are going to carry the catcle-giving fire'. It is thus, 
comments the SB, that one goes after the fire with this 'good for 
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nothing'. On the way back, one again looks at the man, this ti 
with the words 'we are carrying the excremental fire, we 
carrying the cattle-giving fire'. 44 In this work of filling in 
emptying out, in which so much effort is expended to extract 
plenitude out of a 'super-plenitude', it thus becomes nee 
that one considers for a moment something that is null and vo· 
and calls on it to bear witness to one's acts, and thus, as it w 
implicate it in the affair. (The void comes into play yet again 
a necessary intermediary in the following bizarre prescripti 
once the heap of excavated earth has been piled up, one of 
officiants is to look at it through a hole that has been bor 
through an anthill).45 

What exactly is this 'man in vain'? It is the image of an em 
space that does not want to be filled in. T exes about him are 
and elliptical. It is, in fact, only in this rite chat he is designa 
as a concrete image.46 However, we also find the following de 
ition: 'One calls anaddhtipurus_a, a man in vain, he who is neith 
useful to the gods, nOI to the manes, nor to humans'.47 (F 
example, a man who, having become a widower, is tempted 
forego his daily performance of the agnihotra sacrifice, sho 
overcome this temptation; for if he were to stop sacrificing, 
would become an anaddhtipurus_a). Whereas the pierced bricks 
the heart of the altar constitute a material void, the ace of placi 
oneself before this individual constitutes a gestual void. Such is 
face the vacuity which he symbolizes: the shirking of (sacriftci 
activi.ty, and the refusal to satisfy the expectations of the sacrif1c.e 
natural recipients. What is paradoxical here is the stipulation 
one should stop to consider this evasion of duty, and thereby rat' 
chis non-compliance. Also paradoxical is the face that the co 
templation of chis inactive and empcy being should constitute 
necessary moment in a particularly laborious sacrificial process, 
process which is otherwise obsessed with filling in aU that is empty. 

Yet, in spite of this, it remains the case that chis definition 
· the anaddhtipurofa is precisely that of a man who does not p 
off his inherited debts. 

As far as the brahmanic doctrine of the debt-as a constituen 
and definitive part of a man-is concerned,48 the rites as well 
each and every social relationship have their raison d'etre in the 
obligation one has to fill in the twofold hole constituted by the 
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crations· of his creditors and the gaps in his own sel( It muse 
eJCP:nderstood here that one does not, by freeing oneself from 
be • inherited debts relieve himself of a burden, but rather plugs 
ones ' . . . T . 

hole and thus fills himself and increases m mass. o act is 
up a ul . f co build oneself up through an accum anon o acts. 

The Surplus Nature of the Act 

We now leave the sphere of Vedic ritual and take up the question 
of Upani~adic speculation, as ~ell as those_ ideas that ~ry- us 
forward into the realm of classical brahmanism. J~st as d1gg.mg 

che sacrificial ground produces a waste produce m the form of 
icavaced soil, and just as fire excretes the ashe~ of chat which it 
consumes, so coo does every act not only produc~ ~onsequences 
here and now, but also deposits in a person a prec1p1~ate of so~, 

crace which persists in the world beyond, a remamder which 
~ecermines the nature of the existence that will befall the in
dividual in his future existence which will consequen~y s~e as 
che starting point for a new series of acts, the most memon?us of 
wrich will have the function of regulating a new configurat10n of 
remains. 

The Indian attitude (in the context of classical brahmanism) 
cowards the surplus nature of the act derives from the judgement 
chat they bring co bear upon the act per se, since that whi_ch 
constitutes an act's surplus is simply the obligation to act yet agam. 

The same people who model lives after dharma (dharma plays 
more or less the same role in post-Vedic India as does r;ta in the 
Veda)-thac is, the coherence and continuity of the world, which 
are ensured when the rites are performed and when each individual 
fulfills his proper duty that is itself based on his social status-also 
wish to be able co prolong and renew their past acts. Far from 
being overwhelmed by such an accumulation of remains of acts, 
they constantly strive to effect the appearance of-or at least 
account for-a surplus chat must always be recycled, as a seed for 
future fruits. This way of looking at things is essentially that of 
the brahmin engaged in sacrifice, in a life whose every act has the 
sacrifice for its model. (This is because the sacrifice typifies those 
acts which have consequences). The surplus is the inevitable con
sequence of-as well as the guarantor of and a necessary condition 
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for-fuJlness. A single passage defines the arricude of he who fullness's friend: this is an account of a villager who believes the if(tipurta, in sacrifices and works of 'filling'.49 (The seco term of this compound, purta, designates any kind of donatio the support of religious foundations, the construction of r boring of wells, and especially the payment of honoraria to o ciating priests, all • of these being acts which complement sacrifice. Purta literally means 'achievement, fulfillment'. word is derived, like purti, from the root PUR, 'fill'). By fulfi · the expectations of every recipient of offerings and honoraria, 0 plugs the holes hollowed out in his being by his inherited de he fills himself wirh acts and produces a surplus of acts. 
~f, on the contra_ry, t_he perspective of never finishing, and taking constant rebtrth 1s perceived as an unhappy one, then 0 must condemn all acts, inasmuch as acts are bearers of consequ ces that always overflow themselves. So it is that we may glim in the shadows behind rhe 'village' brahmin, the silhouettes of many varieties of forest-dwelling 'renouncers' who seek, thro diverse techniques, to break the ties that bind them to acts. T • they do by ~bstaining from activity (especially sacrificial activi~ or _by stnvmg co extract from their acts the most dangero fruitful co_mpone_nt of kiima, the desire char impels them; or lastly, by relegaung their acts, through a theoretical decision of sorts, the sphere of illusion. This latter group no longer accommoda itself co dhanna: its goal is not to go on living as well as one mi hope to or, if possible, better than one has. The goal here is ra to disengage oneself from the process of the accumulation maturation of acts (karman), to elude acts and thereby break o of the cycle of rebirths (sa1J1Siira). Such persons view birth as catastrophe, or at least as a mistake. It was probably in this rem.1nciant milieu, and certainly under the influence of its ideas, chat the theory of the sutimiiruta, or the 'winds of birth', was developed. During the ninth or tenth month of pregnancy, the foetus, in great pain, is violently thrust out of the bodily fissure, like an arrow, by the powerful 'winds of birth'.50 The role these play is a necessary one since, in face, the infant recalls (the faculty of memory comes co it at a dearly determined moment in its embryonic development) its succession of past lives and deaths. le therefore holds back from crossing over the threshold of involvement 
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in yet another cycle. Th_e 'w0ds of .birth' need bare!~ t?uch him . order to drive from his mmd all such memory. So It 1s chat the tn son who has become conscious of the chain of rebirths thinks :h horror of the womb that only sheltered him in order to eject him and throw him once more into the world of actions: 'May I ever return to the membraoe'.51 Life is thus a passage, passed in n state of forgetfulness, char one is to fill in, through an accumula~on of traces (of one's acts). It is from this that the renouncer, che forest-dweller, wishes to extract himself, to liberate himself: here, then, the goal is mukti, 'liberation' (mokfa being the desire for mukt~ in the proper sense of the word). 

Doctrines vary on the positive content of mukti, and are as numerous as are the methods propounded for the attainment of this scare. Certain points remain constant, nevertheless: mukti is perfect happiness, permanence, homogeneity, the absence of dualicy or the realization of the non-duality of the individual soul, the atman, and the cosmic Absolute, the brahman. In a general sense, the cextS in which this new outlook first appears draw a contrast between an end to plenitude, and the means co chat end, which involve a variety of techniques of emptying and detachment. In face, the goal is-as the Upanifads teach in a thousand different ways-to attain, or to realize, a merging with the brahman, which is 'being-consciousness-bliss' (sat-cit-iinanda) . Fullness, self-sufficiency, non differentiation: 'The great iitman, in truth, is without beginning, without aging, without death, immorta1, fearless-it is the brahman. He himself becomes the brahman, free from fear, who knows this' .52 What exactly is this absence of fear? 'Just as a man in the arms of his beloved no longer knows either outside or inside, so chis person, embraced by the knowing iitman, no longer knows either outside or inside: this is for him, the happy state in which every desire is fulfilled, in which there is no desire but for the iitman, in which there is no more desire'.53 The individual iltman is fullness. The universal brahman from which ic emanates is fullness. And the fact that the iitman arises out of the brahman does not take away from the fullness of either: 'This full, that full, the full is drawn out of the full'.54 Already in the AS 10.8 hymn, the brahman 'dwells far away, together with the full, as far away it is exempt from deficiency'.55 The fullness that is the homologue of brahman-atman is chus quite different from the articulated and 
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differentiated fullness proper to the sacrifice and to the many 
related to z-ta. 56 

But the Upani~adic authors, o~ce they have given these des • 
tions of the state aspired to by persons seeking deliverance, 
nothing more to say on the matter. Anything one might say a 
the atman-brahman would, in fact, constitute a limitation u 
it, and thus betray it, since, in its supreme form, atman-bra 
is without attributes. The best way for one to gain an idea of 
is, once again, to take a negative path. The atman-brahman is 
thus, not so-such is the celebrated apophacic statement of 
Upanifads.57 In order to speak of the full, one must resort to 
emptying of speech, but this time not through silence, but ra 
through the repeated affumation of the emptiness of words. 

And, when we look at the places in which the Absolute re¥ 

itself and the paths that lead to it, it becomes apparent that it 
nothing other than a void: the signs of this plenitude that is 
Absolute are the break, the hole, the cavity, the cope of hea 
the space between the earth and the celestial vault, so many em 
spaces through which the atman blazes its path. Every fissure 
an abyss, and the abyss, even if it always retains a certain elem 
of its demarcating function as a break, is the vessel of the Absol 
And when one strives to attain the Absolute--that is, deliver 
-th-ere is invariably the implication, in the method one follo 
that one is emptying the space within oneself and, even 
this, around oneself. 

The Void at the Heart of the Heart 

Faithful on this point to the tradition of the Brahma,:ias, 
Upanifads take up discussions of anatomy and physiology as n 
sary foundations for the play of correspondences, which is 
raison d'etre, between microcosm and macrocosm. Where, in 
human body, should one look for the atman? Because the a 
is immaterial, omnipresent, etc. the question is an absurd one. 
but what then? Now then, one must understand that 'in this fo 
of the brahman, that is, the body, there is a tiny lotus (at the • 
of the heart) which constitutes an abode of sorts within which 
secret space opens up. One need only seek to find what is it 
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occupies this ~pace ... ~-vast as the space that opens up be~ore 
our gaze is this space within the heart. In both spaces are uruted 
heaven and earth, fire and air, sun and moon, lightning and the 
constellations, and that which belongs to everyone in this world 
and that which does not'.58 Again, 'That which one calls brahman 
is this space that lies outside of a person; but this space that lies 
outside of a person ... is the same as that within the person; and 
this space within the person is the very same as that which is within 
che heart. It is plenitude and immutability.'59 The brahman
atman is thus a space, aka.fa, a hole, kha. The plenitude of the soul, 
che soul as fullness, reveals and unfolds itself in an empty space 
chat is an epitome ofinfinite space. It is this space; or, more exactly, 
the identity of atman and brahma~that is, that the truth of the 
former and the latter, of the former by the latter-is grounded in 
the identity of these two spaces. At the heart of man, then, is a 
hole. Starting from this cavity in the heart, the atman, or again, 
'the purufa, immortal and golden, consisting of thought', goes 
forth, and following an itinerary that prefigures the complex jour
neys described in the yogic and tantric treatises, this purufa 'passes 
between the rwo (halves of the palate), into that which hangs like 
a teat (the uvula?), and arrives at the place where the hair-roots 
divide, forming a gap between the two cranial bones' .00 

The Absolute is a friend of empty spaces. 'The hole, open space', 
the Bhiigavata Pura,:ia (3.5.31) simply states, 'is the characteristic 
mark of the atman': khaf!t lingam atmana~. The Upani~ad puts 
the matter even more succinctly: khaf!t brahma, ' the brahman is 
space' .61 Is this simply a manner.of speaking, a bizarre and simplis
cic artifice by which to refer co fullness by speaking of its opposite? 
No. le is certainly the absolute plenitude that is designated, even 
if it is the void that is evoked, and even, in a certain sense, 
described. More than this, the void so described is an interstitial 
void: 'It is in this space that is within the heart that he (the 
atman) dwells, master of all, prince of all, lord of all ... He is the 
barrier that separates the worlds in order that they not be con
founded with one another'.62 

The little hole in the heart, as a mark of the microcosm in the 
infmite abyss of space, maintains its demarcating function. But 
do we truly have the right to treat these notions--of interstitial 
space, cavity, void-as an ensemble, and to assume that each of 
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these terms refers to the others? Is it truly legitimate for us to mo~ 
from a geometry of the concave to a physics of emptiness? Evcaa 
taken independently of the various explicit systems of correspon_.. 
dences, the words we have been using, and the definitions giv 
for diem, themselves invite us 'i:o make such associations. Kha, 
example, indifferently signifies 'heaven', 'cavern', 'hole', 
'space' (whereas heaven as che abode of the gods is called svarg. 
In the same way, iikiiiacan mean both 'heaven' and 'empty space 
Lastly, the following are the characteristics of space (akiisa) · 
Indian theory: sound (iabda), the capacity to spread everywh 
(vyiipitva) and the fact that it is a hole (chidrata).63 

The void cannot merely be reduced to an absence: it is, fi 
and foremost,. a lump or swelling-and an adjective related 
sunya'empty' is iuna,.'swollen', with both·deriving from the sa 
root as the verb svaya(i, 'to swell up'. The void, as may be se 
is a disjunction .of fullness, an insertion into plenitude.64 

1f the human representative of fullness is the villager, the frie 
of the void must naturally depart for the forest. The for 
ara,:zya, is not a place of dense vegetation, a compact milieu · 
which it is necessary to open up clearings. It is, on the contr 
perceived as a deserted space, a lacuna between populated ~r 
The synonyms of the term ara'!Jya are terms that designate bo 
unoccupied land and an interval: these are iri,:za, which elsewhe 
signifies 'hole', the priintar~, 'in between'. When the 'renoun 
decides to leave the village, the world of human relationships, 
acts, and the sacrifice-and thus a portion of Sll1J1Siira-he bet 
himself to the forest, divesting himself of all chat he own.s, m 
especially of his sacrificial fires. His departure is not merely a q 
fo~ solitude. This is because the forest, a vast tear in che fabric 
th<!I village, is the image of the void that is the Absolute to whi 
he aspires. Bue does he, for all this, in fact escape h.is village? 
would appear that the opposition, between village and forest\ · 
absolute, since only village animals may be used as sa<Zrific" 
victims. But the reach of the village can extend into the for 
there are (royal) sacrifices in which village animals, tied to posts\ 
are put to death, but in which the presence of forest animals, i 
the spaces in between these posts, is required. They are set free 
the last moment, but they nevertheless had to fuse have been 
present; and so it is that the sacrifice extends its power over chem, 
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en ifit scorns and fears them. The same holds for the renouncer: 
e; the outset, his quest for deliverance is the antithesis of the villa_ge 
Jharma. But this opposition is an intolerable one, ~d the entt~e 
chrust of Brahmanism consists in an attempt to remte?rate_ this 
friend of the void into its system; _in other_ w_ords, co_ gi_ve him a 
lace all his own (even if this entails submmmg to his mfluence 

~nd partially adopting his langiiage) in the network of ~ucies and 
rules rhat are woven into the dharma, the all-~ncompassmg order. 
With rhe doctrine of the iiJramas, the two lifestyles and sores of 
aspirations cease co be antitheti~, and come to juxtapo~e- them
selves within a single human life span. And so the scnvmg for 
deliverance becomes buc one form of the honourable life, and the 
forest comes to fall within the horizon of the village, and the empty 
fumly held within the grasp of the full. 



4 

Village and Forest in the Ideology of 
Brahmanic India 

'Where is the forest?' asked Luzhin, and when the question 
remained unanswered, he asked again, resorting to a 
synonym: 'A wood? Wald?' he murmured. 'A park?' he 
added, with condescension. 

V. Nabokov, The Luzhin Defense. 

The royal afvamedha1 sacrifice comprises, according to the 
Vedic texts, of the following incongruous ceremony: the 
horse who is about co be put to death is tied, as is the rule 

in any blood sacrifice, to a sacrificial post (yupa); here, however, 
the horse is nor the sole sacrificial victim. On either side of the 
sacrificial post, ocher posts are erected, to which are attached other 
animals whose face is also to be sacrificed. The list of these sup
plementary victims varies; but, in every case, these are animals 
'proper to the vilJage' (griimya). Now, in addition to these 'village' 
victims who are in fact put to death, there is also a group of 
quasi-victims who are distinguished from the true victims on three 
counts: 1) these are animals that are 'proper to the forest' 
(ara,:,.ya); 2) who are placed in the intervals (arokas) between the 
posts, and 3) who in the end, are not put to death, but set free. 
A ritual text states, by way of explanation, that they are released 
in order that they not be subjected to violence (ahirrzsayai). The 
list of quasi-victims, while it varies, also includes, of necessity, 
m an.2 

The instructions given for chis phase of the rite regroups, in a 
highly condensed dynamically choreographed form- and in a way 
that highlights their inter-combinations and mutual implications 
-certain fundamental themes of Vedic ideology. These include 
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the opposition bet\-\'.een village and forest; the dual nature of the 
sacrifice (or at least of royal sacrifice) which,. while it essentially 
remains a village affair, attempts co encompass the forest as well; 
the link between wholeness and the village, and an absence of 
wholeness and the forest, and between violence and the village 
and non-violence and the forest; and, lascly, the place reserved for 
humans in the succession of animal species. 

What follow are a number of details on each of these points. 

Village and Forest 

In Vedic India, and more generally in brahmanic lndia,3 this 
dichotomy is omnipresent. The entirety of the inhabitable world 
is divided between grama and arar;ya. And alth_~mgh both arid 
deserts and mountains appear in the landscape of Aryavarra,4 these 
are but so many variants on the theme of the forest. The animal 
kingdom, or at least the mammals, and the vegetable kingdom 
are also divided across this same line. 'There are seven village, and 
seven forest plants, says the Taittiriya Sarrzhita (5.4.9.1),5 seven 
village and seven forest animals (ibid. 6.1.8.1; 7.2.2.1). To be sure, 
these lists are not to be read as exhaustive enumerations of fauna 
and flora: because these figure in ritual texts (even if all of Vedic 
literature consists of religious rexes), only those plants and animals 
used in the rites are mentioned. 

One should note chat the two zones of forest and village are 
generally distinguished from one another, less on the basis of their 
material features than on char of the religious and social signi
ficance attributed to each of chem. Just what are these features?. 

The term griima, generally translated as 'village', more often 
designates a concentration of people or a network of institutions 
than it does a set territory. Contrary co the Latin pagtts, which 
evokes territorial implantation, the special meaning of che Vedic 
grama is-if we are to follow its etymology-a troop, and perhaps, 
originally, a troop on the move: this would explain how 
sr:.rrzgriima, literally a 'reunion of the grama ', could originally have 
meant 'army in combat'6 and later 'baccle'. The stability of the 
grama depends more upon the cohesion of its constitutive group 
than it does upon the space that it occupies. And, while we should 
be careful not to actach too great an importance to ex silentio 
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arguments, we must nevertheless note a paucity of data, in 
Vedic texts, concerning che spacial orgariization of the gra1114. 
This lack is all the more startling when it is contrasted with t1-
Vedic authors' prolixity and exactitude whenever they speak of 
the relationships that obtain between people or groups of people. 
The notion of limits is nevertheless closely associated with that 
the village: however, it is not the limit that defines the village, bll( 
rather the village that generates the (notion of) limit, as illustratccl 
in the adage 'no village, no limit'.8 

Facing the village is the ara,:zya. The word, traditionally 
translated as 'forest', designates, in reality, the village's other. 
Here again, etymology allows us to glimpse the present lingui · 
usage of a term in its true light: ara,:zya, 'forest', is derivecl:; 
from ara,:za, 'strange', which is itself connected to the lndo, 
European radical 'al-, 'of-, the very same radical that is the 
source of the Latin words alius, alter, and ilie. 9 The village q 
here, the forest over there. Similarly, the forest is that towards 
which one heads when one leaves the village. 10 Might we not,. 
then, define this ara,:zya as that which is external to the village? 
Its constant feature is that it is an empty, interstitial space. 
Th~ synonyms of ara,:zya are words that have for their primaiy 
meaning the sense of 'hole', irina, 'desert', or 'in-between' 

• I 

prantara. The Arthasastra groups all of these uncultivated lands. 
regardless of their natural vegetation, under the heading 
bhumichidra, 'hole in the ground'. 11 What is, in fact, most 
curious here, and that which warrants the accepted translatio 
of 'forest' for ara,:zya, is chat this term is also-and from • 
very early time-a synonym of vana, 'territory covered by trees• 
and even 'wood' in the sense of woody m~tter. 12 More exactly, 
the vana is a particular case of ,ara,:zya, and however great the 
differences between desert and forest may appear to us, it is 
nonetheless certain that, as far as their religious values are 
concerned, ara,:zya and vana are overlapping terms. 13 

Juxtaposing village and forest is tantamount to evoking every 
possible setting in which human activity can occur in this world. 
So it is that in the rite of reparation called the varu,:zapraghisA 
(one among a great number of possible examples), the adulterous 
pronounce the following formula: 'Any sin that we may have 
committed, in the village or in the forest, as a group or through 
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our sensory organs, we put aside through the present sacrifice 
]' 14 

[·This. division is, for sure, not an absolute one. There exist 
composite beings, or rather animals, which (although they are 
mammals) because they belong both to the village and the forest, 
are defined as obtaining to neither. We learn in TS 2.1.10.2 that 
che gayal15 (gomrga, the 'bovine wild animal', in Sanskrit) is an 
animal that is neither of the village nor of the forest. So it is that 
one must offer a gayal to the god Vayu (the 'wind') when one has 
been libelled as a murderer: charged with guilt while innqcent, 
one is, in this circumstance, like the gayal, outside of both of these 
rwo worlds. 16 

Village and Sacrifice 

The grama is maintained and sustained by institutions that define 
che relationships of each individual with everyone else, with the 
cosmos, and with oneself. This norm, which is at once a system 
of rules and the world order, is dharma.17 

To say that the dharma that regulates village life is entirely 
contained within the village-and the forest the locus of non
dha.rmic events and activities-would be jumping to conclusions. 
The notion of dharma is flexible enough to be applied to a wide 
array of meanings, such that any lifestyle may be called dharmic 
if it conforms to an individual's nature; that is, if it designates 
him as a member of the (social) group to which he belongs: it 
is the dharma of the thief co steal, and his particular dharma is 
a component of dharma in general. le nevertheless remains that 
to steal is a sin, and in no uncertain terms, an affront to dharma. 18 

How to reconcile partial and total dharma is a question which 
does not come to be clearly posed-and which does not receive 
a theological answer-until well after the Vedic period, where 
its most extended discussion is contained ip. the Bhagavad Gita. 19 

In ancient bra.hmanism, on the contrary, the world order is 
grounded in the sacrifice (yajfia), and, in a more general sense, 
on those rites for which the sacrifice was the highest form and 
model. It is, in fact, the sacrifice, offered by humans, that ratifies 
the divine status of the gods and chus ensures a harmonious 
implementation of those forces which allow for the regular 
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succession of the seasons and the production of foods proper ro 
every class of beings.20 Ir is also che sacrifice chat bestows upoQ 
brahmins the starus of 'visible gods',21 and, thereby, the organiza., 
rion of society as a whole. Lastly, it is the sacrifice char givea 
humans (or at lease chose who are capable of performing ic) the 
means by which to pay off the constitutive debts (rrias) wida 
which they are burdened from birtb.22 In this way, the sacrifice 
gives meaning co all human activity-and even the permission 
co survive, since the sole food that one is allowed to conswne 
without sin is food chat in some way consists of the remains ol 
a meal one has offered, sacrificially, to the gods, to ocher bum 
or to the manes.23 That which is external co the sacrifice, 
which cannot be linked, in the fmal analysis, to the sacrifice, · 
thus outside of dharma--itself understood in the sense of a mode 
of conduct proper co an upright life. 

Now, in brahmanic India, the sacrifice is essentially a 'village' 
affair. We hasten to specify, however, that the normative brah
manic texts never allow for the performance of any sacrifice that 
might be qualified as 'civic', in which rhe participants or benefi
ciaries would all belong co a single given political group. On the 
contrary, the very structure of the sacrifice requires char the sacri
ficer be, of necessity, an individual-just as the primordial sacri
ficer was himself, and with good reason, an individual, when he 
performed the sacrifice that constituted the creation of the world.U 
To be sure, it is indispensable that the sacrificer's wife be beside 
him when he sacrifices; however, the ritual fates of the two spoust1 
are themselves inextricablyconnected.25 And, whiJe there undoub
tedly exist sattras in which several sacrificers are grouped together, 
chis is in order that each one of them may cake a turn at being 
the officiating priest for his companions. 26 The village nature cl 
the sacrifice is of a different order, an order chat involves the 
sacrificial fires, and the planes and animals which constitute the 
offertory materials. 

The sacrificial fires can only be established (whether it be the 
solitary fire of the domestic ritual or the three fires of the cere
monial ritual) by a married man or a man 'who stands in the 
house', a grhastha. Now, the condition of grhastha implies mem
bership in the grama, a necessarily social activity chat allows for 
the accumulation of the wealth which one must possess if one is 
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co acquire chose oblacory materials an? (?ften ~onsi~erable) goods 
which will later be given to the offioatmg pnests m the form of 

fee. Several texcs present the householder as che pivot of dhar
~a,27 he is the most active of all individuals, amassing wealth_ in 
order co redistribute it, feeding the g?ds and manes, f~thermg 
children and giving the means of subs1scence, through his alms, 
co chose who have not yet become--or who have ceased to be
lJ.hasthas. Only che man who is activ~ in the w?rld is fully capable 
of performing the supre~e act that 1s the sacrifice: Furthe!more, 
the fires 'love the village 28 and are not to be earned outS1de the 
·11 29 VI age. , . 

One may at times resort to trickery: when a 'ho~seholde~ 1s 
ill, it may be recommended chat he leaves ~h_e village ("'.ia a 
northeasterly bearing, chis being the most ausp1c1ous of all ~rec
tions), carrying his fues with him. Longing for their hon_ie v1Jlage, 
these fires will make the sick man well, such that he m.tght carry 
chem back as quickly as possible.30 

On the matter of oblatory materials, it is the texts' inconsistency 
chac is mosc instructive. On the one hand, they maintain that 
village animals alone may be used as sacrificial ?fferings.3

'. Yet, ~n 
che other, their lists of offerings for some parttcular sacrifice will 
often include both a group of village-based and a group of forest
based materials, with each group being explicicly designated as 
such.32 The function of sacrifice is not to definitively separate 
village from all that is not vill~ge;_ it is, rather, co ~mt sec apart 
and give preference co that which is proper to the ~1llage, and to 
thence prove ics superiority over its forest surroundings, as well as 
irs capacity (precisely by virtue of the sacrifice) to draw ~ e ~orest 
into ics orbit, and so encompass it. A good example of chis highly 
efficient and most disingenuous incoherency is provided by the 
SB 13.2.4. lf. account of the original sacrifice, ' invented' and 
performed by Prajapati, che creator: 'Prajapaci wished, "Would 
chat I might win the two worlds, the world of the gods and the 
world of men". He had a vision of these animals, chose of the 
village and those of che forest. He sacrificed them. Tb.rough them 
he came to possess these worlds: through the vil!age animals he 
came co possess this world; through che forest animals, the other 
world. This world is verily the world of men, the ocher world the 
world of the gods. When he sacrifices the village animals, ic is this 
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world chat, through chem, the (present human) sacrificer comea 
co possess; when he sacrifices the forest animals, it is the other 
world chat, through them, he comes co possess. If he were to carry 
the sacrifice through co its very end, using village animals alone, 
then all roads would converge, and villages border upon one 
another; there would be no ogres, no tiger-men, nor would there 
be thieves, robber gangs nor brigands in the forests. On the other 
hand, if he were co do this using only forest animals, then would 
all roads diverge, and villages be set far apart from one another; 
there would be ogres and tiger-men, and there would be chievea, 
robber gangs and brigands in the forests. On this matter it is said, 
"Verily, that which is of the forest is not paiu, and is not to be 
offered. If one were to offer it, these victims would lose n.o time 
in carrying che sacrificer, dead, our into the forest, because the 
forest animals share the forest among themselves [ ... ]".'33 

The human sacrificer wishes, after the fashion of Prajapati, to 
win the twofold world. But to win the other world by sacrificing 
chat which is homologous to it is, in fact, tantamount to allowing 
oneself to be drawn into it. We have seen the solution offered by 
the horse sa.crifice: the sacrifice of the forest creatures is merdy 
simulated, with the spaces between the posts standing for the 
yawning gap chat is the forest-a forest to which, when all is said 
and done, they return, without any harm having been done to 
either themselves or the sacrificer. The case of planes presents a 
different solution, for, whereas the vegetable substances which 
make up the offering are, in theory, cultivated plants, there never
theless exist certain rites (such as the sautriimar_zi 34) which pre
scribe the actual, and not merely simulated, use of wild plants. 
The sense of.such a coexistence is nevertheless quite clear: in the 
ceremony of the agnicayana, the 'construction of the fire altar', 
one begins by plowing the land upon which this .multi-levelled 
brick structure will be erected, and by planting seven village and 
seven forest grains:35 in this way, agriculture opens itself onto 
wildness, and so absorbs it into itself. 

One thus protects oneself from the forest by drawing it in 
towards oneself; but this is also a form of propitiation, since in so 
doing, one gives the forest a place within the village enterprise 
chat is che sacrifice. The pose to which the victim is tied is not 
placed within, but rather on the edge of the sacrificial ground.36 
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Jc is made from the wood of a tree found in the forest, which one 
addresses by a term meaning 'lord of che forest'.37 When it is cut 
down, ritual precautions are taken such chat the blows of the axe 
do not constitute an ace of vio1ence again~c it: similarly, the animal 
victim of the sacrifice is strangled in such a way that it neither 
cries out nor moves,38. and chat it consents to the 'pacification' 
char is its ritual killing. 39 

Forest and Renunciation 

Outside the village, the world of the arar_zya is ,at once within 
and without the dharmic norm, as shown in the SB passage cited 
above. Within, because it is in the forest chat dwell and move 
the 'thieving and brigand' creatures which, were they i-1:1 the 
village, would be punished according to dharmiclaw. Also within, 
because the arar_zya is not defined in any positive way, but rather 
as something that is missing: it is the absence of a village, the 
empty space . delineated by two divergent paths, an undifferen
tiated and unexplicated break in continuiry.40 Lastly, within, 
because the forest is populated with animals inferior to those 
found in the village, smaller, weaker and as if hobbled in their 
movements.41 Agni, the god of fire, and also the sacrificial and 
village god par exce/1.ence, devours the forest and takes hold of 
che wilderness12 such chat even when it is necessary to protect 
the sacrifice from the (counter-) attacks of the wild, there is never 
any doubt concerning the result of their combat: the sacrifice is 
a machine which, while complex and delicate, proves itself in 
the final analysis to be infallible. 43 

Yet, for all this, the forest is also that which lies outside of the 
village. For Prajapati, as we have seen, as well as for his human 
imitators, the forest is (the image of) the other world, the world 
of the gods. But it is especially the wilderness of the arar;ya chat 
is the image of the Absolute, or at least the pla~e inha~i~ed ~y 
those in search of the Absolute, those whom Indian tradiuon m 
its entirety presents as the antitheses of the grhasthar. these are the 
'renouncers' (sarrznyiisins). 

The emergence of this ascetic type, his ideal of solitary existence, 
the ceremony that marks his break with the world of the village, 
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the doctrine that undergirds his practices, and his body of values 
that arise from the desire to rid himself of the burden of his act! 
and to be 'liberated' from the necessity of rebirth-the normative 
Indian texts, well explicated by modern interpreters, abound in 
instruction on all these matters. 44 Let it suffice here to mention, 
among recent works, the research of Madeleine Biardeau45 who 
shows how-the passage from ancient brahmanism to Hinduism 
implies a com piece re-evaluation of the primal opposition, between 
the worldly .man and the renouncer, or more exactly, between 
dharmic sacrifice and renunciation. One in fact fmd~, on the one 
hand, men of the world (or at least brahmins) adopting certain 
values and doctrinal themes of the renouncers, most notably that 
of non-violence, and thus bringing about profound transforma
tions in sacrificial practice. 46 On the other hand, there emerges a 
cos~ology based upon the recurrence of cycles, together with a 
theology grounded in the personal relationship obtaining between 
devotee and his God, a god who intercedes regularly in order that 
the cataclysm that marks the end of each cosmic period might be 
followed by a new creation. With. the combination of these two 
elements, deliverance, no longer a personal matter, ceases to be a 
prerogative of the renouncer alone and rather becomes a perspec
tive open to all humanity. 

Since we are concerned here with the brahmanic origins of 
these themes, we wilJ go into some detail in discussing how and 
on what terms the grhastha I saf!]nyasin opposition has, since the 
beginnings of Indian speculation on che subject, adapted itself 
to the opposition between village and forest. To simply say that 
the renouncer lives in the forest is not enough. The renouncer 
lives in a way that is consonant with the forest, and those features 
of his lifestyle which are related to that which lies within dharma 
combine with those which guide his ambition to go beyond 
dharma. To do away with every form of conditioning is, first 
and foremost, co do away with the rites; and the farther a 
renouncer has advanced on the path he has taken (and while 
renouncement is absolute in theory, there remain, to be sure, 
gradations in the stages of its realization47), the less rites he 
performs. He eschews the repetitions inherent to the rites in 
order that he might lose himself in the non-definition of the 
wilderness.48 He wishes to escape from the endless repetition of 
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rebirths, in order that he might render himself capable of gaining 
from the outset, and through a heroic effort, absolute bliss, or-it 
rnay be preferable to say-absolute nothingness. 

Village ritual, however, is acutely aware of the analogy between 
repetition and the village, and between unexpectedness and ~he 
forest. One finds, in the rices, two kinds of bowls, those which 
are co be used several times over, and those one is to throw away 
after they have been used a single time: the former stand for 
village animals and the latter the anim~s of the forest.49 Some 
ascetics endeavour to never use any eaung vessel other than the 
hollow of their hands, while ochers eat 'in animal fashion', by 
grazing directly with ~dr mou~s. 50 All of these endeavour to · 
reduce as much as possible the distance between themselves and 
nature, and attempt, to varying degrees, to rid themselves of all 
man-made objects. 

Yet another affinity appears (or so it would seem, even if 
chis is hypothetical on our part) between renouncers and wild 
animals, between that which lies without and that which lies 
within. The renouncer's professed goal is to identify himself 
with his ii.tman (a term we may translate, for the sake of 
brevity, by 'soul'51). Now, the primary meaning of this term 
is vital 'breath'; and while the renouncer's thoughts are con
centrated upon his atman, a great number of his techniques 
concern his breaths. Bue there is another word for breath: this 
is viiyu ('wind'), and the god Vayu is the forest god par excel/.ence, 
a protector and guide of forest creatures and the forest counter
part to the god Agni. 52 

While the forest is the locus of violence in its most elementary 
form, that violence symbolized by the gods Rudra and Vayu, it is 
also that locus within which the ideal of non-violence (ahif!lsa'} is 
most fully developed. And, while the village may have no qualms 
about inflicting the violence of the hunt upon the forest popula
tions, it strives at the same time to draw it, as little as possible, 
into the violence of the sacrifice. For the sacrifice, that supreme 
form of village activity, is, once again, fundamentally violent; and 
while this is a regulated violence which sacrificers and sacrificial 
priests seek, through their practical knowledge, to channel, dis
simulate and compensate, it is a violence they can never do away 
with completely.53 
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Man 

The sacrificial post, a. piece of the forest carried to the fringe of 
the sacrifice, is normally cut so to be equal in measure to a man. 54 
Instructions of chis order, found as they are in the liturgical texts, 
can never be a matter of chance. When we learn, for example, 
chat the length of such and such a portion of the sacrificial ground 
is to be a given multiple of the sacrificer's height or girth, we also 
learn the symbolism behind chis homology. The huma.(l sacrificer 
is an image of the primordial Man, of whom sacrificial layout ia 
itself a reproduction.55 Concerning the equivalence between sacri
ficer and post, however, any conclusions we may draw are con
jectural at best. What is it that the sacrificer and the post have in 
common, that should so be brought co the fore? It is the fact, in 
our opinion, that both at once participate in the village and the 
forest. This we have already seen for the pose. As for the man, 
chat is, as for the place chat the human race occupies within the 
animal kingdom, the following fragmentary data may be gleaned 
from the Vedic cexcs:56 man is the 'pasu' par excellence, and stands 
at the forefront of the village animals who may be sacrificed. In 
a certain sense, he may even be said co be the sole authentic 
sacrificial victim, with the true sacrifice being chat in which the 
sacrificer is. himself the offering: here, the ocher animals are noth
ing more than surrogates for the man who sacrifices. 57 What 
distinguishes man from the other paJw are chose features which 
further underline his 'village' character. Of a11 the pa1us, he is the 
only one who is bare-skinned; the face is, he had the hair that 
covers the bodies of cows. 58 Above all else, man is the sole sacrificial 
victim who can also be a sacrificer.59 The Vedic definition of man 
as the doubly sacrificial animal is thus the counterpart co the 
Aristotelian definition of man as the political animal.60 The fact 
nevertheless remains that several lists, fo und in Vedic texts, which 
contrast village and forest animals, explicitly place humans in the 
latter camp: we have already seen rhis in the context of the 
quasi-victims of the aJvamedha. More than chis, it is their r~ 
semblance to humans that stands as a criterion by which certain 
animals are ranked among the forest creatures. Such is the case of 
the elephant, no doubt by virtue of its trunk which it uses like a 
hand,61 and of the monkey.62 By no means should one take this 
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dassificacory anomaly co be a strategy of s~rcs for the s~ppr~sion 
f human sacrifice: there is no lack of sacrifices, real or imagm~, ? the Vedic descriptions, that enjoin man co fully embody his in /:t: • • le as pasu. 63 It is in an entirely dirrerenc perspecave, 1D our 

rop:"ion chat one muse look co account for the simulcan~ous 0 UL J f • • resence of man on both lists: here, it is a matter o pomang to 
~an's twofold nature, or rather his twofold propensity, drawn as 
he is co both the full and the empty, society and solitude, the 
village and the forest. 

Utopia 

Must one make a choice, then, between village and forest? A 
fortunate discovery on the part of brahmanic ideology was the 
esrablishment, from the end of me Vedic period onwards, of the 
system of aframas or stages of life. A man's life (or at l~c chat _of 
a 'cwice-born' man who belongs to one of the three higher soo~ 
classes) is.normally divided into several periods. At the end of his 
childhood, che young boy receives Vedic initiation from a teacher 
who thus confers a 'second birch' upon him; he is thenceforth a 
brahmanic student, and spends several years in his teacher's house, 
serving and studying the Veda. T his first •Stage is followed ~y that 
of the 'householder': after his many years of study, of chasaty and 
of service, che young man returns to his village and marries. ~ e 
is now a g,:hastha, devoting himself to economic and procreauve 
activities, complementary to his religious activities: taken as a 
whole, these may be grouped under the heading of is_(lipurta, 
'sacrifice and gracification'.64 This village period need not be the 
ultimate stage in a man's life: when a householder's hair has turned 
grey, and when he 'has seen che sons of bis sons', he may, legit
imately (chat is, in a way that conforms to the_ very t1!7a":'a he 
will henceforth attempt co transcend), leave the village, nd h1~se1f 
of his possessions and his social markings, and take up t~e life of 
a renouncer. By virtue of chis repartition of the human l~fe span, 
renunciation appears as a perspective offered co (but not imposed 
upon) every 'man of the world'.65 In chis light, the figures of the 
grhastha and the sa,rznyiisin are not strictly an ?thetical:. the forest 
lies on the village's horizon and is, in a certam sense, 10cegrated 
into vil1age life. 
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On the other hand, village ritual itself calls for a number of 
excursions in the ~rection c:,f the forest (apart from the procedures 
;'e have alread.y mentio~ed, which concern themselves with bring
mg the forest mto the village). There are texts which may only be 
stu~e~ or recited i.n the forest, and ~hich belong to ~hat body of 
Vedic literature qwte aptly called the Forest Books' (Ara'}yakas);G<, 
as well as the daily brahmayajfza rite, which consists of the in
dividual recitation of a brief Vedic text, outside of the village-this 
recitation (which may be made i'n silence) is itself considered to 

constitute a sacrifice to the Veda. 67 

But these different ways of combining village with forest imply 
companmentalizations in time and movement through space: 
both spheres remain distinct from one another, even ifit is possible 
for a person to experience both in the course of his lifetime. Indian 
ideology, or fantasy, wishing to go even further, came to imagine 
a place where one could simultaneously be both in the village and 
in the forest, and lead a life whose village and forest aspects were 
unseperable. This ideal place, for all intents and purposes the 
Indian utopia, is the hermitage of the vanaprastha stage of Iife.68 
In an effort to make this locus a credible one, the normative texts 
make residence in a hermitage one of the four stages of life, the 
i~termediate stage between the household~r and sa'!lnyasin 69 

asramas. The texts, however, find it necessary to go to great lengths 
to clearly differentiate this phase from that which follows or 
precedes it, doing so by multiplying the number of gradations 
within what is, as a whole, described as a state of transition.70 Yet, 
this fusion of village and forest is so beautiful in the eyes of the 
Indian authors, and fundamentally so unrealistic, that they ex
clude it, at times, from the realm of the. possible in our present 
age of iron, declaring that it can only be found in a distant past, 
in the wondrous age of the nis, of those inspired seers who received 
the Vedic revelation.71 

What then are the components of this happy synthesis? While 
the normative texts abound in definitions, with sometimes in
coherent prolixity, the literary texts provide much more instructive 
poetic descriptions of the same. This is especially the case with 
the most celebrated of all Indian texts, Kalidasa's drama 
Sakuntalii 72 (the heroine who bears this name is the Sacontale of 
Apollinaire's Chanson du mal-aime). 
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Here we learn that the viinaprastha settles in the forest, taking 
with him his fires and, if he so desires, his wife. He is capable of, 
and therefore obliged to, sacrifice, but this is a sacrifice that 
involves no toil, since it prohibits both the eating and the offering 
of any cultivated food: here, the favoured foodstuff and preferred 
oblatory material is niviira, which is (wild) rice. While there is an 
organized social life, this in no. way ~mails an~ alteratio~ of the 
nacural environment. The hermitage 1s a dharmara'}ya. This name 
is worthy of note: dharmiira'}ya is a solitude ruled over by dharma. 
While this fusion of terms does n~t explicitly constitute a paradox, 
it nevertheles~ juxtaposes an essentially social order with a forest 
or wilderness, which we have already seen as standing both inside 
and outside of society. 

What strikes the visitor to Sakuntala's hermitage are, first of 
all, the grains of wild rice lying at the base of its trees, grams which 
parrots, nesting in the hollows of these trees, have caused to fall 
to the ground. He sees fawns who, knowing no fear, run in straight 
lines, and thus ~o not confound their pursuers by dashing off in 
different directions. They have no fear of human voices, since 
these voices are generally occupied with the recitation of the Veda. 
They graze peacefully on grassy meadows from which the hermits 
have carefully removed every blade of darbha grass, since this latter 
is a vital ingredient of the sacrifice. 73 All the while, rivulets of water 
lap at the roots of the trees in this forest hermitage, while the 
brilliant colours of their buds is muted, or rather softened, by the 
smoke that rises from sacrificial fires into which clarified batter 
has been poured.74 

Such then is this paradise in which the incompatible elements 
of village and forest, once purified, melt together. This is undoub
tedly a most delicate marriage, and one exposed to thousands of 
dangers, since, in Kalidasa's fictional account at least, the political 
order fmds itself obliged-co dispatch an inspector, a 'Commis
sioner of Religious Affairs', to ensure that all is well, and 'that the 
rites are celebrated without obstacle'.75 

While the hermit lives at a distance from- the village, in the 
non-social locus of the forest, this is, more often than not, in 
order that he might take part, together with other hermits or 
hermit couples, in a pure a'nd peaceful society, a society that is 
homogeneous, with no true division of labour, and even, one 
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might say, without distinction between those who hold power 
and those who are subject to that power. At best, we may scare 
that these 'ashrams', in the idealize~ image that poetry and theatre 
give of them, are organized around a particularly venerated spiri~ 
tual master, a [!i, one of me inspired 'seers' who received the 
revelation of the Veda and transmitted it to humanity. 

. A traveller lost in the forest may come to realize he is in the 
neighbourhood of a 'forest of austerities' by the following signs: 

'Here the gazelles are trusting, coming and going without 
fear ... The trees, their boughs heavy with flowers and fruits, afl. 
lovingly tended. No tilled land nearby. There can be no doubt; 
this is a hermitage. Smoke rises over a multitude of fires'. 76 

It is ever so gently that these hermits press themselves to ~ 
bosom of wild nature and join themselves to it, without ever fully 
renouncing their social being. They overcome this contradiction 
when they devote themselves to rites and perform sacrifices, man
aging all the while to leave nature inviolate by not rending the 
earth with their plows. The forest, ofitself, nor only provides them 
with all their basic needs, but also gives them th~ means by which 
to make offerings, a most wondrous thing, when one considers 
that all vegetable oblatory maner must consist, by definition, of 
cultivated cereals. It is these hermits' very presence th.rt gives rise 
to such goodwill on the part of nature. 

Other texts, while of similar inspiration, go even further, when 
the friendship between man and nature is transformed into a kind 
of osmosis. This 'naturalization' of man is not, for all this-as in 
the case of the 'renouncer'-the result of an abandonment of the 
rites, but is, rather, effected through his will to give himself over 
to them, entirely. Let us take, for example, a passage from Kalidasa's 
Kumarasambhava. n In reality, the character described in this vast 
mythological poem is not a mortal man, but the divine princess 
Parvati, whose fate it is to become the wife of the god Siva. Little 
matter-the emotions, ascetic prowess, and the whole of Piirvati's 
behaviour are in perfect conformity with the habits of 'those who 
depart into the forest'. The (act that the protagonist here is a woman 
only accentuates the marvellous character of this lifestyle. In her 
retreat, Parvati does not content herself with harmonizing ri«;ial 
and nature; like so many other Indian heroines, she offers to our 
scrutiny the contrast between her tender and delicate body, 
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accustomed to the luxury of the royal palace, and the very harsh 
austerities to which she has henceforth consecrated herself 

I ossible to strip her of her resolve. But she stripped away her neck-

L
mp 78 chat necklace whose strings, when they moved, rubbed away the 
ace, h b k . nd J paste (that perfumed her breast). She put on a roug ar tunic, 

sa f·ke the new dawn which tore with the heaving of her breasts. Her 
rosy 1 ' 1. ' th th · fh hand no longer rose to touch he~ 1ps, now w1 out e1r r?uge o er 

asc life. Nor would she ever agam touch the ball th_ar [until now] had 
~eddened with the color of the unguents she applied to her breasts. 
[Now] were her fingers cut by sharp blades of kuJa_g_rass, and worn fro~ 
the beads of her rosary. Established in her auster1nes, she p_laced, as 1f 

d Osit and with an eye to taking them back [at a later ume] , these 
on ep · · 1· d'd h · cwo things in these two [vessels]: m the delicate 1anas .1 s_ e consign 
h grace of her movement, and in the gazelles, her trembling glance. 

~:er steadfast, she herself caused young trees to grow with the flow from 
her jar-from her breast (or s_o it seemed)---:th~t poured over them. 
Guha79 himself could nor depnve them of theu rightful maternal pref
erence, they being her eldest [children]. Charmed by the forest seeds 
that Parvati fed them out of her hands, the gazelles arou~d her were_so 
trusting that she could measure her own eyes by comp~nng them with 
theirs, out of curiosity, in the presence of her c?mp~rllons.

80 
S_he per

formed ner ritual ablutions, and made her offerings mto the ]~tavedas 
fire; she dad her upper body in [the] skins [o~ trees], '.111d recited the 
sacred texts. In their desire to behold Parvat1, the ~~ts came t? ~1er: 
outhfulness is no matter for those who have matured through religious 

~bservance. Animals hostile (co one anocher) lose their p~imal sel~1shness; 
the trees honoured their guests with their most pre~1ous fruits'. fires 
burned inside huts builc of leaves: such was her hermitage, and tt was 
(the] purificacion [of the world]. [But] when she c~e to und~rstand 
that the asceticism and concentration she had first practiced were insuffi
cient for her to attain the object of her desires, she began to undertake, 
without care for the cendemess of her body, a mosc ex.creme self
morcification. She who would previously have tired from a simple gam_e 
of ball, see her as she now plunges herself into the practices of the munis'. 
Her body is like a golden lotus, delicate, yet solid an~ f~A of stren~th. 
In the pure summer season, this woman of_ pure smil~3 m the midst 
of four blazing fires82 did she of slender-waisted body come ro place 
herself. Triumphant and of blinding brilliance she stared at the sun, 
.unflinching ... Her only food, and this not by requ~st, was water and 
the rays of he whose essence is ambro_sia and. who 1s the lord of the 
constellacions;B4 her way of life was verily no different from the means 
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by which trees survive. Terribly burnt by many fires, the fire that movca 
through the sky and those piled up with wood, Parvati, once the hot 
season had passed, was showered with new warers, and there arose from 
her, just as it did from the earth, a dewy breath that [mounted) straight 
[up to heaven) ... And while she lay on a bed of stone, having for her 
dweUing that which.is nor a house, in the wind-sheered rain , the nights, 
with their eyes of flashing lightning, looked down upon her, witness, 
one would have thought, of her extreme asceticism. 

Here we have an account of a complex transformation which 
begins with a transposition: the red colour of her worldly orna
ments, which is also the redness of passion, comes to be replaced 
by the red of che cree bark and chat of the wounds caused by the 
blades of kuJa grass. It is with this grass chat one strews the 
sacrificial ground, transfers a burning flame from one fire to 
another, and fashions bouquets of purificacory virtues. The rosary, 
made of wild seeds, replaces the necklace, the work of a craftsman. 
Metaphor becomes reality: Parvaci's body (most especially her 
arms) is compared, as is the case with all young women, with 
lianas; but here we find Parvaci siphoning a portion of her being 
into the forest vines themselves, and an affinity, first grounded in 
analogy, takes on the character of a continuity of substance. Caring 
for young trees would be too much akin ro gardening and overly 
disclose the heterogeneity of humans and plants, were this feeding 
not immediately assimilated to suckling. In the first phase of her 
forest life, Parvaci puts on a garment of bark, but bark, that which 
clothes trees, is also their skin; and so it is that the poet, by way 
of noting che progress of Parvati's 'naturalization', tells us ac a 
later point chat she is clad in tree skins, and not tree bark, the 
intended meaning being that, just as with crees, this superimposed 
element is a part of her organism. Syrnmecrically, the nature 
around her becomes pacified, making itself a welcoming place for 
humans- and, we might even say, ritualizing itself.85 le is out of 
chis give and take that the hermitage is born, a hermitage which 
purifies the world by the simple face of its existence. The r~is of 
the region, without a care for that rule of etiquette which holds 
that the young are to visit their elders, and not the ocher way 
around, come co admire the hermit princess. 86 Far from being 
scandalized, they marvel at the sight of her offering sacrifices and 
studying the Veda, activities which her female condition would 
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mally prohibit: with Parvati, a surplus of ritual and a surplus 
nof r cure go hand in hand. She carries her discipline yet one step 0 oa . f, further when she undertakes that extre~e p~acuce, pr~per to orest 
h mies which is most notably prescnbed m Manu: In the sum-
er he' shall place himself in the midst of the five fires; in the =~ season, he ~hall remain outside, with the clou~ as his only 

shelter; in che wmter, h~ shall onlr: wea~ w~t dothm~. Thus he 
gressivdy increases lus sdf-moruficauons .87 What 1s remark

P~fe in the case of Parvati, is thac she does not, in her affrontment 
a f n~ture, seek to assert herself over and against it: she suffers the 0
ame face as do trees and the earth, dehydrates, is nourished and 

Is reinvigorated rogether with them; she follows their rhythm and 
obeys their principles of existence. 
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The Theology of Debt in Brahmanism 

0 n the fro~cispiece of his book entitled Daum, Nietzsche 
placed this exclamation from the Rg- Veda: 'So many 

. dawns have yet to dawn! 1 These w~rds form the third 
lme of a stani.a addressed co the god of punishment, co the god 
who sees chat oaths are kept and accounts settled. It has been 
translated as follows, in deliberately literal fashion by Louis Renou· 
'Abolish therefore the debts contracted by me! ~t me not pay fo; 
the (debt) contracted by another, 0 king! There are in truth many 
dawns that have yet co dawn: assign us, 0 Varuna (to be) living 
in them!'2 • ' 

The term translated here as 'debt' is ff·d, the very same term chat 
subsequently became established in classical Sanskrit, and which has 
been cons~ed, or_ taken over unaltered, in modern Inda-Aryan 
languages wnh~scill- ch~ technical meaning of'debc'.3 But given 
that we are dealm~ here v.:1~ ·/Jg- Veda, a text chat is fundamentally 
and al~osc exclus1vely rehg1ous, the produce of a society in which 
the nouons of economy, society and law are still tethered co the 
sphere of religious representation, can we be sure that the word 
r,:zd ~eady had the meaning of goods received in return for the 
pro~ruse to hand back either the goods themselves or something of 
eqwvalent value (~c the least)? Is it not mo,re a matter of obligation 
per se, ?f undertakings of all kinds, of duty in general-of which the 
returning of borrowed goods is simply a special case? 
. In ~e hymns of the /Jg- Ved:t there are at least two passages 
m which the word p:zd can only be taken in its narrowest sense: 
RS 8.47.17, where it is said: 'just as we settle a rnd, first one 
sixteenth, then an eighth, then the r,:zd (in its en~ety) ... '4; 

and RS I 0.34.10 where the unlucky gambler is described as 
r,:uivdn, 'affected by p:zd '.5 Mention can be made of several other 
texts in chis context, though they are not as clear-cut: the Maruts 
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swoop down on mortals in the same way chat one chases after 
a r;,:zdvdn, a 'debtor', according r~ Renou (RSI.169.7).6 Mo:eover 
the epithet r,zaydvan can be applied to the M~uts: they are those 
who chase after r,:zd ' , (1.87.4),7 while the Aditya are cdyamii.nii. 
r,:zilni, 'they see chat (1:Ui are paid', (2.27.4) .8 The god B,haspati 
h~ the privilege of being dnu vdfa '('}dm ad:tdilJ, he 'who gathers 
in r,:zd at will' (2.24.13).9 Bergaigne has shown that in these 
passages che term r;'}d, while undoubtedly meaning 'debt', is not 
unambiguous for all that: the word can also be interpreted in 
che sense of 'crime' or 'faulc'. 10 Bue of these two sometimes 
unseperable renderings, it seems chat the more precise one, and 
which carries the greater social charge, is also· the one that must 
be considered primordial. This at least is the conclusion to be 
drawn from the indications provided by Bergaigne and Renou. 11 

Ic is not particularly extraordinary for the same word co mean 
ac once 'debt' and 'fault', the same duality is to be found in the 
German Schuld. Bue in German the two acceptations occur as two 
aspects, two developments, of the same initially very broad notion, 
char expressed by the verb 'co owe'; the same Germanic root 
accounts for Schuld as well as for the verb solfen and the forms 
which, in several languages including English, are used to express 
the fucure. 12 French has similar relationships-semantically be
cween 'ii fauc' and 'je dois' , and etymologically between 'ii fauc' 
and 'la fauce'.13 

Sanskrit is quite different. The notion of 'debt', lexicographi
cally, has nothing in common with chat of 'duty': the verb which 
corresponds the least poorly to 'to be obliged' is ARH-, which has 
no etymological link with rrd. 14 Bue what is most striking is that 
rr.zd does not in fact have an etymology. The word cannot be 
attached co any verb.al root inside Sanskrit, nor can any equivalent 
be found for it outside India chat would allow an etymology to 
be constructed on a comparative basis. Attempts have been made, 
of course, but they cannot be said co have given convincing results. 
Pai;iini makes it the pa,sc participate of a verb F- 'to go', 15 and 
Lanman has cried to put this suggestion to use by imagining chat 
the participle 'who went' is used here in the sense of 'who went 
against' , whence 'guilty', and that this participle, made into a 
substantive, therefore came co mean 'guilt', whence 'fault' and 
finally 'debt' .16 In an extremely obscure note, Renou too seems 
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prepared to accept an etymological root for [,:Zd in the verb ,..
1 

but-if we understand him correctly-he sees in [1.1d a form ~ 
evil 'which has come' and struck the guilty person. 17 These hrpo.. 
thecicaJ constructions are not backed up by anything solid. As for 
the comparatists, they have to content themselves with forays that 
are both chancy and hesitant. The only extra-Indian piece of 
evidence that can be made to correspond to the Sanskrit [1.1d, or 
more exactly to the Vedic compound [1.1d-cit 'who punishes faults' 
or 'who sees that debts are paid' is the Avestic form arna-taila 
applied to Mithra and which, it is thought, describes this divine 
figure as 'avenger of wrongs'. 18 But all that can be deduced frorn 
such narrow parallelism is that the wo.rd [1.1d is the Sanskrit rep
resentative of a common Indo-lranian word; no further progress 
can be made by semantic analysis and any attempt to widen the 
field of comparison, and identify a verbal root around which an 
etymological family might be seen to form, results only in a 
whirlpool of contradictory conjectures. 19 Particularly instructive 
is the confrontation between the names for 'debt' in Sanskrit and 
in Old Iranian: the Avestic name for 'debt', para, derives from the 
root par- 'to condemn'. Benveniste bas shown that chis verb is the 
same as par- 'to make equal', from which ic is usually distin
guished. 20 The notion rendered by the substantive para includes 
'all that is owed as reparation by he who has been guilty of an 
offence. There is, in the end, only one root par- "to compensate 
by something taken from oneself, either from one's person or one's 
effects" '. In addition to piira, a -ti- suffixed derivative can be 
traced to this root, meaning 'compensation actually made', 
whence 'punishment, expiation', and also a -tu- suffixed deriva
tive, recognizable in the borrowings made by armenian and mean
ing 'requiring compensation', whence 'debt to be settled' and 
'duty, in general'.21 This well-articulated ensemble in Iranian 
stands in contrast to the isolation of rnd in Sanskrit. 

Similar considerations apply to ch; ·word kusida, the semantic 
field of which is close to that of rnd. The neuter noun kusida 
appears first in the later Veda, -wi;h the meaning of 'borrowed 
goods', ·or 'goods held in deposit'; it then comes to mean 'loan 
with interest', 'usury'. From the Satapatha Brahmar_laonwards, the 
meaning of the secondary derivative kusidin beco.mes established 
as 'usure(.22 The compilers of the main dictionaries consider that 
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d. . ' l ' C• d I ' (• ' 23 ( ch chis k,tsida was first an a Je~uv~ s o"'! , m o ent , mert , . s~ 
. · deed the meaning of kustta m Pali).24 They break the adJect1ve 
1s 1n , · · · · d" · I ' A 1 down inro ku-sida who s~ays_smmg, _m apreJU 1c1a way,- oan 
thus becomes an item _which_ 1s ?epo_sited m the borro~er s house, 

cl then weighs on him by 1ts merua and paralyses him. ~uch an 
~ rnology is indeed surprising, since what makes lo:i-ns sp_ecial (and 
e:n scandalous), particularly when they are usurious, 1s that far 
fi being inert, the transferred wealth, by the very fact of the 
~~:fer and the passing of time, develops and multiplies like a 
living being, to the torment of the borrower and _the profit of the 
lender. At least this etymology is put forward -~1th thou~l1t and 
shows evidence of a method at work. Br~asp_:1a ~ explananon'. on 
the ocher hand, is a pure and simple pun: kuszda 1s the name 19ven 
to rhe profit made on a base (kutsita) or wretched (sidat)_ man by 
people who do not hesitate and multiply by four or by eight (the 
sum they have lenc)'.25 . 

Such then is the situation: the words meaning debt or loan are 
borne out in the Veda. These terms do not lend themselve~ to 
analysis. Nothing in the form_ or th~ usage of th~se words ~1ves 
any indication as to the way m which these nouons. came mto 
being, nothing points to anything other than the notions them
selves. The only elements to be found in Sanskrit that might help 
us outline a genealogy of debt are, on the one hand, the probable 
but not unequivocal link with the notion of 'fault', and on the 
ocher hand, the fact char the object of the debt is as much the 
debtor's own person as any wealth that might be in his possession. 
In Sanskrit therefore, the notion of debt is primary and auto
nomous, and does not allow a further analysis. 

Now it so happens chat the Briihmar;as present a theory of debt 
as constitutive of human nature that is in a way the image, on the 
level of religious speculation, of the names for debt on the lin
guistic level. J use as the words r,:zti. and kusida ?a~e no etymology, 
suicdy speaking, so man's congenital deb~, while it explam~ ~very
ching, is not itself explained by anything, and has no ongm. In 
the same way as the notion of debt is already there, fully formed, 
in the oldest texts, so does fundamental debt affect man and defme 
him from the moment he is born.26 

Here are rhe main passages where this doctrine is expressed. 
First of all, Taittiriya SaJ?lhitii, 6.3.10.5: 'In being born, the 
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brahmin is born burdened with three debts: (a debt) of Vedic 
study to the nis, of sacrifice to the gods, and of offspring to the 
Fathers. He is free from debt who has a son, who offers sacrifices, 
and who leads the life of a brahmin student. It is by partition, 
that he satisfies the demands (of his creditors). That is how 
partitions get their name'. 'Vedic study' translates the Sanskrit 
term brahmacarya, literally 'frequentation of the Veda' .. After in
itiation (upanayana), the young brahmin must, ·for a variable 
number of years, serve the master with whom he resides, and 
devote his life to the study of the Veda. At the same time he must 
adhere to a number of strict observances, the most important being 
sexual continence (to such an extent that the word brahmacary4 
means as much in this period in i:he life of the young man, and 
the manner of life he leads, as chastity or celibacy); the 
brahmacarin is the 'brahmin student', he who devotes himself to 

the brahmacarya. The tis, a term that S. Levi translates as 'saint' 
and Renou as 'seer', or 'prophet', are the men who have had the 
revelation of the Veda, or of a particular part or 'branch' of the 
Veda, and have transmitted it to other men.27 The last two sen
tences of this passage deal with 'carvings' or 'cuts', the avad.inas: 
they follow a discussion of the dismemberment of the sacrificial 
victim, and of the symbolic value to be attached to the viscera and 
more generally to the portions thus cut off or detached. But why 
these avadJnas? The reason is that dividing up the victim is in a 
way the culmination of the sacrifice, the moment in which the 
meaning of the sacrificial operations is revealed (as well as the 
correspondence between the parts of the victim's body with those 
of the sacrificer's body).28 But why the sacrifice? It is the means 
by which one seccles the debt that one owes the gods from birth. 
Now the word avadina derives from the verb ava-do 'to cut up' 
(present avadyatz). But the author of this text is out to over 
determine the term etymologically: thus he also links it to the verb 
ava-day (present avadayate) meaning 'to pay in order to satisfy the 
demands of a creditor, or to silence the demands a man is making'. 
It is by virtue of its relationship with this verb 'to pay' that the 
'cutting into pieces' or 'dividin~-up' is an 'appeasement': .tad 
avadJnair eviiva dayate tdd avadananam avadiinatvdm. 29 

T he account differs slightly in SB 1.7.2.1-6. The passage from 
it that follows is taken from the translation of S. Levi:30 
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b · born every being is born as a debt owed to the gods, the saints, 
In Fei_nthg s and to men. If one makes a sacrifice, ir is because of a debt 
che a er h d · h • the gods from birth; it is for chem t at one oes It, w en a 
owing co d ·f . d •f · made or a libation offered. An I one recites sacre texts, 
sacri 1cc 1s , . . c h th d 
. • b cause it is a debt owed to the saints: It 1s ror t em at one oes 
~: ':OJ he ·who recites sacred texts is called :the ~u~rdian of ~e. treasure 
~f the saints' . And if one wishes for offspnng, 1t 1s because 1~ IS a debt 

h Fathers from birth· it is for them that one does it, so that 
due to t e · ' d And · f 
cheir offspring sh~~d be con~in_uous and u~interrupte . _1 ~n.e 
• hospitalirv 1c 1s because 1t 1s a debt owing to men from birth, It 

gives · ·,' • · Ii h · 
. f, them that one does it when one gives hosp1ca ty, w en one gives 
~;:food.The man who does all this has done_all that he needs to do; 
h has achieved everything, conquered everything. And because from 
b~rth he is a debt owed to the gods, he satisfies them in so far as he 
makes sacrifices. 

In these two parallel texts, the theology is p~imarily a 
justification of che rices.31 Between these two formula~ons, how-

er several important differences are to be noted: the SB account ev , d .. 
is at once fuller, more vigorous an more surpns~ng. 

1. While the subject in the TS is the brahmm, ~at ref~rred 

by the SB is 'whoever is'. The cruel paradox here 1s that if all 
to f th h ' . b ' men are born as debtors, only some o em, t e twice- orn 
(dvija), have the means to settle their debt with the go~s and the 
ni: only the second ~irth, co~~rred by the upanayana, gives access 
to the Veda text: it 1s by rec1nng the Veda that one_ frees o~eself 
from the debt owed to the rfi, and it is by offering sacrifices 
accompanied by the recitation of mantra taken from the _Y eda 
chat one frees oneself from the debt owed to the gods. This gap 
between 'whoever is' and the group of the three first var7Jas, that 
is, the me'l destined to receive second birth, appears ei~er as a 
lack of coherence or else as the sign that for brahmamsm the 
precepts of social and religious life apply only to a humanity made 
up exclusively of the 'twice-born' (although the fourth va~a, t~at 
of the Hvlra, is also produced by sacrifice of the pnmord1al 
Purusa). 32 Bue what causes us surprise does not seem, as 1t happe_ns, 
to p~se any problem for ln~an commenta~ors. The Mima'!'
sakfl,S actually discuss an opposite problem, ra1sed by_ the TS for
mulation: why does this text talk only of the .?rahmm, when all 
the dvija, that is, the kfatriyas as well as th~ vatsyas, are bound and 
authorized to receive the upanayana, recite the Veda and offer 
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sacrifices? This question is dealt with in Siibara !Jhiisya ad Jaimini
Sutra 6.2.31 (11th adhikara1Ja). The answer ts that the doctrine 
of debts and the means by which they are settled does indeed 
concern the three first var,:zas and not the brahmins alone: the use 
of the word 'brahmin' does not imply the exclusion of the ocher 
two va'tfas, it is simply a manner of speaking. Included in the 
group of beings who are debtors from birth are all those who arc 
bound to keep these three observances: the offering of sacrifices, 
the study of the Veda and the engendering of sons.33 
. 2. Whereas th; TS says chat the brahmin bears three debts (he 
1s born r1Javdn), SB says more forcefully chat whoever exists is 
born (as) debt. Man is not simply affected by debt, he is defined 
by debt.34 The same construction that consists in making the noun 
•~ebc' into the attribute of the subject occurs, as will be seen, in 
SB 3.6.2.16. 

3. Whereas TS lists three debts, SB states four. With the 
hospitality, rites that are the means o(paying the debt owed to 

men, the SB completes the programme of duties that form the 
framework of a man's life, or at least of the life of the 'twice-born' 
man. The four-debt system accounts for the relationships between 
generations, between contemporaries, between men and the 
~ods.35 As_p~esenred in SB, the group of debts establishes a parti
t10n _of religious space closely resembling the one put in place by 
the ltst of the five daily mahiiyajfias, 'great sacrifices': sacrifices to 
the gods, co the Fathers, to the Veda, to men, and also to the 
bhutas, the indistinct beings that pr.owl around the home. But it 
is remarkable that while the Mahabharata also enumerates four 
debcs,36 smrti literature and the Purva Mima'!lsii generally list only 
the three debts mentioned in TS. The debt owed to men appears 
less constitutive than the other three, probably because it is easier 
to understand it as a moment in a system of exchange, since the 
two partners in the debt owing to men can easily find themselves 
swapping roles. 

4. Unlike TS, the SB.list ends on a new mention of the debt 
owed to the gods. More exactly, the avadtinas, the 'carvings' 
discussed in the two accounts, are explicitly related in SB to the 
debt owed to the gods. 

These divergences, of unequal import, do not take away from 
the unity of the doctrine. In both the TS version and that of SB, 
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nothing is said about the nature ~f the.goods bor,ro':ed, or ab~ut 
h process which has made man mto a borrowed bemg. Nothing 
~ echese texts hearkens back to the original fall-neither crime, 
in . t: 1· or oversight, nor contract-in ract, no event exp ams _or even 
0 

cedes che debtor situation in which he who comes mto the 
p:rld finds himself immediately ensnared. There is no mythology 
wf the process by which one becomes a debtor.37 Myths only 
0 

pear as a means of providing a model for the steps that allow a 
apan to divest himself of his debt. It is worth recalling that the 
:chors of the Brahma,:zas want co show the raison d'e~e behiRd, 
the rites (and of that rite, among others, called procreanon): they 
find this raison d'etre in debt, without there bein~ any need for 
them co say of what it consists; all that is necessary 1s to show how 
it can be settled. This doctrine is the exact opposite of the theory 
of the karman, which teaches that each birth has its own charac
teristics, entirely determined and justified by the sequences or 
accumulations of acts that preceded it. 

Another striking feature of this doctrine is that it leaves a 
time interval between the moment at which man's debtor state 
begins -immediately-an~ the mom_enc at_wbich he is allowed 
co start acting to divest himself of It. It 1s not, of course, a 
matter of physical or intellectual maturity, but of ritual q~al
iftcation. One can only begin learning the Veda, thus paying 
one's debt to the r{is, after receiving the upanayana; as a general 
rule one cannot offer sacrifices and procreate, and thus settle 
one:s debt with the gods and Fathers, unless one has provided 
oneself with a wife. (The Naiyii.yikas, later, use this rime-interval 
to argue chat the word rtJit, in th~se texts from ?1e 
Briihmanas, should only be taken figurauvely. If tl:ie docmne 
of cong~nital debt had to be taken literally, they say,. then 
newborn babies would have to be urged to offer sacnfices, 
study and observe chastity! As it is, one does not dance for 
the blind, nor sing to the deaf, and one teaches only those 
able to understand the meaning of what is taught. Thus, when 
the Veda talks of 'debt', it wishes simply to talk of duty, to 
show how good it is to offer sacrifices, and how bad it is to 
neglect them. Thus, common sense-or rather the determination 
to grant the Veda common sense-blurs the theory of debt, 
by blunting the cutting edge of the paradox. But we shall also 
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see that the Naiyayikas aim was to reconcile -the tea 
of the Veda with the prospect of deliverance, mokfa.38) 

In the series of debts, those owed to the gods are special in that 
the gods are but the substitutes or intermediaries of another 
creditor, which is deach, or else Yama, the god of death. 'As soo11 
as a man is born, he is born in person as a debt owing to death. 
When he makes a sacrifice, he is buying back his person fro111 
death.39 Thus, there is no specific means, founded on direct 
relationship between debtor and creditor, of 'paying death off'. 
'Of that which in me is borrowed, and not yet returned, of the 
tribute due to Yama that I carry with me hither and thither--of: 
this debt, 0 Agni, would that I could free myself. Thou, knowcst 
the art of untying all knots•.•o 'The loan I have not returned, the 
tribute due to Yama that I carry with me hither and thither, all 
the time that I am here, I am settling it. Of this debt, 0 Agni, 
would that I could free myself'.4 1 

The ultimate creditor is a much more complex character than 
the other gods, for Yama is also the sovereign of the dead and the 
ancestor or prototype of mankind insofar as mankind is mortal. 
Whereas the debt owed to the gods is always associated with rwo 
or three other congenital debts, the debt owed to Yama suffices 
unto itself, it dominates and explains all the others. If man is a 
borrowed being, if he holds in his possession goods that belong 
to death, he can_ only free himself by dying: buying back and 
disappearing become one and the same. To free himself without 
at the same time being destroyed, he must get Yamato accept a 
substitute of what he owes him: this he does by sacrifice. One of 
the ways of describing sacrifice is to represent it as a journey which 
takes the sacrificer to heaven and then brings him back to earth. 
During his ascension, the sacrificer reserves a place in heaven chat 
he will occupy for good after his death. 42 Dying he will return the 
principal of his debt to Yama; this death does not mean total 
disappearance however, since a form of his person will live on and 
settle in the heavenly place he went to visit and mark out for 
himself. What he gives so as to return his person, but also to get 
it back, is the sacrificial offering-this is addressed to the gods of 
course, but is in fact meant to appease Yama. Yama's image is so 
strongly associated with his creditor role that it appears whenever 
any debt situation arises during the course of the rite: a promise 
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_ 1, an expectation unmet, or simply ritual prescription un-UJll'ept, h h d fulfilled. 'The s'acrificer cakes on a debt to ~ ama w en . e sprea s 
the altar. If he were to leave without burning them, 

Plants on d hi ck · th !ants would drag him by a rope roun ~ ne mto e 
tbhese 1:,orld. If he bums chem while reciting the mantra "that ot er · b k ,, h hi d bt h·ch is in me that I have not given ac . . . , e pays s e 
: ~amain this world already, and goes to the heavenly world free 
of debt'.•3 All debt is the presence of death. 

In his effort to buy back his persoq from Yama, man ~Us u~on 
Ag · for help. As has already been pointed out, the libera~ng 

n•~,,is addressed to Agni; it takes Agni as witness. The following man.,.. • I Ago. V ·1...-d daracion occurs in the Atharva Veda: I et 1 ai:.vanara 
~ow if there is a debt, a mutual commitment (sa,rzgara) entered 
· w·1ch che gods He knows how to untie all these bonds. Let into · . · . , c: • h 

hen be 1·oined to what 1s cooked .44 The transrormaoon t at us t . ki ~5 ki f h occurs during sacrifice 1s through co~ ng: coo n_g o t ~ ma-: 
terial used for sacrifice, but also cooking of the _sacnficer _h1~self 
in the heat or internal combustion of the. dik!a, the rreliminary 

Secration which is the moment at which the sacn f1cer aban-con . th d. . b d dons his secular body to the gods and acqu1res e 1vme o Y 
that will allow him to journey to heaven and back. Once past the 
diksa.. man, the sacrificer, thus prepares to carry ouc. a two part 
ope"racion: to pay his debt, to ~he god~, and co buy h1i:nself back 
from death. In doing so, he 1s born mto a world ~hich he has 
made himself. That is why it is said: man is born mto a world 
made (by himself)'.46 

In fact, this alliance with Agni by which man can swap the 
given world of original debt for a worl~ re-made ~hrough the wor~ 
of sacrifice, can only be entered into 1f the sacrificer has Yama s 
consent. As creditor, Yama bestows on his mortal debtor che 
conditions by which the latter can settle his _debt. Act_uaUy, Yai;na 
is he who gives man a place in which co live on this earth. ln 
truth it is Yama who determines the points of settlement 
(avasana)'.47 Here below, as in the _world beyon~, it is Yam~ who 
brings wanderings to an end. The piece of terres~tal space ass~gn~d 
to mortals by Yama is the place where they can light the s~cnfi:1al 
fire called the garhapatya. It should be noted that Yama 1s _acting 
here as the wielder of royal power (kratra) par exce/lmce, w1ch the 
Fathers' consent-their main characteristic being that they are a 
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group, a multitude, vii, and by the very fact an image of the 
vaisyas. Power, death, the group (of the dead): these are the forces 
that join together to make of man a being who resides and 
sacrifices. This procedure applies to any form of occupation of 
the ground, or marking out of a k{etra: 'Any man who, with the 
Fathers' approval, receives a place to settle from the kfatriya. 
receives it in the proper manner'.48 It is sudatta for him, 'duly 
given' , since the kfatriya is a replica of Y arna, and the Fathers are 
the model of the collectivity. 

Another way of 'making a world' for oneself is procreation. h 
has been seen, the production of sons is the way of paying off one's 
debt to one's ancestors. Liberation is immediate: a man only has 
to have glimpsed the face of his newborn son for him to be freed 
of his debt to the Fathers and guaranteed immortality. 49 The 
pre-eminence of the eldest son is founded on this basis. 'His oldest 
son only has to come into the world for a man to be a possessor 
of sons (putrin), and freed of his debt to the Fathers. That is why 
the eldest son deserves (to inherit his father's wealth) in its en
tirety'. 50 It is the eldest son alone, who is engendered to obey the 
injunctions of dharma. The younger sons are kiimaja, conceived 
'foi the sake of desire'. 51 Just as one only bas to be born to discover 
that one is in debt, so the biological birch of the son is all that is 
needed to free the father, even before the new arrival has received · 
the first sarrzskiira qualifying him to celebrate a rite: this gap between 
the ritual situation, the ritual effects produced by the biological 
event of birth, and the moment at which the subject is actually 
able to tal{e on ritual responsibilities, is underlined in the commen
tarte.t.n So -long as he has no son, a man has no world.53 Just like 
the 'made world' that becomes accessible through sacrificial con
secration, so the world that the newborn son procures for his father 
is a world where debt is absent: in st1ch a world, man becomes 
equal to himself, and ceasing to be a piece of property being 
demanded by creditors, he rea!Jy and truly is. While the traditional 
etymology of putra explains the name of the son as being 'he who 
saves (tra-) from the hell caUed put-'54 and who.consequently makes 
possible a happy life for his father in the world beyond, there is 
~another less frequently mentioned etymo-lo~ but which is more 
vigorous still, found in a commentary on BAU 1.5.17: 'he saves 
(triiyate) his father through plenitude ( pura7Jena)'. 55 But the most 
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radical formulation is given by the Sruti itself. 'When a man wants 
co have an offspring, he must make an offering of a sterile cow to 
the plants ... The plants give him the offspring that comes to him 
from himself. He obtains an offspring. The plants are the waters; 
rnan is that which is not. It is the waters that give him being from 

h. h . , 56 that w IC IS not . 
In the debt owed to the Fathers and the means by which it can 

be settled, there is an element of pathos, in that this body of 
notions relates to fundamental and visible processes of life. As a 
result, the debt owed to the Fathers gives rise in strictly religious 
licerarure, but also in literature proper, to a more extended and 
diversified treatment, with more interwoven narrative elements, 
than the other debts on the list. The idea of being able to buy 
back one's person by giving the creditor a substitute, "rhich is 
essential for settling the debt owed to the gods and to death, is 
itself based on the authority of an example of a son who succeeded 
in capturing the being that was to be his parents' ransom. This is 
the legend of Suparr_u and Kadrii, which relates how, in· the 
beginning of time, the gods took possession of the celestial soma. 
In the .TSversion,57 Kadru, who has had to forfeit her perso~ to 
the gods, manages to win the soma and uses it as a ransom. In 
fact, it is with the help of her son that she is able to capture it. 
Thus it is to her son that she owes her salvation. She draws the 
lesson from the story herself: 'that is why (to obtain their own 
deliverance) parents have children' . 58 

It is stilJ possible to see in this legend the series of voluntary 
acts by which sons bring about the salvation of their parents. In 
contrast, in the SP.eech by the ni Narada that opens the story of 
Hariscandra and Suna}:isepa59 in the AitB, it is said that the son 
is a saviour by the simple fact that he exists. This voluble and 
impassioned declaration enumerates the reasons for having sons. 
A ten-verse answer to a one-verse question, as the narrator notes: 
' In him he pays off his debt and wins immortality, the father who 
sees the face of his newborn living son ... Fathers have always 
crossed dark depths, through their sons. He himself is born 
through himself. A son is a boat stocked with victuals, good for 
the crossing . . . The husband penetrates the wife: after he be
comes an embryo, he penetrates his mother. Renewed in her, he 
is born in the tenth month. Her~ is why a woman is a woman: 
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because he is born again in her . . . 6° For him who has no 
~ere is no world. All creatures know it. That is why a son moun 
h1s mother and bis sister. Such is the wide and blessed p 
followed, free of sorrow, by chose men who have sons. Birds 
animals watch it. That is why men cleave even unto their moth 
In his speech, Narada thus shows how a man becomes fully him 
in and through his son, but refines or further extends chis 
of difference and identity: I am (re) born in my son and, 
still, it is I who am born from myself when my son comes i 
the world. One problem is co know whether the father's debt 
purely and simply cancelled or whether it is transferred co the so 
the problem is mainly a linguistic one, as it depends on how 
are meant to understand rhe exact meaning of the verb in 
expression r,;,am asmin sa,rznayati.61 Bue whatever the correct sol 
tion co the meaning of chis term in its oldest usages, the S 
commentators and authors clearly see it as a way of naming 
process by which a father discharges himself of his debt by er 
ferring it co his son: if man is in debt co the manes from birth 
is because he has received chis debt from his father. But the so~ 
debtor situation is reiterated and confirmed up on the death 
his father. He inherits his father's wealth because he also inhe · 
his debts, his 'Vedic' debts, as the commentators say, in o 
words, his congenital debts, as well as his profane debts, that 
the obligation to return the material goods owed co his hu 
creditors.62 The survivor is not only bound co pay off the 
owed to the dead, he must also cake on the debts left unpaid 
those now dead. The link between these two sores of debt 
powerful. The dharma treatises justify the son's obligation co 
his dead father's debts by making it part of his· strictly religio 
duty to offer him the pir;.tfas meant for the manes: and once 
mane, the dead father joins chat group of creditors cowards who 
one is indebted from birth and by defmicion.63 

Thus, the debt owed to die manes is central to brahmin id 
ogy. It is an essential element in the religious definition of m 
But further, it is made to account for the fundamental drive 
is the desire co reproduce. le also justifies some of the princi 
mechanisms of social order. Perhaps because so many functio 
and modes of functioning are assigned to it, the debt due to. 
Fathers is sometimes prese~ted in such a manner that its paymen 
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y appear to be a·payment of all one's debts; thus, in the verse 
ili_:c forms the moral of a tale, we read: The debts mentioned, 
due co the Fathers, gods and men, these debts in truth are paid 
ff by a son' ... 64 Having a son is payment off t)ie supreme debt 

(antyam 11Jam)65 and can be symbol of every kind of liberation: 
he perfe~c king in che third hymn of the RaghuvarrzJtP wa.nts to 

:debrate the birth of his son with a general amnesty; but there is 
no prisoner in his kingdom, and the only liberation he can pro
claim is that of his own person; he is freed h~nce forth of the debt 
chat cies him to the Fathers. 

With che birch of a son, man stops being a debtor and is 
rransfocmed into a potential creditor: with offspring, he can be 
sure after his death of receiving the sa,rzskiira chat will make him 
a mane. Similarly, with the debt due co the gods: having offered 
sacrifice in the proper fashion, a man has the right to expect, as 
his due, che bouncy he wished for when he made his offering: 
'The deity is cold (chat an offering is to be made). This is why, 
whoever these deities are, they consider it a debt for them co have 
co grant the wi$h expressed by the sacrificer as' he makes his 
offering'.67 Such anyway is the significance of Jraddha:. man's 
confidence and belief rest on the idea chat the rite he is celebrating 
gives him the power of credit against the gods.68 

Is it not possible to imagine a nemral state in which one would 
be neither a debtor nor a creditor, but truly freed from the whole 
system of debt? Such a situation is obviously chat of the person 
who has obtained absolute deliverance (mokfa) and who, united 
with the supreme Brahman, aspires neither to rebirth nor even 
to the endless enjoyment of the delights of svarga. The world of 
che absolute is the world of the absence of debt. To describe the 
place where pararrz brahma shines, the Brahma Upanifad cells us 
chat there 'reign neither gods, nor ni, nor Fachers'.69 In this life 
already, man (in fact dvijas, in orthodox brahmanism) can prepare 
himself for the world that knows neither debtors nor creditors, 
and he can live it in anticipation. To do so, he must embrace 
the state of a 'renouncer'. Th_p fenunciation oflife in society, the 
renunciation of rites (by in(eriorizing chem), and the achievement 
of autonomy through asceticism: such is the prospect opened by 
the aframa theory to those who desire co break out of the circle 
of debt. But the dharma treatises that explain what the four stages 
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of life are, insist char only he who has already sercled his 'Ve· · 
debts can sec out along the path of sarrmyasa. Thus we read i 
Manu-to take just one example among many: 'His three deb 
once settled, he (the dvija) can put his mind co liberation. B 
he who seeks liberation without prior settlement falls headlo 
downwards'.70 'The dvija who seeks liberation without ha · 
studied the Veda, without having sired a son, without ha · 
offered sacrifice, rushes headlong to his fall'.71 A crue man is 
who recognizes himself as a debt and does what he has co do 
settle it. Failing this, he is only an indefinite, ersatz man, 
anaddhiipu1"Ufll.72 The dharma treatises quite readily admit 
man need not spend his whole life senling his debt ro the 
and char a time does come when he can stop offering sacrifi 
so long as at the same rime he stops leading a life in society an 
feeding his passions. For brahmin orthodoxy the problem see 
to be of knowing how to contain within the framework of dha 
the movements that bear man cowards mokfa; the renouncer 
hopes for a liberation different from that obtained by bu · 
back one's own person and swapping the role of debtor for that 
of creditor. How can chis different path also be the prolongation 
of the same path?73 The means char are brought co bear are, o 
the one hand, a 'sacrificial' interpretation of renunciation (the 
sa'!lnyasa initiation ceremony and even the sa'!lnyiisin lifestyle are, 
analysed as a sore of transposition of sacrifice to the interior 
the person) , and on the ocher, a rearranging of human life into 
distinct periods succeeding one another in a definite order, renu 
ciation only being possible after man has passed through 
other stages. 

Such a solution does not suit everyone, of course. The old 
commentators of the dharma texts recognize the objections. F 
instance, the Mitiikfarii teaches chat the obligation to sire so 
applies only to the man in a position co do so, chat is, co the man 
who is married.74 Bur a man can pass· direcrly from the state of 
being a brahmin student to that of the sa'!lnyiisin-, if he does not 
marry, then he is freed of his debt to the Fathers. This view implies 
a very bold interpretation of the Vedic text, and one that is in faa 
explicitly stated; man is born as debt, but this does nor mean his 
biological birth; it means his birth as an adhikiirin, that is, as a fit 
and authorized person (by virtue of his capabilities, his own desire 
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d his ritual qualifications): there is no problem for the man ~h~ 
aJl t have and does nor wish to have, the means to solve 1t. does no ' • · "cal bl" h The Mitakfara s concern 1s basically ~ prac_u one: co esra .1s 
th cion that there is a place in dharrruc society for the man who, 
in e~:life's plan, wishes to skirt the 'hou~eh~ld~r• (grhastha)_ ~tate. 
The Naiyiiyikas rake a different tack. Their aim 1s m~re am~mous: 
th are our co show chat the Vedic theory of debt 1s not mcom-

erble with che idea of mok!fl. We have already seen that an Pf O 
enc of chis demonstration is a commentary on che word r:za, :~~ch cakes an approach that is similar to the Mitiikfara s reasoning 

adhikara: rrJll is used figuratively, and when we read chat man 
fs\o rn laden with debts (7!'!-ai&), it should_~ understood chat he 
• born laden with debts so to speak (r,;zazr zva). The same holds t birch· it is not birch strictly speaking, but entry into the state 0f being. a brahmin student or householder.76 To take a further 0 

• the argument, there are Vedic texts in prose or in verse chat step m , .. mention deliverance, and presen~ the renou~cer s ascec1c1sm as a 
means to achieving it.77 Further soil, the docmne_ o_f the four stages 
of life (including, therefore, the state of sa'!lny~sin t~at only has 
meaning if ddiverance is conceivable and P?~1ble) 1s set out at 
length in the Itihasas, Pura'}as and Dh~rma Sas~as, all ~ese. texts 
are authoritative, and are based on Vedic revdanon; besides, 1f the 

lidity of the Dharma Sastras were to be doubted, there would be 
;neral disorder, a state of unending agication.78 ½1stly, all the 
kkJas, all the a.ffliaions that torment man and make him wretche~, 
do not prevent him from enjoying deep sleep; the s~ate of deli
verance is very dose to that of deep sleep. The latter_ 1:' not made 
impossible by the kuJas, inheri ted debt is not a deftruuve obstacle 
co deliverance. 79 

• 
The cexts just mentioned, thus seek to interpret the docmne 

of debt in such a way as co make it compatible with the prospect 
of moksa and a renunciation chat could stretch the length of an 
entire life. . 

0 An inscription brought co light by J.O.M. Derrecc8_ pr~enc~ an 
argument chat follows the same lines, but in the opposite ~ recoon: 
ic tries co adapt the quest for deliverance and the coi:run1°1:ent to 
a form of sa'!lnyiisa in order co make chem compan~le with the 
doctrine of debt. This fourteenth century text deals with the oaths 
co be sworn by the members of the Pafopata sect. The issue is co 
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esta~Jish. that the life led by the sect, which is ascetic in some ways 
and 1s directed t?wards deliverance, excludes permanent celibacy; 
and the reason mvoked, at such a late date and in a milieu so 
removed from onhodoxy, is that the Vedic commands must be 
obeyed-the sect members must continuously pay off their debt 
to the gods and therefore offer sacrifices; and, in order to settle 
their debt to the Fathers, they must marry and have children!81 

Tho~gh oft~n cfi!uted or shorn of its meaning, the brahmanic 
docmne of mhented debts remains astonishingly alive in Indian 
th?~ght, at least in Hinduism. It is given pride of place in the 
re.ligious trends based on bhakti: the believer is delivered of his 
tnple deb~ by the god's sudden and sovereign grace. Thus, the 
Vay~ Pu:a'Ja tea_ches that by undertaking the Gaya pilgrimage and 
bathing m t~e ttrtha, the believer is freed of the three debts, wins 
mokfa for hunself, and above all, causes his Fathers to be led by 
the god along the path of heaven or brahmaloka. sz 

But ~ost remarkable is the strength of the ties that bind reJ;gious 
to matenal debt. There is a constant passage from the one register 
~o the other. As ~e have seen, the 'Vedic' debt to the Fathers is, 
m ~e final ,analysis, what establishes and .iustifies the transferability 
of profane debts from one generation to another.83 

The Gobhila Grhya Sutras teaches us too that the unfortunate 
debtor who r~cognizes his debt but is incapable of paying it must 
make an o~fenng of a go/aka(?) leaf, at the same time reciting one 
of the Vedic mantras that bear on congenital debt: That which I 
have borrowed and not returned, the treasure ofYama with which 
I com_e an_d go, of this debt, 0 Agni, would that I were freed! 
Even _m m>:' own lifetime, shall I return it to you' ... s4 Material 
debt_ is :in image, a particular manifestation of congenital debt, 
that 1s, m the final analysis, of the fact that man 'is mortal 

Mortal, i_nhabited by desire and invested with speech, ~an is 
thereby obliged to point to the future and promise.as The Vedic 
texts that define man as debt are elucidated by ocher passages of 
the Veda that, in different words, say what amounts to the same 
~g: '.Man knows the _world and the non-world; through that 
':~ch 1s mortal, he desires to achieve immortality ... (Among 
livmg creatures, only) man says what he has learned ... he knows 
tomorrow'. 86 

6 

Semantics and Rhetoric in the Hindu 
Hierarchy of the 'Aims of Man' 

Four Equals Three Plus One 

'If I knew of something useful to me, and harmful to my 
family, I would put it out of my mind. If I kntw _of 
something useful to my family, and not to my country, I 

would cry to forget it. Ifl knew of something useful to my country, 
and harmful to Europe, or useful to Europe and harmful -to 
Mankind, I would look upon it as a crime' (Montesquieu 1949: 
980).1 These thoughts of Montesquieu first seem like the echo, 
and then the antithesis, of a verse of the Mahabharata 5.128.49: 
'for (the preservation of) a family one must (be prepared to) 
abandon a man; for a village, a famiT for a country, a village; 
and for the atman, the (entire) earth'. 

It would be unjust to draw an abstract oppqsition betweei:i 
Montesquieu's lesson of abnegation and universalism, on the one 
hand, and the essential egoism of the Indian text, on the other. 
But as answers to the same type of question, there is sufficient 
similarity between the two formulas for a comparison to show up 
some pertinent differences between them. As far as the content 
goes, the fundamental difference is this: Montesquieu is out to 
found a political moraliry on a critique of individuals and groups 
who have no other horizon than themselves. Thus, it is his own 
person, family, country and Europe chat a man must be ready to 
forfeit in favour of the next higher group or entiry on the scale, 
the ultimate beneficiary being the universal group, the one that 
every man can claim as his own: humankind in its entirery. As for 
the Indian author, he is spelling out a political maxim intended 
for a king: a sovereign must be prepared to give up a part in order 
to save (what remains of) the whole, and to give up what is 
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accessory, if need be, to preserve what is essential-the essen · 
in a kingdom, being the king's own person, that is, that for wh· 
the king is his own self. 3 

A comparison must also be drawn between the form of the 
texts: in both cases we find a sequence of four propositions re 
ing the same structure: the slightest variation in vocabulary 
us from one level to the next. But an essential difference ap 
Montesquieu's development is linear, continuous and someh 
predictable; there is the same relationship between proposition 
and 2, as between 2 and 3, or 3 and 4;· the characteristic elem 
of 2 is a term designating a whole that quantitatively e~comp 
the element characteristic of 1, and so on. In contrast, the 1/,0 
is constructed in such a way that the fourth and final p
produces an effect of surprise: the movement changes directi 
and finishes in what appears to be a sudden turnabout but whi 
is, i_n f~ct, a. passage to another level; some human group or 
tern tonal unit more general than the defa is expected in the fo 
place, Yfhereas in fact it is the interiority of a person chat is reveal 
the dtman (of the king). Thus, while Montesquieu's sentence 
be broken down into 1 + 1 + 1 + 1, the Jloka must be divi 
into 3 + 1; the gap between the first three padas and the fourth 
all the clearer in that it is not only the deia chat must be sacrifi 
to the iitman, but a new unit, the entire earth (Table 1).4 

T able 1 

Montes uieu Mahti6hiirata 

I. . myself< my family I. individual < family 
2, my family < my country 2. family < village 

3. my country< Europe } .... ~~~~.:': .~~~1:1.~IJ. .......... .... . 
4. Euro e < the human race 4. the world < iitman 

In organ izing the Hoka into 3 + 1 padas5 the poet is reprodu · 
a fundamental stereotype of Indian discourse. When a San • 
text6 sets out to enumerate the parts of a whole, or to narrate 
series of events/ it can proceed in two different ways:• (1) the 
totality being considered is made up of homogeneous elemena 
placed on the same level. The exhaustive enumeration of these 
elements obviously results in different numbers, but there is a very 
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dency for the whole to be seen as made up of five parts: 
srrong te1ice is fivefold. The sacrificial animal is fivefold. M~ is 
Thefi srlnThe whole world, whatever there is, is fivefold' (BAU, f; ~7):s The numb~r sixteen is also ~req~ently ~o be found sym-
. 1. · cotalicy: it 1s common practtce m India to express 100 

bo ,zing h • ) k d di£fi 
per cent as 'sixteen sixteent s. (2 Am~ ~I th erence:t{pe3:s 
in numbering bF .. ween the final termd anth h osehrrhec ng lt. 

Th difference 1s of quite another or er ant at w 1c _separates 
ch/elements up co and incl_u~g the lase_ but one. This second 

f numbering (concerning IJSts of not10ns that are extremely 
~eo~tant for brahmin culture and thought) usually gives a total :rt X-is formed from A, B, C, and, in addition, there is D._ The 
f: has been recognized many times, though not systematically 
ac~ed. Let it suffice ro mention the work of Syrkin (1967) to 

scu {" I . th. d 9 which we will again rerer acer m . is stu Y: . 
There are rraces in the Sanskrit language itself (and not simply 

· Sanskrit texts) of these cwo ways of conceiving the 'fourth': thus, 
~edic Sanskrit has rwo expressions for the number, caturtha an? turiya. 
The history of two forms, and the demarcation o( the b~un~1es 
between their respective zones of usage deserve detailed ph1lological 
study, which cannot be undertak<:11 here. However, it is worrl:while 
mentioning that in the later Vedic texts, where the two forms can 
be found coexisting, caturtha is preferred for the fourth (note 
necessarily the last) in a linear-type series, while turi.ya (or its variant 
turya) is used for the 'fourth' insofar as it is the + 1 that completes 
a series of three in a cwo-levd type of numbering. 10 It can also be 
pointed out that the ordinal adjective turiya, made into a s~bstan-
cive, is from the Upani~ads onwards, one way of nammg the 
Absolute: wakefulness (jagarita-sthiina), sleep with dream (svapna), 
and dreamless sleep (su.s_uptz), are followed and opposed by a radi-
cally different state of consciousness -identification with the bra~-
man, an inexpressible state which has no other name than this 
number (Mii,:ztj.ukya Upanis_ad 3-7, cf. Falk 1986: 274). 

Among the innumerable examples of this 3 + 1 framework, there 
are several groups to be distinguished, according to the nature and 
function of the gap separating the first three terms from the fourth. 

(1) The least frequent case is that in which the+ 1 is a residue 
defmed negatively by the absence of a characteristic common to 
the first three terms; for instance, the list of vanJ,as. The first three 
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va~as comprise the 'twice-born' (dvija), while the fourth, that 
the iudras, is made up of men who have had no birth other 
the biological birth. In the same way, in the four Vedas, the gro 
of the first ~hree form~ the t:'ayi vidyii, while Atharva remains ap 
often considered as mfenor and rather troublesome, ir is 
exalted above the other three by those who specially venerate j 
(Bloomfield 1897: xJ ff.). 

(2) The fourth term designates a visible reality, in contrast t 
the first three, which lie in an inaccessible nether world: speec 
vtik, is made up of three parts that are beyond man's reach, an 
of a fourth, human speech (RS 1.164.45. Cf. Renou 1941: 16 
ff.) . The same holds true for cosmic Pul'U!a: only one of his fo 
parts is manifest in beings (RS 10.90.4). In the beginning ther 
were four fir~: the fire that m~n know now is only one of them. 
the sol~ survivor ( TS 2.6.6. I; SB 1.2.3. 1). A girl is first the wife 
of Agni, then of So~a, then of the Gandharvas; only fourthly does 
she become the wife of her human husband, who thus receives 
her as a leftover of the gods (PdrGS. I.4.16). 

(3) Conversely, after the three perceptible and finite parts. 
foll~ws a fourth that symbolizes an opening onto infinity:· the 
Vedic verse known as gdyatri is made up of three pii.das, but a 
foll!th pdda is evoked, 'resplendent beyond the atmosphere' 
(BAU, 5.14.5). There are three worlds, plus the non-world (TS 
2.6.4.2); three sacred forms of speech, plus silence (cf. Renou 
1978: 73). The mystic syllable 'om' breaks down in che rules of 
Sanskrit phonetics into three phonemes a, u, m, all three loaded 
with srmb~lic meanings; but in addition the syllable is p~olonged 
by a v1braaon that can last indefinitely and which of course has 
a symboµsm of its own (Atharvaiira Upanifad 5). The tail of the 
dragon Si~umara is made up of four segments: the first three 
correspond to deities, Agni, Indra, Prajapati; · bur the fourth 
·represents abhaya, 'the absence of fear', and this is another term 
that designates the Absolute ( TA 2. 19). 
-, The li~t of airamas can be included in this group: the fourth 
asrama differs ~rom the first three in not being an obligatory part 
of the course (m fact the path of renunciation is open only to a 
small ?umber of people); a most spectacular ceremony marks the 
entry into the state of sa'!lnyii.sa and the break with all that has 
gone before; in addi! ion, in the first three airamas, funeral is by 
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incineration whereas sa'!lnyasins~e as a ge~eral rule buried:_ th~e 
f; cs of ritual give material sancuon to the ideas developed m t e 
th~oretical texts, on the radical break r~p~esented by the 
samnyiisa; by contrast, the traits charactenung the state of 

-~aprastha as a transition between the state of househo~der and 
:at of renouncer, and which could inv~idate the analysis of the 
list of airamas into 3 + 1, are much less important. 

(4) Finally, the fourth element com~letes, ~nco_mpasses an~ 
cranscends the first three, at the same time as 1t discloses their 

· ce Thus the syllable 'om' is the pranava that forms the qumtessen • , · -h ·) bh-
+ 1 of a series of three mystic exclamations (the 17a rn~ : u~ 
bhuva}; sva};. These terms are usually translated as ~th. Space. 
Heaven!' {But their function as eler:ients of the nte 3:11d as a 
medium for meditation is much more 1mport:t11t ~an the1r mean
ing.) Speculation by the grammarian-theologian~ 1s ~e op~ort~
i for a play {on words and numbers) that consists m actn~ut~~ 
t~ speech features that in fact belong to the words nammg it. 
speech is made up of thre: parts~ because the word ~t .1:13ean~ 
'syllable' aksara, is itself msyllabte; but speech comprises m ad 
dition a 'fou~th part, correspondi~g ~o the single syllable of the 
word vak chat itself means 'speech (SB 6.3.1.43). 

The Aims of Man 

These few illustrations do not all carry ~h~ same value, far from 
it, some are fleeting creations, or else ~re li~it:d to extremely s.mall 
areas of ritual or speculation. Theu mam mteres~ for us is to 
demonstrate how easily enumerative discourse fit this ~amework, 
00 matter what its object. But we must now _deal wtth a much 
more complex example, concerning an essenual aspect of ?rahf 
manic ideology: the system of the puru!drthas. In the senes o 
man's four aims, mokfa is obviously the + 1. The struccw:e shows 
through first of all in the formal indi~tion~ of the terminology: 
the first three purutdrthas (in the order m whic? ~h~y are gene;ally 
numbered) together make up the trivarga; this mple group heh
comes transformed into caturvarga, when there is added a fourt 
term, which is invariably mokfa. 11 In other words, Order (dhar":a), 
Interest (artha), and Desire (kdma), make up a self-sufficient 
whole with its own coherence; mokfa on the contrary can only 
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appear in the background as it were, and has meaning only • 
terms of the functioning of the trivarga. It is also common 
enumerate the terms of the trivarga in descending hierarchi 
order, as we have just done; with the mention of the fourth · 
of man, the movement becomes reversed, since mqkfa is superi 
to dharma. That is the stereotype, at any rate. (Patafijali adP- . · 
2.2.34 teaches, however, that, in dvandva compounds made 
of names of two purtl,fiirthas, word order is of no importanc.e 
Philosophical reflection can sometimes alter the framework 
propose a different breakdown: the Vedanta effects a 2 + 2 grou 
ing, since on one side it puts kiima and artha, which toge 
belong to preyas, or 'what is pleasant', and on the other dha 
and mqkfa, which together belong to the sphere of Jreyas or, 
'sovereign good' (cf. Ramachandran 1980: 20). But the usual w 
of counting and apportioning the pururarthas is recognized an 
even superbly justified by this same school in this statement 
Sankara: 'for he who desires mqksa, even dharma ·is bad, since· 
produces bonds' (commentary ad Bhagavad Gita 4.21). 

Another way of marking the break between the trivarga an 
mok{a is by ordering the aims of man according to the criterio 
of the relationship between the aim and the man who pursu 
that aim. To enumerate the terms of the trivarga in ascendi 
hierarchical order is to go from the most subjective to th~ mo 
objective, and simultaneously,Jrom the individual to the social. 

Thus, kama is the desire for pleasure and, just as desire is f; 
by the subject, so the pleasure towards which this desire tends • 
nothing other than that which the subject feels as such: this 
been noted by the theoreticians of aesthetics, when they show 
difference between what is socially recognized as pleasurable an 
that which is the kiima of any one person; the latter can indud 
the most disconcerting fantasies and perversions (c£ Raghavan 
1978: 36). On the other hand, artha has a subjective and an 
objective side that are quite distinct from each other: it is both 
the need, the 'visie (aiming at)-according to Dumont's apt 
rendering (1966: 365)-that is, a certain disposition of the psyche, 
and the objects pursued, namely wealth and power, which the 
subject seeks to possess precisely because they are exterior to him. 
Besides, it is the social consensus that designates what is arth11, 
and there is no room in this connection for individual deviation. 
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With dharmawe take one step further towards what is objective 
d ocial· dharma is at once the universal order, the system of 

an s ch~t expresses it and the totality of .observances to be 
0 orms d. th · 
P
erformed by individuals and groups,baccor_ m~ tod Beu statusk , 

. d r for this system of norms to e mamtame . ut mq ~a in or e . . . . 
brings us back t? the subject, and evenhto pdure mtthenonty

1
, smce 

h. ood that 1s pursued by those w o evote emse ves to 
( IS g h . "d . h h - h d r ranee is none other t an comc1 ence wit t e atman, t e 
s:1?~hac the iitman should be radically distinct f~om the empiri
cal individual, ~he s~bject o~ kii:'1~• and th~t d~hver~ce snould 

· t not in liberatmg the mdiv1dual but m hberatmg the Self conm · · li 
from him (cf. Ramachandran 1980: ~0), does nothp~ev1n~d~ 

h leading to this deliverance from bemg open to t e m v1 
:~lusively. More exactly, as Dumont has shown, it is by setting 

c on this path that the individual founds his autonomy and 
OU I th. becomes a 'value' or an instance. n 1s respect too we c~ see a 
break in hierarchical order, an abrupt reversal ~f perspecnve that 
cakes us from the highest of the first three pu~arthas to the fourth 
that cranscends the whole of the trivarga. . 

There is a distinction to be made between the formulations 
chat diverge from the 3 + 1 framework (by opposing the twO 

domains of the Jreyas to the cwo domains of the p~eyas, as we have 
seen) and the analyses bearing formally on the trtV~'f/ only,..but 
which incorporate into dharma features charactensuc of mok!a 
(chey come under what_ Biardeau [1972: 86f.] has ~ed the 
assumption by the man-m-the-v:orld o~ ~~ r~nounce~ s, valu~). 
An example is the speech by KarnamanJan, m ~~<;I.in s Dasa
kumaracarita. 12 The superiority of dharma over kama and artka, 
she says, lies in the fact that (1) _k~ma and artha cannot <:°st 
without dharma, whereas dharma is mdependent; and (2) kama 
and artha are supported by exterior elements, that is, they co~c~rn 
objects in the world or else sensations that only the appropn~non_ 
of exterior objects can provide, whereas dharma can be achieved 
through itself. But if Kamamaiijari makes a perfect se?uctress, her 
ironic theology is specious: man in fact would be m~pabl_e of 
carrying out his dharmicduties if separat~d from matenal obJe~ts 
and society; 13 co find the autonomy attnbuted to dharma, we m 
face have to look at mqksa. 

Leaving mqkra aside ~ow ·and concentrating on the internal 
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structure of the trivarga, we find a fourth term added t 

~hree on the !ist: the totality, or whole, which they form.
0 

ts ma1e clear m the texts dealing with the respective value 0 
purUfarthas. 14 the highest aim of man is said to be the com 
~on of ~he three. Necessary as a group, they are, howeveF, or 
•~to a hierarchy according to the following criterion: if one 
a1~ for the whole, if in order co obtain artha and kama th 
a n~k of o~enc~ to dharma then it is dharma that muse be ch 
This d~cmne 1s not constant: it is formulated in a fair n 
of smtn texts (Manu 4.17 6; Yajfiavalkya, 2.21; Brhaspati l. 
an~ 113; also see Kane 1973: 3.8-10; Derrett 1968: 201). 
cunously Medhatithi ad Manu 8.26 teaches that if a 
~harma can only be obtained by greater loss of artha, then 
~ng must pu~ artha first, but on condition that he perfo 
nee of _reparanon to compensate for the harm caused to dh 
(must 1t therefore be supposed that there is a common m 
between artha and dharma?: it is a matter of distribution 
arrangement over-time. 

It is true that there are passages to be found in Ka!idasa 
pro~ound a dharmic extremism, to the detriment of the tri 
the_ 1~eal pr~posed ~y the poet is that of the king of the 
.vamsa, so wise and vmuous that among the acts that come 
artha and kiim~ he chooses only chose that relate directly 
~ha~ ~d which appear as simple instruments of dharma: 
mte1!'non_ ID any case must be purely dharmic. The worth of 
n-:o mfenor pu7Ufiirthasdoes not come from the fact that to 
w1_th dharma they help to form the hierarchized whole of 
tnvarga, _but from their being opportunities to serve dha 
Dha"":'1 1s n_ot only t~e essellce of the trivargtr, it is also cap 
of so occupymg a man s mind that artha and kiima have no 
for him. Symmetrical with this dharmic exclusivism that exal 
pa.rt above the whole is the idea that even the most precious 
of the trivarga cakes second place to the elementary demands 
human life. 16 

It may also be as~ed in paranchesis if the trivarga or catu-ro 
~oes no~ ~ak_e an inventory of all the possible aces in a h 
life, or 1f tt sunply does not establish the framework for 
acts-:-<>n various gro~nds, and to varying degrees. The answer 
not easy. If the pu7Ufarthasare regarded as juxtaposed wholes, th 
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ct is necessarily motivated by one or other of these aims of 
any a This much is shown by the correspondence between the 
rnhan~ cerms of the trivarga and the three gu'f}as. 17 On the other 
c re th · h k- d b d raking e mva_rga or t e caturvarga as a system, ama an 
ah; are only puTUfiirthas insofar as they are compatible with 

ad;/amut and under its domination: the system thus makes a selec-
tJ 'bl . ia . n among poss1 e acts. 

cio lf rhe hierarchy of the pu~arthas is defined as the system that 
rders chem according to their valuer then only one interpretation 

0 
f cbe faces is possible: on the one band, there is the trivarga and 

;he + l chat is mokfa; on the ocher hand, there is the canonical list 
dharma, artha, kiima (in descending hierarchical order), which is 
the object of a difference of opinion: some texts teach that artha 
and kama muse cake second place to dharma, but muse be pre
served nonetheless, the ultimate value being the trivarga in its 
rocalicy; and some other te~ts try to reduce the inferior puru
sarthas further still, do away with their specificity and relative 
;utonomy, and have chem absorbed in dhanna. 

Revolving Hierarchy 

But if like Dumont we take 'the hierarchical opposition ... in 
rhe sense of a relationship between the encompassing and the 
encompassed, or between the whole and the element' (1979: 401), 
rhen the concept of the puru{iirtha becomes more complicated. 
The problem encountered is that according to the point of view 
adopted (and the multiplicity of points of view is not only a 
theoretical possibility, but is actually co be found, as we hope to 
show, in the Indian authors themselves), each term of the trivarga 
can be conceived in turn as that which provides explanatory frame
work for understanding not only its two partners, but mokfa just 
as well. Thus, one comes up against a revolving hierarchy. 

This notion of' point of view' also needs co be made clearer. le 
is best dealt with at three levels. 

(1) The concrete situation of the person being considered 
when reasoning on the ptt7Ufiirthas. According co whether one 
is a man or wQman, whether one belongs co one var'}a or 
airama or another, a different puru{iirtha will be placed in the 
foreground. These preferences and varying gradations in practice 
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are not the result of individual fantasy, but of each per 
svadharma. 19 Thus it is the svadharma of a courtesan to 
herself mainly co kama, and the svadharma of a king to ad 
his conduct to artha. But the very existence of the code 
determines these specializations and the use of the term 
dharma to name them are indications that at this level, 
encompassing concept is dharma, even for those individ 
and groups whose speciality is not dharma. The con 
between the different svadharmas, just like that betw.een 
different van:zas and the asramas, operates to the detrimen 
dharma in general (cf. Appendix). 

(2) The doctrine being propounded. Virtually none but 
Carvakas 'materialists' (according to Medharithi) openly con 
th<; pre-eminence of dharma; and in doing so they put its 
existence in doubt2° (indeed, it is hard to see how, once one t 
the notion of dharma seriously, one can put it anywhere but 
the summit of the moral hierarchy). But kama and artha are 
subjects of didactic treatises and, as always, the authors are at p 
to justify their undertaking by underlining the essential role 
their discipline. The same obviously applies to the texts teac · 
dharma. But what is the foundation for declaring that a panic 
purufii.rtha is logically (and no longer morally) more impo 
than the others? It is the fact of its being the ultimate aim or, 
the contrary, the indispensable means. 

Louis Dumont is right to criticise the tendency he has no 
among certain modern Indian authors to interpret the notio 
of dharma and artha 'in the Western language of rational acti 
corresponding to ends (dharma) and means (artha)' (1966: 
n. 3Ic).21 By definition, each purufii.rtha is a sphere of acti 
and an end in itself. Bue if one examines the relationship of 
purttfarthas between themselves, and the way in which they fo 
a system, one notices that the vocabulary which is constan 
used is that of ends and means, or that of root and fruit. Th 
one finds in the Mahabharata, dharma glorified as follows: 'It 
dharma, it is said, that is the means (upaya) of the triva 
annoinced with dharma, the trivarga grows ·rapidly, like fire · 
dry grass' (5.124.38). 'He who wishes to achieve kama and a 
must first c_oncentrate on dharma, for kama and artha are n 
separate from dharma' (5.124.37). Rather than the instrum 
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rhieving it, dharma is a condition of the possibility of the 
for a.,, · · h th - h 'b . rga: dharma is supenor to t e o er purufart as ecause 
m~g has its root in dharmd (Medhacichi ad Manu 2.224). ;.:d 'he who wishes to achieve kama and artha by means which 
are not really means (anupaya i.e. means other than dharma) 
erishes' (Mbh 5.124.36). 

p Kaucilya follows the same line of reasoning, but on the subject 
f arth~: 'artha is the main (pururartha). For the root of dharma 

0 
d kiima is artha' (Arthafastra 1.7.7).22 On the other hand, :ma is exalted by its partisans not because it is the origin of the 

thers (as one might have thought), but because it is the aim 
~owards which the others converge. This doctrine is less that of 
the author of the Kamasutra than of the specialists of poetics. 
Thus, Bhoja writes: 'The passions of dharma and artha are causes; 
in concrast, the passion of kama has the character of a fruit. That 
is why the main passion is kama' (Srngaraprakasa 3.350, quoted 
in Raghavan 1978: 464). 

(3) The semantic level. When it is stated in the Artha
Jastra that artha is the root of dharma and kama, chis can be 
understood as a pragmatic and even cynical truth: to make 
love and, in the same way, co think of religion, one needs .. at 
one's disposal a minimum of wealth and power over living 
beings and things_; or else, in the same manner, for his subjects 
ro be able to devote themselves to kama and dharma, a king 
must see to their security and prosperity, by appropriate political 
means. Similarly, the treatises on dharma state chat the most 
important aframa is chat of the householder: it is not that he 
has more dignity than the others, but without the grhastha 
the life of the brahmin student and of the ascetic would be 
impossible, since only a g,hastha may have wealth and thus 
distribute alms (and only he may legitimately procreate). Much 
the same sort of argument may be applied co the other 
pu~arthas, and the revolving hierarchy chat we are discussing 
can be founded on the following reciprocal causality: each 
pu~iirtha is presented by its specialists as the foundation. for 
the other two. But there is another way here of approaching 
the notion of point of view: the words dharma, artha, and 
kiima in fact have two meanings: a narrow technical meaning 
belonging to purufii.rtha terminology and a wider meaning 
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belonging to the general vocabulary. It sometimes happens 
in the same text the same term is used in its two meanin 
that is, both as the whole and as a part of chat whole. 

T he most dear-cut example is that of the word artha: all 
purufiirthasare by defmicion artha, ' motive' in its wider meani 
but in the list of purufiirthas, there is one that is more artha ch 
the others, and which is called artha in precisely this cechni 
sense, of an 'interest for material goods'.23 

A similar usage is made of dharma in these gnomic lines of 
Hitopadefa (Prtutavikii 25): 'Food, sleep, security and copulatio 
man has all that in common with animals. What sets men ap 
above all is dharma. Without dharma they are like animals. Dha 
ma, artha, kiima, mokfa: for anyone who should lack a single o 
of these elements, life is without bbject (nirarthaka), like the lum 
chat can be seen growing on the necks of goacs'.2" All 
purufiirthasare by definition still aims of a purufa, man; but amo 
these aims there is one that is characteristic of mankind, which · 
dharma, and the presence of dharma is necessary and suffici 
for all the puYUfiirthas to be made truly human. 

Not all con texts allow this immediate confrontation betw 
the broad and the narrow meanings; but if the doctrine of 
purufiirthasis so frequently called upon every time aces and feelin 
have co be classified and assigned values, and if it lends itself 
so much speculation, the reason m ost probably lies in the elastici 
of the notions with which it deals, and in the fact that in the ter 
designating each trivarga element, the wider of the two meanin 
is always connoted by the narrower. In sliding from the narro 
to the wide meaning, it is always possible co make dharma, art 
or kama into the + 1 that encompasses the two ocher terms in 
list, and the moksa to boot. 

In its narrow ·meaning, dharma is the system of observan 
caught by the V cda and the texts stemming from it: he who carri 
chem out accumulates merit for the world beyond. But in its wid 
meaning, dharma is the order of the world and of society; con 
crecely, it is the network of relationships that hold the va"}as and 
the four iiJramas at once united and apart; it is also the sum o 
individual svadharmas (including chose chat are mainly artha an 
kiima, and the one chat is exclusively a quest for mokfa). Th 
dharma is both an element of the trivarga and caturvarga, and the 
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. f view allowing perception of the whole as a system or-point o . 
nized into a hierarchy. . . 

ga Artha is a most elastic no~on, even in its_ techmcal rende~mg: 
. (interest for) matenal goods, mouves for economic or 1t means h l d 

I. ·cal action wealth and power. But as we ave a rea y seen, 
Po in ' h . ' . • d . . . h" al meaning of the word art a 1s aim an it 1s m t 1s the gener d chi . ch . . al 

chat all the purusiirthas are arthas. 25 Indce s 1s e ongm sense . . . b n h · g of the word in Vedic Sanskrit, as shown y " enou, w o meanm f · · h fi ·des the fo llowing gloss: 'artha, aim (o a Journey, mt e trst 
prov• ce of any ocher activity, secondarily)' (1962: 61; cf. also 
1nscan • f ch' · f h Renou 1967: 8 1). It is in the context o 1s meanmg o art a 
th Jaimini defines dhamur. 'dharma is a good one must sec 

at df as an aim (artha) and chat is made special by being the 
~~j:ct of a Vedic injunction' ~Purva Mimii,p.sii Sutra 1.1.2). Dhar-
ma is thus a part of the possible arthas. . . . . 

As for kama, there is no point in re-emphastzmg its umversal 
resence after Biardeau' s analysis of what she_ calls an _ant~ropology 

pf desire (1972: 96ff). In its narrow meanmg, which 1s the one 0 
din purusiirtha terminology, kiima is (desire for) sensual pleasuse . ch 'd · f ure, more precisely sexual pleasure. But e wt er n:1~1~g o 

kiima is any kind of desire, and even ch~ faculty of desmng itself: 
one cannot make the effort of trying for :1° aim without in some 
way another being driven by d_esire. It 1s _the very substance ~f 

26 The brahmanical doctnne of sacnfice transformed this man. ch . di inevitable element of action into an element at ~as m spe~s-
able, by obliging anyone se~cing out to ~elebrate a nt~al to . desire 
the fruit of chat ritual. EVIdence of this may ~e gamed fr~m a 
number of texts that play on chis double mearung and atm~ute 
the whole semantic ftdd of 'desire' to the individual purufartha 
chat is kiima, in such a way chat kama in its turn beco;°les,_an 
dement of a whole and, simultaneously, the encompassm~ m: 
seance' of chat whole. For example, we read in the ]ayamangalii 
commentary on Kiimasutra: 'Homage t~ dharma, ~rtha and 
kiima; homage co che kiimas (which are desire) of ~e trzvarga and 
moksa. n The dharma treatises state the same truth m the form ~f 
a p~adox or problem: 'To act solely from a desire for rewar~ 1s 
not laudable (the desire in question being chat ?f s~nsual enJOY
menc, kama), yet an exemption from that desire 1s not (to be 
found) in chis (world}: for on that desire is grounded the sn1dy 
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of the Veda and the performance of the actions prescribed by 
Veda' (Manu 2.2). And more forcefully still: 'Not a single act h 
(below) appears ever to be done by a man free from desire; 
whatever (man) does, it is the result of the impluse of des· 
(Manu 2.4). Kiima is thus the origin and condition of the 
sibility of the entire trivarga, and particularly of dharma. 

The right the authors grant themselves to slide from one sem 
tic level to another explains the extraordinary ideological vari 
of the theme of the puruftirthas, and it can be linked to th 
technique of using this concept as a kind of decoding key allow· 
them to go on endlessly refining their analyses. Since each te 
of the trivarga, taken in its wider meaning, can be consider 
alternately as that which accounts for the entire whole and as ch 
which gives a viewpoint on the whole (mokfa included), it is al 
possible to start from a single purnftirtha, taken in its narr 
meaning and subdivide it in its turn according to the categori 
of the trivarga. Thus after the Kiimasutra sets out the gene 
system of purnftirthas and emphasises the special place occupi 
by the desire for sexual pleasure, it then turns to discuss an 
under three headings (Kiimasutra 6.6.5): the artha of wealth (i. 
the artha of artha.1, the artha of religious merit (the artha 
dharma), and the artha of pleasure (the artha of kama). 

Another illustration of this same way of going about things 
be found in the ArthaJastra-but in this case the approach is 1 
clear-cut and systematic, and also less artificial. The book talks 
artha. Now, among the exclusively artha-motivated measures 
king has to take, there is the selection of his ministers, through 
series of trials. The victors of these trials are those who have sho 
that for them, anachmenc to the king comes before dharma, art. 
kama, plus a fourth term, fear, bhaya (ArthaJastra 1.10.16). 
further instance in the same text is the typology of the vijayin, ch 
conqueror on the opposing side: among the enemies chreate · 
him, a king has to distinguish the dharmavijayin, who respec 
the laws of war and is content with political subjugation of hil 
unfortunate rival; the lobhavijayin, or greedy conqueror, who 
seizes hold of land and wealth; and finally the asuravijayin, or 
demon conqueror, who does not simply wane land and wealth, 
but also the sons, wives and the very life of his vanquished adver• 
sary (ArthaJastra 12.1.10-16). Only dharma is actually named in 
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. 1 iftcacion· but artha is clearly the dominant feature of the ~~cus • h fobhavijayin and kama is just as cle~rly wha~ _set~ ~pare t e ~~ra-
.. · And as has already been said, the v9ayzn 1s by defirunon vtjaym. , 

a rnan of artha. th' The most elaborate and daring conscruct!on produced by . is 

ch · e of fragmenting each part according to the categories te n1qu . . b fr ncing the whole can be found in the creanse on poeacs y 

Bh
ag~e(Raghavan 1978: 444 and 461 ff.). Bhoja gives the name 

OJ3 d . d . d Jrngara co man's faculty of experiencing em(~s anhi mcer~scs
1
, an) df making plans. This term, synonymous in s termmo ogy 

· th ahamkara and abhimana, is borrowed from the founder of ;:is Jiistr:i, Bharara. In che latt~r's '"'.ritings'. frngara _is one :asa 
among ochers, in fac_t the fust m a list of ~1ght or_ nme (Na!Ja
, - a 18)2s enumeranng the· types of aestheuc emonons set-off by st1Jm • • f ' fu d tal a stage representation or ~vo;3:t1~n m ve~se o man s n ~men 
feelings (sthayibhava); this srngararasa 1s che rasa of desire, and 
indeed, in everyday usage, J[hgara is one of the many terms for 
the passion of love. . 

Bhoja for his part gives this word a. mu~h wider and more 
abstract connocacion and instead of making 1c the first _cer?1 of a 
list he raises the notion to the levd of a general pnnc1ple of 
ex~lanation and classificat~on: he gives. it. the statl_ls of ~ th~me, 
with all ocher feelings being only vanac1ons of 1t. This single 
Jcizgara splits into four, accor~g_ro the pururart~as: thus we have 
the dhannalcizgara, the arthasrngara, etc. According t? Ragha:311, 
these Jrngaras mean 'the activities chemse~ves _of men ~n t~e d~rec
tions of these four purttftirthas-. dharma-tccha, a~tha-iccha, kama
iccha, moks_a-iccha or mumuks_a-a !icheme in which what we gen
erally call J,)zgara or love between ~an a!1~ woman, the _rasa 
produced from rati, delight is che thud Jrngara, nam~y, kama
Jcizgara' .19 Given that iccha, ';hi0 .~ghavan_ substttut~ for 
kama in his commentary, means desue (an the widest sense) 1c ~e
comes clear from Bhoja's reiteration that whacwe cal_l love or d~1re 
is in fact, as p urnfartha, the love of love, ?r th~ desire fo~ des~e. 

This is not all for there can be rarruficanons to chis kama
frngara (or kiima-'kama, or kama-icchi) in turn, resulting in four 
kinds of kama,-kama, each one characterized by the prefoced m~k 
of one of the four purnftirthas giving the pa:cic~~ <:_omplexi~n 
this love of love is going to have: dharma-kama-s,ngara (that is, 
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dharma-kiima-kiima) is 'the sublime love of a grhastha who is 
ekapatni-vrata, a householder who has vowed co have only o 
wife'. Artha-ktima-Jfhgiira will be the love of a man for mace· 
consideration, like Udayana's marriage co Padmavati, or one's lo 
of one's own wife or another's because one is governed by co 
siderations of wealth, etc. Mok{a-kiima-sfhgiira is a higher as 
of dharma-kiima-Jrngiira in which a grhastha with his pativr. 
(faithful wife) is striving for liberation. As for kiima-ka 
Jfhgiira, or kama-kiima-kiima, which is thus 'che.kiimasub-vari · 
of kama-Jr,zgiira, (it) will be chat of a lover like Udayana, or 
of a libertine like Agnivari:ia' (Raghavan 1978: 46If)30 (Figure 1 
illustrates chis procedure). 

dharma
i[hgtira 

Figure I 

i[ngiira (basic rasa and 
synonym of kiima) 

artha-Jrngiira kiima-srngiira mokfa-s[hgara 

dharma-kiima- artha-kiima- kama-kiima mokfa-kiima-
1[hgiira i[hgiira J[hgara s[hgiira 

That the list of purtlfiirthasshould reappear at each switch-point 
in the ramification is testimony on the one hand to the power of 
this stereotype and its position in Indian culture; and on the other, 
to the ability of the stable hierarchy of values to preserve itself 
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Figure Al 

Deliverance (mokfa) -----------

. brahmin 

~ Order 1 (dharma pronounced) 

o«k< 2 (dhanna p,01,,,,d) ~ 

Interest I (political artha )- ------;;;;. kfatriya 

Desire (kama) 

FigureA2 

D I. ce +------------- renouncer e 1veran 

hermit 

Order 

Desire 
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intact when being combined and confronted with the mechanism, 
of relativization that are the springs of the revolving hierarchy we 
have tried to describe.31 

APPENDIX 

On the Correspondence betwee13 the PurUfiirthas the 
Varnas and the AJramas 

What provides the foundation of brahmin superiority is cl1e fact that 
their svadharma is of the same nature as dharma in general. Their 
speciality in the code is to hold the keys co the code; they watch over 
and judge the whole of the svadharmas. This peculiar affinity that the 
brahmins have for dharma (Dumont I 966: 331[) is derived from they 
alone being qualified to teach the Vedic texts which are the ultimate 
source of dharma; they are also alone in being allowed to officiate in 
Jrauta ceremonies; their actual presence and direct influence are indis
pensable for what is the essential part of dharma--sacrihce. 

If an attempt is made ro prolong putting the puYUfiirthas and the 
var,:uzs into correspondence, then it can be seen that like the brah
mins, bur via another route, the k!atriyas are also concerned with 
dharma in general (and not only their particular svadharma s duties 
to look after dharmain general). A king cannot act on me system of 
dharmic norms co change chem, any more than can a brahman.32 

But just as a brahmin's duty and privilege is to propound dharma so 
iris for the k!atriya to protect dharma, that is, to use force (which 
he alone is legitimately empowered to use) to cut short and punish 
any transgressions. But from several standpoints, brahmins have a 
sore of inviolability which puts them our of reach of the king's power. 
However, the king's function is to govern a society in which brah
mins also are included. The result is chat, on che one hand, brahmins 
are hierarchically superior to k!atriyas, as evidenced particularly by 
the order in which the varnas are listed, while on the other hand a 
paradoxical relationship ap.pears to hold, neither of rivalry nor of 
complementarity, but which can perhaps best be described by saying 
that each of the two partners is superior to the other. 

Such at least is what may be deduced, as far as lace Vedism is 
concerned, from a myth in the Brhad,iira~yaka Upani!ad.(l.4.1 I), 
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c med by a feature in the agnicayana ritual: 'Verily, in the begin-
connr all al B · h . ·h• s world was the Brahman, one. emg one, e was nor n1ng c i • c f . 

I d He created beyond himself a supenor corm, o sovereignty 
deve ope . d V S 
( k a) of chose sovereignties amo_ng the gods: In ra, arUJ?,a, oma, 

{ttdtr 'ParJ· anya y ama, Mrtyu, fsana. There is nothing higher than 
Ru ra, ' • th b ahm' · 
sovereignty. Therefore at the rtijasuya ceremony, e r m sits 
below the ksatriya. Upon sovereignty (k!atra) alone does he confer 
this honour.· Bur the root of sover~i~nty i_s the brahman. Therefore, 

if the king attains supremacy, 1t 1s ulamately from the brahman, 
even · b ahm' · · h' 
h. urce that the king arises. He who harms a r m mJures 1s 

,s so , . h • • h ·s 
own source. He fares worse in propomon as e mJures one w o 1 

better.33 
.• 

The Satapatha Brahma,:za states the same paradox when descnbmg 
the order to be observed in che procession that goes co fetch ~e lump 
of day representing Agni in the agnicayana: on the ou_cward Journey, 
it is the horse chat leads; this ensures chat the ~atrzya comes fr~sc, 
followed by the ocher three var,:uzs, with the be-goat, ~epresenung 
the brahmin who brings up che re.ar; on the h~meward Journey, the 
he-goac-brahmin comes first, while the rear ts brought up by the 
ksatriya-horse (6.4.4.13). . 
· The king's speciality is artha. ~he ki_ng' s a~tha covers a field m 

which things political and economic are mcermmgled: m_ore e~a':=~Y• 
the field is politics insofar as it encompasses ec?no_m1c a~avmes 
(Dumont 1966: 211, 368ff.; 1977: 44). Ec~nom1cs 1s a ~c1ence, a 
stistra, insofar as the production and circulauon_ of material ~ealth 
is the object of political acts on the part of the ~ng, whose ulurnate 
aim is to reign over men. However, che produca_on and exchan~e of 
material goods for me enrichment or well~bemg_ of the subjects 
involved in these processes constitute a pracace which_also happens 
to go by me name of artha. In this respe°;, ~d ~t this le~el, artha 
is the speciality of the vaisya. A very clear md1c~uon_ of this can be 
found in the Kamasutra: the science of artha 1s picked up from 
traders, who are commerce connoisseurs (Kamasutra 1.2:9-10). 

Kama in the sense of (desire for) sensual pleasure obviously con
cerns all men. Can it be said however that any one varfJ,ll in particular 
is more destined than another to devote itself to chis puYUfiirtha? 
Dumezil has shown chat in Indo-European ideology, as instanced in 
chis respect by early Vedism, physical beauty, v~l~pruousn~ss,, fer
tility and wealth were all part and parcel of the third functton • In 
classical brahmanism, the fertility of man, his fields and cattle and 
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the production of wealth come under the vaiJya. But these notio 
are no longer associated with kama, or more exactly an auconom 
area of ktima is sec up. It is not possible to establish a one-co 
correspondence becween the three Indo-European functions and 
specific activity of the first three va1'1}1JS (especially because of 
reworking of the function of sovereignty); nor is a term-co-term 
respondence possible becween the three functions and the triva 

As a puru.s_tirtha, linked to dharma and integrated co it, witho 
losing its identity in it, ktima is altogether different fro·m the d · 
for wealth and the desire co procreate. The Kamasutra, which is 
pur~arthd s own Jiistra, is in no sense a treatise on the art or necessi 
of having children: it is an exposition of the mencal and 
techniques thac muse be used so as co experience, and above all 
make one's partner experience, the most intense pleasure (this b 
calJy being the dharmaof ktima). Procreation and even the techniq 
of procreation in face come under dharma, stricto smsu. This agr 
with che judicious critique made by Dumont (1966: 92, n. 31c) 
Kapadia's argument concerning the hierarchy of marriage motives. 

Kama is thus not the speciality of che vaiJya: ic is much more 
of the courtesans and refined city men co whom the Ktimasutra 
addressed and also that of the kfatriya. It is above all the k!fl · 
wh_o ~e able an~ allowed to have pleasures (love, arts, hunting), 
so tt is che ks_atnya whom the texts warn against an excessive atta 
menc co ktima. Among the eight forms of brabrnin marriage 
Dumezil (1979: 31-45, Cf. Malamoud 1980: 443-450) has m 
aged co distribute into three groups corresponding to the th 
Indo-European functions, the only one whose main complexion 
ktima(the sensual attraction that the cwo partners feel foronc ano 
and their freedom of choice) is the marriage called gandharva, whi 
is reserved for the k!atriya3• (see Figure Al). 

The correspondence between the purusfirthas and chc ti.framas • 
less involved. On the basis of the entire trivarga, with the bierarc 
giving the first place co dharma, being valid for the first three st 
of life, a specific blend of puru.s_arthas can be assigned co each one 
the four periods. If mokfa is the sole preoccupation of the Jtlf!J 
iisim, and of chem alone, it is clear that kama and artha are practically 
forbidden to brahmin students, who must concentrate on dhamu1. 
The same may be said for vanaprastha, with however the caveat that 
this third stage is sometimes considered as che antechamber, as i1: 
were, of the fourth. le is thus the householder, g,:hastha, who mun 
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how to combine and balance the three puru.s_tirthas of the 
le~rn since only at chis stage is ic dharmic co devote oneself co t,tvarga. 
artha and kama (sec Figure A2). . . . . . 

The fine article by Syrkin, menuoned earlier in chis essay, is an 
mely penetrating semiotic study of the place of the 

c:Xtre - •has in the cocality of representations forming the lattice-work pun11ar. . 11 H' d ) f ·cienc Indian culture (Buddhist and Jama as we as m u . 
~ r~n reaches a point where, just as we have been. trying co do, h_e r the list of the puru.s_iirthas in correspondence with other canon1-
~;c;:1Umeration~. ~uc at sev_eral poi~cs che equivalences_ he puts 
forward seem amftc1al or dubious; for mscance, when Syrkin makes 
arthaa legitimate pu'"!iirtha (1967: 152, cable!), as m~ch as dharma, 
for a brahmaciirin; or again, when he leaves kama outside the house
holder's domain. It is even more difficult co understand how artha, 
and artha alone, can be made co correspond only _co the 
brahmacarin, as is done in cable 4 (p. 161), and how t~1s same 

Jusive rdationship can be established here between kama and 
ex~astha. Both tables seem faulcy, and mutually incompatible. In the 
;~e way Syrkin appears co stumble again in the way he makes the 
layers of cext that constitute_ the fr~~ correspond c~ the _sequenc~ of 
aframasand the list of puru.s_arthas. 1t 1s hard co see his bast~ of relaung 
cbe Samhicas co che brahmactirin and artha and che Brahmar:ias co 
che g,:hastha and ktima. (For chat is how tabl~ 4, p. ~ 6 I.' muse be 
read; 0 in the text on p. 154, which gives a bncf dcsc~1~t1on of the 
different pares of the Jruti, the link between brahmacarm ~d artha 
is not formulated). In fact the brahmactirin's study schedule includes 
the Brahmanas as much as the Sarpbicas. Taken in themselves, che 
Samhicas ca~not be integrated into the brabrnanical system in such 
a ~ay as to be attached co any other element of the trivarga than 
dharma: as texts to be learned, they concern the brahmaciirin, just 
like the other pares of the Jruti; a collection of texts co be recited 
during rituals, chey are part of any sacrifice, and so concern the 
g,;hastha; it is a matter of dharmic duty in both cases. 
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Seduction in an Indian Light 

'You'll_ see. A bit of conversation, and my powers of 
seducnon go into action'. 

Raymond Queneau, Zazie dans k metro 

'~ould you like people to think well of you? Then 
not speak well of yourself. Such is the advice 
Pascal. Taking things a step further, we might r 

that one c:ases to be modest as soon as one proclaims one 
mo?es7, with the same holding true for one's good humour 

. pumy. But what of seduction, which is not a virtue, but rath 
an art (the art of making others think that one possesses the 
of being appealing to others)? Supported by any number ofliter 
examples, the wisdom of the world rather holds that he who 
~1ost appealing is one w~o has no _doubts concerning his sed 
tlveness, and_ does not hesitate to bnng this to the attention of 
person _he ~1s~es to .seduce. A compliment chat is not eohan 
by any md1cat1on that the person who has offered it is not all 
bad either, and that he or she knows it, is a ~land complimen 
~urthei:mo_re, accounts of past conquests-or at least their evoca 
non; w1th Just th~ righ~ blend ?f vagueness and detail-may w 
serve t~e seducer m addmg to his collection: by letting it be kno 
~at his other partners ~ave already done well by their trust j 

him, _he a~akens the desue to confide in his 'promises of future 
happmes~. One of the seducer's strategies-possibly the boldest, 
and certamly the crudest-is to come out and 'cell ic like it is': 
here, words speak louder than actions, or rather reinforce and even 
give life to one's acts. 

T~s ingeniousness is nonetheless only possible if the seducer 
and his game allow, of one accord, that the formula of seduction 
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. 'I · my wish chat I might appeal co you and so lead you to 
s· c is h li · 1 ffi e the pleasure I seek'. In doing so, t ey agree to e mmate 

0 er rnber of the principal components of the semantic field of 
~ ndu!llc1·00'. If we attend to the etymology, and indeed co a time-
se uc 1 b d . . 
honoured custom which has ~ng een an rem:uns m great_valolgue, 
we rnay note that to seduce 1s to lead astr~y, mohst espec1 _Yhto 

d Way from the right path, to turn the bemg w om one w1s es 
lea a , fr hi . h th se for one s own pleasure away om s or er own pa . , 
c~ huer by confusing the mental processes or altering the will of 
e1c d . ii il 's prey. Understood in this way, se ucuon necessar y enta s 
one f d · Th hil . . errain element o ecepuon. us, w e It 1s very easy to 
~ c gine a situation in which the seducer might say 'I want to 
im~ert you', it is, on the contrary, inconceivable that he could 
~e !are 'In order to make myself your master, I will now lie to y;~,. At times, however, the following c~otdvance comes t~ re~eal 
· self: the seducer holds a discourse that 1s honest, from begmnrng 
I( ' b lli h . h end on his own nature, a discourse he may even em e s wit 
: ho~est appraisal of seduction in general; what he hides, ho":'
ever, from his interlocutor is that it is precisely ~e o~ she who 1s 
the present object of his seduction. He has on_ly lied rnasm_uch ~s 
he has led his prey to believe that he or she 1s the executtoner s 
witness or conf1dant[e].-

We find in the Sanskrit literature an account which I believe 
co be illustrative of this kind of gambit. It is the adventure, related 
by Dar:i<:fin (seventh c. AD?) in his nove! entitled The T~le oft!~ 
Ten Princes,2 of the courtesan KamamafiJarI and the ascetic Mar1c1. 
Here is a translation of the passage: 

'A courtesan named Kamama.fijarI,3 who was verily the jewel of 
the capital of Atiga,4 one day went to see Marici (in his hermitage). 
She was in despair, and the tears that spangled her breast were 
like so many stars. When she bowed in salutation before him, her 
hair, undone, swept the ground.5 But at the same moment, there 
suddenly burst in a mob of friends and relatives who, led by her 
mother, hurried after her uttering cries of despair. One after the 
ocher, and without a stop, they threw themselves face down upon 
the ground before the ascetic. And he, full of compas~ion, after 
softly spoking a few words of comfort to them, questl~ned the 
courtesan as to the cause of her distress. She answered, with what 
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appeared co be a mixture of modesty, dejection and respect, " 
Blessed One!6 This world holds no joy for me. le is in order c 
I might gain happiness in the world beyond that I have come 
take refuge at your feet, these feet that are famous as a refuge 
the afflicted." Bue her mother, raising her folded hands up to 
forehead, and bowing repeatedly such chat her graying 1 
touched the ground again and again, said to him, "O Blessed O 
I am your slave. Know that the fault here is entirely my own. 
fault in this is that I was insistent chat my daughter here sho 
fulfil the duties proper to her station. And it is the duty of 
mother of a courtesan, from the moment of her birth, to ma 
her;7 co cultivate her strength, beauty, the glow of her complexi 
as well as her mind; to insure a balance in her humours, digesti 
and all her bodily constituents;8 to feed her, in moderation; 
after her fifth year, to keep her body hidden from the view 
others, even from her father. 9 On her birthdays and other holida 
to perform the rites chat bring happiness and all the joys that 
with them.To teach her the science oflove, with all of its coro 
disciplines; to train her to be skilled in the arts of dance, so 
instrumental music, acting, and painting; to school her in cuis ' 
perfumes and flowers, as well as calligraphy, rhetoric, and so 
le was also necessary that she have an understanding of gramm 
logic and astrology, and that I initiare her into those graces 
skills with which she could ea.m a living, as well as into the 
of wagering and of gambling. 10 I also had co take care that 
practical education, on the subject of the esoteric arcs, 11 be gi 
co her by cmscworchy people; that in processions and festivals, 
be seen only in the finest attire and surrounded by a brilli 
escort; that at concerts and on other such occasions, she alwa 
be a success (with the help of a speciaUy hired clapper); 
throughout the land, connoisseurs in all the varied arcs sing 
praises; that ~trologers celebrate the auspicious signs marking 
destiny; and that she be praised at municipal gatherings by sat 
lites, gay blades, buffoons and nuns, for her beauty, charact 
talents, grace and sweetness. 

And, now chat she has become the cynosure of every yo 
man, I have had co see co it that an extremely high price be 
for her, and that she be given co men of independent means w 
arc liable co be blinded by passion or driven wild with desire 
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glance from her; and these have always had co be men of but a. h d .ch . ell' h d birth young, an some, n , mt 1gent, onesc, generous, 
gdoo co~neous, lovers of the arts, and of good training and ever, ·b·t· b fi h ' h 
h cter. To give her to a minor is a posst I tty, uc or t ts e c ara . 1· . d . l be possessed of oucstandmg qua mes an extreme tote -rnusc l r: I . . uld Ii ence. And, even if she were co be et go ror a ow pnce, 1c wo 

h g co be made known that she had bro light in a great sum. Or 
dave we might arrange a gandharva12 marriage for her with a young 

~e,or as a means of getting a marriage price out of his parents (if Jl)IO d . th b chey give nothing, we cak~ chem co_ ~ourt ~n ':m e case y 
pucting che judge on her side by bnbmg him with a present of 
love). h The courtesan's mother muse also cake care that the man w o 
has become enamoured of her daughter remain faithful, an~ see 

· t chat which remains of her lover's fortune, after all the ntual 
t~:sents he has given her as a show of love13-the everyday gifts 
p d those offered on special occasions-then, be squeezed out of 
:m by a variety of procedures. Dumping a man after a quarrel, 

en though he be won ove.r quite entirely, is of no profit. The 
:an who is cruly smitten but who does not loosen his purse must 
be pestered, through some go-between, in such _a w~y as to awaken 
in him a spirit of generosity. As for he who 1s without '?oney, 
must be driven out with all manner of sarcasm ; and keeping the 
girl carefully away from him, one must ridicule him in pu?lic such 
chat he be reckoned a laughing-stock by others and despicable by 
himself. By no means should one, on the contrary, hesitate to 
place one's daughter in rclatio~ with genclemc~ who arc generous 
and capable of helping her 1f she has wom<:5, ~en who are 
irreproachable and rich; but one :n use, for every s1ruauo~, carefully 
weigh che advantages against the inconveniences. The gul, for her 
part, should be kind to her lover, but never beco'?e attached to 
him. And even if she should come co truly love him, she should 
not disobey her grandmother's or mother's instructions. 

Well, then! After aU this, my daughter here has strayed from 
the duties of her station, such as they were laid down for her by 
Prajapati;14 she has wasted a whole month playing around, at her 
own expense, with a young brahmin just arrived in town, whose 
only wealth is his own pretty face. She has rebuffed and annoyed 
more than one lover possessed of more than enough to pay her, 
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and driven her family co ruin. And every time I have cried to 
her, to tell her she was crazy and chat nothing good would co 
of it, she has flown into a rage-and now she wants co with 
into the forest. If we cannot rid her of this idea, there will 
nothing left for all of us here to do but to die of hunger on 
spot." And she burst into tears. 

Then the ascetic, filled with pity, said to the courtesan: " 
child, the life of a forest ascetic is exceedingly difficult. The 
one hopes toga.in from it is deliverance or heaven. Now, d 
erance is, as a rule, quite difficult to attain; one must be poss 
of the highest wisdom in order co reach it. As for heaven, it 
accessible to all who, while alive, perform their duties to 
their family. 15 Therefore, you must give up this impossible en 
prise, and follow your mother's advice." She however, answ 
with great agitation, "If che earth beneath your feet, 0 Bl 
One, cannot be my sanctuary, chen may the god of fire16 be 
refuge, I who am so ill-fated." 

T he sage thought for a moment and then, turning cowards 
courtesan's mother said, "Go home now, and wait a few da 
Your daughter is delicate and accustomed co pleasure. She 
take fright by the harshness of forest life. I will work co reach h 
and she will come back to her senses." 

The courtesan's family consented, and returned to their ho 
T he courtesan, for her pare, was full of devotion. Having o 

brought a pair of freshly washed saris as her wardrobe, and cari 
lictle for cosmetics or finery, she was able to quickly steal 
sage's heart. She watered the rivulets chat ran over the feet of 
young plants, took great pains in gathering flowers for the w 
ship of the gods, and made numerous votive offerings. When 
was time to worship Siva, 17 she took care of the perfumes, flo 
garlands, incense and lamps, and danced, sang, and played m 
She also had private conversations with the sage concerning 
~ree aims of man, 18 and made sensible remarks19 on the supre 
atman. 

One day when they were alone, realizing chat he had fallen · 
love with her, she said with a smile, "People who put artha 
ktima before dharma 20 are truly mad!" Pressed by Marici, wh 
he asked her "Tell me then, my child, how much higher is dha 
than artha and ktima?" she attempted co answer, her timidity 
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ki g her tongue-tied, "O Blessed One, it is indeed proper that ma n f h th · ou learn from me the strengths and weaknesses o t e ree aims 
Y f an! But chis, after all, is but yet another example of your 0 ~ness rowards your slave. But listen then, it is certain, is it not, 
~o artha and kama cannot exisc without dharma,21 yet dharma, 

ha~ h is the root of happiness and liberation and which can be w IC If .. d d f arrained by simply co~cencrating o~ one~e , 1sdm ephen dlnc o /id a and artha. And, m contrast with kama an art. a, arma 
ha:1no need of support ~rom elements foreign t~ it. Therefore, 
dLarma is not hampered m the least by the pracace of artha and 
k;ma. And even if it is affec~ed, it only ~akes a bit of e[!'or_t to. set 
it back aright, and the happmess_ to_w~1ch the mere elimmatton 
f chis faulr leads is certainly not ms1gnsficanc. Take, for example 

~e passion of the Sovereign Fathe_r22 for Tilottama. And the 
hermits' thousand wives, raped by Siva! And Kt~J?a's love play 
with the sixteen thousand women of his harem! Prajapati even fell 
· 1 love with his own daughter! AhaJya was ravished by Indra; the 
~oon god defiled the bed of his teacher Bthaspati;23 the Sun 
coupled wirh a mare and the Wind violat~d ~esarin\wife; B~has
pati made love with his bro_cher _Ucachya s wife; Par~a seduce~ 
a fisherman's daughter, while his son made love co his brothers 
wives· and Atri made love co a doe. Why then did the many wiles the g~ds used against the Asuras have no effect whatsoever on their 
dharma? Because such was che power of their knowledge. Truly, 
when the mind is purified by dharma, passion can no more cling 
ro it than dust co the douds.24 This is why I maintain chat artha 
and kii.ma are not even worth the hundredth part of dharma." 

Listening to her talk, che sage could feel the passion mounting 
in him. "Ob charming lady", said he, "you speak rightly when 
you say chat for those beings who have a percep tio~ of ultimate 
real icy, dharma is not affected adversely by che possession of wealc~ 
in this world. Bue as for me, I have, since birch, lived in coral 
ignorance of all chat concerns artha and kama, a~d I must lear.n 
their nature, the conditions in which they are gamed, and chetr 
fruits." 

She answered, "The nature of artha is quite simply co acquire, 
increase and conserve chat which one has acquired. The means 
for its realization are agriculture, herding, -commerce, peace 
treaties, war, etc. And its fruit is that it permits us to make 
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donations co worthy persons.25 As concerns kama, this is a 
of contact berween a man and a woman in which the min 
wholly absorbed in the objects of the senses. This contact 
unsurpassable bliss. The circumstances which favour it are 
thing chat is splendid and delicious in this world. As for its 
it 'is the supreme sensual pleasure that is born of caresses 
and received; sweet even in its recollection, it is a matter of p 
for us. This, the highest pleasure that can be given to the sc 
can only be apprehended through itself. In order that chey m· 
take pleasure in kama, the most distinguished of men will sub" 
themselves co the harshest of austerities, offer costly gifts, 
terrible wars, and fling themselves into perilous sea journeys." 

Are we to blame face, or the courtesan's skill, or the as · 
weak resolve? Whatever the case, he found himself, as he list 
co her talk-and without giving any thought at all co the 
he had followed theretofore-wholly overcome by passion. Ir 
as if he were dazed. She got him into a palanquin, and ha · 
brought him into the city via the king's road, had him ca • 
into her house. A proclamation was sent out: "Tomorrow 
feast of love will be celebrated". The next day, then, the 
cook a bath, put on perfume, and put a lovely flower gar 
around his neck. He had completely adopted the lifestyle o 
suitor, because he was cocally bereft of desire ... for his p · 
way of life. Separation from his beloved, even for a moment, 
painful for him. She led him down the sumptuously decor 
king's road to a garden outside the city, where they found a 
assembly of people celebrating che feast of love. She introdu 
him to the king, who was present, surrounded by hundreds 
young ladies. He looked at the courtesan and said with a s · 
"Sit down, my dear, with this holy man." She bowed gracio 
and sat down, smiling all the while. le was at this moment 
a high-born lady rose up, curtsied and said, "Sire, she has defea 
me. From this day onwards, I am her slave." And she bo 
before the king. 

A clamour rose from che stupefied and amazed crowd. 
king, who appeared to be under a spell, plied Kamamanjari 
jewels, finery and an entire troop of attendants. "Go now", 
said co her. And while the leading personalities of the court 
city congratulated her on all sides, she turned to the sage and 
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·chout even waiting co return to her home-said co him, "O 
wt d One, I offer you my highest respect. Your servant has BleSSC . . ha b en most obliged to you. It ,s now ame t t you return 
long ;; affairs." But he, bewildered by passion, was as if thunder
co ycko "What is it, my dear? Whence this chill? What has become srru · " h d ·1· "O f 1 Peerless love you felt for me? S e answere sm1 mg, o ne hi h d BleSSed One, you should now know that c s woman, w o to ay 
has declared herself defeated by me ?efo~e the court, _once re-

hed me, while we were quarrelmg, m the followmg way: proac d "I , if • d ~Aren't you proud?" she sai to me. ts as you ve conquere 
M -ci· " So we made a wager, such chat she who lost the bet an · h. h JI Jd become the slave of the ocher. J took up t 1s c a enge wou h ,, 

d thanks to vour kindness, I ave won . an , , 

W can see how well Kamamafijari's speech fies together with that 
f eher mother's. The latter seems to be describing_ th~ duties ? herenc co her daughter's condition, and of her obltgaaons to-in · I · d . rds a family chat has taken such care co tram 1er; m omg so, 

~:ects the ascetic's thoughts towards th~ fruits of that education
char is, Kamamafijari ' s skills in lovemaking. The courtesan her~elf, 
by way of demonstrating the supe~iority of d~arrna, ~pec1ally 
speaks of char in comparison t~ w~1ch dh~rrna 1s s~pe~1or-chat 
is, kama. In both cases, chat which goes w1th?ut say~g , but that 
which is, quire precisely, the point upon which the he O«:_C~~ary 
co seduction is brought co bear, is the idea chat Manet 1s a 
disembodied judge, a pure listener. Kamamafijari, nonetheless, 
does not limit herself co merely speaking to him. Or rather, she 
can only make her very wise and orthodox demonstration-which 
will end in firing the ascetic's passions-because she has succeeded 
in gaining bis confidence by c~nsecratin~ ?erself e_nri_rely to ~e 
trifling details of daily worship. Dar:i4m s descnptton ?f his 
heroine's daily routine_ and att~tudes i~ not m~r:lY, the fnut ?f_a 
concern for psycholog1cal or literary authenuc1ty; rather, ~c 1s 
only in the context of certain very_ definite fe~cures of ancien t 
Indian culture that they take on thetr full meaning. 

In the first place, Kamamaiijari's ~ew lifestyle is n_ot ~e result 
of a conversion (which would imply disgust for her pnor lifestyl~), 
bur rather of a kind of shift in emphasis. The amusements m 
which she had previously indulged in order co give pleasure to 
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men, now serve to charm the god whom Marici serves · 
hermitage. It is as if Kimamafijari had extended, over time, 
two activities chat the devadtisi, the temple prostitute (lit 
'slave of god'), carries out conjointly: to make love co me 
a price-and co sing and dance for the god. 

Elsewhere, we should understand that the courtesan's s 
and acts are presented as so many humble imitations-a 
ro her humble capacities-of the things the ascetic says and d 
Now then, imitation of the creature one desire is-in che trea 
on erotic love as well as in Sanskrit dramaturgy27-counted as 
~f the sc~ategies of s~ducc~on. More exactly, these treatises p 
!ms, which vary qLUte widely, of havas (literally, 'calls').28 
are stereotyped attitudes, sometimes signs, sometimes matt 
style, whose pu_rpose _it is co manifest and ultimately enjoy 
results of one s mtent1on to please someone. For whom is o 
manifest such an intention? Most often, for· the person one I 
bur at times for a third person, who, in the case of clan 
theatrical mime, is none ocher than the spectator. Even when 
correspond to _a wholly sincere passion, these ·attitudes are j 
muc~ p_lay-acttn~; ~arnples of this are striking a languishing 
? r ~mmg the r~Jec~1on o~ an a~tempted embrace.29 H ighly p 
10 ltSts of ~he havas 1s the play (Ii/a) by which a woman imi 
the apparel, gait, look, laugh, and words of the man she I 
Without a doubt, this hiiva is proper to the female lover 
'unable to unite with her beloved, imitates him to · 
thoughts of h im'.30 But this play, if it is truly to be a 'call', 
in some way be communicated to him who is absent. Here 
might add that as far as the courtesan's strategy is concerned, 
ascetic is both present and absent; she kindles in him the d 
to be present, even as she gives him the comforting impre 
that he is absent. 

As a means to proving that a knowledge of ultimate er 
renders the knower's dharma invulnerable as it were-the 
giving a license to be carried away by his passions and even 
commit the gravest of sins with impunity-Kamamafijart invo 
examples from mythology: the violent and sometimes crim· 
passions of the principal gods of the Hindu pantheon. But c 
allusions are yet another clever strategy, a means of dive 
Marici's attention. Not chat these stories are inauthentic 
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are proffered here in order to mask other stories, of which thZid ought naturally to have thought, had his mind not already M c0nfused, had he not already been seduced. The story of the ~n ••fa da . f ·c and the courtesan 1s m ct, a romanesque a ptatton o ascc0 
· d d rn hs and legends chat tell how celestial nymphs (apsaras) se uce_ 

thf great 'seers' (!Jis) of yore. The structure of these accounts 1s 
always the s:ime: the gods arp_ 1~roub~ed by the supe_rnacural_ ~~ 
cruJy irresisuble power the ws acqw~e through their a~stent!es. 
th asceticism they undertake 1s a heat1ng up (tapas), which builds 

e within chem such that they become capable of seeing, piercing ;:I:d pulverizing everything in the universe. The gods ~o not reiprd 
them as enemies per se, but rather as ri:vals, and espec1~y as bemgs 

ho by virtue of their tremendous mner concentration, render w , I d .th . 31 the world-and the gods with it-use ess ~ w1 out mean_m~. 
In order co draw the r!iS OU( of their meditanve state and tem~g 
chastity he gods send apsaras their way, and these enchantmgly 
beautiful and supremely seductive nymphs, the divi~e model~ of 
che c0urtesan, awaken their desire, and thus succeed m waylaymg 
them.32 Most often, these legends, in the form they take_ in the 
great Epics, speak of a uni~n, of the nymph and the ascec,ic, chat 
remains unconsummated: 1t suffices that the nymph merely show 
herself for the ascetic, now unable to conuol himself, to shed ~s 
seed. The seductress slips away and therefore-as regards the desire 
of him whom she has come co trouble-remains an illusion and 
a delusion. Her only substantiaJicy lies in the loss (of semen and 
thereby of power) she has inflicted upon him .. Such a ~eb~cle 
nevertheless does not bar this encounter, fleetmg and hnuted 
chough it is to the r#'s sense of sight, from being fruiU:W in so~e 
bizarre way. The rfi's sperm falls onto a tuft of reeds, mto a pail, 
onto a cluster of leaves, into an urn, the waters of stream, the 
mouth of a gazelle, or onto one of the two sticks one twirls again~t 
each ocher to produce fire. The progeniture of thes~ waylaid 
ascetics comes co incubate inside such a vessel; and m fact, a 
number of the heroes of the Mahabharata are born in just this 
way.33 Their very names clearly indicate these persons symbolize 
either sacrificial practice or Vedic knowledge:34 in order to per
sonify the institutions through which man, in the words of ~e 
Veda, 'makes a world for himself, it seems that there must exist 
beings whose birth thwans the laws of nature.35 
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To be sure, this doubling-of premature ejaculation follow 
by the miracle of a purely paternal procreation-is limited 
mythical accounts, and has no place in che novel. After 
night he has passed with the courtesan, the ascetic Marici · 
depicted as a man who is gratified and passionate. Lost in 
daze, he wishes for nothing other than a continuation of 
happiness. 

In the textual genres we have evoked to chis point (the nov 
technical treatises, and the Epic), seduction is a properly femini 
art. To be sure, rhe Kiimasutra offers males the instructions o 
the art of makin~ love; that is, of giving pleasure to his parcn 
(and thus, of causmg her to become attached to him). But seduc 
tion as a long-term undertaking, as a series of manoeuvres an 
feints (the g~al being to capture the ocher rather than produce 
shared expenence of sensual pleasure) and, generally speaking, 0 
all the preliminaries which precede the moment of sparsa ' touch 
• ' 36 all ch · h ' fi Id f ' mg, - ese constitute t e womans 1e o operations. T 
man does not concern himself with true seduction, but rath 
asserts himself by force, through presents, or by means of · 
captivating, compelling, and dazzling charm. 

The picture changes when we go back to an earlier body o 
texts, of 3.1,1 entirely different character, called the Veda ('Knowl 
edge') or Sruti ('Revelation'). 

This corpus is comprised of two very distinct parts. T 
first of these are collections of hymns and prayers,37 the mo 
ancient of which are datable to about the fifteenth cent 
BC. Later are the prose treatises known as the Brahmana 
(tenth to sixth century BC), instructions on ritual practice: in 
terspersed with speculative expansions on ritual symbolism an 
mythological accounts39 intended to demonstrate their ori · 
or their raison d'etre. In spite of their limitless diversity, th 
brahmanic myths are fundamentally nothing more than a cata 
logue of answers to two sorts of questions: How and why was 
the sacrifice founded? How did the gods manage to take over 
and control the sacrifice for themselves, and make it work to 

their benefit? We muse bear in mind here that the gods, before 
they became the recipients of sacrifices offered by humans, 
were only able to ensure their power over the cosmos because 
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they were the~selves ~ble _co discover the proper way of per
forming the mes. This discovery, or even conquest, of the 
sacrificial ingredients and procedures is one of the principal 
chemes of the Brahma,:,.as. 

Among the most highly valued of all oblatory materials is the 
plant called soma. In the beginning, ,oma, coveted by the gods, 
fell i nro the hands of the Gandharvas, the celestial musicians. The 
gods, in order to take it away from them, ~enc a seductress, a 
divinity who was none other than the Word itself. 

They said, 'The Gandharvas like women; lee us send chem (the) 'Word'. 
She will return with the soma.' They sent them (the) 'Word', and she 
came back to them with the soma. But the Gandharvas were so taken 
with her that chey couJd not bear to see her depart. They therefore 
followed her to where the gods were and made them the following offer: 
'You get rhe soma, bur we get (rhe) 'Word'.' 'So be it' said the gods. 
'But since she has come here, do not cake her away by force. Let/us-both 
court her.' And so they courted her. The Gandharvas recited her the 
Vedas and said, 'See how we know them, see how we know chem!' But 
che gods created the lure and sat down to sing to the accompaniment 
(of char instrument). 'That' they said, 'is how we wiJJ sing for you and 
how we will entertain you.' She came to chem frivoJously, preferring 
song and dance co those who recited and chanced the hymns, and for 
rhis reason women are, even to this day, full of frivoljcy .. . And hence 
it is co him who dances and sings chat they most readily cake a fancy'.40 

Herself a seductress, (the) Word must thus in turn be seduced, 
and the gods, in order to hold her, employ what would come to 
play a secondary role for the courtesan, as their primary strategy. 
What is strange here is chis comedy of errors, this reversal of roles 
between the Gandharvas and the gods, with each group striving 
co snine in that field which is its opponent's speciality. Of her 
own free will, (the) Word chooses to give herself up to the gods' 
seductions. Has she been deceived? The remainder of the account 
remains silent on the matter. Bue the entire theology of the 
Brahmanas is based on the idea that (the) Word whom the gods 
desired is the Word chat gives voice co the Vedas-and that in 
doing so, provides the sacrifice with a fullness of meaning. It is, 
therefore, not because they wish co further amuse her that the 
gods wish to keep (the) Word (as well as the soma) close by, but 
rather, in order chat they might caus~ her to give voice to those 
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same-texts which she,had found t.inamusing in the mouths of the, 
Gandharvas. 

We find the gods_seel<lng to tap into the Word in yet another 
passage. Here, Pr1ljip~i. the Crea~or, has shared out his wealth 
among his creatures: ·the gods receive the Sacrifice as their share, 
while the Asuras .(the. 'd~mons'); their adversaries, receive die 
Word. · 

The go& said to the S-actlf1ce, 'The Word is a woman. Call out to her, 
and she shall surd)' in,vite. ·you co come.' Or else the Sacrifice spon
taneously said to itself, 'The Word is a woman. I will call out to her. 
Surely she shall invi.te me to ·come.' He called out to her. But she at 
first refused him. And this is why a woman, wpen a man calls out tQ' 

her, begins by refusing him. The Sacrifice said, 'She refused me'. The 
gods said, 'CalJ out to her, Lord. She shall surely invite you to come.' 
He called out to her. But she only nodded her head at him. And this 
is why a woman, when a man calls out co her, onJy answers with a nod 
of the head [ ... ]. He called out to her, and she invited him to come. 
This is why a woman, in the end, invites a man to come. He said to 

the gods, 'She has invited me to come'. The gods thought, 'The Word 
is a woman. Let us take care that she does not lead him away.' [They 
said to the Sacrifice]: 'Tell her, "I am staying here; you come to me", 
and when she has come there, let us know.• She came to the place where 
he was staying. This is why a woman comes to a man who has a good 
place [to live]. He told them she had arrived [ ... ]. The gods then 
stole her from the Asuras, and took her fur themselves [ ... ].41 

The Sacrifice is thus used as bait here. But he himself becomes 
enamoured with her whom he was to have seduced on the behalf 
of the gods. 'Sacrifice desired (the) Word, "Oh, how I wish to 

make love with her!" And they were joined in love'.42 Nothing 
could be more dangerous for the gods than this love between the 
sacrificial Act and Word; pressed against one another, enclosed 
within one another, they no longer exist for the gods, but for 
themselves. As is always the case when the gods' supremacy is 
threatened, it is Indra who reacts. He foresees that a being more 
powerful than himself could arise from the union of the Sacrifice 
and the Word. He thus slips in between the two lovers' embrace, 
and transforming_ himself into an embryo, enters into and fills up 
the womb of (the) Word. After a year, he takes birth, and takes 
care, as he emerges, to tear away the womb that had enveloped 
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hirn; following this, he places this severed organ on (the) Sacrifice's 

bead. d I d ·f The Word, then, if we have understoo correc~ y, an_ 1 we 
be so bold as to gloss this account, must remam stenle. Her rny hild is the divine embryo who has surreptitiously violated ~:r: a:d whose only reason for ta~g rebi~th in her was_ to eff~ct 

her mutilation. But, unable as she 1s to provide (the) Sacnfice with 
eny, (the) Word fmds other ways to serve him. This she does 

prog number of ways: the sacrificial rituals performed by the 
1
:Is-and following their example, by humans~ only be ful~y 

~ealized when they are accompanied by the r:c1ta~on of Vedic 
mantras. Elsewhere, it is also a form of the Ve'!!c word-the very 

d that manifests itself in the prose of the Brahmaf}a~that has 
wor h th •c ·a1 · ht generation upon generation of men w at e sacrmc1 ntes 
raug . . th fu . .thin th cruly are. But beyond this, what 1s . e ncuon, w1 e struc-

e of the Brahmanas, of these bizarre legends, of these rough 
rur . · h l f Ind. 43 
sketches or scraps of myths? An enure sc oo o 1an exege~es 
-the most orthodox of all schools-suggests that these narrations 
are ornaments. They exist in order that they might encourage (by 

pealing to the imagination) the people who hear tl)em, to take 
:~riously and co perform properly, that which is promulga_ced in 
che fundamental, prescriptive portion of these t~ts'. that 1s, the 
injimctions concerning the Sacrifice ~d the_ way It 1s to be per
formed. When she describes the way m which she was seduced 
by (che) Sacrifice, for the sake of the gods, (the) Word h3:5 no 
other aim than co seduce humans, for the sake of (the) Sacnfice. 
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The Vedic God of Wrath 

Among the substantive innovations that accompanied th 
formal ones which made the tenth ma,;tjala of the !Jg 
a more 'modern' collection than the nine that prec 

it, it is fitting that we note the emergence of several divine figur 
As has often been noted, these are abstract divinities,2 in the s 
that they have no life histories, that their mythology is most o 
only roughly developed, and especially in that their names 
also appellatives-unless they be compounds whose etymology 
transparent. Such is the case with Prajapati, Sraddha, Vac, Ar 
and Visvakarman. Such is also the case with Manyu. Two h 
(10.83 and 10.84) consecrated to this divinity are referred 
conjointly, in the commentaries, by the denomination of ma 
sukta (in the dual), and are reproduced, nearly word for wor; 
in the Atharva Veda, in which they appear as hymns 4.32 and 
(the order of the Atharva reversing that of the~- The unity 
these two hymns appears, yet again, in their practical intent, 
such is defined in KauJika Sutra 14.26. These are sa'flrambha 
'incitations to wrath', recited in order to kindle, in warriors· 
fighting rage with which they might vanquish their enemies. T 
cwo hymns play an important role in a divinatory rite that preced 
the battle, a rite described in KauJika Sutra 14.27f.; placed betw 
the two armies, the diviner (samiks,amii7:a), muttering invocatio 
fashions bundles of bhiinga and maufija grass, which he knots wi 
the plant called iizgiefa before setting fire to them (with the fi 
known as iingirasa). That camp into which its smoke blows • 
designated as the vanquished army, says Kesava's Paddhati 
Kaui 14.31: yatra dhumo gacchati tatra na jaya&. 4 

Georges Dumezil studies the first of these two hymns, the rich 
of the two, in a lively and dense chapter of his JMQ JV.5 Here h 
demonstrates that the invocations addressed to the god Man 
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in a fair number of cases, made up of threefold formulas of 
ar~~ ch each element refers to one of the three functional levels of 
~ 1 

social and religious ideology of the Indo-Europeans. So it is 
ch:t 10.83.1 proclaims: 'He who has honoured you, 0 Manyu, 
0 Vajra, 0 dart, gain in power (sdhas ), ph~i~ men~ (6jas ), 

erything ( viJvam), in the order of succession . Dumezil shows 
: re as well as in other works, that sdhas obtains to the realm of 
;e first (the magico-religious) function, ojas the warrior func
\n-and that viJvam, which refers to vii, 'the clans', mentioned 
:directly in the adjective viJvdcar~a7:i 6 of 10.8~.4 and directly in 

10.84.4, is a reference to the world of economic goo~s. In these 
oems, which explicitly address the warrior, the affinities between 

Manyu and Indra appear in high relief, and are a dominant theme. 
But, just as the benefits one requests from the god--or the forms 
of greatness attributed to him----<:oncern each of the three func
tional levels, so Manyu is successively identified with Varul).a and 
Agni (manyur h6tii, 10.83.2; Say;u:ia: manyur eva hota homani
spadako 'gni&). It is even said (10.83.2) that manyur evJsa dev_d&, 
which we understand, along with Geidner (whose translation 
differs from Dumezil's) as 'Manyu selbst war [jeder]- -Gott'. 
(Sayat?a ad TB 2.4.1.11 is even more explicit: yo bhago devaf so 
'pi manyu& svar~pa~ yaJ ciinyo_deva_indrif,di& so 'pi manr'; ~vasa); 

So it is that this circumstanttal de1ficat1on of the warnor s Fury 
is also made out to be a universal god. While his career is not a 
particularly long or brilliant one, his mention nevertheless extends 
beyond the ~ Vedic mantras. We mainly find him in a number 
of Atharvahymns; and, given the fact that hymns 10.83 and 10.84 
belong to the most recent-and visibly atharvanic-layer of the 
[?g, we feel it altogether legitimate to consider as homogeneous 
the data the two samhitiis have to offer on his subject. 

Basing ourselves in part on Dumezil' s conclusions as well as on 
a number of precious insights scattered throughout Louis Renou's 
Etudes vediques et piit}ineennes, we propose here to examine the 
forms and motifs proper to the god Manyu's universal nature. At 
the same time, we will consider the values of, as well as those 
conditions under which, the appellative manyu came to be em
ployed. We will thus proceed by moving back and forth between 
these two problematics, treating each in the light of the other, and 
which may be formulated, more exactly, in the following terms: 
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1) what exacdy is the composition of the notion we find obj 
tivized and divinized in the tenth mandala? Can we break 
notion down into constituent parts whicli might explain the 
faces-the warlike and the universal-of the resulting divini 
2) Which features, proper to the divine person extolled in o ur 
hymns (and especially the fuse of the cwo), might we take 
guidelines in our interpretation of the appellative manyu ? 

The translations of manyu as a common noun are fuzzy at 
They vary from one author to another, and a given author 
adopt a variety of translations, according to which passage he 
presendy considering. We indicate but a few of such vacillatio 
here. The St Petersburg dictionary ofBohtlingk-Roth reco 
on the one hand a group of usages in which manyu may 
translated as 'Muth, als Seelenbestimmung, Sinn' (a reading o 
retained for the Vedic texts), and on the other the meani 
'heftiger Muth, Eifer, Unmuth, Zorn, Wut', which remains co 

.stant throughout the classical sources. Grassmann, looking o 
at the ffe Sa'f!lhita, gives a more detailed and systematic, and 
reasoned account: 'erregter Sinn, Gemuthsbewegung, dab 
1) Eifer der Menschen; 2) Eifer, Muth, Thatendrang der Go 
3) bri.instiges Verlangen; 4) Unmuth, Zorn, Wuth; 5) Ungcst .. 
heftiger Andrang; 6) Eifer, Zorn als Gottheit personificirt'. As fi 
Geidner, he indicates, in his Glossar: 1) 'Sinn, Absicht, Yerian 
2) Eifer, lngrimm, Grimm, Zorn', a division which coincides,· 
principle as well as in its application, with chat of Bohtlingk-Ro 
Say.u:ia, more concerned with the specificity of each panic 
CO?text than with a unified overarching !11eaning, most oft 
glosses the term with kopa or krodha (influenced here, undou 
redly, by the connotations manyu takes on in post-Vedic Sansk.ri 
but adds the following highly illuminating remarks: man 
krodha'f!l jfiana'!' va ( on 2.23 .12); mananasadhano mantra}; kro 
va (on 2.24.14); stotram (on 7.60. 11); mananasadhanam stotr, 
(on 5.7.10); and manyavaJ; stutayaJ; (on 4.31.6). We~ see t 
the modern interpreters oscillate, in their translations, berwe 
two poles: the fuse, dearly delineated, is 'anger'; while the secon 
more difficult to encompass, is covered either by blanket term 
'desire', or that of 'mind'. Such is precisely che case of Bergai 
who translates the term as 'anger' in one place (1883, 3: 176 
RS 7.86.6), and as ' intelligence' in another (ibid., 1.153 ad 
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S). We encounter the same he~itation~but in a formulation s.4~· . of definite progress--w1ch L. S1lburn, who translates dicauve . 'b . . ' io 'wrath' 1 together with the glosses urrung mtent , "L term as ' . I · · • s u,e interrupted cautious and normanve menta acov1ty ; ,. rense, un , . I d 'fu , 9 ' ' 10 10 • h L Renou whose translations me u e rore , anger , d Wit · ' gh 13 c • d C "tful ~ , 11 but also 'zeal', 12 'intentional thou · t, acuve an mu futY , d , f . · · , 16 b • 14 'passion' 15 an power o mspuanon. . th0:C ~~ not contest the validity of offering multip~e translanon~ 
· gle Vedic term. What we intend to show 1s that manr4 

~o~ a;~ary concept; therefore, while it is difficult to convey its 
15 caning through a single term in a modern western language, we 
m cheless take care to use words whose referents are co-must none c th h 

t Words that point to one another. We 1ur er mean to s ow heren , . f , , • · ch ne cannot justify the cranslaoon o manyu as. anger 1-? any ;rs:,rihita passage, «:"cept for simplicity's sakel7 m an abridged 
and symbolic cranslauon. 

There is one fact that becomes immediat~y apparent when w~ 
I k at che series in which the word manyu 1s embedded: manyu 
:Ver designates a passion, or p,as~in~ ~~od, or e;~n such a per
sonality trait as 'agressivity or irritability. Manyu is a per!°anent 
uality, or better yet, an essential faculty. In 1.24.6, ma~yu figures i an enumeration ofVaru~a•s eminent powers, followmg and ,o~ 

an equal footing with ltflltrd and sdhas. '.8 In 2.24.2, 19 1:"'nyu is 
uated with ojas (cf. 10.84.2); so too, m 8.4.5, ;11a_nyu ap_pears 

eq 1· · ·ant of ,L')'as. 20 The affmity of manvu with denvates as a sty isnc van v .., 22 d AS of the root uj- is also manifest in 1.37.721 and 10.34.8, _an 
l.10.1 and 2,23 where the god whose manyu i~ evoked 1s called 
u a (see also RS 10.113.6). This is echoed , m 10.83, by ?1e 
!e'naon of ojal-4 (alongside sdhas and visvam) as o~e of the gifts 
one should expect to receive from Manyu (v. 1), smce these are 
faculties he possesses most eminently (v. 4).25 

• 
In 5. 7 .1 O, manyu takes on a clearly deprecatory sense, becom1~g 

as it does the manyu of the adhrij-; chat is, as Renou translates .1t, 
'lapens!e-mauvaise du richl.26 But Oldenberg (1909: 317) qw~e 

• ' .i dade followed m rightly notes chat the expression manyum . • . a , . , 
th by ~J dtrih siisahyadl,1,4,..H-,n ('may Atn stamp e same verse, aa • • · . ....., J.. ,L dade (' 
out the ddsyus'), is parallel to ddsyubhya~ pdri nr"!r;,dm a I 
carried off the demons' nr,n~)in 10.48.2, suggesung a syno~ymy 
between manyu, and nr,n,:,,d (like manyu nr,n,:,,d is often associated 
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with ojas). Nr,nr.u127 is however, in no way a pejorative t 
designates virile activity, and sometimes, in a narrower 
virility itself. Oldenberg adds the following gloss: it is by 
hold of his enemy's manyu that the hero of 5.7.10 can ho 
defeat him. Here, the specific function of manyu stands out 
as sharply as it does in the hymns consecrated to the di · 
Manyu. We shall have the occasion to return to chis conno 
of 'triumphant virility', so essential to nr,nrd and undou 
present in manyu. Lee it suffice for the moment to evoke 
passage in support of our argument that manyu ought na 
to figure in a list of abstract nouns designati ng the powers, or 
the primary data, of mental activity-rather than mere psych 
cal states. Such a complete listing exists, moreover, in the 
of AS 15. I 4, upon which we would dwell for a moment. 

T he paryiiyasuktas that make up the entire fLft 
mandala of che Atharva Veda describe a kind of reorderi 
the· ~orld around the vrtitya. It is not our intention 
study the status of chis enigmatic- and by all accounts m 
and aberrant-individual,28 nor do we intend to exami 
detail the speculative hymns which mark the stages of 
vrtltya's recuperation by the brahmanic order.29 Lee us si 
recall that on the occasion of chis 'enthronement', hymn 1 
offers an account of creation which unfolds on a three-c· 
register. Every time the vriitya (or Vracya?) appropriates a · 
part of the Universe (the cardinal directions, the whole 
humanity, the assembled gods, etc.) for himself, a god co 
into being and (the) Vratya fLnds himself endowed wi 
certain attribute which he makes into his anniida,30 his 'o 
for eating food'. We thus arrive at a listing, in three col 
that places each of the cwelve regions of the universe in p 
with a divinity and an anniidd. The list of the cw 
annadds includes ma_,nyzi. (whose corresponding terms, in 
other columns, are Isana, 'the sovereign' and devil&, 'the 
sembled gods'). Not a single one of the eleven ocher mem 
of the series of anniidds ever designates a feeling or a m 
but rather always refers to some function or power, or so 
being, ace or formula in which such a ,r.ower is embodi 
These are mdnas, bdla, the waters, virilj, ahuti, the plants, 
exclamations svadha, svJhii and vdfat, vital breach (prii,;a) 
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brahman. We see here chat manyu is placed on the same 
lasclr as che essential cosmic life, forces.31. 
leve ally speaking, the manyu evoked m the ~g and Atharva Gener d b. · · d • b ther die hymns is not an abstract an o Jecavrze many:', ut ra . 
Ve an ,, of beings who are mentioned by name~ be~gs who are 
rhe m ft!J n hostile or bad by definition. These mcluae the for-osr O e ' • th be. h · ~ (dJsa,31 arP3), the enemy (amitra3 ); e mg w o 1s 
eignl er l t (dudhf>5), maleficent (durlva,36 durviddtra 37

), insolent rna evo en . . ( . .k A9) th , , d''· •18) or who is bent on destrucuon rm fanr ; e com-(sar. nan, ' 41) Th. al be . ( dhrii40)· or simply the other (para . 1s can so en cor a ,., ' ' . 1· . P who presses the soma in such a way as to mcur mga-someone . . 42 All h . (>) and who has (evil) ulcenor moaves. men are, ow-
oon · ;ssessed of manyu. Thus, ic is possible to speak of rhe manyu ever, P L f V • d of f tals 43 which does not escape tne gaze o anu:ia, an 0 mor , • . h th 

h n (paumseya44) manvu, which as no power over e che uma . ,., th I . h 
d 1 dividuals or groups come to assert emse ves m sue a go s. n . . . hbo b , . 

as to enter into conflict wtth their neig urs; uc manyu 1s way . d c d b 
I ii When it animates beings who are enne , y nature or on y ev d th • f b position, as noxious. One may, moreover, ben . e ~nyu ~ 

yh orthe pitrs 45 for example, in a favourable direcuon. This ot ers, • , h , d d · '"" relativism emerges clearly in 7 .18.16: Indra as r~n ere mane , 
cl

1
e manyuofbe who (himself) wished to render inane the manyu 

(of Indra). • f dr For there also exiscs a manyu of che gods, especially o 1:" a 
and his 'helpers',47 but also of Mitra-V~w;ia, Brahmru:iaspa.n and 
Agni. In AS 7 .22.2, it is said chat the lights of dawn are w~tho~t 
blemish (arepdsa&), united in spirit (sdcetasa&)'. a~d very nch 1~ 
many,, (manyumdttama&). Renou (EVP 3.11). ind~~Jes that this 
final epithet is the only one of the three that 1s ongmal 3?d chat 
it 'is connected to the [?g Vedic fird or analogou~ ter?1s . Her~ 
coo, we muse beware of partial translations, such as bellicose fu_ry 
in the case of Indra, or 'wrath' on the subject of V arw;ia, which 
are adequate for a fair number of passages c~en out of ~oncext, 
but which are insufficient whenever we consider the enme body 
of texts. In face, the manyu of a god is the impulse that n_ioves 
him ro accomplish chose acts by which his divinity affirms itself. 
When Indra slays V {tra, and causes the thunder to rumble, Heave!1 
and Earth shudder in recognition of his manyu. 48 le is through his 
manyu that Indra has, since his birth, manifested himself. 

49 
That 
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I~dra's m_anyu is, in the final analysis, nothing other than 
~self (Just as a so~erei~~ cannot be distinguished fro 
ma1esty that characterizes him and which is used in his 
proven by the paratactic ,construction of AS?.93. I: 

lndre1J4 manyunti vaydm 
abhi rytima p,;tanyatti!J 

'With In~, with (his) manyu (or, with Indra as many,; l 
may we triumph over the enemy!' 

N?w, while it is the case that Indra's manyu is more often 
no~ vwlence and fury and warlike intoxication Oust as is the 
which the Maruc~ show in t~eir terrifying course,5° or the 
of ~rahm.ai:iaspaa51), the. case of ~tra-Van.u;ia and Agni 
en~1rely different one. It ts by their proper (svena52) ma 
~1tra-V~~a_ separate disorder from order.53 Agni's ma 
simply his de~tte, or rather his anticipatory thought, and the 
wonde~s t? ~1mself what praise he might offer the god that 
be to his hkmg and fulfil his expectations. 

Here we touch on an important point. The word 
frequ~ncl~ co~pl~d, i~ nearly synonymous syntagmata, with 
me~g desire or d~ign'. T?is ~s a fact that has long 
recogruzed. Wh~t we w1sh ~o highlight here is that many,, 
no_t _so much ~es1gnate a desire or a design so much as it d 
ability to desire or to conceive. Verse 8.48.8 is, in our op' 
very dear on this matter: 

d'4:ti ddlqa utd manyur indo 
ma no aryo anuktimdm pdrti daf 5 

It would appear that, in the pair ddk{a I manyu, the first t 
more concerned with the intellecc, while the second has m 
do wit~. the emotfons;56 the relationships are reversed in fo 
t?at pair manyu together with vdra 57 or with vdsa. 58 The a 
t10~ ~f manY,u with a term meaning 'desire' or 'design', 
~oc1a~10n ~hich tends in the direction of a pure and s· 
1dentificauon, appears in its most complete form in AS 9.2 
where the ~o vocativ~s of the series kama manyo both re 
the sole subJecc of the smgular verb asi. 59 Bloomfield (I 987: 
~aw ~learlf that the manyu invoked in this hymn was a pc 
ificauon ( courage personified') and that it was no longer a 
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f simple appellative, but of the god himself who was being 
0 

~sed in RS 10.83 and 84. An allegorical mythology emerges 
praiund chis figure, a mythology whose main themes are sketched 
ar~ in che hymn of AS 11.8:60 Manyu cakes a wife in the house 
of Invention (sa7'J1kalpti ); Action (kdrman) and Ardor (tdpas) play 
~he role of groomsme?, and ;the brdhman that of' chief wooer~. 61 

This union is the starti~g p~mt for a complex cosmogony, ~h1ch 
culminates in the const1tut1on of a human body, or rather m the. 
enetracion of the human body by the brdhman. 

P This grouping of Manyu together with Karman, Tapas and 
Brahman is not unique, and is by no means limited to the 
mythology of Manyu. What we fmd here is a transposition, 
onto a mythological level, of the appellative manyils capacity 
co associate itself with determining factors. We will now examine 
chis phenomenon. One of the rare qualifiers we find associated· 
with manyu is satyd an adjective whose value was very well 
defined by Bergaigne:62 in the Vedic hymns, satyd means 'ac
complished or accomplishing', to which we might add 'destined 
co be accomplished, promised with realization'. The manyu 
possessed by Brahmai;iaspaci in RS 2.24.14, as well as by Indra 
in RS 4.17. I 0, is satya. The fact is chat manyu is not only 
the propensity to desire or to conceive an idea, it is moreover 
rhe impulse that moves a being to realize his desires, to bring 
his designs co their appointed end, to translate his thought 
into action. This is ex- plicated clearly in RS 2.24.14, a verse 
which evokes Brahm3.1:1aspati and his satyo manyur mdhi 
ltdrma karisyatd&. In 10.112.8, the poe~ hymns the a~cient 
and primordial (purvyJ'!i . . . . prathama) exploits ( v'iryii . . . 
lt[tdm) of Indra satindmanyiJ& 'dessen Eifer echt ist' (Geidner). 
Oebrunner (l-957: 2:2, p. 432) renders safind with 'wirklich'. 
Verse 1.10.1 of the AS is also rich in teachings on this matter:63 

Varw:ia's manyu is dreadful, to be avoided if possible. But this 
manyu is nothing other than the god's basic activity inasmuch 
as it consists of plans carried to their conclusion, plans chat 
are vtiia& satyJ& (and it is moreover herein chat his royal essence 
resides). The reciter undertakes, by means of the magical prestige 
of his brdhman,64 to deflect the ugrd god's manyu away from 
his protege. In the same way, Indra is king, 'autocracor' ,65 

because he is satydJUfTNl, 'he whose energy becomes a rcality';66 
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the manyu of brahmins are arrows that never miss their 
and that are never thrown in vain.67 

More than intention, manyu is the original tension that m 
one to desire and to act. This is illustrated, in a magical con 
by the imagery of AS 6.42.1: 

dva jyJm iva dhdnvano 
manyu'!l tanomi te hrdd& 

which we gloss in the following manner: 'I remove manyu fi 
your heart, just as one looses a bow of its tension when one rel 
its string'. The same idea is suggested by AS 6.65.1 , which tou 
on an analogous image: 

dva manyur dvii.yata 
dva bahit manoyuja 

'[cause to] decrease the manyu, the [arrow] pointed [at us], 
two arms which intention yokes together [in a single tension]' 

While manyu is, as a predisposition, the absolute origin 
desires and acts, it is itself without origin. It is primal, as the· 
10.147.1 emphasizes: 

irdt te dadhtimi prathamii.ya manydve 

'I place my trust in your initial manyu '. It is quite true, as R 
has shown,68 that by a phenomenon of 'contamination', ' this 
pression not only condenses formulas that use the term pratha 
but also those in which manyu is given as a determining factor 
the death of V{tra'. But this conflation is only possible be 
m~ny~ is, pre_cisei, a determining factor, a necessary condition, 
pnor 10strucuon, 9 a face perhaps confirmed by a ritual instructi 
found at the end of RS 10.83: 

ubhJ uptirrziu prathamJ pibtiva 

'Boch of us, silently, let us be the first to drink [the soma]'. 8 
what strikes us as most convincing of all is the quali 
svayarrzbh/,, applied co manyu in the fourth verse of the same hym 
This compound is a hapax legomon in the [?k Sarrzhitii. in 
hymns of the collection in which each and every divinity is 
ebrated, in turn, as the supreme divinity, Manyu alone has 
right to this unusual tide. With this mention of svayarrzbhi:i., 
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e not only in the presence of the introduction of a neologism 
a! the Vedic lexicon, but also of a new concept that comes to 
co ich the system of religious imagery. Once qualified as 
en;yambh4 Manyu is clearly distinct from Indra, who as Bergaigne 
~ eel is essentially a god who is born, a son-god.70 Post-J?g Vedic 
00

0
t~ts allow us to measure the import of this qualifier. It is 

f;und twice in theAtharva Veda-in 10.8.44, where it is r~ated 
the being who is infinitely wise, immortal, whole, supenor to 

:r1, a~d who knows the iitman; an~ _in 19.10.5?, in a cos~og?ny 
that depicts Time, kala, as the ongm of all thmgs, the ~nnciple 
out of which arise Prajapati, tapas, and Kafyapa, who is called 
wayarrtbht,,. Even more illuminating, even if it speaks fr?m a later 
base of Vedic religion, is the passage of VS 2.20. Thts last text 

~escribes the circumambulation by which the king, in the course 
of rhe riijasuya ceremonies, imitates the circula~ path take~ by the 
sun: the king symbolically creates space and ttme, ~rganu.es the 
universe around himself and reproduces the cosmic process of 
creation and maturation. Under such ciicumsrances, he may only 
use instruments and ingredients that he hi"!self ~as manufactur~d; 
and he is himself referred to as svayarrzbhu. This ceremony, with 
ics attendant symbolism, has been studied by Heesterman,71 '_'l'hom 
we have paraphrased here. The motif that emerges fro~ th~s text 
is clear: it is that creation is the work of a creator who is hrmself 
his own source; and that the environment \IVhich allows for the 

' creative process to bear fruit is one of heat (~ere, sola_r hea~), of 
tdpas. The cosmogonic function of tapas ( which mamfests itself 
on a number oflevels and has been the subject, in Indian thought, 
of increasingly complex speculation72), is a datum to? trivial for 
us to -emphasize (see, among a hundred. other V ~die tex:s, R_S 
10.90 and 129). What is worthy of mentton here is that tapas LS 

sometimes assimilated to and sometimes allied with the uncreated 
creator, a connection highlighted, with all the clarity one could 
hope for, by TB 3.12.3.1: 

svaya7!1bhu brtihma paramarri tdpo ydt 

'The brahman, self-born, supreme ardor!' (Let us note in passing 
that the simple fact that both the brahman here and the god 
Manyu in RS 10.83 are called svayarrzbhu indicates ~ kin? of 
equivalence between the two notions, or at least a relattonship of 
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sorts. This is supported in the variant term brtihma,;.ii which 
TB 2.4.2.3 offers in place of manyund, found in AS 7.70.5 
Now, from the time of the Fg VetM, the god Manyu Svayarµ 
is also known by the tide (given him in theAnukrama,;.i) ofM 
Tapasa.74 In 10.83.2, he is united with tdpas: 

pahi no manyo tapasti saj<i[a& 

'Protect us, Manyu, in keeping with tdpas !' He has tdpas for 
ally in verse 3: 

ttipasa yujtf vi jahi idtrim 

'With tdpas, scarcer our enemies!' Similarly, it is with tdpas 
manyu that brahmins simultaneously strike the enemy in 
5.18.9. 

There corresponds, to the basic intentionality designated by 
appellative term manyu, a primal, universal and uncreated di · • 
who is endowed, through his association with tdpas, with 
principal attribute used to characterize a creator god. In 
regard, it is fitting char the two hymns consecrated to him fo 
directly upon the two hymns to Visvakarman, the svadhJ 
('self-regulating') demiurge. What is paradoxical is that Man 
cosmogonic role is never articulated explicitly, or at least never 
a term for term basis. We can only acknowledge and reconsti 
this role by making constant reference to the appellative ma 
and by taking the qualifiers which describe Manyu Tapasa in th 
two poems whose tonality and ri tual destination are, we rep 
unquestionably martial in character, as so many allusions or ve· 
references co chis role. The simple mention of the vdjra orients 
towards a reading on two simultaneous levels. The vdjra is In 
bolt or club, the offensive weapon, and the god Manyu is dir 
invoked by the name of vdjra (and of sdyaka, 'shaft') in 10.83. 
But we know from other sources that the vdjra is at the height 
its efficiency when it liberates the powers of creation and fertili 
this has been judiciously noted by J. Gonda;75 while G. Liebe 
has found it possible to give a 'phallic' interpretation to the t 
vajra. · 

All of these elements lead us to the conclusion that the 
manyu-suktasare to be read, by a kind of f/,e[a, on two simultaneo 
levels. The first of these levels would provide us with its explici 
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whose validity, supported as it is by the rite, should by 
COntent, · (di · · d · l) . s be placed in question: Manyu ts vm1ze marna 
o rnean · th b 11· · · · 0 

• tdpas, its ally, or its synonym, 1s e e 1cose agitat1on, 
furore!, 1·c ardour that seethes within the being to which it gives 
the po em h h b · · 
. and which destroys, by its scorching touc , _t e emg agamst 

fife, · · directed The vdira is Indra's bole, with the key words hom it ts . "J • b 
w . ahas sdhuri and all the terms that des1gnace com at, 
b~ng ! d, the spoils of war. The second level, for which the key 
v1ctoty, an • ·c · · d 

d · a11ambhu opens onto a latent s1gmr1cance, consntute wor 15 ;-v J • ' h 
b Sonances on these same terms: vdjra may per aps mean 
yre . . • . h, d 

'membrum virile', tdpas, certai~y means. C(eaCive eat, an 
, here designates the intentional tension that we have at-,nanyu 77 

tempted to define. . . 
The sfefa chat permits us co posit two such s1D1ultaneous read-

. · not based, as in the kavya,. on homonymy, nor on the 
ings ts f . ifi , h'ch b 
coexistence, for a single signifiant, o two stgnz _es w 1 . are to e 
considered separately even if they refer back, d1achr~mcally, co_a 
• I meani·ng It is rather founded on the fact that, m the poetic 

sing e · ' ' · f · gl 
I guage of these hymns, all of the many mearungs o a sm e 
an are simultaneously present and compounded together: :~s, formulas, and thoughts are brought together in a closely 

k ·c network of cross-references such that, for the most rece~t 
m da' · · th portions of the collection, it is the Ve 10 ItS enurety at 1s 

evoked in each hymn. 
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Return Action in the Sacrificial 
Mechanics of Brahmanic India 

'When a man has repaid with evil the evil done 
by anothe~ w~en he was in distress, by one 
~ocked him m hard times, it is, I think as if 

were born agam'1 
' 

The _Mahabharata shows us, in a thousand different ways 
the ,desire for _ven_gean~e is a v~tal ambition, an essential p ' · 
that ~eeds no JUStificau?n outs1de of itself, being that which gi 
~eanmg to human acaon.2 The narrative fabric of the Epic 
indeed, a network of tales of vengeance.3 

As we ~ow, the central theme of the Mahiibhiirata is 
confr~ntatJon be~een two groups of heroes, the Kauravas 
the Pandavas Lv,ng at th f h · flj · . . . · , -· . e root o t eu con · ct are a senes 
reciprocal offences that issue in a situation in which Ka 
resentment dominates. Henceforth, it is the Kauravas who~ 
~o take the initi~cive of hatred; they persecute their adversari 
mces~antly, heaping treachery and humiliation upon them 
conflict reaches its point of no return when the Kaur · 
D di h •r avas act 

raup~ , t e wue of _the five P~c;iavas. Having bested her h 
bands ~n a ga_me of dice, and having stripped them of all th 
~ossessions~1ncluding their w~fe-the Kauravas treat Draup 
like a slave and ou~rage her with unforgivable acts: Duhsas 
drags her by ?e~ hair as he abuses her; and when he atte~pts 
undress her, It is only through Kt~~a's miraculous intercessio 
~ha~ he does n_ot su~eed in stripping her naked. Duryodh 
invites her t~ sit on his thigh. At the request of their father, 
aged Dhi;c:ra~µ-a, the Kauravas loosen their stranglehold, an 
allow the P~c;iavasw go free, returning Draupadi to them as they 
sentence them to exile-or more exactly, to disappearance--for 1 
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erio'd of thirteen years. It is Bhima, the most impetuous of her 
husbands, who takes it upon himself to avenge Draupadi. And so 
•r is that thirteen years later during the final battle of this grandiose 
:cruggle for. vengeance that would end with the_ victory, at an 
eXU'emely high cost, of the forces of good, the Pa~~ava, Bhima 
comes to kill D~sasana and give Draupadi his blood to drink, 
and co shatter Duryodhana's thigh and trample his head. In the 
intervening period berween the dicing scene and this battle, Drau
padi is forced to suffer a number of other humiliations, as she 
wanders clandestinely, sharing the burden of exile with her hus
bands, On each of these occasions, it is Bhima who avenges her. 
Avenging Draupadi is Bhima's speciality. The war itself may be 
broken down into a series of combats that involve but a small 
number of opponents, combats which are presented as so many 
Jinks in a chain of vengeance, as either the final redress of a former 
wrong or the reaction, in the heat of battle, to the slaying of one's 
father or ally. Dro~a, a warrior in the Kaurava camp, slays his 
former friend and eternal enemy Drupada, who is in the P~~va 
camp. Drupada is avenged by his son Dh{~tadyumna, who slays 
Dro~a, whose son Asvatthaman avenges him by slaying Dh{ga
dyumna. The forms these murders take (since the majority of 
them are committed through treachery) clearly show that these 
are not mere instances of doing away with one's enemy; they are 
nothing other than acts of vengeance, of committing an act of 
violence that is the equivalent of-and, when possible, of the same 
order as-the violence one has suffered. 

The core account, of the battle of the Pandavas and the Kaura
vas, is but a portion of the Epic's narrative· ~hole. We would do 
well then to examine its other components, that is the frame, 
narrative and various episodes. 

H·ere, too, the theme of vengeance appears with great clarity. 
The frame narrative consists of the tale of king Janamejaya, the 
descendant of the Pandava heroes, who has his ancestors' deeds 
recounted to him.'1 N~~. this recitation takes place in the course 
of a 'snake sacrifice'5 the king is performing. Why is he sacrificing? 
Because his father Pariksit died of snake bite.6 We are thus in 
the presence of a mortuary sacrifice, of redress that the sacrificer 
affords his father by putting to death every member of his 
murderer's race. This is revenge in the form of sacrifice, or more 
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exaccly a sacrifice within which revenge is implicit, folio • 
Mauss's schema.7 (Even closer to this schema is the cer 
Vapu~mant performs in honour of his father: 8 the offeri 
water is replaced in this PuraJ?.ic account by an offering of 
murderer's blood; and it is with the flesh of his murderer, 
not with flour as is normally the case, that the ritual 
[pi~s] are made). 

As for the Epic's episodes, these are edifying narratives p 
in rhe mouth of one or another of the con: narrative's 
characters, in support of a didactic teaching it has fallen on 
to make. These episodes, even though they interrupt the 
cinuity of the main story, are generally more than mere can 
asides. They too, on the contrary, have a place in the p 
general organization, either because they give information 
cerning the heroes' ancestors, or because the events they i 

are precursors or replications of analogous elements from 
main story. A fair number of these expansions are them 
tales of vengeance. An example is the story of Parasurama 
in order to avenge his father Jamadagni who has been killed 
the sons of Arjuna Karcavirya (this murder is itself the cul · 
tion of a complex prehistory of offences, reprisals and 
undertakes to slay every member of the murderer's race--that 
the entire k[atriya class (var1;a).9 This massacre, committed 
ty-one rimes over, would have resulted in their total annihila · 
had the Earth, who could not live without a king (and the 
is a k[atriya by definition) not begged him to spare a few of 
survivors. These would give birth to a new and purified race 
kfatriyas. 

Ir would not be difficult, and only slightly artificial, to ar 
all the events related in the Mahiibhiirata along the lines o 
repertory of its tales of vengeance. 

But the Mahiibhiirata is something more than a mere s 
or nesting set of tales. It also contains, on the one hand, a num 
of purely didactic portions which, placed in the mouth of so 
divine or human hero, give a doctrinal account of dharma--
is, of the social order and the cosmic order. On the other h 
we can distinguish several levels---or, to borrow G. Dumezil' 
expression, several causalities-within the narrative itself. 

Superimposed upon the 'romanesque causality' that makes 
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of rhe Kauravas and Pit?,4avas an intelligible one there is also 
sr~ry chico-epic causality'. This latter concerns the ~ods an? Asuras 
a d~he ways in·wh.ich they, in order to accomplish then plans, 
an der the human character in whom they incarnate themselves. 
e~:~ero is at once him·self and the emanatio~ ~fa divinity~ ~d 
T rnbet of his personality traits are cransposmons of the d1V1ne 
a nu h h . ure of him from w om e anses. 
nat · 1· · · bo d' d t ·c This mythico-ep1c causa 1ty 1s m turn su r mate o a cosm1 

aliry, by virtue of which the Mahabharata becomes the de-
caus f h · h' h h . i cion of a global crisis, o t e way m w ic t e umverse must 
scr p co pass into a nighcside of its existence, and of the cataclysm 
come d h b . . f rh marks che end of chis age an t e egmmng o a new one. 
H~an passions, vicious or simply inadequate behaviour are so 
many symptoms- and at the same time, causes:--of a dissolution 
f dharma, a dissolution char is at the same ume the symptom 

;nd cause of a yugiinta, of the end of ~n age, 11 It _is this_ fmal 
causality, as well as the sacrificial symbolism 12 recogmzable m ~e 
oem as a whole and in each of its parts, that makes the specific 

feature of the Indian Epic. The Iliad may also. be d~scribed. as -~ 
chain of acts of revenge, a convenient starting pomt bemg Achille~ 
resentment announced by Homer in the first verse. But what is 
special in the Indian Epic is that the aces of the humans as _well 
as the gods reveal their full me~ing only ';'hen they :ire examrned 
in the light of a general docume of cosmic and social. dharma, a 
doctrine that is expressed throughout the text, both directly and 
through mediating symbols. 

What place then, in the perspective of dha~a, does ~engeance 
occupy? Its place is a non-existent or, at least, mdetenrunate one. 
The desire for revenge is omnipresent and in one of the motors · 
for human 13 (and divine) activity; but, taken is isolation, venge
ance is neither a thing of value, nor an institution, nor even a 
socially regulated practice. . . . 

Furthermore, there exists no topical term for this notion •~ the 
Sanskrit language. That which we translate as. 've;°geanc~ ~e 
terms that signify 'reaction' or 'compens~non (pr~tikara, 
pratikriya'), terms that can just as well b~ apph~d to the idea of 
'reward'. Alternatively, one finds such penph~asuc c~mpo~n-~ as 
vairaiuddhi, the 'elimination of hostility', or nouns hke vamta or 
jigha'f!lsd, which refer to hatred or murderous intentions.14 
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How are we co explain chis face-chat vengeance has no fo 
status in an Epic in which it is constantly brought into play? 

The answer lies in che fact that the Epic is describing 
evolution of a crisis situation. On the level of 'roman 
causality', of human motivation, this crisis grows out of 
irregularity in the royal family. Because the princes are la · 
in the proper qualifications or strength co rule, or because 
lack the will to rule, there is no truly legitimate king. B -
the son of Santanu (the common great-grandfather of the P 
9avas and the Kauravas), draws away from his younger bro 
and renounces the throne as well as the procreative act. In 
next generation, king P:u:i9u prefers forest life to the thro 
Furthermore, a curse has condemned him co die the moment 
has intercourse with a woman; and because he has been 
deprived of any direct descent, his sons, che five Pandavas arc 
face che sons of gods who have taken his place in ~~icing · 
his two wives. By yielding co the temptation of ascetic ren 
cion, these kings are disloyal co their own dharma and pro 
a general social disorganization, a mingling of duties and · 
of conduct. The opposition of the Pai:i9avas and Kauravas o 
exacerbates this failure and state of confusion. Revenge is t 
and one's people are avenged not as a means to obeying a posi · 
ideal of honour and solidarity, but due to the absence of 
king who might impede or punish the crime. This crisis situati 
is perceived and lived as such, and does not issue in any n 
norm. When a norm is invoked, it is always that of dharma; 
it is a basic principle of dharma to reserve, for the king, 
privilege of inflicting punishment. 

This principle is stated in the clearest possible terms in 
dharma sii.tras, collections of rules upon which the entirety 
ancient Indian legal literature based itself. 15 

Lee us note here that the king normally belongs to the warri 
or k{atriya class, and that every k{atriya, being of royal essence, 
a king in some sense. Bue the system which maintains that 
function of the king, and the king alone, is to punish, is not 
product of an aristocratic code of conduct proper to the warri 
class. For the king's highest purpose is not, in fact, che glorificacio 
of his race; what moves him to act before all else, is the desire 
gain in chose merits by which he may come co deserve a hap 
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e in the next world. The king moreover, can only be certain 
%curh~ is following dharmawhen he has at his disposal the advice 
~ surety of his brahmin counsellors. 16 

ao In cruth, a king, when he acts under the ~uidance of brahmins, 
is like an incarnation_ of ~harma.17 Dhar':"1 ~s ~owerless, or_ rather 
non-existent, if the king is not t!1~re to give it life, armed with che 
od of punishment to see that it 1s respected. 18 It would even be 
~ ,cact to consider the king and punishment as the means to the 
111d of dharma. It is a bond of consubstantiality that obtains 
:cween dharma, the king and punishment. Dharma an? punish-

nt are combined in the figure of the god Yama: the king of the ::d and god of death, the prototype of the human king, ancestor . 
f the human race and personification of dharma, his name means 

:ontrol', 'repression', and his weapon is, for sure, the rod of 
. hm t 19 punis en . 

Jc is for the sake of the king, says Manu, that (in_ th~ begin?ing) the 
creator produced his son punishment (da'Jl!a), which 1s noch1~8 other 
chan dharma, and which consists of the flame of the brahman. 

Jc is punishment chat is truly the king, it is he who is the male, the 
leader, he who ordains, who is the guarantor of dharma for the four 
stages of life. It is punishment alone that governs all the creatures, who 
alone protects chem, who alone watches over chem while they sleep. 
The sages declare: punishment is dharma [ ... ).21 

[f the king did not punish, without cease, chose who desetve to be 
punished, the strong would fiy the weak like fishes on a skew:er; the 
mob would eat the sacrificial cake, the dog would come and lick the 
offerings, no one would be able to hold on to his possessions, inferiors 
would take the place of their superiors ... Every class would be cor
rupted and every barrier broken; every man would be enraged at ~cry 
other man were punishment to go astray. But there where black pumsh
ment keeps watch with red eyes, there where he annihilates the evil ones, 
rhe people do not go astray, so long as he who inflicts punishment has 
h . h · 22 t e ng t perspective. 

If punishment is to be administered by the king, if it can only 
be administered by him and no one else, then vengeance must of 
necessity be relegated among those passions or forms of action 
that threaten dharma; or rather, be encompassed by anger which, 
together with desire and cupidity, is one of the causes of differences 
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between people. These quarrels are set straight by legal proced 
that the king organizes by virtue of his being the (sole) cust 
of punishment. It is to this end, says Narada, that the 
function was created when it became apparent that humans 
ceased to observe dharma spontaneously.23 

The king can make dharma and punishment reign because 
is himself ada'}rjya: the consecration ceremony includes a rite 
passage in which the king is beaten by a brahmin, and so p 
beyond the reach of the da'ltfa's power.24 To the king's I 
immunity may be added the certitude, for the king, that in 
of the acts he may be led to commit in inflicting punis 
his purity always remains intact.25 This is because the king, 
he holds tn_e da'l4a--that is, when he reigns-is comparab 
'those who are bounded by a vow or who are performing a 
sacrifice' .u. A frequent, nearly automatic,analogy found in 
Brahmanism of ancient India maintains that any activity, wh 
human or divine, possessed of a measure of complexity 
directed towards a goal compatible with dharma or some 
of dharma, ought to be analysed as a sacrifice-that is, one o 
to recognize in it the same persons, ingredients, interplay 
forces, arrangements, and the superimpositions of meanings 
characterize the sacrificial scenario. Such is the case with 
mogony and with the majority of rites of passage, most esp • 
the marriage and funerary rites; but married life, study, love 
war are also so many sacrifices. In describing the king's 
and repressive activities (it is the king's special dharma to see 
it that each of his subjects also follow his or her own dha 
the authors adapt the structure of sacrifice in at least two 

Bthaspati tells us that it is Vi~r;iu who, in the sacrifice, is 
sacrificial recipient, whereas in a legal proceeding, this ro 
played by the king. The litigant who wins the trial is cbe 
as the sacrificer (yajamtina), while he who loses is like the vi 
(pasu). The plaint and the defence are comparable to md 
butter, and the grounds for lawsuit (pratijfia') to the veget 
offering (havis). Here, the Vedas are the treatises on dharma, 
judges the officiating priests (rroiJ) and the fine to be paid 
ritual fee (dakri1Ja').27 

Other texts (more naturally) compare the king to the sacrifi 
rather th an to the divinity, since it is the sacrificer who d 
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P
enses of the sacrifice, and who reaps its fruics.28 To what, 

che ex h di · · h h ffi · ought one to compare t e vm1ty to w om t e o enngs 
chen,iven? While it is not so stated explicidy, all evidence leads 
are g 

O 
think that this is nothing other than dharma itsel£ 

one t h h h kin ' · · d th ifi h We must note ere t at t e gs JUSOce an esacr tee ave 
in common than formal analogy. One also finds a re-,nore . fa . f f 

blance in their content. Both are m ct mscances o an act o scrn . h h . . . I nee which does not taint t . e person w o commm tt or causes 
~o e be committed. In both cases, the good one hopes to realize, it co . fu 1·c . . db _er. , . . this world or m a ture ne, 1s accompante ya rearurmaaon (0 

f the general dharma. 0 
It is, on the contrary, impossible to draw a corresp?n~e?ce 

between vengeance and sacrifice: n~t only are they ~sstm1lar 
· content, but also in structure, smce vengeance bnngs only 10 

0 
parties together: the victim who has become a. killer, and 

:e killer who has become a victim (the fact that a son ma_y 
enge his father, or a man take revenge on the sons of his ~ b b . C • enemy, changes nothing: sons are ut su ~acures ,or or .ext~s1o_ns 

f their fathers). Contrariwise, the sacnfice necessanly unpltes 
~o less than three partners-the sacrificer, the victim an? ~e 
divinicy-with a fourth clement, that of the team of sacrificial 
officiants, also often coming into play. Therefore, when we 
encounter, in che Epic's frame narrative and episodes, acts of 
vengeance in che form of a mortuary sacrifice, w_e should t~e 
care to note chat this is not a case of revenge interpreted m 
sacrificial terms, but rather of revenge enclosed, or enfolded 
and hidden away, within a sacrifice. Vengeance then, does not 
enter into the sacrificial pattern. We further observe, when we 
lyok at the relationship between killer and victim, that vengean~ 
is the opposite of sacrifice; for whereas the. avenger hat~ his 
vi1..cim and wishes to make him suffer, the amtude the sacnficer 
bears rowards his victim is one of gratitude. He recognizes in 
his victim an alter ego who allows him to preserve his own 
self: it is hjs wish to spare him of any pain, and he promises 
him the same heaven that he himself desires. So great is this 
sympathy, this will for identification that carries him t~wards 
his victim, chat he seeks to find in its attitude some sign of 
consent before putting it to death. 

May we say, for all chis, that vengeance is absent from the 
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sacrifice? The sacrificer's own projections bring it ceaselessly i 
play. These projections are of two orders. Examples of the sitn 
of the two are the most common, and may be formulated ass 
I am afraid of the victim I have just killed, because I have bu 
and it will certainly want to take revenge. The second, a 
common and more complex order of projection, may be fo 
lated: I am afraid that my partner may be afraid of me and 
he may believe that I wish to avenge myself of the hurt I suffi 
because of him. 

Simple projections have immediate effects which are cl 
circumscribed by the rite. The precautions one takes in the co 
of sacrifice co gain the victim's consent and collaboration 
insufficient. One must also neutralize the desire for vengeance 
by members of the animal's family. A propitiatory formula 
provided to this effect: 'May his mother consent to this killing. 
well as his father, his uterine brother, and companion from 
same herd'.29 

So it is, the text adds, that one verily puts the victim to d 
with the assent of his own family and friends.30 

Bue one cannot be sure of the meekness of the victim it 
the desire to retaliate seems so natural, and so in line with 
mechanics of the compensation of good and evil that gro 
the system of dharmic equity, that the sacrificer cannot help 
dread the effects of the violence he has committed. While 
texts may well proclaim that sacrificial murder is not a sin it 
not such an easy thing to rid oneself of guilty feelings, and 
the power of the rite is a welcome thing when, compoun 
wi th persuasion, it works to imprison the victim in its condi · 
of victim. 

Here is an example of this concern and of the way in w · 
ritual is employed to remedy it: one phase of the soma sacri 
called the prataranuvaka or 'morning litany', consists of the rcci 
tion of Vedic formulas, in verses of varying meters. In V 
speculation, there are fixed correspondences between a gi 
metric schema and a given element of the cosmos. So, for exam 
the b,hati (8 + 8 + 12 + 8 syllables) and Uf1Jih (8 + 8 + 12 syllabi 
meters correspond to the cow and horse, and the he-goat and r 
respectively. Now, it is held that one should, while reciting 
morning litany, arrange these formulas in such a way that the t 
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in brhati and U!1Jih meter fall in the middle, framed as it were by 
tClCCS whose meters symbolize strength and vigour. 

1 
rhe middle then, is the livestock, in relationship to the brhati and 

;e ia:'!ih. ,Indee?, !tis in this wa~ that rhe re~iter encloses the liv~stock 
both sides, with strength and vigour, and grves them to the sacrificer. 

Vtus, the livestock can~ot stray from the sacrificer: Just as men in ~is 
orld eat animals, and JUSt as they possess rhem. 10 the same way, 10 

~e ocher world, do animals eat_ men. He subdu~ t~em here with the 
orning lirany. Subdued, the animals do not eat him 10 the other world, 

mor do they possess him in order to do the same unto him. Just as he :cs chem in this world, and possesses them in this world, in the same 
way does he eat them and possess chem in the other world.31 

Here we can see how the lex talionis--he who has eaten will be 
eacen-has been replaced by another law that only has teeth by 
virme of the rice's efficacy: he who has eaten will eat. 

Sacrificial violence is a borderline case of mundane violence. 
We are not certain that the victim, in spite of our promise to send 
him co heaven, will spare us his resentment. Should we not then 
dread all the more the wrath of those beings, both animal and 
vegetable, that we destroy in the food we eat every day? Animals, 
crees, plants, the waters themselves cry out for vengeance against 
humans who, in chis world, ceaselessly torture them and put them 
co death. The setting of these victims' reprisals is the other world, 
where the eaters and eaten of this world change roles. It is curious, 
however, that whereas humans retain their human appearance 
here, the animals, trees, plants and waters who are now the ex
ecutioners leave their original natures behind to also become 
humans. Such, at least, is che vision beheld by the sage Bhrgu, 
son of Varur:ia, in the Satapatha Brahma1Ja account whose incen
rion it is co provide the raison d'etre for the agnihotra rite, a daily 
sacrif1ce, performed at dawn and dusk, of pouring cow's milk into 
one of the householder's sacrificial fires. We thus learn chat the 
object of this rite is co prevent the reversal wirnessed by Bhrnu 
from ever happening co h im who faithfully performs it, and who 
knows why he performs ic.32 

Bhrgu, th~son ofVarui:ia, thought he knew more than his father. Varui:ia 
noticed this and said, 'Go my son, towards the east. When you have 
seen what you wiU have seen, go towards the south; then towards the 
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west; then towards the nor.th; then cowards rhe northeast. And 
come and tell me what you have seen. 

Bhrgu, then, went ro rhe east, and saw, 0 horror! men who 
dismembering men, tearing them limb from limb as they said: 'Ii 
one for you and one for me!' He said, 'What a horrible thing! ~ 
me! These men here who dismember men, who tear them limb 
limb!' They replied, 'This is how they created us (asacanta) in the 
world, now we are returning them the favour (pratisaciimahe)'. B 
said, 'Is there no expiation (priiyafcittJ) for this? 'There is one'. • 
is it?' 'Your father knows what it is'. 

To the south, he saw men who cut men into pieces. 
To the west, it was men who, sitting silently, were devoured by 

men sitting silently. 
To the north, men who screamed, and were eaten by men 

screamed. 
To the south, west and north, Bhrgu asked the same questions 

received the same answers. • 
To the north-easr, he saw two women, the one beautiful and 

ocher surpassingly beautiful.33 Between these two women is a black 
w'.rh yell_ow eyes, who holds a stick in his hand. Seeing him, B · 
seized with terror. He returns co his father and sirs down. His 
says to him, 'Learn, rhea your Vedic lesson. How is it that you 
not learned your lesson?' Bhrgu answers, 'What is it that l should I 
The~e is nothing ro learn anyway'. Then Varu~a knows: 'Indeed, he 
seen . And he says ro his son, 'The men you saw to the east were 
When one throws onto the fire logs one has taken from trees, 
becomes rhe lord of trees, and conquers the world of trees. The 
you saw to the south were animals. When one makes an offerin 
mi:"<, one becomes the lord of animals and conquers the wo 
anim~s. The men you saw ro the west were planes. When one ligh 
the milk of rhe agnihotra with a flaming piece of straw, one bee 
the lord of plants and conquers the world of plants. The men you 
to the north were the waters. When one pours water into the m· 
the agnihotra, one becomes lord of the waters and conquers the 
of the waters. Of those two women, the beautiful and the surpass" 
beautiful, the beautiful one is Belief; when one offers rhe first lib 
of the agnihotra, one becomes master of Belief, one conquers Belief. 
surpassingly beautiful woman is Non-Belief: when one offers the 
Hbation, one becomes lord of Non-Belief and conquers Non-Belief. 
for the black man with the yellow eyes, be is Wrath. When, after ha 
poured water into the spoon, one pours the libation into the fire, 
becomes the lord of Wrath and conquers Wrath. And, in truth, an 
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ho, knowing this, offers rhe agnihotra, becomes rhe lord of all things 
w d conquers everything'. 
all 

f-iere now is an example of a complex projection. 
In order that he may provide himself with a sacrificial body, 

necessary for him to enter into contact with the gods in the 
sacrifice proper, the sacrificer performs a certain number of pre
liminary rites which, taken as a whole, constitute his consecration 
(tfih,a1- Counted among these rites area p.urificatory bath, follow
ing which the sacrificer puts on a linen garment: this he does, says 
che Satapatha Brahma1J,a, 'to be complete'.Yi For in doing this, 

Ir is verily his own skin that he puts on. For this same skin that is 
presendy on rhe body of the cow was originally on man. The gods had 
said, 'Everything on earth rests upon the cow; let us give ir che skin char 
is presently on man: in this way, it will be able to bear che rain and the 
cold and che hear'. Man was thus skinned. Ir is for this reason that when 
a piece of straw or some ocher ching scrapes him, he begins to bleed. 
One chus places chis skin upon him, which is his clothing. And for chis 
reason none but man wears clothing: clothing is a skin for him. And 
for chis reason as well, one should be attentive co dressing suitably, so 
as co be completely clad in one's own skin. And for this reason again, 
ic is pleasure co see a man, even if he be ugly, suitably dressed, for chus 
is he clad in his own skin. And thus, a man should not go naked in the 
presence of a cow. For the cow knows that ic is wearing the man's skin, 
and it Aees_ for fear that man will take his skin back. This is alsc why 
cows affewonacdy approach the man who is suitably dressed. 

This text offers us an example of a particularly refined form of 
non-violence, the will to not -cause fright. But it also show.s us, as 
is stated elsewhere in this same Brahmana, how the man who 
undertakes diks_a prior to a sacrifice lives in 'a made world', a world 
that he has made for himself, and how, in this situation, he makes 
a bodf for himself, thus completing with a cultural skin the body 
co w~1ch _che gods had done harm. By clearly indicating that it is 
n?t his w,IJ to avenge himself, or even to seek redress, man shows 
himself to be unique. He cannot hope for the same self-abnegation 
on tbe part of other creatures. And so it is that he devotes himself 
~o various-and at times contradictory-proceedings and reason
uigs to fend off the vengeance of the beings who surround him. 
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W~ have seen that the rite is the somewhat mechanistic mean. 
which humans are enabled to perpetuate, in the next world, · 
domination that they enjoy in this world, and to blunt or 

all retaliation. One may also proceed by defining the present 

of affairs not as a starting poinr- and thus, one which would 
for casrigarion and compensation, and thereby vengeanc 

rather as an end-point: castigation has already occurred, and 
sent violence is redress for a past offence. Trees are fell 

humans with axes whose handles are made of wood, and 
provide meri with the insuuments of their own destruction! 

this is not a primal injustice, but is, rather, the result of a p 

ment: one day the Word fled from the world of the gods, · 

herself among the trees who refused to give her up to her p 

T he gods thus cursed the trees, condemning them to suffer 
violence that we inflict upon them roday.35 And if fishes 

themselves to be killed without putting up any resistance, th 

nor do so in order to pave the way for their revenge in some fu 
life. Their behaviour is once again the result of a curse, this 

by Agni who, when fleeing the gods, had sought refuge in 
waters, where he was beuayed by the fishes.36 

Brahmanic India is thus obsessed with violence. We s 

understand however, that it is blocked, by this very ob 

from transforming it into a clearly circumscribed social p 

That which the religious texts evoke, much more than the · 

diate desire to avenge oneself, is the fe.ar of provoking 

creature's desire for vengeance; and this is a desire that 

awakened not only in humans and gods, bur also in all that 

life (a boundless sphere, including not only the waters, as we 

seen, but the earth as well). This metaphysical propensity 

man to search out, from within the vast system of dhamuz, 

later in ~e cycles of infinite recurrence, the causes and conscq 

ces of h1s acts, and turns him away, in his thought of veng 

from concentrating on the irreversible history of singular ev 

10 

Paths of the Knife: Carving up the 
Victim in Vedic Sacrifice .. 

The term most frequently used in Vedic prose to deno. te 

cutting a sacrificial victim into pieces is vibhakti. 1 Ir desig

nates fragmentation of the body for the purposes of dis

cribution: each portion is defined by the recipient (human or 

divine) to whom it is allotted. 
The striking feature about Vedic teaching on 'division of the 

victim' (paior vibhakti~) is the contrast between the wealth and 

derail of the strictly technical insuuctions ( vidhi) on the proce

dure and circumstances of the operation, and the poverty and 

tenuousness of the speculative commentary (arthavtida) on the 

correspondence between each portion and its eater. In the 

Briihma,µzs, we should expect to find elaborate considerations on 

the cosmic and social symbolism of dividing an animal into pieces, 

of che same order as those concerning the bricks of the fire altar2 

(which we know to be offerings) or, most of all, the prototype 

victim, the primordial Puriu_a,3 whose every part and organ is 

presented as the origin of a particular element in the universe. 

Our expectations remain unfulfilled: when it comes to the par

ticular stage in animal sacrifice (paiubandhd') of dividing up che 

body and the allotment of its pans, the impetus which at other 

rimes propel$ the authors of the Briihma,:zas into endless discussion 

on the 'meaning' and efficacy of a rite and tireless justifications 

* This text was first presented at the conference 'Divisione dellc carni: 

diruunica sociale et organinazione del cosmo', Sienna, September 20-3, 1983 

(see L 'Uomo 9: l-2 (1985]). I dedicate this article to Jean-Pierre Vernanr, the 

historian and philosopher who caught us chat ro emphasize a culture's internal 

coherency is not to close it in on itself, bur rather ro create the conditions for, 

and bring to the fore, the criteda of comparison. 
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of the sequence or combination of various phases in a rite, 
very quickly. Why such unaccustomed restraint? 

What we wish to emphasize in this paper is that the authors 
the Vedic trearjses on sacrifice appear especially preoccupied ~ 
how best to proceed so that the parts resulting from the divi · 
of the body might reconstitute themselves so as to form a Ii · 
whole. It js this recomposition, much more than the fate 
raison detreof each fragment, that is addressed in the hermeneu 
and apologetics of the Briihma,:zas. 

However, before discussing these speculations, a brief acco 
· of the practical instructions must be given. They are conveni 

summarized by Schwab. 5 The majn stages in pasor vibhakti~ 
the following: 1) the victim is strangled or suffocated by 
officiant known as the iamitr, the 'carver';6 2) the body is 
washed by the patni, the sacrificer's wife: 3) a cake, made of fl 
called the paiupuroefaia, literally the 'victim's cake', has been p 
parrd and offered up in advance to the same divinities as those 
wh?m the victim itself is being sacrificed; 4) the 'carver' m 
an incision above the umbilicus and withdraws the omen 
(vapa); 5) he then skewers the omentum and grills it over 
'carver's fire' (the iamitra fire) set up outside the mahiivedi, to 
north-ease; 6) fragments of gold are inserted imo the oment 
which is offered up to the principal divinity, chat is thrown i 
the fire; the skewer itself is burned; 7) the officiants are given 
fees (daksina); 8) the victim is divided up; the blood, excre 
and scoro'a~h are offered up to the demons, rak~as, in a hole 
co rhe west of the iamitra fire; 9) the heart is put to one side 
grilled separately on a skewer; 10) the other pieces are put on 
cook together in a pot; 11) from each joint or portion produ 
by division of the body, a small piece is removed for one of 
divinities to whom the sacrifice is being offered; the remainder 
each portion is allocated and distributed to men. In 
Brahma,:zas, particularly the Aitareya Briihma,:za 7.1, the h 
recipients are listed: they consist of the entire sacrificial team, pl 
a number of other figures-both men and women-who, witho 
being officiants in the true sense of the term, have some invol 
mentor ocher in the sacrifice; 12) a remainder of flesh known 
the idii, is left (how it is defmed is not really clear) which 
sacrificer and the officiants must eat together; 13) finally, pi 
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f rhe animai's tail are of!ered ~p t? the wi;es o~ the _gods,_ in the 
0 rn·ony known as patmsatJ1ya;a (literally: offenngs m which the 
,ere d k ') wives are ma e co ta e part . . 

It can be seen that the Briihma,:zas pay ?nly a vague and fl~ea?g 
tion to the question of the recipients of these sacnfic1al 

arcen 1· l b h ortions. Similarly, they have very m e to _say a out c e consump-
~ of the idii. There is of course a copious mythology around 
i:f-°7 the da~ghter of Manu, who personifies the sacrificial in
r:dient denoted by the common noun iefa. But the Brahma,:zas 

g nothing about the communal character that sharing the same 
::h among several eaters ought .in principle to have .. There are 

reachings telling us that the circle of table-compamons forms 
~
1
:ociery; nor anything to suggest chat the status and so_cial func

tion of die eater are signified by the quality or quannry of the 
share he is allocated. 

However, there are some questions co be asked about the 
umoer of pieces resulting from the division of the victim's body. 

~hese pieces can in fac~ be counted !n sever~ diffe~enc w~ys, 
articularly in rhe followmg two reckonmgs, which are mterestmg 

p 'fj . . C h becau~e jusn 1cauons are given ror eac . 
}. In SB 3.8.4.1 ff., what is counted is not the number of 

pieces, but the number of the offerings that h~ve the dismem?ered 
body of the victim as their oblacory marenal. These consist of 
three series of elevens, amounting to thirty-three in all. The reason 
given is not, as one would expect, chat there are t_hirty-three go~s 
in the Vedic pantheon; there are thirty-three offenngs because this 
is rhe figure peculiar to man, who is supreme in the animal order: 
he has ten fmgers, ten toes, ten secondary vital breaths plus three 
principal viral breaths. The body !s _therefore ciiv_id~d up in a way 
chat shows a homology with the hvmg man. This is one example 
among many of the identification between sac~ificer ~~ vic~m, 
or, more precisely, it is an instance of the animal victim being 
represented as a substitute for the sacrificer: 'The sacrificer ?ff~rs 
himself up to the divinities when he submits co (the _pre-sacrif1oal 
ascesis of) consecration (di~a) .. . when (after dikfa) he offers 
up a victim to che divinities, he buys himself back from. the 
divinities ... '8 Rather, the sacrificer seeks to show that he is at 
once identical to, and different from, the victim. By offering up 
the victim, it is himself that he wishes both to offer and avoid 
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offering. Victim and sacrificer are united nidanena, 'by eso 
identification'. It is by virtue of their affinity that the torch 
before the victim as it is led to the sacrificial post also lighq 
the path that will lead the sacrificer, after his death, to the eel 
world:9 the animal victim is simply preceding him along this 
path. However, identification must not be total, otherwise 
sacrificer would die at the same time as the victim. That is 
it is said in SB 3.7.4.11 that the mantra must be recited to 
together the blessings called down upon the sacrificer with 
called down upon the victim, but not co unite their 
otherwise Agni would burn the sacrificer too. If we remember 
these considerations on the oscillation between sacrificer and 
tim were provoked by the thirty-three offerings into which 
body is divided it can be seen that even in its most explosive p 
namely the division of the victim into pieces, sacrifice is dir, 
co the person of the sacrificer, considered in his context 
organic unity. 

2. Another answer to the question 'how many portions?' 
be found in AitB 7 .1. The figure here is thirty-six. Its mea · 
this: 'these thirty-six portions are each made up of an elemen 
so happens that the Vedic brhati verse is also composed of 
ty-six feet, divided into (8 + 8 + 12 + 8). Also, the celestial 
are of the same nature as the brhafr. the division of the body 
thirty-six portions is a reference to the celestial worlds. 'Divi 
the body in chis way makes the victim into a celestial 
whereas those who proceed differently hack it to pieces like t 
or brigands'. The •number of portions resulting from divisio 
the victim is exactly the same as the number defining a 
metre (a chandas), that is it is a given, or an articulated 
whose unity is pre-posited and made up of elements that 
once discontinuous (discrete) and coherent. This is an equal 
opposite situation ro the Greek tradition presented in the 
of Jesper Svenbro: on his arrival in Delphi, Pindar offers 
paean in place of an animal; the poet cues into verbal material 
a sacrificer into flesh, with articulations in the verse mirroring 
limbs of a body, caesuras standing for incisions, etc.;· the 
can be an offering, because it is a victim analogue. In India, 
victim can be an offering because the divider's knife makes it · 
a poem analogue. •0 
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Thus, when a victim is divided into thirty-three offerings, or 
ch'rcy~six pieces, what is being considered is not the plurality 
. ~lved, but the unitary wholes that such numbers call to mind 
(~e human body, the brhativerse). 

There is a further example to show that when the authors of 
be Brahmal'}as teach how a victim's body should be divided up, 
~ey are not concerned with the fate of each circumscribed part 

much as with the unification or identification to be achieved 
~; the sacrificer. The example is the royal sacrifice called the 
aJvamedha. 11 In this case the sacrificial victim is a horse, and after 
suffocation and mock or attempted sexual union (mithuna) be
cWeen the principal queen and the freshly killed animal, the horse 
is cut into pieces. The preparatory work is carried out by the king's 
wives who trace out the paths of the knife (asipathdn kalpayantt) 12 

on the horse's body with g.old, silver and copper needles. The 

111any needles symbolize the multitude of men, the plebians, an~ 
since the horse itself symbolizes the kingdom, the needles securely 
fixed in its body are the sign that the mass of subjects and the 
power of the king are well suited to one another. In addition, 
copper needles stand for the point of the compass, silver needles 
for intermediate points of the compass, and gold needles for the 
zenith. The needles draw out horizontal and vertical lines; they 
are therefore multiform (bahurupa); and it is for this reason that 
the points of the compass are themselves multiform, that is in fact 
many and diverse, or distinct (nanarupa).13 But here again, mul
tiplicity and diversity are pushed into the background, and a 
wholly different function is assigned to the paths of the knife: only 
from the empirically material point of view do they prepare the 
way for dividing up the victim; on the symbolic level they trace 
out a bridge (setu) or passage (sarrzkrama1'_1,a) that will enable the 
sacrificer to reach the celestial world (svargdsya lokdsya sdma.r!Jat). 14 

In the examples examined so far, the divided body of the victim 
is indirectly reunified by making it into an analogue of another 
body which is itself undivided (the body of man or •the body of 
a verse). Elsewhere, the div~ding lines are transformed metaphori
cally into lines of linkage (between sacrificer and heaven). 

But the main concern of the authors of the Brahmana.s is to 
show that it is in the very being of the sacrificial animal ·that the 
fragmentation resulting from its death be erased. Let us put to 

-- ----
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one side all the euphemisms that present suffocation or stran 
tion as a pacification, 15 and aU the gestures and words which 
chat the victim consents co being sacrificed, 16 that it will go 
heaven, chat its relatives and friends will be happy to welco 
in the world beyond and will not take revenge on the knife-wi 
ing officiant or the sacrificer. 17 Let us consider the actual 
and how it is treated. 

fu soon as the pa.fu has been sacrificed, and before the 
knife has pierced ft, the sacrificer's wife busies herself round 
pouring water on the orifices of the body, as well as the legs. 
rhe .orifices? Because, as we learn &om the SB 3.8.2.1-6, it is 
the orifices that the vital breaths circulate. Now water is iden 
or equivalent to the vital breaths. Breaths repenetrate the 
when water is placed in its orifices. The text recalls that the 
was killed through 'pacification' and division. Yet it is destin 

. be the living and immortal food of the gods. Life is restored to 

paiu by the reintroduction of vital breaths. Why must the leg1 
sprinkled? Because it is on its legs that the living animal s 
upright. Why is it the business of the sacrificer's wife? Because 
is a woman, and it is from females that creatures are born: 
paiu is reborn from chis woman; its resurrection is a new b' 

The washings and sprinklings take place before division 
Now let us see how this death-dealing fragmentation is 
after it has been carried out. 

A small quantity of §Old is placed on each piece cut away 
the divider's knife, 18 for 'when the paiu is sacrificed, it is kill 
and gold is immortality. Contact with gold makes the pafuim 
cal. In addition, the omentum is sprinkled with mottled m 
butter (n~adajya) of two different colours,20 a duality refl 
that between the breaths of inspiration and expiration. This · 
it is not an inanimate yet still intact victim's body that is rein 
with vital breaths, but fragments which are restored to life one 
one. But it is precisely in order that the breaths animating 
separated parts be reunited (for the membra disjecta to be 
fashioned into a living whole), chat the victim muse have its 
returned co it, that is the mental organ that coordinates its br 
and senses. To chis end, the verse known as manota is reci 

·which is so caUed because it contains the word manota 'inspi 
which is one of the names of Agni.21 
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Reunification and reintegration of the divided animal is also 

1 
function assigned co the 'victim's cake' (pafu pttrorjasa);22 But 

r( srricdy spatial filling role assigned to the cake is elucidated 
c ~ cransformed by the myth relating the origin of this phase in 
a;e rice. ln earliest times, the essence of sacrifice (medha) was in 
c \in; it chen flowed into horses, then into cattle, then into he-
111 acs, and fmaUy ended up in rice and barley. It is nowadays 
go ncencraced in the puroefasa. Thus the cake is the sacrificial whole 
c~ac subscitutes for the missing part of the victim. 
r In che actual tracing out of the division there is no attempt co 
follow anatomical con~1gura~ions ':ith maximal economy :ind 
elegance. The purpose 1s co give an image of quadruped motton: 
the cut must be diagonal, so chat the right forequarter and left 
hindquarter are on che same side of the incision.23 Jc is life in its 
movement and continuity that is being restored at the very mo
rnenr at which division into pieces begins. 

Ac a particular stage in che division, mantras must be recited 
ro the 'fashioner' god Tvam,- who gives each animal it.; species: 
'O Tvam, let your shapes unite! Let chat which differs in shape 
become uniform'. Through the utterance of chese words, aU the 
openings made in the pasu are closed. 24 'O you who differ in shape, 
you have the same characteristic feature' (sdlak{ma,:zo bhavatha). 25 

The will co give life and unity co a creature that at the very 
same moment is being rendered asunder does not occur only with 
respect co the sacrificial animal. It can also be recognized ~ the 
way the soma is treated. The texts constantly refer to the officiants 
killing and destroying the soma when they crush its stems. In order 
chat che soma rriay be reborn at the very same time as it is being 
killed, the officiants press our the juice with stones, griivan, known 
as aJmamaya, made from the stony material that forms the vault 
of the firmament. The mythological justification for the procedure 
is chat the soma plant is identical to the celestial god Soma, whose 
body, originally, consisted of stone mountains.26 By crushing ic 
between scones chat are the body of the god Soma, one places the 
soma plant in contact with itself, or rather its divine double; the 
instrument chat destroys it is the same as chat which makes it 
perfect and complete (k,tsna): 'then it stands up and lives'. 

Is there any jusrjf1cation for seeing, in such attempts to deny, 
mask or reverse the death and fragmentation of living organisms 
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( whether vegetable or arum.ii victim), a prefiguration of what I 
was to celebrate from the end of the Vedic period onwards 
the name ahirrzsii., the will not to kill? This would be a hasty 
simplistic supposition. For the same concern to remake a 
with parts that are simultaneously being kept separate can be 
in sacrifice as a whole, conceived of as a succession of distinct 
and moments which must nonetheless be shown to as fo 
continuum. This obviously brings us onto a more abstract I 
It is no longer a matter of seeking to restore life (new and rn 
phorical life, of course, but with the promise of immortality) 
living beings after they have been killed and torn asunder. 
concern at this level is with partial or individual events, that 
to interlock, provoke their effects, and, in the final analysis, 
to constitute the 'totality' of the sacrifice. But how is unity 
can be achieved only at the end of a process, to embrace all 
parts in advance? How can each fragment be distinct from 
others without there being an insuperable distance between 
This is the problem for which a solution is sought, in h. 
explicit fashion, in the passages in those Brii.hmar;as and 
Samhitiis that discuss the agrayar;a.27 

The iigrayar;a is the annual rite of first fruits. But the re 
also used to denote a type of initial offering in soma sacrifice. 
we have seen, the heart of soma sacrifice is the officiants' er 
of the soma stalks with stones: the resulting liquid is collect 
vats after being filtered through woollen sieves. Ir is then 
off from these vats with smaller containers, for use as offeri 
libations, or more exactly 'drawings' graha. Forced pr 
(savana) cakes place three times daily: at dawn, in the middl 
the day and in the evening. There are two outflows (dhiirii 
soma from the morning pressing, three from the midday pr 
and four from the evening pressing. The figures obviously ha 
symbolic value: 2 + 3 + 4 makes nine,28 and nine, in one way 
counting, is the number of vital breaths animating man. In 
systems, the number of elements counted is the same; and s· 
nine breaths characterize the unitary being of the human 
ganism, the sequence of nine dharas also constitutes a whole, 
this case one day's soma sacrifice. 

There is undoubtedly something troubling and worrying a 
the multiplicity of dharas (and a fortiori grahas). Indeed it ac 
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heighcens the fragmentation under?o?e by the _som~ plant itse!f 
d ing· forced pressing. Moreover, it 1s the sacnfice itself chat 1s 
urt asunder (vichidyate} when pressing takes place (sarrzti~thanti). f c the face that there are nine dhiiras in a day--evidence of 
. u 

1
·larity with the human body-is not enough co prevent or 

s1rn d th b ::_1. . air the rent in the substance of the soma an e rc.:-d.K. m 
re~poral continuity. The nine breaths of man form a whole 
~ecause they are under the dominance of a unificatory principle, 
he amzan: They are the partial realizations of the iitman. What 
~ the analogue of atman in che suma sacrifice? The answer is: the 
~graya~ 29 Now it will be remembered that the ~graya1_ta _is a 
graha, one 'drawing' among others from the morntng pressmg; 
but because it is the first drawing, it is able to embrace all later 
grahas in advance. A~ th~ same_ tim~ as it i_s identified wi~ th~ 
atman, the first drawing 1s also 1dennfied with the god PraJapat1: 
at the first spurt of the agraya1_ta, it is Prajapati's sp~rm that flqws 
forth. 30 The drawings chat follow are engendered by this first 
creative drawing. 

However,. the face of being first does not entirely account for 
the virtues of the iigraya1_ta drawing. Its structure must also be 
examined. What characterize5 this offering is that it is a combina
tion of silence and speech. In face, the agraya'f}a is not necessarily 
the first drawing: but if any come before it, they must be per
formed in silence, unless they are intended to serve a magical 
function (in which case a ~g Vedic verse on the bitch Sara~a is 
recited).31 But those without such _ill intent first accumulate si
lence, by 'holding speech in'. Then one of the officiants lets out 
an exclamation: 'hin'! and 'speech is released', that is one begins 
to recite the mantra in a low, loud 9r very loud voice. 32 Thanks
to chis practice, che sacrificer finds speech joined together fyujyate) 
for him, instead of being dispersed.33 

A myth relating the origins of the practice explains the Jilatter 
in a different· sec· of metaphors:34 one day, Speech moved away 
from Sacrifice. So the gods performed a sacrifice (literally: they 
spread it) in silence (tuf'f}im) and in mind (manasa) . They per
formed the first drawing. Speech took fright, saying to herself: 
they are excluding me from Sacrifice. Speech ran to be with the 
agrayar;a. Thus,:the first drawing attracted- Speech by" its very 
silence (implying that silence b.ad become something other than 
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plain non-speech: a positive force). As for the iigraya,:za, wi 
Speech joined to it, it succeeded in becoming the! master of 
entire sacrifice. For sacrifice is like a wild animal. Ir is timid, 
runs away, and che tigraya,:za (chat is the atman of sacrifice) is j 

catcher (abhitsiira).35 

Bue the authors of rhe Brahmar_1as are so anxious ro assert, O\.I 

and over again, the unity behind each successive pare in the ri 
that they recommend repeating the agrayar_1a at each pressing, evi 

though it is the drawing by definition. 36 The tigraya,:za is the fat 
the other graha are the sons. With the tigrayar_1a present at ea 
pressing, it is like a father being constantly at his son's side to · 
him whatever he might lack. If a drawing is badly performed 
in~omplete, the ~graya,:za is on hand all ready ro make g 
mistakes and fill m gaps.37 Contact with the iigraya,:za keeps 
verse gayatri, the verbal vehicle of the offering, ever fresh and 
able to return there from .whence it came to deliver each pressi 
(to its celestial recipient).38 Thus, the titman of the sacrifice 
ages ro P,enetrate all its parts. 

The Satapatha Brahmar_1a contains a famous assertion, alm 
an adage-which other texts repeat or reproduce in slightly · 
ferent forms: 'Now, in performing chat sacrifice, they slay it; 
in pressing out cl1e king (soma), they slay him; and in quiete · 
and immolating the victim, they slay it. The oblation they sl 
with the mortar and pestle, and with the two millscones'.39 'Th 
it is no surprise', comments Sylvain Levi, ' if the sacrifice is a 
prehensive and tries to escape'.40 It should be understood 
sacrifice, a structure in which acts, agents and substances combi 
and interlock in what modern European theoreticians would 
a 'device' or 'mechanism' is assimilated in these texts to a livi 
organism. Carrying out a sacrifice (moving from a sacrificial pl 
or potential sacrifice, to an actually performed sacrifice) mea 
unfolding it: it means giving sacrifice its full extension by prese 
ing its continuity. But, at the same time, it means killing it: n 
only because the life of sacrifice has become merged with that 
the animal victim or vegetable (or dairy offering), but also beca 
the series of partial acts, and the fragmentation of the sacrifici 
corpus in time and space, amounr co the execution of sacrifice 
a s~multaneous unity. A sacrifice is therefore 'executed', in bo 
senses of th~ word; when aff the procedures which it compris 
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re over, a sacrifice is complete; it is both finished- and finished 
a 
0
ff. Beginning a sacrifice is equivalent to striking a first blow. To 

begin a performance of a work such as a piece of music, amounts 
co an attack upon it. The first cut into the victim may be thought 
of as an image of the aggression inevitably involved in 'taking a 
ftrsr strike at' or 'attacking' the 'execution' of a particular cask or 
work, with sacrifice being the ultimate karman, or 'act'. Therefore, 
co show the full violence of the opening cue, and to concentrate 
in it all the violence of the sacrificial process, myths were forged 
and rituals provided in Vedic India. Before the iefti (the part of 
cbe offering allotted to men) can be eaten, one of the officiants 
(whose name is brahman and who is the 'doctor of the sacrifice') 
has to eat the priisitra, the first slice of cake symbolizing the wotmd 
made in Prajapati's body by the arrow with which Rudra pierced 
che sacrifice-god co hale him in his incestuous pursuit of 
his daughter Dawn. 'When the praiitra is cut, that which was 
wounded in the sacrifice is being cut. Rudra's porcion'.41 

The prii.sitra rice deprives the sacrifice of 'the cutting edge' of 
its beginning. In che soma offering, the first 'drawing' serves the 
same end, but by the reverse process: the beginning is not am
putated from all subsequent acts but, on the contrary, as we have 
seen, it is made contemporary with them. 42 

The treatises on sacrifice are like a laboratory of discursive 
thought. With rites as their working material, the a'!cl10rs of the 
Brahmanas and the more technical manuals of the Srauta Sutras 
provide ~n outline and, in some cases, even a precise formulation 
of some of the essential categories in Grammar. 43 In a more general 
sense, che rexes are an update of the elementary and fw1darnental 
questions suggested to, or rather imposed upon, the authors by 
their self-attributed task of providing an explanation for ritual 
accs: 44 What does it mean co begin? What does it mean co proceed 
co che next step? How is one to understand that the same act can 
be both single and multiple? What is meant by 'too much' and 
'not enough'? What is the relationship between parts and wholes? 
What does it mean to measure?45 How are repetition and dif
ference co be understood? How does one cell creative reiteration 
apart from harmful redundancy? It is true chat such questions are 
only rarely raised in their own right and formulated as such. 
However the terminology is all there and the way in which the 
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rites are expounded provides the clearest indication that such 
their true concerns. It is tempting to think that Vedic thcorcti 
considered rites to be the systems of acts where such con 
o~erated with the greatest clarity and purity and that it wa, 
this reason that they devoted so much ingenuity and pe.,waac:illll 
to their analysis and glorification. 

11 

The Contractual Body of the Gods: 
Remarks on the Vedic: Rite of 

tanunaptra 

' I seek in you that which is dearest in me' 

Maurice Scevc 

In the political theory of ancient India, peace (Jama) means 
something quite different from d?-e absence of war: it is a 
positive agreement, expressed in a treaty (sa,rzdhz) and guaran

ceed by hostages (samadhz). 'Peace, treaty, hostage are one and the 
same thing. The creation of confidence among kings is (fhe pur
pose of) peace, treaty, hostage' (Kauplya, ArthaJiistra, Book VTI1

) . 

Curiously, after making this close association between treaty and 
hostage, Kau~ya, in a kind of digression, makes favourable men
tion of another type of treaty, founded on oath. In some teachers' 
eyes, he says, invoking the truth and taking an oath makes for an 
unstable treaty; what gives a pact solidiry, in such teachers' views, 
are pledges and hostages. Is this not an extension of his own 
definition of peace? Kautilya, in fact, begins by rejecting this 
doctrine, only to return to it a little further on, but having 
rclativized it, as it were. He argues as follows: such teachers are 
mistaken, for 'pledges or hostages only have meaning for the world 
here bdow, and (the value of) taking (pledges or hostages) de
pends on force (the respective force of the partners)'. Swearing on 
the truth (satya), on the other hand, establishes a pact which is 
valid for the other world as much as for this one. But instead of 
the conclusion one expects-that swearing is therefore the pre
ferable procedure-· -Kau~ilya returns to the question of hostages, 
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not co question whether a conquering king should take or 
any such hostages, bur ro examine in detail how he should 
and how he should take advantage of having co hand over hos 
to rid himself of unreliable princes and ministers. H ow is 
inconsistency co be explained? What purpose is there in dw 
on these games of ruse and force, once the overriding efficacy 
oaths has been posited? The answer, says Kau~lya, is that 
exc:llen~e of swe~ring on the truth ~as recognized by kings 
earlier ames, which would seem to imply that it is no lo 
recognized by kings today. 'We have made a pact.' This was 
the truth-constituted (satyasarrzstha) kings of earlier times 
pacts; by pledging the truth (satyena). In the event of transgr 
(atikrama) of such a pact, they touched fire, water, a furrow 
the field, a clump of earth in a wall, the shoulder of an elep 
the side of a chariot, a weapon, a precious stone, grains, 
odoriferous substance, a liquid, gold, a coin, with the curse: 
the beings here present kill or abandon him who would tran 
chis oath. ' (In Ollr own day), in the event of transgression, im 
tanc men, ascetics, persons of the highest rank (must be prov· 
as) pledge or guarantee'.2 -

Berween swearing 'on the cruth'3 and exchanging hos 
there are two obvious differences: in an oath, it is the sw 
person itself that is involved, whereas hostage exchange de 
on each party's ability rn be represented by someone other 
himself, a person who cakes the risks of the situation upon him 
Additionally, the swearer of an oath renders himself liable, in 
event of transgression, co punishments that ultimately are infli 
by supernatural forces, of a quite different order from those 
injured party cowd call into play by his own means; the hos 
for his part, is in the hands of beings of the same nature as him 
and the same nature as the person for whom he acts as a substi 

Now in the Veda, several centuries before theArthaSastra, 
are texts that in their own special terms also discuss pacts, oa 
and hostages, but which mention situations-both human 
divine-in which the two huge differences we have just mentio 
are abolished: the being who is given as a hostage is at the 
time himself and someone else; punishment, showd a pact 
transgressed, comes from an agency which is the same as 
partner and yet which transcends him. 

THE VEDIC RJTE OF tanimaptra 183 

The Vedic texts in question are those dealing with the myth 
hiring che origins of the rice known as tanunaptra. Before analys

~e g cne myth, we must briefly describe the rite itself and fmt 
~\cuss che sacrificial unit of which it is a part. 

1 
This u.'1it revolves round the offering made ro the gods of the 

lant known as soma, or, more exactly, the juice extract, which is 
Phe gods' liqueur of immortality (amrta). The offering is truly 
~crificial, U] chat the culminating point of the ceremony is the 

010
menc when the liquid is made to spurt f1om between stone

crushed sralks of soma: the forcible expulsion of the juice is ex
plicidy assimilated to the execution of an animal victim. 4 But this 
climax is preceded and followed by a great number of intercon
necting, incerlocking ritual sequences that are the subject of abun
dant and refmed speclllat;on in the Brahma'IJ4S. 

The offering of soma is a ceremonial sacrifice (frauta). On the 
sacrificial site, beside the sacrificer (yajamiina) , that is the man for 
whose benefit and at whose expense the ceremony is taking place, 
che presence is required of an entire team of specialist officiants 
(,tvij) who place their savoir-foire at the service of the sacrificer 
(and of che sacrifice), in return for remuneration (dakfi'!,if) .5 

The texts consider the sacrificer-officiant relationship as a fun
damenral problem: it is not just a matter of laying down the 
technical modalities of collaboration between the two partners, 
bur also of providing their collaboration with a theological basis. 
Officiant remuneration in particwar, is governed by strict rulings, 
but is also the pretext for considerable symbolic justification, 
making clear that payment of the dakfi,:zii is an essential piece in 
che structure of the sacrifice, or rather, a decisive moment in its 
dynamics. Briefly: during sacrifice, the sacrificer commits his per
son ro the officiants, whose duty- and hopefully, ability-it is to 
guide him in a journey to heaven, and co bring him back down 
to earth afterwards. Now the sacrificer does not undertak,· this 
journey with his profane body, but with a sacrifi cial body that he 
manages to acquire, by dine of harsh ascetic effort, in an initial 
phase of the ceremony. H owever, his profane body is put on one 
side, in reserve, at the disposal of the officiants who will only 
return it at the end of the journey if the sacrificer pays their fees. 
The sacrificer thus has (at lease) two bodies: by the fees he under
takes to pay, and which he effectively pays during the ceremony, 
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the sacrificer ensures that his sacrificial body will be pro 
piloted (the risk here is great: if he strays off course, the sacr· 
can become mad); while through the dakfir;a, he retakes po 
of his profane body on completion of the ceremony. 

The question of the fees is discussed at varying lengths in 
rexes dealing with solemn sacrifice. Wh~t is peculiar to the o 
of soma, however, and more exactly to its archetypal form 
as agniftoma. is that it makes the sacrificer-officiant relatio 
even more explicit, through the performance of an introd 
rite to the actual sacrifice itself called the rite of tanunaptra.6 

The raison d'etre of the rite is to affrrm that the sacrificer 
officiants who are getting ready to embark on their s 
adventure together are determined to be loyal to one other 
to do each other no harm. An oath on its own is not eno 
There must also be gestures to symbolize their understanding 
make it binding.7 

Before the tanunaptra starts, the rite of receiving the soma 
place: lying in doth-wrapped bundles across a cart, the stalks 
brought onto the sacrificial ground. The somd-king Som 
welcomed like a guest by an entire and highly complex cerem 
of hospitality (atithya),8 ending with an offeripg of clarified b 
A residue is left over from the mass of butter and it is in 
treatment of this residue that che tanunaptra consists. Its prin • 
stages are as follows. 1) The officiant, known as the adhv, 
has a brass basin or wooden goblet brought to him, which 
places on the altar ( vedi). All the butter from the hos pi 
offering left on the spoon (dhruv£) is transferred by the 
into the basin or goblet, in five 'drawings'. The transfer is 
panied by the reciting of the formulae: 'For the lord of h 
draw thee;'for the lord of around us, I draw thee; for Tan.u-""'1111a 

I draw.thee; in skilfulness, for the most robust, I draw thee'. 
Once the butter has been collected in the basin or goblet, 
officiants and the sacrificer .couch it together, reciting: 'Thou 
the unattacked, unattac~ble object, the vigour of the gods; 
object which safeguards from curses; the obj~ct that c~s~s ~ 
touch'. 3) The sacrificer asks e,i.ch officiant to mvire hui 
'Adhvaryu, invite me . . . ' etc. Each officiant replies in ~ 
'Thou art invited ... ' Then the sacrificer puts his nostrils three 
times to .the butter that has just been touched by all, and recitS 
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, Prajapati, in the spirit, I pour thee ... ' Alternatively the 
ldh aryu pours this butter into the 'fast milk' which will be the 
a ~ficer's sole nourishment during the period of fasting and 
sacr~ecration (dikfa) 10 that is about to begin for him. 4) The 
c;varyu then calls for boiling water (madanti) 11 which all the 
arricipants touch, together. The.water is lacer sprinkled on the 

p alks of soma, so as to make them swell. st 
Such, in summary, are the instructions given on the tanuna-

tra by che '(collections of) apho~i~ms on the sole~ rite': the 
1rauta Sutras, considered by cradiuon to be appendices to the 
Veda, reach the rules for performing the sacrifice in great detail, 
but without accompanying them with justification or interpreta
cion. However, these manuals help us understand the fu~ctio~ of 
the rice by seating that towards the end of the soma sacnfice, JUSt 
before rhe final bath (avabh,tha), 'those who have taken part in 
the tanunaptra dissolve their alliance by reciting this verse:" ... 
master of the law, master of the truth, we dissolve our alliance".' 12 

Thus we learn that what comes to an end at this point, and what 
had been established by the tdnunaptra, is indeed an alliance, an 
instituted friendship (sakhya). 

It will have been noticed that by drinking or ingesting the butter 
chat bears the trace of everyone's touch, the sacrificer incorporates 
what may be comidered as the material embodiment of their 
agreement.13 The alliance is therefore slanted, or asymetrical: it 
serves the purposes of the sacrifice's real subject, that is the sacri
ficer. But when the latter invites the officiants to invite him, he 
creates a sort of reversal in fundamental roles, since it was the 
sacrificer, master of che sacrifice (yajnapati ), who summoned the 
officiants and took chem on co officiate for him, when he decided 
to offer the sacrifice. The tanimaptra ceremony thus includes 
aspects or moments of equality: the employer asks .co be taken on 
in che team of workers, and a friendship pact is concluded between 
partners who for the time being occupy identical positions. How
ever, eVen before the alliance ceremony ends, the allocation of 
duties and status is re-established, between officiants on the one 
hand and sacrificer on the other. 

Among the formulas uttered by the adhvaryuwhile he transfers 
the melted butter, there is one which contains an invocation to 
Tanunapat. Mention of the god during the actual performance 
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of the rite makes the connection (nidiina) 14 between the cerem 
of tanimaptra and the figure of Tanunapat possible and 
inevitable, that is it allows the rite to be related to a myth reco 
ing its origins. The connection is not of course explicit in 
Srauta Sutras since, as we have seen, the texts contain vin 
nothing other than practical instructions; but it is very well · 
strated in the Briihma'/Jas, where the purpose of the Vedic scho 
was not to describe the rites, but to draw out their full sym 
significance. 

The connection between the tanimaptra and Taniinapat is 
begin with a fact of language: tanunaptra means 'that which rel 
co, or derives from, T aniinapar'. T anunapiit, in turn, is one of 
names, or one of the aspects, of Agni. Bue he is also some · 
identified with Vayu, god of the wind, a term which strictly m 
'son (or more generally: descendant) of the body', commo 
taken in the sense 'son of one's own body', whence: 'son 
oneself'. 15 Self-formed, issued from his own person, Tan -
thus foreshadows the svayambhu 'born of oneself' oflate Ve · 
Various divinities are known to have been similarly descri 
especially the cosmogonic god Prajapaci, but also Manyu, or 
sonified 'anger'. 16 In face, the term tanu generally means 'o 
own body' in Vedic, so chat at the same time as it contrasts 
atman, as 'body' with 'soul', tanumay also have the same me · 
since both terms are used for the central part of a person, 
opposed co the limbs, the whole as opposed to the parts, and 
function as the reflexive pronoun 'oneself'.. 17 

1hus, Agni, who is so often presented as the son god 
excellence, born of the two sticks that are rubbed together to 
fire or, jn another instance, issued from the mass of waters ( 
apii.'f!l napii.t) that are like a mother or womb for him, is 
paradoxically, a self-begetting god. 

The doctrine that makes Taniinapat an aspect of the god 
is less easy to justify, but the texts where it can be found exp 
the amalgam to the full: the wind is homogeneous with indivi 
breath (pra1Ja); the projects a man forms in his mind (manas) 
into his breath, which mingles with the wind, and that is how 
god of the wind knows what is in the mind of man. 18 

Bt1t whether T aniinapat is Agni or Vayu, what matters 
us is to know why he should be the eponymous god of 
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. • .. antra rite. The answer lies in the myth of the rice's origins, 
ram"-'· r . r •al 

• is related in the Brii.hmar.zas; when men carry out sacnnc1 
as tr · · · h ds h · 1· · • --,,ntra they are 1m1tatmg t e go , w o, m ear test ttmes, 
tantt,-r ' th ds 

Juded an alliance between themselves. Furthermore, ego 
cone . . ch . - th 

red into this alliance to save eu own tanu, e person, or ente 
d 19 

bo Y· -, . l · th yth · ch ln fact, however, tanu s mvo vement m em 1s mu more 
•nsistent and complex than is explicitly stated in the Briihmar.zas 
I • 
and commentaries. . . 

The following is a summary of the vanous vemons of the 
h 20 

niyt . 

Satapatha-Briihmar.za 3.4.2. If. 

Unable to reach an understanding between chemsel:es,_ the ~ods 
parated into four groups. Taking advantage of their d1ssens1on, 

ilieir enemies, Asuras and Ra.k~asas, slipped in_ berw~e? them. '!"he 
ods decided to enter into an agreement, which said ~t us yield 

~o the pre-eminence of one amongst us'. It was Indra whom they 
named as their leader. To make the pact last for ever, the gods 
cut out and put together (sam-ava-DOJ their favourite tanus, their 
beloved 'powers' (dhiiman)21 , with the following imprecation: 'Let 
him amongst us who should transgress chis pact be removed far. 
from our midst, let him be scattered (vifvan)'. Their witness was 
Tanunapat. In his capacity as the wind, Tanunapat penetrates the 
breach and spirit of living creatures the prajas, which include the 
gods. This is a pact that the gods do not transgress. For what 
would they be, if they were to transgress it? They would be speakers 
of falsehood (anrta) . Now if there is one observance which the 
gods practise, it

0 

is truth (satya). That is why their vict?ry. is 
invincible, as is their glory. Similarly, victory and glory are mvm
cible for anyone who, knowing this, speaks the truth. Now this 
tanimaptra (chat men are now celebrating) is, by connection 
(nidanena) , chat (that is: this agreement between the gods). The 
gods removed from themselves their favourite bodies, their be
loved powers, and put chem together. That is why one must not 
enter into an agreement with just anybody, for fear that one's 
favourite bodies, one's beloved powers, might be mixed. But he 
with whom one enters into an agreement is someone who is not 
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co be deceived ... These favourite bodies, these beloved po 
chat the gods removed_ from themselves and put together, 
deposited (sa1?1-ni-DHA) with Indra. Indra verily, is he who b 
on high. In earliest times he indeed did not burn; but just as 
all the rest is obscure, so then was he (obscure himself too). 
it is with this energy (derived from the divine bodies deposi 
with him) that he burns. That is why if several men r 
consecration (dik{a) (to undertake as sacrificers the samesacrifi 
the ttinunaptra burrer, mixed with the fast milk (the future n 
ishment of the consecrated person), must be given to the 
of the house, as it is he, among these men, who repr 
Indra ... Now, after the gods had cut out these favourite 
and beloved powers and put them together, they worked u 
them together and chat became the agreement (saman)'.22 

Taittiriya-Sa1?1hitii. 6.2.2. If. 

'Gods and Asuras were in conflict. The gods were divided. 
wishing to accept the superiority of one over another, they 
aced into five groups ... They thought: "Our enemies, the 
are taking advantage of our division. Let us remove from our 
and place in deposit together these bodies that we hold dear. 
him who should be the first amongst us to show hostilit}" 
another be separated from these bodies".' 

Maitraya1fi-Sa1?1hita 3.7.10 

Refusing to submit to one another's authority, the gods sep 
into four groups. They then constituted a common block of 
beloved bodies chat each had removed from himself and de • 
in the sun on high. That is why the sun burns very brightly. 
is why it is with the sun as divinity that all drawings of soma 
made' ... 'A ttinunaptra companion must not be deceived. 
that would be using deceit against one's own beloved body'. 

Aitarey~Brahma,µz 1.24 

The gods had jllst won a victory over the Asuras. They had o 
them from all their fortresses in succession. But they were 
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Jest cheir adversaries take advantage of the dissension reigning 
rnongst them. By affinities, they met together co deliberate, and 

formed into four groups. They all decided to place their most 
precious bodies (priyatamas ta_nva&) in deposit in the abode of 
varuJ?.a: any who might transgress their agreement, or seek to 
bring discord <!-ffiOngst them, would be unable to rejoin (sa1!1-
GAM> these beloved bodies. 

As can be seen, the differences between these versions are many 
and great: before uniting amongst themselves, the gods were 
divided into five groups according to the Taittiriya Sa1!1f, itti, into 
four groups according to the other texts. Only the Satapatha 
Briihmar;a teaches that the gods' pact was wi messed by Tan unapac. 
The beloved bodies of the gods were deposited with Indra and 
were responsible for his splendour, according to . the same 
Briihma,;a. The other texts say that the mass of beloved bodies 
constitutes the brightness of the sun, or else affirm (like 
f(i,;haka Sa1?1hita 24.9) that Indra and sun are one and the same, 
or state that it was in Varuna's abode that the bodies were de
posited. The motive behind the union of the gods-to gather 
strength so as to prevent an Asura victory-is not explicit in all 
che texts, and union does not necessarily take the form of submis
sion to a single leader. Common to all versions is the following 
simple design: the gods were divided; they decide to unite; to 
make their union effective, they decided chat each would re
move_:_from the mass of bodies belonging to each-those most 
dear co chem, and that the bodies thus detached would be put 
together somewhere as a kind of deposit. If we now refer to 
elements from some versions only, chis design may be added to 

by stating chat the pact is governed by sanctions: should any god 
happen to deceive the others, he would not only be excluded by 
his partners, he wo·uld be scattered, and deprived of the possibility 
of rejoining those dearly beloveq bodies he had deposited, with 
the dearlf beloved bodies of the other gods. How are we to 
understand che expression priyas tanvaJ;, 'beloved bodies' and 
priyatamas tanvaJ;, 'most-beloved bodies'? 'These bodies which are 
dear co us', is the translation by Keith (ad TS). Delbriick translates 
thes~perlative by 'unsere liebsten Personen' (adAitl1'). 23 Are these 
tanus part of the person of the god himself, or are they tanits of 
beings beloved by, but distinct from hiin? 1n his commentary on 
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Aitarrya Briihma,:za, Say.u:ia favours the second interpretation: 

bodies are chose of the children and wives of the gods; they 
captives, hostages. But Sylvain Levi translates (or rather gl 
che superlative by): 'nos corps sont ce que nous avons de plus chn,, 
which would seem to imply chat having placed their bodies 
deposit, the gods became incorporeal. ln face, it should be 

chat priya, in Vedic, does not only mean •dear'. J use as when p 
in Homer, used with reference to pares of the body or obj 
intimately related to che body, takes on a reflexive po 
function, so priyacan have the meaning of'personal', 'chat 

is one's proper possession'25 As a noun, the neurer plural p · 
is used to designate che body's--private pares. The expr 
priyas tanvalJ refers co 'own bodies'26 of each god, and the s 

lative, in the formula ya eva na imaq priyatamiis tanvalJ in 
1.24, should be understood as follows: • our bodies herewith 

are the most ourselves'. If chis is in fact the meaning of priya, 
plural on the one hand and the superlative on the ocher . 

suggest chat each god is made up of several bodies.27 This fact 
been given much emphasis, by Oldenberg28 in particular, 
is an essential feature of Indian polytheism: there may well 
many (or an infinite number) of gods, but, most impor 

each one of chem is multiple. The different bodies of the 
god can separate and re-form, as can best be seen in the mycho 
relating co Agni, but also in chat relating co Indra and Prajap 

Coexistence between the different bodies is sometimes a pro 
and a sort of friendship contract is required to govern it. T 

how we are tempted co interpret the following difficult lines 

the .f?.-k Sa'!lhita, 10.8.4 cd, even though in this case the name 

the body (of Agni) is in che singular: 

rtdJa saptd dadhi.s_e paddni 
jamiyan mitrti7!' tanv~ svtfyai 

translated by Thieme as: 'Thou, [Fire) hast put down [ = es 
lished] the seven steps for truth [cf. Li.iders' explanation], genen!J! 
ing Contract for thy own body'.30 Renou: 'Pour [le benifice_"'f: 
/'Ordre, tu as asmme Jes sept pas [de l'amitil} engendrant [ainsi] • 

pacte [avec /es humains} pour toi-meme:31 In contrast to Geldnc1,: 
who translates mitram by 'Freund' (Agni makes rta his friend). 
Renou and Thieme agree in making mitr_a 'Contract'. But bf 
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• ncroducing men as Agni's partners in chis contract, Renou makes 

~ arbitrary addition to the text, while Thieme, for his part, offers 

no explanations about a contract engendered by Agni involving 

his 0 wn body. Our own view is that the contract is for the body 

of Agni, char is to provide him with a coherent body, or again to 

give cohesion co his corporeal mulciplicicy.32 

As for the divine taniinaptra (if we may use such a term 

co denote the pace which the gods enter into between themselves 
and which serves as a model for sacrificial friendship between 

men), a condition of the contract between the gods is the 

disrance that each god establishes between himself and bis bodies, 
or rather between his different bodies, those which he maintains 

in activity within himself and chose which he separates from 

himself. To associate myself with others, I dissociate myself 

from myself: I have something, materially, in common with 

others-chat part of myself which I deprive myself of and 

which I mix with chose parts of themselves which my partners 
have dispossessed themselves of, just as I have done. But these 

disjoined bodies then become objects of desire; a god is drawn 
ro becoming reunited with (sa'!l GAM) his tanus and it is the 

hope of rejoining chem, and of reunifying himself, that deter

mines him to respect the pace binding him to the others. · His 

hope muse surely have a mearung, since should he transgress 

rhe pact, the threat facing him, by the pact's very terms, is 

precisely that of being excluded for ever from che possibility 
of being reunited with himself. 

Thus, individuals form a group not by the virtue of any link 
binding them directly co one another, nor even by obedience to 
a common leader, but by the tension drawing each of them to 

reunite with that part of themselves which they removed and 

deposited in the common fund. 
A modern reader cannot help asking: on what conditions and 

with what consequences will the god become reunited with his 
beloved bodies? What threatens him, should he transgress the pact, 
is char his separation from his tanu will become definitive, which 

is also his face for so long as he remains faithful co the alliance. 

Are we to imagine that there will come a time when, with a 
coalition against the Asuras no longer being needed, the gods will 

cake back the possessions they had pledged? T he group would 
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cease to exist at the same time as each partner achieved fusi 
unity with himself. The political link would be dissolved. 

A situation of chis kind is mentioned in Jaiminiya Bra 
1, pp. 138 ff. (cf W. Caland, Dasjaiminiya Brahma,:za in A 
Amsterdam, 1919; repr. Wiesbaden, 1970, pp. 39 ff): 'Prep 
for battle· with the Asuras, the gods s.ud: .. . "Let us put 
(apa-ni-DHA) the possessions chat are dear to us (vamarrz 
... Now, chat was their cattle ... Oo their victorious return, 
went towards their possessions, which had become one .. . 
were confused; they could not tell which belonged to each. 
said: "Let us share", but could not reach agreement over how 
was to be shared out ... "Let us ask Prajapati [to decide)". P · 
pati s.ud to them: "That which you hold dear is common to 
all ... do not share it out".'33 

The terms employed in these texts afford us an insight, if 
pay attention, into the group structure of ~e gods: there ia 
cencre which is inert, dense and resplendent, consisting of 
conglomerate of divine bodies placed in common deposit, wor 
upon and mixed together to form a harmonious sun, and 
periphery of coordinated but distinct elements which are 
in so far as they are gods fighting Asuras, but obscure in so 
as their individual brightness has merged into the brightness 
chem all. 

The divine tanimaptra has been compared many times t 
social contract. 34 The comparison is legitimate ifby social con 
one means the decision that individuals take to form a group. 
if we think of society, and particularly Indian society, in terms 
division oflabour, complementarity, status systems and hier 
the pact between the gods is clearly not the myth of socie 
origin. What the tiinimaptra teaches, in its splendid abstracti 
is the manner in which political bonds are constituted as s 
How are groups formed? How can they be made to last? Th 
are the supreme questions. 

It will be noted chat though the tanunaptra creacs of the 
(tanu) of the gods, chat is of the contractual parries, it does 
slip into what Judith Schlanger calls the metaphor of the 
ganism35 and describe the group thus formed as a body of w 
the individuals, or groups of individuals, are members. 

Vedic myths on the formation of society, with its hierar · 
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d inscicutions, usually reflect qui~ a different vision of things. 
~:ciecy is conte?1porary with the cos~os: both we~e pro?uced by 
cl sacrificial dismemberment of an immense pnmordial body, 
~:c of che Pun.l.fa-.36 the mouth of the Purus.a gave birch to the 

lass of brahmins, just as its eyes gave birth to the sun. 
C th . f . :, l However, some texts present e semng up o society, at east 
f divine society, as an event distinct from genesis and as the 

:ork of the very same people who were destined to be part of 
·t But in chis case, the final structure is one resulting not from 
1 

• pact but from a competition to decide who was to be the 
~aster of sacrifice. An example of these accounts is the myth 
recounting the origin of the royal sacrifice known as viijapeya, as 
related in Satapatha Brahma1Ja 5 .1.1.1 ff'.37 

Here are the main stages in the story: rivalry reigns between 
the gods and the Asuras; each seeks to lay hold o~ d~e techniques 
of sacrifice. Out of utter presumptuousness (attmana), because 
they can see no one other than themselves to w_ho~ they_ could 
possibly offer sacrifice, the Asuraseach make offenngs m their ~wn 
moud1s; they fail. The gods, on the other hand, make offermgs 
amongst themselves, each in the mouth of another. The _reci
procity is well-received and successful ~d the god of sacnfic~, 
Prajapati, gives himself to chem. But this marks the end of reci
procity: each god cl.urns the possessi~n of sacrifice for_ him~elf. '!"o 
resolve the situation, the gods organize a race: the wlllfler s pnze 
will be mastery of Prajapati's body. The winner is Bthaspati, 
master of the sacred word and brahmin par excellence, thanks to 
the help of Saviq, the 'incitarory' god. Having won Prajapati, he 
wins all things, 'since Prajapati is all things', and he offers a 
sacrifice which will prove to be the vajapeya. Indra, the k~atriya 
god, imitates him: he also offers the viijapeya, and by this sacrifice 
he too becomes a po~sessor of Prajapati and, just like Bthaspati, 
he ascends, as a sign of his sovereignty, to the region on high, the 
zenith. That is why, among men, when brahmin and kfatriya wish 
to attain a certain form of pre-eminence, they have to perform 
the viijapeya, a ceremony, moreover, which, to commemorate the 
competition organized by the gods, comprises a chariot race (in 
which it is clearly understood chat the winner can only be the 
sacrificer himself)·.38 'Verily, the viijapeya is the sacrifice that be
longs specifically to brahmins, since it was performed by Bthaspati: 
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for Bchaspati is the brahman (the essence, the specific n 
the brahmin order), and similarly the (human) brahmin is 
brahman. Bur the viijapeya is also the sacrifice that belongs 
fically to the order of kings (riijanya), since it was perforrn 
Indra: for Indra is the ~atra (the essence, specific nature of 
order of kfatriyas) and similarly, the man of royal order is 
ksatra. 

· Are brahmins and kfatriyas equals for all chis? Indeed 
since the only real winner, in the race instituted by the 
Brhaspati. Ir is because Bthaspati came first and conquered 
paci that he was then able ro perform the sacrifice that 
become the viijapeya. Indra, on the other hand, achieved 
reignty because he performed the viijapeya afterwards 
imitation of Bthaspati.39 Equality in the viijapeya is only 
dary; Bthaspati always retained the superiority of having 
first. It is from che brahmins or at least from the brahman, 
the kfatriyas derive their fitness for achieving sovereignty 
reigning over sociery. Such is the principle of social ory,.uu·-• 
a hierarchy that is continuously reaffirmed, and which is at 
even when its manifestations seem ambiguous. In contra · 
tion to this stands the pure political grouping whose s 
can be found in the divine tanimapmr. in order co unite 
one another, equals detach themselves from themselves, and 
into a whole by placing fragments of their divided beings to 

12 

The Gods Have No Shadows: 
Reflections on the Secret Language 

of the Gods in Ancient India 

Princess Damayanti and King Nala1 are in love with one 
another. Yet, they have never met. Theirs is a love by proxy: 
so many are the praises that Nala has heard of Damayanti''s 

beauty and charms that he feels he cannot live without her by his 
side. Similarly, it is because a wonderful swan has enumerated 
Nala's perfect qualities to her chat Dam~yanti has b~me 'out~i~e 
of herself, and totally in Nala'. The princess languishes, and it 1s 
dear co her father the king that she is lovesick and must therefore 
be married. And, to ensure that Damayanti' s wishes be most 
completely fulfi lled, che king ~ooses (from among the :ight 
canonical forms of human mamage) the procedure called per
sonal choice' (svaya'!lvara): an invitation is sent out to her sui_tors, 
and rhe girl chooses, from those assembled, the man she-wishes 
to be her husband. 

But, an unexpected diff1culry arises in Damayanti's case: four 
of the greatest gods of the Indian pantheon- Indra, Agni, Yama 
and Vam~a-are alsp in love with the princess. Whether by 
chance, na:ivecy or a cruel will ro rest his love, these gods burden 
Nala with the task of serving as their intermediary, even before 
the ceremony begins. They bestow upon him magical powers by 
which he is able co enter into the women's apartments and an
nounce co Damayanti the honour she has of being the cynosure 
for four immortals'-four immortals from among which, she must 
choose her mate in her svaya'!lva..ra. However, even as he faithfully 
executes his dury as go-between, Nala gives Damayanti further 
reason for loving him-for is not the man she sees before her the 
prince charming of her dreams, the ~an she wants and the man 
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she decidedly prefers before any ocher, be he divine or mortal? 
far as NaJa is concerned, he cannot, in spite of his obligation 
cede to the gods for whom he is the messenger, give up his 
conquest of Damayanti. The gods thus come to realize that 
have but one means at their djsposal for seducing Damayanti: 
must take on Nata's appearance. And so it happens, on the 
of the ceremony, that Damayanti sees before her five copies of 
beloved. How might she be able to distingwsh, from among 
five, the genuine Nala, the Nala whose garment she must to 
so as to designate him as her chosen husband? 

She invokes the quasi-magical procedure known as an • 
of truth', a recourse that consists of endowing one's wo 
with a power so great that even the gods must bow be 
ic:2 'If it is true that, having heard the swan's word, I 
Nala for my husband, if it is true that I have committed 
sin, in either heart or mind, and if it is true that I have t 
a vow to adore Nala, then let the gods show hjm to 
The gods are obliged to grant Damayanti's wish irnme~ 
because she has spoken the truth. So it is chat they reveal 
her chat which rustinguishes the original mortal from his ru~ 
facsimiles: Nala appears co her as a man who, tired from ~ 
long journey he has just taken is covered with sweat and ~ 
dust of the road. His garlanqs and flowers have wilted, If. 
eyes sqwnc in the sun's glare and most especially, rus body 
doubled by the shadow it projects: The ·gods, on the con 
float effortlessly above the ground, with fresh garlands, garm 
free of dust, eyes opened wide in spite of the sun's light, 
with no shadows.3 

Such is, in chis particular case, the weakness of the gods: 
are limpid, through and through. When they cannot help bti" 
reveal their nature, that which they manifest is their affinity ~ 
the light of the sun, a light which neither ·alters nor burns th~ 
They nee9 not shelter themselves from its light because the 
corporeal matter does not block it: thereby, neither does ic throw 
(nor is it betrayed by) a shadow. 
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aue is a perfect language, and the sign of this perfection is langu :o f h. I : ansparency. On the one hand, the words o t ts anguage are 
1cs er th h · d r crly adequate to their referents; on e or er, its wor con-perre . . d d . . scrucrion is without mystery: adJecuves an nouns en:e, m a 

scant and regular fashion, from the verbal roots co which they 
:; accached. A word's for~ ch~s has a cwo~old justi~1cacion; first, 
chrough its manifest relauonsh1p co the obJ_ect thac_ 1t names an~ 

,. nd through its obvious ecymology.5 This then, 1s rhe Sansknt se~o ' h h · h 1·gh language of the gods, a langu~e th~r is shot t roug wit I t. 
One cannot help but imagme this absolute transparency to be 

3 
cause of pain and angujsh. In fa~r, the ~age we h~ve of the 

limpid beginnings of the immortals Sanskrit language ~s one that 
1 we rnay deduce from rhe great pruns taken co _obscure 1t. A_~eat 

number of passage from rhe Briihma,;as explam chat the ongmal 
form of a given word has been slightly moruf1ed, and so taken on 
:in occult form, 'because rhe gods love what is cryptic' (paro' kfa
kiimii hi deviih) and bate that which allows itself to be seen clearly 
(they are praryakfadvira&) ... '6 So we learn chat che god In1ra's 
real name is lndha, the 'igniter', a name that is indirectly denved 
from rhe verbal rarucal JNDH, 'ignite, burn' and warranted by 
the function of combustion attributed to chis ruvirucy.7 But the 
gods wished co create darkened zones in their language, and _co 
formulate a kind of obscure and secret tongue whose mystenes 
would be known co them alone. And so it was that they masked 
the simple and regular mechanism whic'1 allowed for the deriva
tion of Indra from lNDH, and through scrambling of phonemes, 
broughr about the name Ind.ca. They thereby rendered a uan~
parcnc word opaque by injecting inco ic an element proper t_o their 
own privileged sphere,8 a language not to be confused with the 
uruversal Sanskrit language that is :i.lso that spoken by humans. 
The gods are chronically subject to a lack of obscurity, ~d so 
they wish co render themselves obscure as a means t~ acqumng a 
certain consistency. This at least, is what they ~o ~n ~r~er that 
cheir words become consistent, thick or subscanual mmllmg and 

Clarity is also a ruscinguishing feature of the language of the , 
gods. They are truthful4 (even if there is no shortage of myths ia 
which they are shown to lie). Trus is less a characteristic of their 
moral nature than ic is one of the language they use: the Sanskrit 

thereby deforming them with the cryptic element. The ~exes ?f 
the Brithmanas, rather than seeking to fmd che true relat1onsh1p 
that obtruns ·between the pure and altered from of a word, take as 
their watchword the gods' desire co create mysteries. This is shown, 
it seems to me, by che indifferent ease with which these texts move, 
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according to the demands of the narrative, from one eo/111on 
another. Thus, the name Indra, explained in the Satapa 
Briihmaf}a as an esoteric deformarion of Jodha, is elsewhere p 
senred as a compressed form of the term idarrzdra, 'he who 
that'. In face, as the aetiological narrative explains, 'as soon as 
was born, Indra looked around and saw a man who was no 
other than the brahman (that is, the Absolute) in all its fulln 
He then said, 'I saw chat'. This is why his name is idarrzdra,' 
who saw that'. That is his name. And so it is that we refer 
Jda'f'Zdra, in a secret way, as Indra, because the gods love what · 
cryptic.'9 The etymological analysis of a word is justified by · 
origin myths; these myths may, however, vary so as to be inco 
patible with one another. The form Indra is part and parcel 
the god's cryptic slang; it is the transposition of at least two fo 
proper co straightforward language. 

In the same way, Agni's real name is Agri,1° which is deri 
from the adverbial form agram ('ahead') or agre ('in the 
place'). Agni is, in fact, the first born of the gods; he is also 
god who runs ahead of all the others. In this function, he is 
explorer and scout of the gods and of the brahmanic panthco 
and therefore of the civilization of which they are so many exp 
sions. He is the all-consuming fire who carved out clean~ngs • 
the jungle and blazed those paths by which the conquering 
entering via the north-west, were able to push eastward and so 
ward, ever deeper into the Indian subcontinent. The progress· 
stages of this millennary penetration are burned into the land 
the places in whid1 Agni- that is, Agri who became Agni thro 
the gods' will to obscure-stood. 11 

But this procedure does not r estrict itself to proper names. 
us take the example of the quasi-myth that relates the formatl 
of the name of'sweat', sveda. 'In truth, in the beginning was 
the brahman, born of itself and alone. He looked around: 'I 
a great and wondrous creature, I who am alone. So, I must er 
a second god, as great as I am, from myself.' He exerted him 
heated himself with ascetic ardour and with austerities ... and 
fluid, a wetness appeared on his forehead. Overjoyed at chis, 
said: 'I have found (avidam) a great and wondrous being, a bei 
easy (or good) to fmd (suveda).' So it is that, because he said: 
have found a great and wondrous being, suveda', it became su 
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j\nd chat which is suveda is called, after an occult fashion, sveda, 
t,ecause the gods love what is cryptic and hate what is manifest.'12 

Another example is found in the names attributed to the bricks 
used in the edification of the fire altar. One of these is called ati 
chandas, the 'hyper-meter' because it is installed in conjunction 
with the recitation of a hyper-metric verse. But this name is in 
fact a cryptic one, meant to satisfy the gods' taste for the esoteric. 
Jes original name was atti-chandas, the 'meter eater' (atti means 
'he ears'), which explains how, in the same text, it can be compared 

h 13 co a stomac . 
Yet another example is that of that preliminary phase of the 

sacrifice in the course of which the consecration of the sacrificer, 
called dikfii., takes place. The man who undergoes this ordeal 
thereby becomes a 'consecrated' or 'initiated' one, a dikfita. Orig
inally, the mythic account tells us, che term was dhikfita, which 
is co be broken down into dhi, 'thought' and kfita, 'he who bas 
made his abode': the initiate is thus 'he who has taken his abode 
in thought', because the man who thus prepares himself for the 
sacrifice 'abides in the best of thoughts' (freHha'f'Z dhiya'!I kfiyatt). 
But the gods love the cryptic, and 'this man, although he is 
dh'ikfita, is cryptically designated by the term dik~·ta.'14 

Ir can happen that a word, by changing its form, may also 
change its meaning. Here, a more complex process comes into 
play, as may be seen in the origin myth of one of the names for 
'man', mii.nus_a. The cosmogonic god Prajapati is smitten with 
desire for his daughter, D.iwn. She flees from him, taking the form 
of a doe, bur he, in the form of a buck, continues to pursue her. 
The gods, indignant, try to fmd one of their number who might 
stop and punish him, but finding no one, they create, by fusing 
together the most terrible portion of each of their forms, a new 
god named Rudra. Rudra takes up the cask and shoots a three
pointed arrow at Prajapati. Wounded, Prajapati allows his seed to 
flow out of himself, and a lake of sperm is formed. 'And the gods 
then exclaimed, 'le is rhe sperm of Prajapati, it must not spoil! 
(ma dufa~•. Because the gods said ma dus_at, this lake of sperm 
received the name madufa. But, 'the gods love what is cryptic', 
and madus_a was transformed into mii.nus_a, the word which has 
come to signify 'human, man'. 15 That which the lake formed by 
Prajapaci's sperm and the bodies of men have in common is the 
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fact that neither should be spoiled or ruined. The commen 
Say;u:ia explains chat the humans who are to be honoured as 
equals of the gods (chat is brahmins) are precisely those who, 
the gods themselves, are lovers of the cryptic. They do not 
to be called by their original names, by the names they r 
from their parents: they rather prefer chat they be called by 
esoteric name, one that is not an original, but a secon 
d .. 'M ' 'P c • c 1 16 a opttve one, aste.r , or roressor , ror examp e. 

Say;u:ia's remarks here highlight the paradox of the pro 
alteration that is so pleasing to the gods. The word chat i 

from a deformation inspired by the desire for the covert is 
secret in the sense that it belongs to the language of a closed 
of individuals. On the contrary, it is the word which has 
skewed in such a process that comes to be a part of or · 
language. Everyone says Indra, rather than Indha; Agni, and 
Agri; dik{ita instead of dhik{ita (and everyone says Professor, 
only a few close friends knowing that the name this man re · 
at birth was Devadatta); and, in fact, it is rather the transp 
form of the term that comes to bear the stamp of truth, a 
which must be (re-)discovered, a piece of knowledge possessed 
a limited number of persons. What was once jargon has 
become everyday language, whereas the pure and unsullied 
have become so many secrets. 17 

The cryptic elemenc in these words, words that have be 
familiar, need not be sought in the conditions of their enuncia · 
buc, rather, in their internal structure. There exist:; a ce 
unintelligibility, a certain superfluous element, in the relatio 
obtaining between the form and the meaning of a word that 
been so constituted. But this obscuration is but the result 
persistent will to conceal. The para 'k{a that is the delight of 
gods does not lie in the fact that they are the only ones who 
the jargon; it is, ~ather, the case that they are the only ones 
know that this is a case of jargon, and who know how to de 
the distortion which allowed for the derivation of a murky, 
focused term from a clear one. The gods' secret is that of 
formation and deformation of a product in common use. 
what do the gods really get out of this, and how can they 
satis&ed with a secret that they so keep n:, themselves? From 
divine viewpoint, is there anything more to this than making 
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ost of a bad situation, or of accommodating oneself to failure? 
~iven the fact that humans use the gods' esoteric terminology in 
their everyday exchanges as well as in the discourse they address 

0 
che divinities, it would appear that the gods are incapable of 

~aintaining a secret society among themselves, a society set apart 
by the use of a secret language. The gods do not converse together, 
and their dialogues are not dense enough to allow them the 
pleasure of esoteric complicity: they are only able to enjoy their 
secret word when they hear them pronounced by humans. But 
for this to be possible, these words cannot be kept totally secret
racher, the secret must be shunted to some other level. 

The Indian doctrine of sacrifice brings an analogous system to 
notice, in a much dearer light. 

Between the humans and god in brahmanic India stands the 
sacrifice. This is a cumbersome third party, because it prohibits 
che intimacy of mystic union; yet it is indispensable and un
avoidable, because it is the sacrificial mechanism which establishes 
a channel of communication between men and the gods, even as 
ic keeps them apart and at a good distance from one another. In 
this way, the sacrifice is very much like the cosmic pole, the 
skambha, which insures the cohesion of the world because it holds 
cogether heaven and earth, even as it keeps _chem apart. Now, this 
device by which humans as a group and the gods as a group are 
at the same time united and disunited through the sacrifice, is not 
one that goes back to the original creation. Before such an ordering 
came into existence, the sacrifice was a bone of contention between 
men and the gods. The gods, having conquered or discovered the 
science of sacrificial operations, wished to bar humans from at
taining this knowledge, knowing this to be the only way by which 
they might maintain their monopoly on that particular source of 
happiness obtained through the sacrifice- that is, the celestial 
world. Bue they failed in this because there existed, on the human 
side, beings endowed with a supernatural vision. These were the 
rsiswbo received, in addition to the Vedic revelation, the sacrificial 
;ites which the reci,ation of the Vedas renders effective. 

The story of the gods' failure to remain the sole lords of the 
sacrifice is recounted in several myths in the Brahma~as. 
By means of the sacrifice, the gods went srraighr up co rhe world of 
heaven. They were afraid: 'Once they have seen this heaven of ours, 
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men and niswill track us'. They obstructed (ayopayan) with the sacrifi • 
post; it is for this reason chat the post is called the yupa. They (w 
back down}, planted its point downwards, and [then} wenc straight 
[to heaven} again. Men and r;~u came co the place where rhe gods 
sacrificed. ' Lee us seek something which might indicate the [path of 
sacrifice.' All they found was the pose, with its tip planred down 
They perceived that it was with trus post that the gods had blocked 
(path of the) sacrifice. T hey dug to unearth ir, and fixed ic with the 
poiming upwards: then they could see (where) the world of heaven 
So ic is that (in the sacrifice now offered by men) the post stands 
its tip pointing upwards, in order to indicate (the path of) the sac · 
ro reveal (the direction of) the celestial world.18 

Here, che etymological play on words turns on the name of 
post, the yupa: it is explicitly derived from the verb YUP, un 
stood in the sense of 'obstruct' (ayopayan, 'they obstructed' is 
its imperfect causative form). However, one can discern in 
background two other radicals which, while homophonic, 
opposite meanings. YU, 'unite' and YU'separace'19 illustrate 
the functions of chis pose, which serves as a channel from 
towards the celestial world when its rip is pointed upwards, 
which obstructs this conjunction when ic is planted in the gro 
and pointing downwards. In truth, the proper meaning of 
causative of YUP is nor 'impede', bur 'disperse', 'cause the 
co disappear' , and it is chis valence which is highlighted in a p 
version of the same aetiological account: 

Ir is by rhe sacrifice that the gods conquered the conquest char is 
conquest. They said to one another, 'How might we make it impo 
for men co ascend co that which is ours alone?' They sipped the sap 
the sacrifice as bees would suck out honey; and having drained 
sacrifice of all its milk, they rook the sacrificial pose and used it co 
all traces of the sacrifice. Then they disappeared. 20 

The gods' will to turn the instruments of their sacrifice u 
down (in order to disorient humans?) also serves to explain 
very strange appearance of the banyan tree, for which the Sa 
term is nyagrodha, 'char which grows downwards'. This is a 
chat is upside-down, or rather circular, a tree in which the 
tinccion between up and down is abolished, because its up 
branches grow our of boughs chat run downwards into the gro 
where they cake root (in such a way that the central trunk beco 
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urrounded by secondary trunks char come to constitute so many 
dlin supporting columns). The gods offered a sacrifice, and before 
leaving their sacrificial ground to go back to their celestial world, 
chey overturned the cups chat had contained each officiant's soma. 
These overturned cups became nyagrodha trees, and from that 
time hence, the cup used in sacrifices conducted by humans are 
co be made from nyagrodha wood. In face, the correct word is 
nyagroha, for the expression 'grow downwards' is nyag rohati. Bue 
because the gods love the cryptic, the occult form of nyagroha-
chac is, nyagrodha--was attributed to ic.2 1 It is the banyan's shoots 
and fruits chat are co be eaten by the king and other members of 
the warrior (kfatriya) class in the sacrifice: soma itself is reserved 
for the brahmins alone. For kfatriyas, the banyan is the esoteric 
(paro' kram) equivalent of soma. 22 

The gods' attempts co block humans from reaching the celestial 
world through the sacrifice does no more than to postpone the 
inevitable. In the end, the gods find themselves obliged to come 
co some arrangement with humans. This they do without grace, 
since they are still not above attempting to ruin sacrifices per
formed by humans, either by upsetting theJl!, by causing them co 
miscarry, or even by sending demons to weaken the sacrificer.23 

Such tactics are, however, but vestiges of a bygone order. H aving 
penetrated the secrets of the sacrifice, humans have entered into 
partnership with the gods. It now falls to humans co offer the 
oblation, and to the gods the consumption thereof, whereas in 
the beginning, the gods, as masters of the whole of the sacrifice, 
played both roles simultaneously. 24 For gods and men alike, the 
fruit of the sacrificial process is theoretically the same: immortality 
and residence in the celestial world. However, the modalities of 
their respective tenures are not identical. This is the result of" 
protest on the part of Death: 'Death said to the Gods, "Now shall 
all men, in this same manner, become immortal-and what share 
will then be mine?" The Gods said, ''May no one but us become 
immortal with his body! You shall cake chat (body) as your share 
and only then may one, divested of his body, become immorral"!'25 

During the sacrif1Ce, sometimes described as a round trip jour
ney,26 the mortal rises up co heaven and comes to know a fleeting 
moment of immortality before descending back to earth; he does 
not return, however, before he has staked out in that celestial 
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world the place he will occupy after he has paid Death its 
It is, thus, a deferred immortality that is enjoyed by humans. 
for the gods, they are-in a system which makes them p 
with and not the rivals of men-incapable of surviving as 
wirhout the medium of the sacrifice. More than this, their 
meaning in and reason for existence lies in the fact that chey 
the recipients of the oblation; that is, in the fact that they are 
of che poles in the sacrificial relationship. All one can say 
the gods, the ritual philosophers point out, is that the sacr· 
act wotud be incomplete without them, and that the phrase 
which the sacrifice is formulated would be incomplete if 
complement, constituted by the name of that individual cow 
the oblation was directed, were lacking.27 

The secret of the sacrifice thus simply slipped away from 
gods. By allowing their knowledge _to be shar~d, _they accep 
profound transformation to occur rn the r~al1ty 1t _was sup 
to have established. As with language, so with sacrifice: the 
are incapable of keeping their secret to themselves, and unab 
make it play the role they have assigned to it. To be sure, 
mystery is not done away with; rather, it has now come to r 
on different grounds than chose on which che gods would 
preferred to have it. Such is, at lease, the feeling we gee when 
read the texts and attempt to draw together and make se 
the scattered-and at times repetitive or hererogeneous-acco 
of the gods' passion for the cryptic. . 

So it is chat the exaltation of the great Mystery 1s set fo 
the Vedic texts, in a way chat is independent of any relacio 
co the gods. This is an exaltation which-as is always the 
the Vedas-goes to great lengths, since it ctuminates here 
the formation of a being who is at once abstract and m 
This is Concealment (Tirodhii.), whom a hymn of the Ath 
Veda (8-.1 0) describes as a form of chat divine power mysterio 
known as Virii.j. This Virii.j, possessed of an ascensional mo · 
moves from world co world, stopping first in the world of 
demons, and then successively, in chose of the Fathers (hu 
ancestors), men, gods, and Gandharvas. It at last arrives in 
world of 'the others' {itara-jana), who call to it, 'O thou, 
cealment, come!' One of these 'others' begins to milk it (for 
Concealment-Viraj is a cow, in a certain sense), and this is 
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casion fo r the hymn to pronounce a formula, of which we 
:ouH not~ th: great exactitude-for ~s is a truism,_ a~d not 

ere gibbensh: Upon that Concealment, the others subsist 28 The 
:thers would in effect cease to be ochers if their Concealment were 
brought to an end. 

In putting together their secret lexicon, the gods (and following 
chem, men) acted in such a way chat the manifest might give rise 
co the hidden. The hidden becoming common and familiar, also 
became immediate, while the clear, ma_sked and protected by the 
bidden, became foreign and distant. The foundation upon which 
rests che new relationship between the transparent original and 
che dark glass of the present meaning is the distortion which gods 
or humans have wrought upon what was once clear: they have 
skewed it, altered it, and introduced falsehood into it. The primal 
rransparenc form, as well as the darkened image one ends up with, 
are both true, each in its own way-but both derive, along with 
their consequent status, from his primordial falsification. In this 
sense, falsehood is the root of all truth. 

We are accustomed to chinking that che object of a secret is 
either something that is true, or else nothingness. 29 What possible 
meaning could one in fact attribute to a lie chat has neither been 
pronounced nor formulated, to a lie chat one is prohibited from 
announcing for fear of violating a secret by its mere uccerance? An 
answer may be found in a Vedic text which, by associating the 
ideas of the falsehood and of lie in such a way as to render chem 
indistinguishable (the Sanskrit term anrtasignifies both), succeeds 
in articulating chis paradox through a well-tempered compari
son-that the word is a tree. 'The word flowers and bears fruit 
when one speaks che truth (satya) ... The root of the word is 
falsehood, and lie ... Just as a tree with roots exposed (to light, 
to air) dries up and perishes, so a man who speaks falsely causes 
the roots of his being to become exposed and visible: he dries up 
and perishes.'30 Truth flowers when exposed co light, on the 
condition that the lie which nourishes it remain buried away in 
the darkness of the earth. 

We should quite naturally seek to find, in chis love of the-cryptic 
which the Indians attribute to their gods, a reflection of the 
energetic and multifaceted speculation on the enigmatic that lay 
at the heart of Vedic thought.31 Yet, we are especially struck by 
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the distinctions India teaches us to make between a secret and 
enigma. The gods' secret (at least when it claims to be gro 
in language) is an artificial one: it proceeds, not from a will 
protect a mystery, but rather, that of creating one. It operates 
a strange manner, creating bizarre situations that lie beyond 
control of the very individuals who 'secreted' them. Thee · 
on the concrary, exists from the beginning and for all time, 
is intrinsicaJly true. Moreover, it draws its strength from 
tension of the question to which it gives rise. Rather than a 
upon the form and history of words (or rites) , it acts upon 
capacity to deploy themselves simultaneously, on several eq 
valid levels of meaning. The space opened by the question, 
difference existing berween superimposed meanings, the e · 
is a suspended between-ness; and one has the feeling that t 
a space that will never be filled. There is no clue for the e · 
We see the ordinary gods of the brahmanic tr~dition in the 
of clumsy keepers of their secrets. But Prajapati, whom the s 
lations of the Brahmar_uts idencify with the brahman, the 
of the word and of silence, is a different sort of god. He is 
bearer of the enigmatic because he is the enigma: the last o 
names is ka&, the interrogative pronoun'who?'. And so the · 
is further perpetuated, for when we ask about his name, the an 
we receive is but an echo of the question. 

13 

Bricks and Words: 
Observations on the Bodies 
of the Gods in Vedic India 

'Gods and men, and the Fathers
1 

as well, drank together 
(at the sacrifice): it was their communal feast. Former
ly, they could be seen when they came to the feast; 

coday they still attend, but now they are invisible.'2 Such is the 
reaching of the Brahma1'}as, those 'Treatises on the Sacrifice' which 
constitute the essence of late Vedic literature. As is nearly always 
the case in the Vedic tradition, this evocation of bygone days stops 
shore, and, in the end, teaches us very little about the relations 
that may have obtained between gods and men prior to the 
narrative present of the Bra1ma7!as, or the reasons _for and the 
stages of subsequent changes. At best, we find working drafts of 
scories, more or less compatible with one another, which describe 
che gods' great dread of being seen. The gods were already pos
sessed of such fears in the earliest times, when there lived on earth 
the nis,4 men of supernatural powers who, having had a vision of 
the Veda, transposed it into words and made it known to other 
h~ans. 'The r~is did not see Indra5 with their own eyes. Only 
Vasi~~ha had this power. Indra became afraid: "He is going to 
teach the ocher r!is the means by which to see me". He said, "I 
will teach you a form of knowledge by which generations will 
succeed one another and always choose you as chaplain.

6 
But do 

not teach the other nis the means by which to know me".'
7 

For 
all chis, the Ancients never gave up hope: 'When they wished to 
see Indra, they offered him the (sacrifice known as the) vani~fhu
sava, thinking, "When he becomes satisfied, Indra will present 
himself before our eyes, and we will tell him our desire".'

8 
What

ever the case may have been in the past, the authors of the 
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Brii.hmanas were certain chat in their own time, it was impossib 
for hum.ans to see the gods with their physical eyes. '(The God) 
Rudra,9 be who is called the Loner, is not seen by us, but only 
recalled through meditation.' 10 Elsewhere, one of the perenn· 
personality traits of the gods is that they are fond of the cryptic. 
So great is their caste for mystery that they even attempt to render 
language obscure, to substitute-for words whose meaning · 
transparent and whose etymology is clear-a kind of jargon com
posed of words rendered opaque by the alteration of gi~ 

h 11 p oneme. 
Because they are present at it, there is no need for the gods 

be represented at the sacrifice. And because it is their will to 
'out of sight', or 'otherwise than present co sight' (paro' kfa), t 

is no reason to manufacture objects which, by occupying a pi 
of space, might play the role of adding an element of artifi · 
visibility co these divine beings who are there in person, at 
time of the oblation, once they have been addressed with 
proper formula of invitation. 12 

The India of the Vedas is therefore 'aniconic'. To be sure, th 
exists nei_ther any rule nor any account condemning the manufa 
cure of divine images. le remains the case, however, that V · 
India has left us no vestige whatsoever chat might bear witness 
the prior existence of sculpted or painted effigies. We need 
attribute this absence to either chance or co the fragility of 
artists' media; its full significance may rather be found in the t 
silence on this subject. In truth, the Vedic corpus, augmented 
that '(auxiliary) limb of the Veda' which constitutes the body 
'aphorisms on ritual', 13 leaves nothing to the imagination in i 
descriptions of the procedures and symbolism of various forms 
sacrifice. And, for all intents and purposes, there is no mentio 
whatsoever-in this enormous agglomeration of hymns, pray 
aetiological narratives and prescription, bearing on the mo 
minute details of worship-of objects depicting the gods. 

It is necessary that we qualify chis assertion with a number 
nuances and details, as we anernpt to show how aniconism was 
part and parcel of a general theory of divine corporeality that was 
proper co.Yedic mythology, ritual and theology. Before we do this 
however, we should first throw some light on the contrast existing 
between the absence of effigies (as well as of temples and fixed 
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shrines) that we find in Vedic religion, and the ~t~avagan~ pro
fu ion· of idols that characterize that form of rel1g1on wh1ch--:-

·5thout any sharp break or explicit reform-followed the Vedic 
wiriod. T his latter case is that of Hinduism, a religion that was 
~;ughed out i~ the Epics_14 ~d fleshed out in the Pur3.9as, 15

• a 
Hinduism which has mamtamed, down to the present d~y m 
India, all of its original vitality and princip~ _!eature. _Hmdu 
worship in fact is, ab~v~ all_ else, a ma~cer of pu;a,_ ~f serv1ce and 
doracion towards a divme image, an image that 1s m actual fact 

;resent before the eyes of the devotee. It would appe~r that puj~ 
caken in this sense, would fuse have had a place m domesttc 
ceremonies, and would then have come, from the seventh century 
of che common era onwards at least, to constitute the central pivot 
of public ceremonies, in temples. 16 Hindu theology may thus be 
defmed as an extended reflection on pujii.: what is the nature of a 
god who can be both represented by and contained in a material, 
man-made object? How can the gestures, glances, words and 
offerings that the devotee addresses to one of the many statues or 
paintings reach the god himself? . . . 

The Sanskrit language has at its disposal two words with which 
to designate the idol as such. These ace pratima, the image as 
replica, portrait or re8ection;17 and murti, a corporeal form en
closed or frozen within a set limit, a condensed presence, an arrested 
movement. 18 Each of these two terms, taken alone, indicates in its 
own way a certain distance between the idol and the god: the 
pratima is bur the copy of an inacces~ibl~ original,. ~herea~ ~e 
murti serves as a matrix for the concrettzation of a d1vme fluidity 
chat cannot be grasped. ln fact, the theoreticians teach chat the 
image can only provide an 'inferior knowledge' of the gods. But it 
is not so much the means co knowledge chat is the problem here: 
it is, rather, the case that the gods are themselves possessed of both 
an inferior form of reality-chat which manifests itself in the 
image-and a higher form which cannot be represented and which 
is, in fact, indefinable and limitless. T he images are themselves 
hierarchized, 19 in such a way as to at least suggest, if not assume 
by conventions, the presence ofchat very element that transcends 
chem. In the Vaisnavite Vaikhanasa sect, 20 for example, one speaks 
on the one hand -~f images that are sakala (' consisting of parts')
chac is, composite or, in ocher words, material and analysable. Such 
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an image may be carried in procession co represent (and con · 
the god Vi~QU in t~e variety of his ~anifes,ta~ions. On rl;e o~ 
hand, one speaks of Lmages that are ntfkala ( without parts ) whida 
are immobile and forever fixed in the temple's most sacred~ 
tuary. The worship offered t~ th~e respective imag~ differs; ~ 
therefore, the expected qual1ficanons of the worshipper are dif, 
ferenc. Worship is also accompanied by prayer formulas appro; 
priate to either of these two aspects, or rather, these two levels o( 
divine reality. Whereas the god resides permanently in the fuce.l 
image chat is 'without parts', invocations and special rites ~ 
necessary, whenever there is a pii.jii, for the god to be induced 
enter into its portable image that is 'with pares'. Once the pujabaa.; 
in fact, reached its end, the god is invited to leave the portable. 
image and rejoin his absolute Sdf in the fixed image chat is bia 
vessd and his concretization. But whatever his hierarchical sta~ 
the divine image is treated-under one or another form- as being 
tl1e very person (or one of the persons ... ) of the god: this fea~ 
is especiaJly salient to the process of the image's fabrication, as well, 
as the process of worship. 

After the image has been fashioned (according to highly rigor
ous prescriptions fixing the measurements of each part ofits body)., 
one performs the rite of 'opening the eyes' (ak~unmefa,ya), a ri~ 
which has the effect of animating the statue and infusing it with, 
the life of the god itself:21 henceforth, this is a divine body; 
endowed with the sensory organs of audition, touch, taste, 
smell-but especiaJly that of a r~di~ting gaze or vision-:-tha~ faCCIJ 
out upon its devotees. From this ume foiward, worship will n~ 
only consist of bringing the god food co eat; it wiJl also e~ 
bathing it, purring it co bed, and bringing it to unite-in cer~ 
cases- with d1e statue of a divinity of the opposite sex, in a ritua{,l 
copulation that is both ceremonial and discreet. More than this; 
the divine image may be endowed with a kind of legal identity: 
treatises on Hindu law go to great ends to define the clauscs 
according co which the statue of a god may be considered as the 
owner of the objects of worth which accumulate or circulate in 
the temple.12 

Whether it be permanent or portable, the image is, of necessity, 
forever frozen in a single posture. Hindu theoreticians and artists 
do not however, resign themselves to the strictures of this 
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. mobility. They teach that it is necessary, for he who would 
: a sculptor or painter, to first become ~ _st~den~ of son~, then 
f instrumental music, and finally to fam1Jiar1ze himself with the 

;echniques of dance.23 It would appear these exigencies are tan
camount to saying that movement and rhythm are features com
mon co all the arts. Once he sets to work, the painter o~ sculpcor 
ndeavours, in fixing an image, to restore movement to it (except, 

:f course, in cases in which one is to render_ the ~age of _an 
immobile and impassive god, such as the sleepmg Vi~~u o~ S~va 
in yogic meditation) and, at the same time, to suggest the ub'.qmty 
and che multiplicity of the god's 'aspects'. He endows the image 
with several pairs of arms and, sometimes, several heads. But the 
desire co produce a dynamic effect is at once ch~elled and 
maintained by the static didacticism of .its symbol1Sm: co each 
pair of arms and to eac~ head, there corr~sponds a_ very specific 
'power', which figures 10 the enum:rauons furrushed by ~e 
cexts.24 These observations hold especially for anthropomorphic 
images which constitute, moreover, the general rule: the meas
urements set forth in the texts are chose of a perfect human body, 
with the features and amibutes given to the gods and goddesses 
very frequently human ones. We should nevertheless note that 
several of Yisnu's avatars (the Tortoise, Fish, Boar, and Horse) 
are of animaCor mixed character (the Man-Lion); and that one 
of the most popular gods of Hinduism, Gai:iesa, has the head of 
an elephant placed atop the body of an obese man. It is not rare 
that the god be given several pairs of arms, several heads, and 
several trunks on a single head.25 

In order that it be perceived by the worshipper, the body of a 
god must always be graven into a concrete medium. If the devotee 
has attained a certain degree of perfection, if he has mastered the 
proper techniques of withdrawal and meditation, b~ may beco~e 
capable of bringing an image of the god to consc10usness. 1:"h1s 
image will be one he has previously chosen from among all p~ssible 
or known mi,rtfr, and he must bid the god that he allow himself 
to flow into this mental murti. Hereafter, che devotee gradually 
constructs the image, by reciting aloud or in silence, in proper 
sequence, the formulas and prayers corresponding to the different 
parts of the divine body, utterances which have the power to m~e 
these appear. At the same time, be will himself be transfigured, m 
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such a way as to become a vessel worthy of the god. More than, 
this, the devotee's body becomes a murti into which the god; 
breathes his own life: this divine 'installation of the breatlu• 
(prar;,a-pratiffha'} into a living statue is the culmination of this 
process of mental construction and corresponds to the moment 
of 'opening the eyes' in the construction of a material statue.• 
The body of the god thereby enters into the body of the devotee. 
This is the counterpart of bhakti, of that fusionary impetus which 
moves the devotee to love a god (conceived as a person who is: 
her-or himself capable of love) co the point of'caking pare' in this 
god, even of becoming a part of the god, of giving to the god. 
even to the point of losing him-or herself in godhead. 27 

Let us now return to the Veda. Its aniconism is, in fact, not 
absolute. The texts bring to our notice a ceremony that is the 
subject of an esoteric teaching (imparted 'in the forest'), a cere
mony which consists in the constrnction, the worship (together 
with an offering of warm milk), and the destruction of an offering 
called the Great Man (maha-vira). This individual, invoked as a 
supreme god, assimilated to the sun, and portrayed as a sovereign, 
is represented by three superimposed earthen vessels. These 
roughly depict a man seated in the so-called 'lotus' position; and 
an important feature of the rite involves heating these bowls to 

such a point that they become too incandescent (whence the 
name of this ceremony, pravargya, which means 'that which is 
co be heated') to be looked at fixedly. The anthropomorphism 
of this icon is explicitly emphasized.28 The final destruction of 
the image is preceded by a bizarre rearrangement: the utensils 
and ingredients of worship (spoons, vessels, broom, straw, and 
clotted milk) are placed on the altar in such a way as to resemble 
a human body,29 with the Great Man's three constitutive pots 
thus reduced to the level of pieces in this puzzle of sorts.30 This 
reabsorption of a divine image into a schematic rendering of the 
human body leads us to evoke another instance of iconism in 
the Vedas: this is that of the golden statuette placed at the base 
of the brick structure called the 'Piling of the Fire Altar'. This 
is the image, par excellence, of man: first, it is an image of the 
sacrificer, the master craftsman of this sacrifice which consists, 
as we will see shortly, of the edification of an altar of this particular 
form.31 As the sacrificer is secondarily identified with the gods 
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Agni and Prajapati, the statuette is also said to represent these 
rwo divinities (who are furthermore identified with one another 
within the ceremony itself). Another kind of image, a rather 
crude one in chis case, is the prastara. This is a tuft of grass 
which also represents the sacrificer and which, after having been 
manipulated by the priestly officiants-like a doll of sorcs
dHoughout the sacrificial operations, is at last thrown into the 
fire. Here we are in the :,resence of a progressive transformation 
of sacrificer into sacrificial oblation, in a rice that demonstrates 
how this tuft of grass-which is che 'other person' (itara atmd) 
of the sacrificer-will, like the ohlacion which is poured onto 
the fire and is so borne upwards ro the gods, come to precede 
the sacrificer, after his death, along the path he will follow up 
co heaven.32 These two examples show that the model for these 
constructed simulacra in the Vedic cult is none other than that 
of the human sacrificer who is, moreover, visibly present, in the 
flesh, on the sacrificiaJ ground, The gods, on the contrary, do 
not allow themselves to be represented through material media. 
This is tl1e teaching of the Vaikhanasa sect, a group which, in 
practicing both Vedic and Hindu forms of worship, stated chat 
the ancient cultus was amurta, without images, and the new 
culrus samurta, possessed of images. 33 

Under such conditions, how possible is it for us to know 
anything about the bodies of the Vedic gods? It behoves us here 
to draw a distinction, from within this pantheon, between two 
sorts of divinities. The former are gods who are the subject of a 
certain mythology, to whom powers or specific spheres of activity 
are attributed, and to whom prayers and offerings are made, but 
who do not play an active part in the Vedic cultus. The latter are 
those gods possessed of the particular character of serving as 
vehicles for the oblation (as is the case of Agni, the god of fire), 
of being commingled with one of the oblatory materials (as is the 
case with soma), or of being none other than lord god Sacrifice, 
the divinized sacrifice (which is the case of Prajapati).34 So it is 
that these three gods (in the same way as do the other gods of the 
pantheon) have bodies which the texts encourage us to imagine; 
however, they also have a substantiality that is all their own. Agni's 
material body consists of the sum total of the various fires ignited 
on the sacrificial ground; and agni is also a common noun meaning 
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'fire'.35 The material body of the god Soma is the plant that b 
the same name. The stalks of this plant are pres~ed so as to ex 
a juice which, once filtered or 'clarified', is a drink of intoxicating 
and perhaps hallucinating properties, an oblation favoured by 
gods for whom it constitutes the drink ofimmortality. Lastly, 
material body of Prajapati is, on the one hand, the sum of all the 
acts, words and substances that constitute the sacrifice, and on the 
other, in a narrower and more concrete sense, the five superi.rn-; 
posed layers of bricks, of the 'piling of the fire altar', which 
have already mentioned and to which we will return. It can ev 
happen, in the case of the plant soma as the god Soma, ~at 
plant be described as the god's farira. Now, this term des1gna 
one's wholly material body, inasmuch as such is distinct from the 
spirit or soul (Ved ic Sanskrit more often employs the term tanu
which, in face, refers to the person as a whole:._to designate the 
bodies of gods and ofliving hurnans).36 However, when the ston 
pound the soma stalks, it is only farira of che god Soma that ii 
crushed: as for his animated ·and truly divine body, that body 
which is inaccessible as such co human sight (here, we are temptedl 
co say his mythological, as distinct from his ritual, body) it is to 
be understood as • a terrifying falcon'. 37 The soma plant is thus 
visible body of a god who, because he is a god, is hidden fro 
view. It is in order to concretize this invisibility, say the th 
logians, that the prescription is made co envelop the soma s 
with a piece of cloth. T o be sure, Soma is an embryo which m 
be protected with an envelope, but he is also wrapped in cloth 
the simple reason that 'the gods are hidden from men'. So 
texts cell us that 'char which is enveloped is hidden. This is w 
one envelops (the soma scalks).'38 

Prajapari's case is a more difftculc one. Thar which con_stitu 
his body on the sacrificial ground is not a substance designated 
by a common noun identical to the god's own proper name. In 
order to understand the relationship between Prajapati and 
body of bricks that humans construct for him, it is necessary 
we look at his mythology. Prajapati the 'Lord of Creatures', 
appears in the second period of Vedism-that of treatises on 
sacrificial theology-as the great cosmogonic god. This is a god 
who has a marked tendency to reduce the other gods to so many 
variations on a single theme-that of his own person.39 The 
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creation of the world by Prajapati, while not the subject of a 
connected and coherent narrative, provides the background for 
innumerable fragmentary accounts, accounts which are always 
oriented cowards a well-defined end-the justification for a rite, 
a habit, or some feature of the organization of the cosmos, of 
society, or of the human body. Yet, when the Veda attempts an 
e,eplanation for the existence of the very long and complex rite of 
che 'piling of the fire altar', the discourse becomes richer and more 
susrained.40 The ceremony as a whole, as well as each of its details, 
are described and commentated in such a way as to demonstrate 
chat this brick structure is at once the symbol and the confirmation 
of an ace of genesis. The central and essential event of this genesis 
is che construction of a. time chat is possessed of divisions, of a 
succession of discrete units capable of being grouped into regular 
sequences. This is an occasion, for deep reflection, on che part of 
the Vedic theologians, upon the continuous and the disconrinu
ous,41 a reflection stimulated in part by the interlocks that exist 
between various segments in the series of sacrificial acts. 

The mythic motif may be reduced to the following. Prajapati is 
possessed of desire, 'may I become manifold!' He exerts himself, 
heats himsdf and finally gives rises to the creatures, starting with 
the gods. But the effort has exhausted him. He is laid out, emptied 
and broken, threatened by death and thereby threatening with 
death the beings that have just emerged from him: the time that 
rules here is a homogeneous 'year' of sores, which simply draws all 
living beings towards their destructionY Prajapati wishes co recon
sciwte himself by reabsorbing all creatures. He desires that all 
multiplicity be within, rather than outside of himself. 'How can I 
make all these creatures return co my body? How may l again 
become the body of all these creatures?'43 He says to Agni: 'Put me 
back together'. And the reward he promises Agni-if the Fire god 
will agree to reconstitute his creator by reintroducing himself into 
him and by leading the other gods to do the same- is that the 
gods and men will recognize Prajapati as the son of Agnj, and that 
they will call him Agni. The 'piling of the fire altar' is this work 
accomplished by Agni as a means co fulfilling Prajapati's desire: 
condensed and &agmented into clay bricks, he gives new consis
tence and structure to the body of Prajapati. This is why this brick 
edifice, which is Prajapati, bears in its name a reference to Fire. 44 
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'Here then, the father is also the son; because·he created Agni, 
is the father of Agni; because Ag~ put him_b~ck t~gether, Agni 
the father of Prajapati'.45 The bncks are d1v1ded 1Dto fives 
which are superimposed but also separated by layers of~oose 
the five levels of bricks are chose parts (the Sansknt says: 
corporeal persons, the tanits) of Prajapati which became immo 
his spirit, word, breath, eye and ear; wher~as the layers o~ 1 
earth are the parts of his tanu which remamed mortal, his 
skin, Oesh, bones, and marrow.46 The layers of bricks are also 
four cardinal directions plus the zenith; and they are, above all 
the five seasons of the Indian year.47 There is a brick for e¥ 

'moment' of the year: five 'moments' per day, and as n:iany 
night. Other bricks correspond to individual ~ys and rughts, 
these are grouped into twenty-~our sets of thu~ (24 half-mon 
in the year, with each consistmg of fifteen ~urnal an,d fi , 
nocturnal periods); each of these half-months 1s also a body 
Prajapati.48 This year, which is coex~ensive wi~ the body 
more properly speaking, with the senes o~ bod_1~ of a creator 
reconstituted-is no longer a death-laden time; it 1s, rather, a 
ritualized by its own rhythm, a cycle that generates an immo • 
that is immediate for the gods and deferred for humans (or at I 
for humans who know, in turn, how to construct the fire al 
and who know the significance of their ritu~ acts).49 . 

We have given but a very summary overview of the symbolisii 
involved in the 'piling of the fire altar'. The texts elaborate 1/1 
infinitttm the interpretive reasons for the numbers of layers ~ 
of bricks, weaving a vast network of cross ref~rences to explail 
the shape and size of the bricks, the names given to them, dip 
order in which they are lain, the difference between those w~ 
positioning is accompanied by the recitation of formulas and th 
manipulated in silence and which are but 'fillers of empty sp • 
Let us at least retain, from among these references, a ce 
number of forcefully asserted principles which serve to enligh • 
us on the conception that emerged, in Vedi_c ln~ia, ~f the bo<Uflll 
of the gods. Each brick is an oblation;50 to edify this bnck str~ct\111 
is to perform a sacrificial rite whose o~latory subst~ce 1s fuc. 
Whereas the original body of the god 1s a body that 1s fated m 
dispersion, a body that is a victim, and is, as such, the creator rl 
the sacrifice,51 his reconstituted body is, on the other hand, created 
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by che sacrifice, because it is composed of the oblations introduced 
inco it. In other words, the body of Prajapati, the sacrifice, is 
composed of the gods who, if they did not go so far as to abolish 
chemselves in him, at least allowed themselves to be 'eaten' by 
hirn.52 The rite performed by humans is not simply a means to 
producing a more or less authentic version of what happened 
among the gods. The altar of bricks is more than the mere copy 
of chat altar which would originally have constituted Prajapati's 
real body. Already in the myth, we find an account of the trans
mutation by which Fire on the one hand, and the elements of 
time on the other, were first materialized into bricks. 53 We should 
also point out that this layering of bricks whose structure is 
Prajapati and whose substance is solidified fire in the shape of a 
bird with.wings outspread, is also conceived to be none other than 
Soma. In this way, the immaterial body of this god-that body 
which, in contrast to its vegetable body, does not allow itself to 
be seen by humans-nevertheless reveals itself, at level of the 
constructed body of Prajipati. 54 

Our texts address ~other system of interpretation, according 
ro which each of the different parts of the body of this Prajapati
Agni- Soma (his head, neck, spinal column, wings, knees, et~.) ~s 
che seat of a divinity in the pantheon, but also-and this 1s 
fundamental-of an element of the Veda. More exactly, it is a 
matrix for one of the metric schemata operative in Vedic poetry. 
So, for example, the abdomen is the place reserved for the god 
Indra, and the place of the meter known as tri[~bh (a stanza of 
four verses of eleven syllables each). It is a fact that there exits, in 
Hinduism, an extremely elaborate and frequently cited symbolism 
of metric schemata. 55 The authors of our texts go so far as to reveal 
the site, within the body of bricks, in which the irregular verses 
have come to lodge themselves. These verses, rendered imperfect 
by the excess or lack of a single syllable, constitute imperfection 
in tl1e edifice itself, imperfections which are the result of errors of 
excess or lack that may have been committed in counting or 
measuring the bricks while piling them up. 56 

Elsewhere, and precisely for the reason that the altar is not a 
proper effigy, we encounter, not unexpectedly, the following ques
tion: how could Agni, a polymorphous and mobile divinity, be 
contained in an inert construction? What do we know of the god's 
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'true' dimensions? The response, or rather the refusal to respo 
takes the following form: 'You alone, 0 Agni, know yourself. Yo 
are who you are. It is you yourself who edify yourself (while 
pile up the bricks)'.~7 

The motifs we have just brought to light in this study of 
rite of che 'piling of the fire altar'-chat is char che body of 
god is composite, that it is constructed by the rites, and that! · 
a certain sense, it consists of rites; and that the words of the Ve 
and, more abstractly, the rhythms of Vedic poetry, are theinsel 
aJso the substance of the divine body-are themes that may 
encountered in a wide array of similar accounts concerning 
gods we have qualified as sacrificial-Prajapati, Soma and 
Furthermore, these motifs are not absent from myths concerni 
other gods, as che following examples will show. Vedic rit 
knows of a group of quadrimestria1 sacrifices, a· series of festiv 
which, taken as a whole, encompass an entire year, but which 
hallmarked by their initial phases, which coincide with the be · 
ning of spring, the rainy season and winter, respectively.58 Th 
sacrifices consist of a wide variety of oblations, addressed co a gr 
number of gods. But Prajapati consumes all of these, and 
them to successively fashion the different pares of his own bod 
his right arm, the thumb and other fingers of his right hand, · 
wrist, elbow, right leg, coes, etc. The texts sometimes emphas· 
the analogy between a given offering (or rather, the name it be 
and the part of the body which it serves to constitute. Thus, 
krairjina oblation, offered co the gods of the wind ~ho make u 
Indra's escort, becomes Prajapati's penis. This is because we 
here in the presence of a derivate of the root kritj,, 'play'-and 
is with his penis chat a man enjoys ludic pleasure.59 We sho 
note in passing that such a modus operandi implies that Prajap 
must pre-exist-either in the form of energy or of desire-his o 
body (since it is he who undertakes to c~eate himself), and t 
the rite, the ritual institution, also precedes (because it determin 
it) the formation of the divine body. 

Prajapaci has yet another means by which co constitute hims 
again in a rime chat must also be situated prior co the creatio 
itself. The rsis (chose seers whose face it is to receive the Vedi 
revelation) fust create seven discrete 'men' (purtifas), and then 
decide co combine chem in such a way as co make a single 'man': 
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bur this 'man' is also. a bird, b~cause two of the initial 1:ur~as are 
d co make two wmgs for him.60 In the final analysis, the text 

use •ning this account brings us back to the 'piling of the fire 
cont.ahu . . . th al 
I • Here the question 1s one of explaming why e centr 

a tar• ' f h ·d ·on of the altar has the form of a square each o w ose SI es_ 
Poru . , , ,,_ h · h 
. en times as long as 1s that man par exce,u:nce w o 1s c e 
is sev ·- . f h 

•r::1cer'.61 the brick body of PraJapau thus bears the trace o t at 
5acrm · · · , , 

hich was the god's first birth: a conglomerate of sev~n. men. 
w The god Rudra's original consolidation was o~_a s1~mlar sore. 
I dignant at the incestuous passion that drove PraJapatt to pursue :s daughter Dawn, the oche~ g?ds l?oked for one of their own 

ho might be capable of pumshing him. None was great enough 
w cake on such a task. They thus each cook, from their own selves, 
%ac particular body which was the most terrifying; a_nd from these 
chey made a single heap which became Rudra.62 This god had the 
strength and cruelty necessary for piercing Pr~japati, and s~ be-

me the god who specializes in the violent pomon of the sacrifice, 
:ost notably in the wound inflicted on the victim's body by the 

·c: .aldi b 63 sacru1c1 smem erer. 
Here, several bodies are juxtaposed in such a way_ as to for~ a 

single body, and this wich?ut erasing the_mar~ngs of Its comp~site 
origin. Symmetrically, a smgle god can give hrmself several di~~t 
bodies and play off of his multiplicity.64 In ; general se~s~, ~t. 1s 
well understood in lace Vedic religion chat all of the divm1t1es 
and likewise all the oblations brought co them are bodies of 
Prajapati. '65 More specifically, however, we find Soma di_srributing 
himself into three bodies, bodies he places separately 10 each ~f 
the three worlds (heaven, midspace and earth) in order that his 
entire person not be subject co becoming the sacrificial food of 
the gods-an endeavour in which, moreover, he fails.66 

The gods who present the clearest ~d most numerous exampl~s 
of this multiplicity of bodies are Agru and Indra. Of course, It 1.s 
not a fixed number of bodies that is attributed to each of these 
cwo divinities: numbers vary according to which ritual prescrip
tion the text is attempting to establish or illustrate. 

Agni has two bodies: that which conveys the o?laci~ns intended 
for the gods. and that which transports the oblauons rntended _for 
the Fathers.67 But he already has three bodies in the following 
stanza of the .[?g Veda, in which all of the god's threefold aspects 

\ 
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are celebrated; 'o Agni, three are your victorious forms, three}' 
dwelling-places, three your tongues, many are your tongue;, o 
from the sacred order, three also your bodies enjoyed by 
gods ... '68 ln the light of Sayai:ia's commentary, and especi 
chat of texts posterior to the [?g Veda which repeat che s 
expression in much clearer contexts, it becomes possible for us 
discern the threefold ritual facts to which the various forms 
Agni's triplicity refer in chis passage. His three bodies are en 
meraced in a canonical list, which is highlighted in che context 
the rice of installation of the sacri&cial fues:69 here one is instruc 
co proceed with the tanuhavis, 'oblations to the bodies (of Agni 
which are his 'purified body', his 'purifying body', and his 's · · 
body'. The Vedic theologians do not fail to connect this rite w· 
a myth: 'When Agni passed from the world of the gods co 
world of men, he said to himself: "I ought not co pass thro 
the world of men in my entirety". He distributed these 
bodies into the three worlds ... The nis perceived this and offer 
these (three) oblations . .. ' Thus, men are reassured when 
ceremonio~sly establi~h their sa<;rificial fires, that ic is a comp) 
and unmut~aced Agnt they are mscalling.70 Bue if-returning 
the f?g V~dtc text-we r~connecc the stanza concerning Agni 
three bodies co that which follows, it cakes on another sen 
'Numerous are the changing forms of the (god who are) male 
?f the changing forms they gathered into you ... '71 These ch 
~ng forms are so many instances of miiyii, a term which wo 
mdeed come to know a brilliant future in Indian speculation 
~ult~re,, but which here does not necessarily or solely sign· 
. illus1~~ . It rather refers co the gods' capacity for creating multi 
1den tmes for themselves and others, and to their power to struct 
reality,72 which is, in any case, tantamount to producing manifo 
forms. In face, Agni's chree bodies can reveal themselves as be· 
six, or seven times seven, ecc.73 

We would be mistaken co regard these discussions on 
r:1anifold as nothing more than an imagic way of talking about 
smgle god's various specialties, his spheres of activity, the vario 
ways in which he manifests his power, ecc. The Vedic authors,· 
their_ collec_tions of hymns as well as in their theologico-rit 
treauses, bnng co our attention situations in which the relacionshi 
obtaining between Agni's bodies (or those ofanother god) direct 
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jrnplies their autonomy. Taken in_ hi~ entirety, ~ni_ is the s~ of 
his bodies; but each of these bodies 1s a person m its own nght. 
fhe rexes evoke quarrels be_rwe~n the two Agnis, _and reach t~e 
formulas which muse be re~1ted 10 order_to reconcile and reunite 
chem: 'May you rwo be urnced, harmomze yourselves'. be lovers; 
beaming and benevolent, dwell together co eat and dnnk. I have 
laced your minds together, your rites together, and your thoughts f ogerher' .74 This exhortation which evokes the words p~onounced 

in addressing a newly wed couple, concerns two Agrus who are 
both perceived as being male. Even as one eff~cts t~e~r conciliation, 
· c is necessary co cake care tha:t they rem am discmct from one 
~nother, because their good feeling at once symbolizes and guaran
tees the mutual respect which ought to reign between brabmins 
and kfatTiyas (warriors): united, to be sure, but by no means 
confounded.75 Another text shows us an Agni Jacavedas who is 
jealous of Agni Vaisvanara, which is the sole Agni (in ch~ form of 
a fire) who is maintained by brabmins and who, for cl11S reason, 
participates (in the form of a god) in the continuous creation of 
che world. Agni Jatavedas inflates himself and grows, such that he 
comes to be noticed by a brahmin' s wife, who persuades her 
busband co change Agnis. In the end, the two Agnis come to an 

agreemenc.76 

As for Indra, when the gods approached him, asking that he 
become their leader in order to defeat che Asura demons with che 
words, 'You are the most valiant of all of us', he retorted, ' I possess 
the following three bodies. They are valiant. You must satis.fy them 
(the three of them). Then will you bring an end to the Asuras'.77 

And, of course, the enumeration which follows gives instructions 
concerning a sequence of the three offerings which constitute the 
sacrifice called 'the victorious one'. Elsewhere, Indra is one of those 
gods most endowed with mayii. 'With form after form he inten
sifies his being. He creates mayii.s all around his body.'78 Lascly, 
the origin myth of, or rather the ·myth which stands as the model 
for the rite called tanimaptra (intended to found an alliance 
between the sacrificer and the officiating priests ac the moment 
in which they sec out on the risky adventure that is the sacrifice), 
only makes sense if the person of each god is composed of several 
bodies. In order to combat the Asuras, the gods-who had con
fronted them in a scattered fashion up co chat time--decided to 
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unite. In order that their alliance be a solid one, each placed 
deposit, or pawned, in the keeping of one of their own num 
a god who had been established as the keeper of their promi 
'chose of their bodies which were che dearest to them'. Hew 
would subsequently fall short of holding up his end of the allian 
so established would thus run the risk of never being reuni 
with 'his very dear bodies'. The adjective 'dear' has the same val 
here, and in a great number of other analogous passages, as d 
the philos of Homer. le is a possessive adjective: the very d 
bodies of a god are those bodies which are most himself.79 So· 
is that the gods give their 'very dear bodies' co one of ch • 
number-in chis case, one of the Agnis-when they are prepar· 
themselves co launch their campaign aga~nst the Asuras. 'If we 
victorious,' they say, 'we will come and taken them back. If 
are defeated, we will seek refuge with them.'80 

What can we hope to know of the physical appearance of ch 
bodies, which were on the one hand multiple and separable, 
fragments of a single divine person, and on the ocher, composi 
the produces of a collage?81 The details we are able to grasp, 
the basis of the texts, lead us to believe (as has been the case · 
post-Vedic Hinduism, as we have seen above) chat the norm, 
at least the predominant tendency, was towards anthropomor, 
phism. When Indra is qualified as a bull, chis is a means of plac· 
his strength and virility in highest relief; but the elements of • 
complete description give him the body of a man, with mentio 
being made of his right arm which is stronger than his left, · 
belly, his beard and his thighs. Elsewhere, his son Kutsa bin 
him by the testicles.82 We gain a fleeting im age of Vi~l).u's s· 
houette, as he stands with his head propped against his str 
bow.83 A Litany of sorts, addressed to the various components 
the sacrifice and especially to the bunches of grass with which 
ground is strewn, evokes the lap and skin of the goddess Adi • 
the golden hands of Savit{ and Vi~~u's topknot.8• When Ru 
having pierced Prajapati, shows the ocher gods the wounded por, 
tion of this divine body, the prototype of chat of the sacrifi · 
victim, the god Bhaga's eyes are burned and P~an, who tries 
eat it, has his teeth broken. 85 In the eyes of Prajapati, nonethel 
the gods, his creatures, are of a perfect beauty, since in contemplat 
ing chem he becomes so agitated chat he sheds his seed. 86 1111; 
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another passage, he has a similar reaction when he sees his own 
irnage·reflected in the waters.87 

But when humans want to exalt the beauty of the gods (and 
especially ~at of Dawn, one of the rare ~em~e divinities in the 
Vedic tradmon), the most they have at rhetr disposal are formulas 
that are obscure, if not enigmatic, from the Veda itself. Whether 
it is invoking the gods, causing them to speak, or speaking about 
chem, the Veda does not say enough about chem to bring coherent 
irnages of the gods' corporeal forms to mind. Attention shifts 
constantly between che representation of objects that are, on the 
sacrificial ground, che material bodies of the gods; and the moving 
forms of their properly divine bodies which are only sketched out 
by the words of the text. 

The gods, who have no fixed residence, also have no corporeal 
envelope. That which truly contains them is that which is called 
their dhiiman, their 'very dear dhiimans': the term signifies place
ment (in the sense of'to place' and 'to be placed'), situation, status; 
and, secondarily, abode. Such are the meanings of chis term which 
Louis Renou further renders as 'lieu geometrique d'interftrences'.88 

The god is situated in the institutions he himself founds. His 
strength, his nature, his proper place, his essence, his structure (all 
possible translations for ?1is cer~) need not b: soug_hc anywhe~e 
outside of his law-that 1s, outside of the way m which he mam
fests the cosmic order (rta). 89 

In chis way, chat which is the most consistent, the most concrete 
and the most individualized, in the bodies of the gods, are the 
words of the Veda. The Veda itself never tires of repeating this 
theme: 'the very dear body' of Agni consists of the metric schemata 
of sacred poecry.90 After his victory over Vrr:ra, Indra disappears, 
and all chat remains of him is a certain Vedic meter. 91 Where are 
the gods? 'In the highest firmament' , the, [?g Veda_ tells us; rha_c !s, 
'in the indestructible syllable of the verse .92 In spite of the ong10 
mychs chat ascribe the discovery of certain rices and the use of 
certain Vedic words to pre-existing gods, the doctrinal portions 
of the Veda unambiguously assert that 'it is the sacrifice, which 
in unfolding itself (while we perform it) continuously becomes 
these gods'. 93 The Vedic word, on t?e contrary, is i:ncreaced: wh~e 
ic has been the object of many kinds of revelat1on, and has its 
concentrated and its expanded forms, it has never had, in ~d of 
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itself, a beginning. The primary way of chinking about the 
solute in India is co perceive it as the quintessence of the Ve 
word: and this is the primary sense of the word brahman. 

One of India's philosophical schools assigned itself the task 
systematizing all of the Vedic convention on the bodies of 
gods. This was the doctrine known as Pzi.rva Mima,rz.sii, or ' prim 
exegesis', which was embraced by persons one might call extremi 
of Indian orthodoxy. It is founded on an interpretation of 
Veda which postulates as a founding principle that the uncrea 
Veda is entirely true; but which distinguishes, within the Veda 
itself, between an essential portion (composed of the sum total~ 
its injunctions concerning the rites), and a secondary portion 
(made up of discourses designed to stimulate man's imagination 
and ardour, and so incite him to perform the rites). It is in this 
second portion that we find alJ that the Vedas have to say regarding 
the gods. In fact, the gods only exist as a function of the sacrifice, 
within the · sacrificial context. The divinity is, in relation to the 
sacrifice, a subordinate factor, a kind of means co an end: in order 
that the sacrifice might be complete, there must also be a divinity, 
one who receives the oblation. But it is not the divinity who 
produces the results of the sacrifice; rather it is a force that ema
nates from the ·sacrifice itself. What counts in a god is its name: 
the offertory formula must include the exact name of the divinity. 
The sacrifice would be completely nuU and void if the divinity 
were invoked by a name which, even though it were one of its 
names, was not the name prescribed by the Veda for that specific 
circumstance. In response to the adversary who objects that the 
divinity is, in such a case, nothing more than a word, the 
Mima'!lsii philosopher says: 'Here there is nothing, in fact, for us 
to refute. T his idea does not contradict our doctrine. It confirms 
what we say: one must not use one name in the place of anotber'.94 

In des:ribing the way in which the gods compound and frag
ment their persons, and in demonstrating that it is the sacrifice 
chat shapes them and the Vedic word that gives chem their being, 
the Veda, that sacred text which speaks of nothing but rites and 
gods, paradoxically orients Indian speculation towards the sort of 
atheism caught in the Purva Mimarrzsii.95 In reaction to chis theol
ogy of the explosio~ and extenuation of the gods, a theology which 
abolishes the gods' transcendence vis-a-vis rites and words, classical 
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Hinduism, in its grandiose project of remythologization, gives life 
chese idols, to these divinities who show their love to humans, 

rod who allow themselves to be seen, nurtured and loved.96 Or, 
a:c another way-and this other way complements the aforemen
~oned one most admirably-Hinduism would, in its formulation 
t f the theory of miiyii as illusion effect the disappearance, or rather 0
he absorption, of all discussion concerning the lack of divine 

:onsiscency into a broader discourse on the irrealiry of all that is 
manifold. 
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Exegesis of Rites, Exegesis of Texts 

'Counting is funny.' 
Gertrude Stein, Look at Me Now and Here I Am 

The Structure of the Twelve-Day Sacrifice 

I n classifying those sacrifices in which soma is the oblat°'I' 
substance, the method of predilection--or at least that 

. method best suited to the speculative bent of the authors o£ 
the Brahma~ar-:is to ~onsider their duration. The Vedic treatise,.\ 
on ceremorual ncual (Srauta Sutras) 1 divide the soma ceremonie,i 
(somasa7!1stha) into those lasting but a single day (ekaha); th011: 
:consisting in days' (ahina)-that is sacrifices two co twelve da,., 
m length; and lastly, 'sacrificial sittings, sessions' (sattras), twcl'vw, 
days to one year in duration. 2 

This_ does n_ot mean that the sum total of the procedures ia 
the e~aha sacnfice are the. w~rk of a si~gle day: it is only by 

1 
factonng out the_ many saq1fic1al preparanons and prolongation, 
tl1at one can arnve at one day as the period consecrated to the.
essential act of the sacrifice; that is, to the pressing (savana) ,. 
the soma stalk~, which is e~ecred in three sittings, in the morniJJ& 
at noon and m the evening. There are several kinds of ekahlli, 
bur all are derived from a single prototype (prak[ti), che sacrifice 
known as the agniffoma.3 

The various ahinas and sattras are differentiated from one, 
~nother by_the wa~ in which their constitutive days are distributed, 
m ~och senal and mtedocking fashion. But the sattras are of quite 
a different structure than the shorter soma ceremonies, inasmuch 
as in a session of long duration, the distinction between sacrificer 
and officiants is abolished. In such cases each of the human 
participants has' to fulfil two roles, whkh thereby implies that all 
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are obliged to undergo the consecration (dikfa) normally reserved 
for the sacrificer alone. Also, none but brahmins may be present, 
since it is a rule that brahmins alone may officiate at such sacrifices 
(whereas, in other sacrifices, anyone belonging to one of the first 
chree van;as may stand as sacrificer).4 

The dviidasaha or the twelve-day sacrifice has the peculiarity of 
being the longest of the ahinas and the shortest of the sattras, by 
virtue of which fact it may be executed according to either one of 
the two formulas. Here, then, is the organization of these twelve 
days, according to AitB 4.23-5.22 (in which the dviidasaha is 
created as a sattra sacrifice}:5 the first and twelfth days are 
atiratra~ that is, ceremonies which 'spill over into the night' and 
which include a night vigil consecrated to the recitation of hymns, 
the more or less orgiastic imbibing (according to Eggeling6) of the 
soma drink, and the sacrifice of a goat to Sarasvati, the goddess of 
the Word. These two end-poincs of the rite are like the wings of 
a bird whose two eyes are the second and eleventh days and whose 
body is the other days (in other words, the series of the eight 
remaining days) taken as a whole (see AitB 4.23, in which a 
schematic rendering of this rite's origin myth is also presented). 
These 'two eyes' are the days identified with one of the 
agni~tomas, while the eight medial days (with the exception of the 
third of these, or the fifth in the entire series, which is given over 
to a ritual of the fOtµ11in type) are characterized by a ritual variant 
known as the ukthya. 

An .alternative distribution leaves the two atiratras aside and 
considers the ten other days to bea dasaratrarite {literally, a 'group 
of ten nights': it is by design that durations are counted in nights, 
even if these, in fact, encompass diurnal periods), in which one 
recognizes a) three series of three days (three triratras); and b) the 
centh day, which is set apart not only positionally, but also on the 
basis of its content. The three triratras are in turn distributed into 
a two plus one configuration: the first two constitute, in tandem, 
che pmhya-{arµzha, a group of six days, characterized by a par
ticular kind of recitation called the P!ftha-stotra, while the three 
days of the third triratra are called chandomas. 

Images are evoked to illustrate the relationship between the six 
days of the pmhya~{aefaha, the three chandomas, and the tenth 
day. The pmhya-fatµzha, the Aitareya Brahma,:za (5.22) tells us, is 
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like a mouth, of which the chandomas are the tongue, palate and 
teeth, and the tenth day that by virtue of which what is said can 
be pronounced, and also by virtue of which the sweet may be 
distinguished from the non-sweet. Or, the P!ffhya-ftUfaha are the 
nostrils, the chandomas chat which is inside the nostrils and the 
tench day that which allows one to distinguish between odours. 
Or, again the P!f(hya-fatfaha is the eye, the chandomas the dark 
portion of the eye, and the tenth day that with which one sees, 
the pupil. A possibly disconcerting note in these comparisons is 
the fact that the first six days are presented as encompassing, and 
not preceding, the four days that follow: the p[fthya-fatfaha is at 
once both part and whole. A more frequently encountered and 
parallel situation depicts a whole which, having been reached 
through an accumulation of parts, is in turn reckoned as a sup
plementary part. So, for example, the year is composed of eighteen 
elements: twelve months, five seasons, and the year itself; 7 or again, 
the Word, viic, is composed of four parts-that is, of four syllables, 
the three syllables of the word akfarawhich itself means 'syllable', 
plus the syllable of the word vac.8 

In the case of the twelve day soma sacrifice, or rather of the ten 
days which constitute its central portion, this configuration of [(3 
+ 3) + 3) + 1, together with a gloss which emphasizes the fact that 
the 3 + I final days are both supplementary and inherent to the 
(3 + 3) of the beginning, combine to account for the play of 
similarities and dissimilarities between these sequences of days. The 
rite, taken as a whole, is one; it is composed, to be sure, of distinct 
and diverse elements,9 but these are elements which, through their 
capacity to enter into manifold partial combinations, pave the way 
for the final unity of the whole. Each of the three days of the second 
tririitra repeat-although they fall short of reproducing it in every 
respecc--each of the corresponding three days of the first triratra. 
The third tririitra repeats-in its structure, but with marked dif
ferences in its content-that which is common to the fuse two. 
Finally, the tenth day, through a long series of features, of which 
the first is its very oneness, is set entirely apart, even if it is also the 
culmination of the entire process. To begin, the Aitareya Brah
mana s sole mention of the first nine days takes the form of a series 
of i~dications or descriptions of the textual recitations proper to 

chem. le says nothing regarding the acts which are to accompany 
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chese recitations, whereas on the subject of the tenth day, it is the 
sacrificial acts that are placed in high relief. 

Numbers and their Notations 

To this point, our analysis has been based upo~ repecitions_and 
differences for the simple reason chat the termmology of neual 
calls our attention to them. We would make but little headway 
on this basis, however, were we not to rely on the exegetical work 
of the Brahmanas themselves. Their presentation of these soma 
festivals is striking, inasmuch as it consists of an analysis which 
they bring to bear, simultaneously, upon ritual sequences (or ~ore 
precisely, the connections obtaining between che days of the nee), 
and upon those texts of the ffe Sarrzhitii whose recitati?n they 
prescribe. In matters of el~ci~~ng the te:'t_ure_ of the ~1te, as a 
means to articulating and Jusnfymg those tnJecnons which muse 
be obeyed by the sacrificer and the officiants if the sacrifice is to 
be accomplished, the Briihma,:zas constitute their own proper au
thority, and are their own guarantors of the validity of the origin 
myths and revelations of the rites that the}'.' set forth. The st!ucture 
of the rite is constituted and laid out m the brahmaruc texts 
themselves: yet, for all chis, the BrahmaT}as have no qualms about 
looking at the rite as a prefabricated, pre-existing text, and_ a text 
open co their commentaries. It hap_pens nonethe~ess,:fiat,_ with the 
exception of the tenth day, the nee of the dvadasaha Itself-at 
least in the form in which it is found in the Aitareya Briihma1JA, 
(and in such parallel passages as PB I 0-15)- is nothing oth~r 
than a recitation of passages taken from the fg Veda. Each day 1s 
characterized by the group of Vedic texts considered proper to it, 
and by other features bearing on the way in which these are 
grouped and recited. These Bk Sarrzhi~ii t~xts are p!ainly inserted 
into this Brahmana in the form of c1tat1ons; at umes, they are 
simply mentioned in the form of an incipit (praiika), which 
functions as a reference. In either case, it is clear, in the discourse 
of the Brahmanas, that the Bg Vedic mantras are anterior and 
exterior to the ·text which cites and glosses them, anterior and 
exterior to the rite of which they are a constitutive element. 

The exegesis of this Briihma,:za consists in displayin~ and jus
tifying the connection 10 which exists between those portions of the 
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rite that are textual and chose portions that are gestual. What 
are saying is: here is why this text is recited to the accompanim 
of chis particular act. This is the invariable exegetical method 
the Brahma7Jas, and we would not be exaggerating if we were 
say that the establishment of such a connection in fact constiru 
µie raison d'etre of these treatises. In the case chat concerns us hcie. 
the situation is nevertheless, a peculiar one, inasmuch as 
'gestual', extra-textual portion of the rite is reduced co zero. Or, 
put more exactly, it is solely concerned with the ordinal nwn 
of the ritual day in question. The question that is constantly po 
and that question which unifies all speculation on both ahina 
sattra soma rites-and most notably on the twelve-day rite as it • 
developed in the Aitareya Brahma7Jd s exegesis-is the folio · 
what is it, in the hymns or hymn fragments recited on a given daji 
and in the particular way in which they are recited on that <la,.; 
that is placed in correspondence with that day's number in the 
ritual order? Why is it, for example, that verses 8.89.3-4 of the¥ 
[?.k Sa7!lhita find their proper place in the rite of the first day Oa. 
which they constitute the text of the sung recitation known as the 
marutvatiya pragatha)? This is because these stanzas contain the: 
word pra-, 'in front', which is one of the indices of the 'first' day. 
in this case a specific concretization of the notion of 'first'. 

The Aitareya Brahma'}a, by way of explaining the rite, coa.. 
structs a kind of grid which it applies to each of the medial daJI 
of the dvadaJaha. A single grid is used for the first six days, whili 
another, applied to the next three, is identical to the first principle.\ 
but somewhat different in the number of squares it contains and 
the headings w1der which they are placed. The upshot of this 
decoding operation, proper to this Brahma'}a, is that each <la, 
unfolds in such a way as to ideal with a specific body of co• 
straints, and to conform co :i common schema; however, cada 
day lies in its combination of a given number of features thia 
Brahma'}a calls rt4pas, a term which Keith translates as 'symbor, 
and Caland as 'characteristic' in his discussion of the paralld 
passage of the Paficavi7!lfa Briihma'!a (10.6.1, for example). la 
his commentary on the Aitarrya Brahma,;a, Say3.J?.a glosses 
rupa with both lak{a,;a and linga, without stating his motives 
for such an alternation. What is it, in fact, that is being character• 
ized, indicated, or symbolized? It is, we repeat, the day, inasmuch 
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s it stands as the first, the second, etc. And what are the criteria 
for arriving at such a formulation? These we find in those special 
features or elements that come to our notice on these days, 
features which stand as markings of sorts, as both notations and 
representations of that which the Brahma7Ja wishes to empha
size-that is, the number associated with that day. Here we must 
bear in mind that this Brahma1Ja does nothing more than to 
present us with a list of these markings, without ever informing 
us of che general relation that obtains berween the rupa detected 
in che mantra and the number it is supposed co indicate. Although 
it is often the case that the relationship is immediately intel
ligible-because it refers to an elementary analogy (for example, 
a rupa of the first day is the fact that the divinity invoked in one 
of che stanzas happens to be named in the first verse)-it can 
also often happen chat the correspondence escapes us, and that 
the rttpa is but an arbitrary sign for us. What is it about the 
presence of the verbal root YU] in a stanza, for example, that 
makes ic-as the Brahma1:a says it does-a rupa for the first day, 
and thus singled out for recitation on the first day? We muse, 
moreover, acknowledge chat there is more to this process of 
'signifiance' (to borrow a term from Benveniste) than mere code, 
since two Brahmanas, in their treatments of one and the same 
rite, use the same ·portion of a single mantra as their rupas foe 

two different days (that is, two different numbers). In the case 
in point, the presence of the verbal prefix ud, 'upwards' (con
sidered here to be a synonym of urdhva, 'raised') is a rupa of the 
second day in the Aitareya, and of the third day in the Pafica
virrzfa. 11 As for Aitareya, it does not claim that those features 
recognized as the rupas of a given number need be intrinsic or 
permanent qualities. The aptitude of an utterance to be a rupa 
turns on the time of its enunciation: (because it is) pronounced 
·on the first day, the verbal prefix pra, 'in front' (for examp~e) is 
a rupa of chis first day. 12 (We cannot reject the idea that the 
simple fact of being recited on the first day, beyond being just 
a necessary condition, might also constitute a sufficient condition 
for rendering it a symbol of the first day: in sum, the first day 
symbolizes itself. The same is the case, to be sure, for each of 
the other days. But what is altogether remarkable is this perceived 
need to symbolize, through so many cumulative measures, 
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something that is a given in che real world, an inevitable obj 
fact: that is, the place of a given day in a series of days, and 
ranking of a given number in a series of numbers. When 
performs the ceremonies of the first day, that which makes it 
first day is not only the face that there are no ocher days pr 
it, and chat ochers folJow it, but also chat on this day ma 
are recited which bear the [widely variant] markings of the 
which bear the rupas of this day, inasmuch as it is the first 
Objective facts are supplemented here by the reality of che im 
that reflect ·chem and the signs that point to them) . 

Ritual and Representations 

Having said this, we would maintain that the reader's cask 
becomes one of reducing out, as much as possible, the role 
the arbitrary in the relationship obtaining between the rupa 
the number to which it is said co refer. A correspondence be 
a word and the number it is supposed co symbolize can only 
made meaningful when one has brought co light those mediatio 
and associations that the text has not mentioned, mediations 
associations which must be sought in other contexts. So it is wi 
the word vr;fan, 'bull', which is a mark of the second day. 
Aitareya Briihma'!a passage that provides this information doeJ 
not give its reason for doing so. It suffices, however, co r~ 
that vrfan is a frequently used epithet for Indra. Now, Indra~ 
explicitly designated as the divinity who presides over the seco 
day. The parallel PafzcavirrzJa Brahma'!a13 passage indicates • 
clearly, when it recognizes among the rupas of the second day 
the word vrtra, a term which means 'enemy' when it is conn 
to forms of the root HAN. 'kill', the compound vrtrahan it 
being one of Indra's names. 

It is now time for us to examine these rupas more closely ( 
if we cannot make an exhaustive study of them here). 

Each day, defined by its number, is first characterized by I 
the divinity which 'vehiculaces' (vahatt) it; 2) its stoma; chat · 
the number and the ordering of the verses contained in the sto 
the cantata in trio, proper co that day; 3) its siiman chat is, the 
melody to which the stotra is sung; and 4) its chandas, the metrical 
form chat.serves as its emblem. (According co Saya.r:ia, the sto,,,.. 
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-,nan and chandas are the 'vehicles' of rhe day, and have the 
1a thdi' ') arne scams as e vmicy . 5 We should not conclude, on the basis of this description placed 
r the beginning of the discussion of each day's activities, chat on 

~at day none but the 'vehicle' divinity can be invoked, nor chat 
JI 0 f the hymns and hymn fragments recited have the chandas so 

:ndicaced for their meter. le simply means that the day is placed 
110der che ~ign of chat god and of th~c m~ter,- 1:1.e ~hree _days of 
the chird mad (the chandoma) have no vehicle -divmity, with each 
of these possessed of not one, but three, chandas (which are the 
saJJle for all three). 

Following this, the text begins an enumeration of the rupas 
proper to the day, in the form in which they appear in the hymns 
recited on that day. These rupas are of several sorts. They are: 
J) words, or verbal roots (any form derived from the conjugation 
of this verb counts as a rupa); 2) verbal tenses: a verb in the future 
rense is a rupa of the first day; a verb in the present a rupa of the 
second, 14 in the past, a rupa of the third; 3) some feature of the 
word order: as we have seen, the name of a divinity mentioned in 
the first verse of a stanza is a rupa of the first day; in the final 
verse, it is a rupa of the third day; 4) the evocation of one of the 
three worlds: mentioned in a first day hymn, the world of men is 
a rupa of the first day, etc . 

. 'Vehicles' and rupas can thus be easily arranged, as shown in 
che table chat follows. 

The analysis which the Aitareya Briihma,.za makes (a mixture of 
descriptions, injunctions, and explanations of symbolism) is fol
lowed by an enumeration of the hymns, hymn fragments, and 
combinations of hymns or fragments that are to be recited. It 
presents a list of genres of ritual composition, which are fixe~ and 
constant for the whole of the fust six days (!tVfahas), as well as 
another somewhat different list for the three days of the final rriad. 
On each day, the;e are some twenty spaces to be filled through the 
11Se of suitable textual matter, matter specific to that day and 
possessed of chat day's rupa. Thus the prescription is chat one 
perform, each day at the time of the soma-pressing, four composi
tions of the ajya15 genre. For the ajyas of the first day, the text 
provided is RS 1.74; for the ajyas of the second day, RS 1.12; for 
the third day, RS 8.75, and so on. And, if it is the case that RS 1.7 4 
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is the tex-t provided for the iijyas of the first day, this is because 
hymn contains (in stanza 1) the verbal prefix pra, and this vc 
prefix, as we have seen, is one of the indexical words for the 
day. Another example may be found in the hymns that are rcci 
to the .[?bhus, on each of the days of the ritual: on the first day, • 
is RS 3.60 that is chosen, because this hymn begins with thew 
iha, 'here', which may be understood (or rather used) as ad 
nation for the world of men, itself is a rupa for the first day. 
· _In truth, however, the Aitareya Briihma7:a, in proceeding will 
itS 'notational reading' of the rite and the texts, uncovers a great 
many more rupas than those we have so far mentioned, or indit 
cated in our table. These rupas, of another type, are no longtf 
based on words (together with their concomitant synonyms) • 
such, nor are they based on morphemes, or on the place of worct. 
in verses, but, rather, on turns of phrases of speech, on 'impressiCJlt 
related in sum co a formal analysis of literary texts. 

We begin by noting the various kinds of repetitions found!' 
these rupas. l) The name of Agni, pronounced twice in 
Sarrzhitii 7.3, and which is recited as the iijya of the eighth day, 
is a rupa of the eighth day, inasmuch as the eighth constitutes 
second member of the third triad; in other words, it is 2' that · 
the second member, repeated for the third time. (Thii 
Brahmt:t,:uz goes on to remind us that the fourth is the same as 1~ 
and the seventh the same as l ',17 that the fifth the same as 2b, ancl 
so on.) 2) The fact that the stanzas of a hymn have the S:llJMI, 

ending (samiinodarka), 18 a kind of refrain then, is a rupa of d"
third day: the same holds for those stanzas which combine a, 
create the third day composition called prauga, as well as the sixdt 
day (or 3b) hymn to Heaven and Earth (RS 1.185), and the hyma 
to the Maruts (1.101), recited on the ninth day (or 3'). 3) The 
-reiteration (more than twice) of a word or a group of words ~-n 
single stanza is also a rupa of the third day. The word or gro 
of words are, according to the terms employed in the Aita 
Briihmal'}a, punar avrtta. 4) Cases of alliteration are called pu 
nin,tta.19 Repetition, alliteration and the presence of the word 
{'three') combine to form a triple rupa in RS 8.2.6[., a text recital 
as the marutvatiya of the third day: trdya zndrasya soma!J su~ 
santu devdsya I sve kfdye sutapJvna!J I I trdya}; koJiisa Jcotanti timl 
camva!J siipur7:ii}; . .. 'm:iy three somas be pressed for Indra, the/ 
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god, i~ the house of the drinker of soma. Three buckets are 
overflowing, three vats are well-filled . .. ' 

Also counted among the rupas are diversion, through excess or 
Jack. from the norms of verse or stanza length. Let us take the 
fifth day as an example. Besides the rupas which obtain to- it, 
inasmuch as it is day 2b, it is also referred to by a group of indices 
that are all its own. 20 These consist of words bearing some relation
ship ro the cow (whom we know to be the divinity of this day): 
dugdha, 'milked'; udhan, 'udder'; dhenu, 'milch cow'; and p,;in4 
'mottled.' One then passes from cows to domesticated animals in 
general (pasus): anything which may be said of paius and which 
one might encounter in the texts assigned to the fifth day may 
thus be designated as a rupa of this day. Now, the addition 
(adhyii.sa) of a supplementary verse is thus related to the realm of 
the pasu. Why is this? The Aitareya Briihmar;a itself does not 
explain this connection between a datum of a literary or textual 
order ~d the attributes of domestic animals. But Sayai;ia, in his 
commentary, helps us <;mt of this difficulty: pasus are quadrupeds, 
but when one enumerates (parigar;yate) their constitutive parts, 
one must add to these four that fifth part which is the head. So 
it is that the 'addition' as well as rhe cow are rupas of five. (The 
ajya of the fifth day has RS 6.15 for its text, a passage that contains 
a supplementary verse in its third stanza). We fmd a similar feature 
in the context of the fourth day which counts, among its rupas, 
chat which is characterized by a deficiency (una) or by a surplus 
(atirikta). The Aitareya Briihmatza contents itself with making this 
stipulation without even citing {or so it would appear) a single 
passage set apart by such a characteristic. Here again, Sayai;ia, who 
does not in this case attempt to restore the missing links of this 
symbolic chain, points us towards problems of a formal nature: 
the shortening of a {normally long) syllable is to be considered 
una, and the lengthening of a (normally short) syllable atirik~21 

All of the rupas we have discussed heretofore are explicitly 
designated as such in our text. It now remains for us to take into 
account a device, of the Aitareya Briihmar;a itself, (but th~s text 
does not provide us with a formula for interpreting it): the con
nection of two nepas to one another; let us try to~derstand how 
they evoke and imply one other. The verb STHA and the noun 
anta ('end') are the rupasof the ninth day (=day 3c): in hymn 3.35 
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?f the RS, whose recitation is pres<:ribed for chis day, there figures, 
in the first stanza, the verb STHA in the sense of 'stand up (in 
chariot)'. Now, to stand up in a chariot implies that one h 
?rou?~t co an end the act of walking. Th<:_ rupa 'end' is thu, 
1mfhc1dy broug1;tt intoyla~ by the ru_,pa STHA;_ for, as the Aitarex 
Brahma'l'}a says, stopping 1s an end (anto vat sthitam). But thia 
same rup_a w~ich evo½es the 'end' may also be represented by a, 
word "."h1ch 1~ sem~uca~y as~ociated with it, even if it does not 
figure m the l1St of rupas (is chis not a rupa of r:i/pa itself?). '1'.""-'. ldl 

?n the ninth day, RS 1.103 is recited. Its rupa, in the first st 
1s ~e word anta, which does not itself appear in the passage, b 
wluch turns out to be represented by the word parama, 'suprem.c 
(because that which is supreme is an end: anto vai paramam) 

The Third Day: Multiplicity and Conclusion 

On p. 80_ of the Introduction which he prefaced to his translatio11,: 
of the Aztareya and Ka~itaki Brahma'l'}as, Keith brings to notice 
the fact that the word bahu ('much, many') is employed by AitB 
5.! in the grammatical sense of 'plural'. This passage treats of the 
thtrd day and bears on the RS (2.34) hymn co the Maruts: 'Pouring 
out streams of soma, the Marucs of aggressive power'. This is the 
hymn co the Ma.ruts. Much should be recited. Now, much mean, 
the end; the third day is the end. On the third day, this is a 
rupa of the third day.' Saya.r:ia comments: 'There are fifteen stanzas. 
l e is in this that there is multitude. This multitude is born of the 
fa~t that there are ~any gods co be celebrated in it. This multitude. 
~1th regard_ to uruo/ and duality, is an ending. This is why th~ 
1s th~ marking ~hich consists of an end (antaval /ingam asti ).' 

It ~s n?c cerram that we ought to follow Keith, even if Say~•4 
gloss mv1ces us to do so. 22 But the bahu of chis brahmana whether 
or not !t _necessarily refers to the grammatical markin~ of dM;; 
plural, 1s m any case a means by which to summarize all of the, 
features of plurality contained in the hymn (in its structure • 
~ell as its co~tent), of which Saya.r:ia gives bur a sampling. The 
idea ?f plur~1ty thus stands out in high relief. Why then, is it 
associated with the notion of ending? This is because it is con
nected to three, and because the third day is also the final dq 
of a triad (in the sense chat the day that follows the final day ol 
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ach triad is a new first day). But we must examine the rupas of 
;he third day as a group. If they are simply juxtaposed, is their 
conjunction merely a fortuitous convergence of a number of 
fragmentary traditions? Or might we hope to find some coherence 
in i:heir association? 

Let us note, from the outset, that the third is the only day that 
aUows for the use, among its rupas, of the name of the number 
which corresponds to it (this alternation between ordinal and 
cardinal numbers recurs constantly in brahmanic speculation on 
che symbolism of numbers): it is as if this Brahma,;a wished to 
indicate that it is three which 'makes a (great) number', and that 
co be three is to be numerous. The fact chat 'three' is the essence 
of plurality, and that it may be illustrated by all that is d~sign_at~~ 
as numerous, is confirmed by the presence, among the stylistic 
rupas, of the refrain (samanodarka), of repetition _(punar iivfttt), 
and of alliteration (punar ninrttt): all are mult1ples obtamed 
chrough the recurrence of an original element. It is therefore, not 
surprising to note chat the third day has, for its tutelary divinity, 
the Vifve Devah, the 'All-Gods', who are not a totality of the gods 
in the pantheo·n, but a group of gods who are always presented 
en masse. As distinct from all of the individual gods, the Visve 
Devah themselves constitute an indistinct mass which is manifold, 
but o·f indeterminate number: the Visve Deva~ are to the gods 
what the vis, the vaisyas are among men.23 It .is true that the 
vaisyas do not appear in the list of rupas of the third day; however, 
it should be noted that nowhere in this text is a vaT'l'}a ever given 
to mark a day or a number. We would, in fact, expect to find 
brahmins symbolizing the first day, both because they are chrono
logically and hierarchically the first vaT'l'}a. and because the texts 
constantly associate them with Agni and the gayatri. In a similar 
sense, the ~atriyas, the second vaT'l'}a ought to figure alongside 
Indra, their god, and the trifru~h, their meter, co illustrate the 
second day (as, for example, in SB 5.4.1 .3, on the subject of the 
royal consecration). In fact, this rite of dvadaJaha is an extraor
dinarily hermetic one--especially in its Aitareya Brahma'l'}a ver
sion-and the texts that describe it do not bring together the 
totality of the cosmos, of society and of the human body, in their 
series of correspondences. (The Ka~itaki Brahma,;a version de
scribes, in a more habitual way, the ways in which one progresses 
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in the mastery of the season and the cardinal points, insofar one advances in the series of the days in the rite). 
Is it possible for !l's to say, for all of this, that the vaiJyas 

such are absenc from the rupas of the third day? The Aita 
Brahma'}a make an indirect reference to them, we believe, wh it includes in these rupas the verb RAM, which means 'estab · 
oneself so as to enjoy an asse~ or a place'. On the days coun 
as 3b and 3', RAM has STHA for its substitute. 

Now in concrast to the kfatriyas, who are unstable, the va · 
are established: they are, co borrow Minard's expression who the term in its etymc;,logical sense, 'manants', churls.24 

The fact that the individuals who constitute the masses 
numerous-but of indeterminate number-and that they indistinguishable from one another, does not, however, mean th 
they are uniform. If the effect of plurality is attained bya repetitioQ of an original element, as in the case of the refrain and of allitera tion, it can also be subject to variation and dispersion: and this · what the name vain,pa, 'formless' or 'multiform', proper to 
third day, suggests. Elsewhere, the vis, which is the standard te 
for the masses, also has both diversity and multiplicity fo r i 
hallmark. At the time of the 'piling of the fire altar' (agnicayana)., the many bricks which represenc the vaiiyas, the eaten par excellmc, in opposition to the single bricks representing the kfatriyas, th~ eaters (several 'eaten' for each 'eater'), are set in place with a mantra. unique to each. This is in order that the vaiJyas whi·le different from on,e another, might be weaker than the kfatriyas as we ~ cold in 5B7.7.2.2-4. 

The third and last day thus corresponds to the third ancl last of the van;as possessed of the ability to sacrifice: this ia the var~ of the many, a van;a that is at the same time un• defmed and diverse, and attached to a particular place. These same quaJifiers apply--dare we say it-to the host of ancestors: death transforms them into beings of the end, of the other world, of the past. They are a multitude, a vis. And even if we cannot positively confirm that they are themselves attached to a particular place, we should, nevertheless, point out that 
their approval is necessary for the living to be able to define a ksetra in which to establish themselves, according to the teachings of SB 7.l. l.4.2S 
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'fhe fourth Day: Residue, Recommencement, Transcendance 
'fhe fourth day is defined by the place it oc~p!~ in_ ~e series of days which constitute the body of the dvadasahtr. 1t is the place ten een the third and the fifth days. T his is a mechanistic defmi
~ecw f sorts When we consider the rupas of this fourth day, we oon ° · c d 'b' ' 1) · · can state that there are rwo other means ror escn mg 1t:_ it ~s chc fuse •~• day. The A#areya BraJi_matJa text 

1
itsel~ empham.es this with insistence; 2) it is also the one more w~ch comes to be 

added to the group of three days which precede •~• both to gather 'ts remains and to carry it towards something greater than up I •c rch' hich . h I itself. le is this latter aspect of the rou w we wis to p ace 
in relief here. . - • d' · The divinity who 'vehiculates' the fo~rth ~y 1s Yac. This 1vme individual, even if she is also language itself, 1s always beyond the elements that constitute her. However m4ch ?ne accumulat_es 
honemes, syllables, words, verses, sta,nzas, mecnc for~s and different types of composition, the Word al~ays rema.ms an un

fulfilled quest. This is what the Aitareya Br~hma~a (?.3) teaches, 
in its own words, at the beginning of the disc~~s1?n it d~ot~ to the fourth day, in which it introduces the d1v1mty and JUS~1~es 
her presence (an apparently unnecess311'. procedure f?r the divmities of the preceding days). Once the mes of the third day have been completed, the 'arrangemen~s of the verses _(stomas) and m~ter (chandas) are frilly secured: the only remamder left ~d (ucchiryate) is the Word'-and chis is why it is made the diVlruty of the fourth day. Whereas the parts are three in_ number, the whole is at once a part that is a remainder and that is_ greater ~ its parts. This is illusuated by the ~a~e~f the word itself. that 1s, the single syllable viic, in contradisun~non ~o the. syllables~ the aksaras, since it is the case that ak!ara 1s a tnsyllab!c wo~d. ~e 'syllable' is crisyllabic (ak!aram iti tryakfaram), the_ word , vac, 1s monosyllabic (viig ity ak!aram).' The fourth day 1s to the three 
preceding days what the Word is to syllables. 

Whereas the word, as the 'vehicle-divinity' of the fo_urth day, is a standard example of the whole that must still be gamed after one bas secured the parts, then the anus,tubh, inasmuch_as it is the meter of the same day, is an image of another reading of the 
remainder-the residue. 
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We have the good fortune of having at our disposal an origin 
myth which accounts for the connection, through the intermediary 
of the notion of refuse, between the anustubh and the 'founh'. 
This aetiological narr;itive, recounted in TS?. I. I.4-6, clarifies the 
ensemble of Aitareya Brahma1J,a speculations on the dvadaJaha rite 
and shows clearly that what counts in the consideration of the days 
of the rite is not a question of days, but rather, one of a sequence 
that is nothing other than a particular case of numbers in a series, 
'Prajapati desired: "May I procreate". From his mouth, he brought 
the measured emission of .the composition in three times three 
verses, which resulted in the creation of Agni; the gayatri meter; 
the rathantara melody; the brahmin among men; and the male 
goat among domestic animals. This is why these come at the head,, 
because they were produced from his mouth. From his chest and 
arms he brought the measured emission of the composition in 
fifteen verses, which resulted in the creation of the god Indra; the 
trif tubh meter; the brhat melody; the rajanya among_men; and the 
ram among domestic animals. This is why they are strong, because 
they were created from strength. From his middle, he brought the 
measured emission of the composition in seventeen verses, which 
resulted in the creation of the Visve D~ gods; the jagafi meter; 
the vairupa melody; the vaisya among men; and cows among the 
domesticated animals. Therefore are they to be eaten, for theywerc 
created from the receptacle of food. This is why they are numerous, 
because these were created after the [creation of the] most numer
ous of the gods. From his feet, he brought the measured emission 
of the composition in twenty-one verses, which resulted in the 
creation of the anurtubh meter, the vairaja melody; the iudrtl 
among men; and the horse among domesticated animals. This ia 
why these two, the horse and the Judra, are subordinate to others, 
and why the sudra is incapable of sacrificing, for he was not created 
subsequent to [the creation of] any god. This is why they arc 
dependent upon their feet.' Here the fourth stage of creation ii 
differentiated from the three that precede it through negative 
features: the model-divinity is absent and iudras are non-aute>
nomous and incapable of sacrificing. What is most astonishing is 
that the horse should be the animal associated with all of these 
deficiencies. The anUftubh is thus associated with this inauspicious 

· remainder, whereas in the Aitareya Brahmar;a it accompanies the 
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I rious remainder cowards which all things must tend: the Word. 
~~ese ·cwo i~cerpretations are ·brough~ together in th~ notion of 
the viistu, such as it is P!esented to ~ ~ SB L7 ·J· 1 ~- , . , 

This term, vastu, of which the pnmary meanmg ts sit~ , takes 
on the sense of '-refuse' (that which is left behind) ~nd parttcu_larly 
designates the''refusing'_of the ~ubscances ~ffered m th~ sacnftce. 
Now, this waste matter 1s used m the o~lanon called svt~rtJ~[f, the 
oblation to Agni Svi~~alqc-'he _who ·renders well. off~red, (that 

hich was offered in the main sacrifice). This offenng 1s a refuse :r the sacrifice' ( vastu vJ etdd yajfidsya ydt svifrtJkriJ, but wi~ho~t 
it the sacrifice could not be completed. Now, the meter which ts 
associated with the svirtakctrite is the anu~ubh. An~ s~ys a passage 
in the SB, 'the anUftubh is refuse,' also svif[ak[t.. This 1s also ?'1~ch 
the case that, in conjoining the anUftubh me~er to the sv~[4_,k[t 
blarion, 'one places refuse upon refuse' (vastav evaztdd vastu 

dadhatt). But this waste, as we can see, i~ not i~tended to be 
thrown out: it is necessary to a fmal operauon which renders the 
sacrifice a completed whole. . . 

The tenth day is not designated as •4c• in our text, smce Its 

structure is wholly different &om that of the other day~. It does 
not inaugurate a new triad, and is moreover a day th~t.ts adde~, 
not to three days, but to three triads. It neverth~less exhibits certa_m 
features of the 'remainder' which thus relate 1t to th7 fourth day: 
this tenth day, described as triumphal celebration of Sri, bears th~ 
name of avivakya, 'the blameless'. This is to say that the ~ar
ticipants are obliged to not correct (and thereby to ?ot nonce) 
errors that might be committed in the course of the me. On the 
other hand, a prayer is recited whic~ is m~n~ to transfe~ upon 
Prajapati, in a single l~mp, ~l of the_ 1mperfect1ons one might_ be 
guilty of having committed: that which we ~ave don~ here which 
is lacking, and that which we have done that 1s excessive, ?1ay that 
go to our father Prajapati' ,2i There is e~ery reason to believe here 
that the errors so erased are those which may have been com
mitted, by excess or by default, throughout the course o~ the ~ntire 
rite: and that which is una or atirikta, as we have seen, tS an mdex 
of the fourth day. . . 

But the ordering of the texts to be recited on this day follows 
an entirely different schema, and our Brahma'}a d~es not pro~ed: 
as it had for the preceding days, with an enumeranon of vehicles 
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~nd rupa~. Up to this point the Briihma'!a has only been con
sider~d :,v1th the texts to be recited on a given day. Here in the 
descnpt10n devoted co the tenth day, we find mention of various 
~cts, o~ the comings and goings of the officiants around the 
ahavamya fire, of the movements they make while bearin'g to
gether an udumbara branch by way of showing their intention to 
conquer together the energy and essence of the sacrifice, and of 
the sli~ering motion that accompanies their recitation of the 
stanzas m ho~our of che queen of snakes, etc. Aces highlight word, 
here: th~ hour, or rather the day, belongs either to the restrained, 
the recamed word, or to the directly explicit word (the hymns and 
~antr~s, here, are not simply mentione4 by their incipit, but given 
m their complete text), the ace becomes nothing more than a 
means to miming what the words say. The connection between 
the two levels of the rice is an immediate one: they signify one 
another: In the c;ase of the first nine days, on the contrary, the 
~antras, rather th:in.explaining the meaning of an act or being 
illustrated by a senes of gestures, were those elements which bore 
the trace of a number or (most often) of the representations 
connected to that number. 

The first_ nine days on. the one hand, and the tench day on the 
~ther, br~g.to our notice two contrasting typologies in the rela
uoqs obcammg between the textual and extra-textual portions of 
a rice. These are two extreme forms: one most often finds oneself 
somewhere between the two. This notwithstanding, what is most 
clear, in every case, is that the raison d'etre of the Brahmanas is 
not ta explain mantras, but rather, to interpret rites. The ~m
mentaries they :ue i~duced to make on the mantras are so many 
means co throwmg light on the relationship chat these bear co the 
rite in which they are included; in the fmal analysis, however, they 
are meant co chrow even greater light on the rice itself. Hymns 

· are fragmented into mantras, and it is often the case chat mantras 
only hold orn(s attention because they contain, regardless of che 
general meanmg c/ the utterance, a certain word, morpheme or 
syllable. !hus, rl:e mantra of RS?.32.10 is us~d for the third day 
because 1c contams a form of the verb pary-AS, which is one of 
the ru/'as of chis day; it happens, however, that in chis hymn, this 
form m fact only appears accompanied by a negation! Disjointed 

' ! 
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and dispersed, the mantras cited by the Brahma'}asare much more 
a collection of divisible and mobile elements than they are a textual 
continuum whose meaning is grounded in sequences of words 
and phrases. The contrast is made complete with the structure of 
che rite, whose segments are joined together and arranged in time 
according to a fixed order. 

Louis Renou saw in chis treatment, forced by the ritual upon 
the hymns of the Vedic Sarphita, one of the causes for the strange 
face that has befallen the Veda in India: to be venerated and poorly 
known. 'The breakup of the old hymns into formulae and even 
fragments in turn impaled, as so many inert bodies, within the 
texture of the liturgy ... '28 goes hand in hand with 'the rarity 
and insufficiency of commentaries' . But the damage caused by the 

· absence of a veritable interpretive work bearing on the meaning 
of che Vedic texts is in part compensated by the attention paid to 
rheir form: that is, not only the attention paid to words as forms 
of phonic material, but also that given to th_e rupas, which the 
rirualists' analys.es uncovered in words and in the arrangements of 
words. The violence done to the text by the rite, favoured and 
incited the birth of certain of the disciplines that were the glory 
of ancient India: these include, in our opinion, that of Poetics. 

APPENDIX 

According to Oldenberg (1919:47), the salucory formulas addressed 
co the sequence of numbers in the Horse Sacrifice (ekasmai svahJ . .. 
'salutation to one ... ,' etc., VS22.34, readapted and developed in 
SB 13.2.1- 5) should nor lead one co suppose that these numbers 
were ' hypostasized' or chat they were objects of speculation as such. 
These exclamations, he says, are not directed towards a 'one' or a 
'two' caken in isolation, but rather, 'all of the entities having the 
property of being represented in the number one or the number two' 
( 'alle die Wesenheiten, welche die Eigenschaft haben in der Einzah/ oder 
Zweizah/ da. zusein'). The version given in TS 7.2.11-20 does not 
agree with this interpretation. In contrast to the VS and the SB, 
which, in fact, do no more than co prescribe this' formula for the 
sequence of numbers from one to one hundred and one (and the 
SB insists on the necessity of progressing by one unit at a time, and 
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of stopping at l 0 1, 'for hundred is the number of years in the 
of a man, and one is his own self'), the TS gives several lists· 
succession: a) the sequence of integers up to nineteen; then by 
up to ~inety-nine, and ending with hundred and. two hundred; b) 
the se~1es of ~dd numbers. up to nineteen, followed by the saine 
op.erataons as m the preceding set; c) the series of even numbers up 
to twenty, then ninety-eight and hundred; d) the odd numbers froaa 
three co seven; e) from four to 4 up to twenty, then ninety-eight and 
hundred; f) tens up to hundred; g) twenties up to hundred; h) ft&,. 
hundred, and then hundreds up to thousand; and i) powers of ten, 
up to 1012• It is difficult to not see here a kind of wonder with reganl 
to numbers as such and to their enumeration. In the context of the 
dviidaJ~ha, the Aitareya Brahma1Jll offers an example of ctiis tendency 
to ~ons1der and c~lebr~te the n~mber in its own right, an example 
which st~nds out m highest relief when we contrast the procedwt 
of the J!ztareya.to that ~f the ~afic~vi1?1ia Briihma,;za. For the lancr_ 
the penod of six days, m the nte, ts a symbol of the six seasons ol 
the year. For the Aitareya Briihma1Jll, the number is not the symbol 
of som~thing else; it is the number itself, on the contrary, which ii 
symbolized, and thereby glorified. So it is that we find, in this 
par:icular case of the. dvadaiah~ as is trfated in the Aita"JIII 
Brahma1Jll, a constructton that differs from chat which one fmda 
almost everywhere else in the Briihmaf!ar. This is the practice of 
generat\ng sampads, 'numerical congruences', to borrow Minard•• 
(1949: § § 201-3) expression: two objects are analogous and may 
symbolize and stand for one another, because both are composed ol 

·the same number of parts. 

15 

By Heart: Notes on the Interplay 
between Love and Memory in 

Ancient Indian Poetry 

The Eros of Hindu mythology bears the name, as we know, 
of Kama. In literary texts, however, he is also very fre
quently called Smara. These two terms are not exact 

equivalents in Sanskrit: taken as a common noun, kii.ma in fact 
designates every sort of desire, whereas smara is only applied 
to amorous desire. The celebrated Kama Sutra '(Collection of) 
Aphorisms on kiima', is an exposition of the science of love, 
kamasiistra. Because, however, it deals specifically with amorous 
desire, kiimaiiistra might very well have been named smaraitistra 
A few examples of compound nouns beginning in smara- will give 
an idea of the nature of the erotic and affected vocabulary of 
learned Sanskrit poetry, as well as of the word-play in which these 
collections of words indulged. Smara-kupaka, 'love's little well', 
is a means by which to name the female sexual organ, as are 
smara-grha, 'house of love', and smara-mandira, 'temple oflove'. 
Smara-chattra, 'umbre.lla of love', designates the clitoris, while 
smara-dhvaja, the 'banner oflove', is a word which, when declined 
in the neuter gender, signifies the female organ; in the masculine, 
it stands for the male organ (smara-stambha, 'pillar oflove', is also 
a poetic name for the phallus). Lastly, smara-ankuia, 'the elephant 
goad of love', is the fingernail, for when the pleasure of two lovers' 
m,utual embrace reaches its height, they scratch one another. 

It happens however, chat the common noun smara has a mean
ing that is, at first blush, a wholly different one: smara is also 
memory. More to tl_ie point, smara already clearly bears the two
fold meaning of 'love' and 'memory' in the Vedic texts, which 
form the most ancient body of Sanskrit literature.1 In the classical 
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language, miara in the sense of' memory' yields two other derivat 
of the same radical, smfti and smara,;a. Yet, throughout the histo 
of the Sanskrit language, a lively tradition maintains that smar14 
'love, desire', is inseparable from miara, 'memory', even if the 
latter usage has fallen nearly entirely out of vogue (it nev~rthdess 
remains in the compound jati-smara, 'recollection of past lives'). 
The Indian lexicographers do not hesitate to interpret miar14 
'love', as a derivate of the verbal root SMAR. 'to remember', and 
modern linguists have no grounds on which to reject this analysis. 
The poets, as we shall see, make chis phonic similarity between 
smara and the derivates of the verb SMAR the scuff of every sort 
of play on words,2 double entendre, and alliteration, such that 
Love and Memory come co be treated as mutually evocative 
themes which combine in such a way as to be variations on each 
ocher. 

It is nevertheless possible here for us co evoke a 'psychological' 
problem, a problem linked co matters of etymology. How ought 
we to interpret chis two-pronged meaning of smara ? If it is 
impossible for us to distribute these two signifies diachronically 
(since both senses of smara are found in the Vedic language), 
should we not at lease attempt to arrange chem hierarchically? 

Two approaches are possible a priori. Let us attempt co trace 
these, as we take note of shifts in meaning: 1) The first approach 
would hold chat the original semantic content is 'memory'. Love 
is a particular form or a secondary effect of memory. I remember 
X in a loving mode. My way of remembering X is co love her. If 
I love X, it is because I remember her. In ocher words, in order 
for me to love X, ic is necessary chat the thought chat her presence 
or absence awakens in me now be accompanied by the recollection 
of her past proximity to me, and chat I be prepossessed of the 
feeling that X has a place in my past. If X were not a recollection 
from the outset, if her nearness co me were entirely a thing of the 
present, I could not love her. Love is a consequence of memory. 
and has memory for its necessary condition. To be sure, chis ia 
not a matter of familiarization, of the necessity of getting to know 
someone. It is not a case of 'I have known X for a long time, and 
that is why I love her', but rather, 'I once knew X, and it is this 
recollection I have thac makes me love her.' 

2) One may work in the opposite direction. The starting point 
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h would be smara, 'love', or, in a more general sense, 'accach
ere , The formula here is: I love X, I think of her all che time, rnent. c I h d now chac X is not near me, 1 cum co che past co ree c e r lings I felt when X was here. I have X in my memory. Memory 

. edecermined by love. A being or an object could not occupy my 15 
ory were I npc bound to it by some form of attachment. rnern . I . h -'- . In chose rare cases in which the Indian ex1cograp ers _taKe 1t 

upon themselves to eluddace the way in which these meaning~ fit 
ether they of course lean cowards the former of the two Imes cog ' . bal th of reasoning we have sketched out here. le 1s the ver root . at 

bears rhe primary meaning, which is also the broad~t ~~g. 
F S'MAR 'to remember', is derived smara, which 1s recol-rom , . . 
I · n' with a nuance of'love'-which nuance, we must imagine, ectto , • h h.ch es to wholly mask the primal tonality. Smara 1s c at w 1 corn . d . d W awakens in us che remembrance of things . . . _es1re ·. _e may 

that this nuance only works when the verb itself s1gnif1es-see . f th d f • re than simply 'co remember'-somechmg o e or er o to 
:~centrate one's thoughts upon an object (which is not materially 
present), with intensity'. And so we find ourselves drawn, surrep
titiously, towards the second of our two hyp?theses. An _°:amp!~ 
of such a gloss may be found in the play enmled _Mudraraks_asa, 
in which a minister who has helped the new kin~ to rake ?1e 
chrone after a violent palace coup, now wishes to gain a sampling of public opinion. He asks a resident of the capital: 'Do c?e people 
still remember the fallen king?' The commentator explains, refer
ring, moreover, co a well-known ,treatise on gr~~•- ~hat the 
import of the verb SMA~ here _is co be_wedded ~ spmc. H_ere, 
'remembrance' is recollecuon mingled w1th nostalg1~ expeccauo~, 
and the question means: ' Do the people think lovmgly.of their 
past king?' It is often che case that the verb SMAR _1s to be 
translated, in a general sense, ~ ' co ~ntemplac~ an obJeCt o~ a 
being'; this is especially the case 10 mysuc or devotion~ t~xts. which 
enjoin the devotee to ' remember' ch~ ~ivinity-t~ac 1s, 10 fact, to 
concentrate his or her thought on 1t. Already in the Veda, we 
find the statement that one does not see a god, but, rather, 
remembers him· one evokes him mentally and has an inner vision 
of him. On the ~ther hand, however, it is necessary, if chis image 
is to emerge or commend itself to a mental construction, chat ~ne 
have a pre-existing model in mind, the memory of a percepuon, 
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or at least a recollection of the rules to be followed for 
realization of such a construction. In fact, the Veda teaches 
in days of yore the gods let men see them when they came to 
sacrifice.5 In this perspective, then, love is a particular applicatio 
of memory (smara is 'derived' from SMAR), but such a pro 
can only be possible when memory itself implies, at all time, 
desire for that which is remembered. 

Poets have never had to answer questions of the simplistic or 
of those asked by historians of words, and have thus been able 
avoid entrapment in the lacters' circles of reason. We should nev 
theless note that they have always had a penchant for the notio 
that love draws its power of seduction from the fact that it is, 
the same time, a recollection of love. Smarasi Smara ... 'Y, 

Remember, Love ... ', the alliterative construction which opens 
passage of Kalidasa's Kum~rasarpbhava, is a symbol of sorts for 
poetic reflection on the subject of love as remembrance. Love • 
itself called upon to recall that which it once was, in a formula t 
leads one to understand that it only is when it has been. It is un 
the heading of smara~a, 'recollection',, that the theoreticians pl 
one of the 'ornaments' of lyric and dramatic poetry:6 there · 
smarana, in the technical sense of the word, when I am led to r 
through my present perception of a similar object, an object 
longing to my past experience (such is the general opinion: acco~ 
ing to certain authors, however,_such a recollection may consti 
an 'ornament' even when it is not triggered by a present perce 
tion). In fact, this poetic figure of speech is most often applied 
nostalgic evocations of past loves. Are we to understand, then, 
the budding of love, love at first sight, the wonder of discove · 
another person, or the delight of sensual pleasure here and n 
are themes the Sanskrit poets disdain? Cenainly not-but th 
moments without a past can only be most fully savoured w 
one's thou~ts hearken back to them. Let us take the example 
Kalidasa' s Sakuntala, a drama bril_liantly analysed by Barbara Sto 
Miller in her Theater of Memory. 7 The opening scene describes 
first encounter of king Du~anta with the play' s eponym 
heroine. Du~yanta and Sakuntala are immediately smitten w· 
love for one another, and do not delay in celebrating a marr· 
•~ the Gandharva style' {that is, a union whose sole motive 
bond is mutual consent). Their love, therefore, has not yet reach 
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che stage of reawakening past memories. Bue d1is scene is little 
rnore · than a prologue of sores. The true dramatic subject is 
Du~yanta' s amnesia. Abruptly obliged to take leave of his beloved, 
he entrusts her with a ring which she is to show him in order chat 
he might recognize her when the time comes for her to rejoin him 
at his palace. As the result of a curse, the king loses his memory of 
cheir brief encounter and Sakuncala, as luck would have it, loses 
the ring. Confused, humiliated, and indignant at not being recog
nized, she disappears. The play concludes with a forceful depiction 
of the return of the power of memory: the curse becomes inactive, 
a fisherman finds the ring, and the king becomes obsessed with 
love, a love that is a gift of memory. A hallucinatory memory is 
chis, with the past being experienced as if it were the present; and 
with this confusion propagating, by contagion as it were, the 
perception of an image of reality as reality itself. Indeed, thinking 
back to the moment in which he first beheld his beloved, D~yanta 
calms his nostalgia by painting a picture of the scene: he sees, in 
the hermitage into which a hunting expedition had led him, a 
frightened Sakuntala attempting to ward off an angry bee. As he 
paints the bee, the king becomes so infuriated at the insect that, · 
wishing to crush it, he destroys the painting itself. 

Love as the recollection of love is a notion that the poets also 
glean from mythology. Reduced to its essential structure, the ipyth 
of Kama-Srama can be summed up in a few words. The god Siva, 
distracted from his yogic meditation, disturbed in his ascetic 
concentration by the shafts of Love, turns the terrifying fire of his 
gaze against Love, reducing him to ashes. Thenceforth, Love is 
bodiless, a,:z-anga. The Pur~ic tradition adqs to this core myth a 
happy ending that is not without reason. Siva pardons Smara, 
who then becomes endowed with an immaterial body, a body that 
is all the mere efficacious for the fact that it is imperceptible. Love 
will go on being Love, and will go on piercing the hearts of gods 
and mortals with his flowered shafts. Bue the high tradition of 
erudite poetry (kavya), even as it endeavoured to put the polysemia 
of Smara to effective use, also explored, tirelessly, the paradoxes 
embedded in the core myth, from which it drew the following 
erotic dialectic: that which is present in Love is the memory, as 
well as the consequences, of its destruction-and thereby its ab
sence. Deprived of a body, it is reduced to nought other than the 
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very flame that consumed it. An archer transformed into his o 
burning arrow, he inflames the bodies of lovers and draws th 
into the burning void that is nov., his.very substance. 

This theme is developed with a virtuosity which combin 
pedantry with vibrant enthusiasm in Har~a•s vast poem entitl 
the Nai{ttdhacarita, an expansion of the renowned and cou · 
story, found in the Mahabharata, of the loves ofNala and D 
yanti. At two points in his narrative does Har~a seize the mom 
co wax eloquent on Love as a recollection of the absence of Lo 
The fi rst of these is Damayanti's sorrow when she is separa 
from her beloved. She bemoans her fate, but does not blame f: 
itself or the events that have distanced Nala from her, buc rath 
blames Love itscilf, che structure of Love, and the negation co 
rained within it. Having become feverish in the pain of separatio 
she now inveighs against Smara who has become a part of 
own heart. 'Alas,' she says to him, 'ic is now in my very heart t 
you dwell, 0 thou who have no body! Why then, do you set i 
afire? Once you have yourself burned-it will take but a m 
ment-che fuel that is you, chat is me, where will you be then, 
hopdess one, you who behave like he who eats the offerings?'8 

Since it is impossible for me co render chese verses and those I 
will cite below with a translation chat is at the same time exact 
and readable, one which cakes account of both literary allusiona 
and double meanings, I resign myself here co giving a gloss oE 
chem. 'You dwell in my heart' does noc mean thac you are placed 
on my heart like this or that object, buc chac your spatial substance 
is found in my heart. If you are capable of inhabiting space, even 
though you have no body, you owe chat possibility co the existence 
of my heart. This idea is taken up again in a lacer passage: On 
you have consumed my heart, which is your place, I will not ask 
you 'Where wiJI you go?' but rather, 'Where will you find a pl 
for yourself?' (A rhetorical question-as if Damayanti were t 
sole woman capable of burning with love! But Smara' s case is the 
same as chat of other gods: although they are omnipresent, mortals 
invoke them as if they were standing before them with their whole 
person). Elsewhere, the passage plays on the words hataia and 
hutiiJa, translated as 'hopeless one' and 'he who eats offerings', 
respectively. HatiiJa, composed of hata, 'slain' and iiJii, 'hope', 
means 'he whose hope bas been slain', but may also be understood 
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'he who slays hope': thus, 'hopeless/destroyer of hope'. 
as d f h , er . ' d , 'd , . H tiila. compose o uta, onenng an asa, evourer, 1s an 

~' her of Fire Agni One must constantly feed the sacrificial fire epit • · · . 
· h cuewood as well as with oblations (clanf1ed butter, etc.). Wit II ' • , . • And, it is wi~ the &re of his angry gaze that S1.va destroys Smara s 

body. Love thus behaves in the same way as did the god who was 
rhe instrument of his destruction. _ . 

The ocher passage describes their reumon. Never, dur1?g ?1e 
·rne Nala has been away from her, has Damayanci ceased chinking 

~fher beloved: in ocher words, her heart. has been f!lled with. Love. 
She has wrought a mental image of chis consummg parasite, an 
image that has, co be sure, all ofNala's features, but she see_ms to 
do so unawares. So it is that when Nala finally does ~e~n 10 che 
flesh, she feels a thrill, but does not know whether 1c 1s Love or 
her own true love who is standing before her. The poet addre~ses 
Nala, explaining Damayanti's mental scare as he :omforcs him: 
'Your friend is wondering to herself: which one 1s Smara, and 
which one is you? It is you she wants, it is you her heart chooses; 
either that or she chooses both of you.'9 And so the commentator 
explains: Damayanti holds boch of you in her heart, but you are 
indistinguishable from one another. If she knew how co choose, 
it is you she would choose. Bue ic is like when you have a pearl 
and a glass bead before you: you don't choose, but hold onto chem 
both. l e is for you, in order to have you, chat she also holds onco 
Love; don't think she is holding you in order co have Love. H ere, 
says che poet, addressing Nala, is whar has happened: Love ~as 
become, in your friend's mind, nothing ocher than the reflecuon 
of che reality chat is you. How else could there by a_ resemblan ce 
between you and him, since he is bod~le~s? To wh1~,the _co~
mentator adds: che image of Love that 1s m Damayanu ~ mmd 1s 
the vision of a reflection (praticchaya, pratibimba). It 1s noc an 
image (bimba) of the oblccc ic~elf. lncor~ore~l, Love canno~ pro
duce an image; if chere 1s an image _(which 1s. the cas~), this can 
only be che image of a corporeal bemg. ~-d 1f there 1s a resem
blance between chis image and yourself, 1t 1s wrong_ to conclu.de 
chat chis is due to some resemblance between two different o rig
inals; rather, this image of Love has you yourself as its source. 

In order co diminish Damayanci's doubts, in order to say co her 
'l am not Love, l am your own true love', in order to make her 
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recognize him, Nala evokes the past they share in common, the 
tender secrets of their passion, their own special way of loving, th 
words they have spoken-words whose significance is ultimatd 
erotic, and which Damayanti blushes over when she grasps theit 
hidden sense . .. Nala expresses himself in a series of verses, every 
one of which indudes the words 'remember when .. . ' or 'you 
can't have forgotten ... ' 1n each case it is, of course, a form o 
the root SMAR that appears, playing on the noun smara which 
itself appears in the same or a contiguous verse. 10 

There is nevertheless one verse which constitutes an interesting 
exception in thar while it neither contains the word smara nor any 
form of the verb SMAR, it does include the expression jiiga • 
sarrzskiira!J, 'the latent impression awakens . . . ' The ter 
sarrzskara' 1 designates the trace left behind by a received impres
sion, an ineffable trace which contributes to structuring of the 
person, and which only manifests itself in the effects it has upon 
the psyche and the destiny of the individual. Remembrance con
sists of returning through a sequence of causes and effects, and of 
bringing these traces to consciousness. But the theoreticians of 
poetics, if no one else, distinguish between a recollection that is 
still accessible and prepared to become present to consciousness 
(such is the case when something I perceive reminds me of some
thing perceived in a prior rime), and a sarrzskiira which must be 
awakened through an effort of concentration and a return to 

oneself. 12 This effort is not a purely cognitive one, nor does it 
issue in pristine knowledge: by reactualizing a first impression. 
one is brought not only co see the past, but also to live it as if it 
were the present. When Nala asks Damayanti if his evocation of 
the past has awakened the sarrzskara that will trigger her memory,.. 
he invites her to relive the impressions he has been describing. 
What is amazing here is that this attempt co retrieve a past that 
is, after all, quite recent and capable of being put into words 
(Nala's eloquence is proof of this) seems to necessitate the same 
kind of exploratory work and require the same vocabulary as 
would an effort to reach the deepest levels of the psyche. W hich 
leads us to state, as well, that the past, so evoked, is a timeless one. 

The primary reason for which Indian interpretation of memory 
does not preoccupy itself with. che consecutiveness or layering of 
memories is that it considers each memory to be an autonomous 
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whole. In other words, there is a faculty of remembrance (smrtt), 
nd there are individual recollections (smara,:ias), but it is in vain 

&at one seeks to find any notion of recollections linking up with 
one another, or of their oeing distributed chronologically so as to 
form constellations which, while shifting, remain coherent and 
integral-in short, any notion of the existence of ~ wo~ld of 
rnemory. To sum up the maturation times of the mfm1ty of 
received impressions is out of the question here. Far from delineat
ing the contours of a person's life, recollectio?s tr~nsform_ the 
boundaries of personhood into a nebulous region, mto a cucle 
without closure. Popular wisdom13 is correct, to be sure, when it 
maintains that I cannot remember the things another person has 
seen; and in this sense, my memories belong to me alone. But 
who am I? !fl have mastered the proper techniques, and especially 
if I have gained the necessary merits, I can, as we know, recall my 
past lives. It is only exceptional beings who can accede to such a 
Jatismara, but it is legitimately possible for all humans to take up 
one or another of the paths that lead to it, and texts of such limited 
mystic bent as the Laws of Manu or the Yajiiavalkya Smrti discuss 
these paths in exact terms. Once I can recall them, these former 
lives belong co me. They are me, so long as I do not possess them 
(even though they possess me), so long as they are outside my 
field of consciousness. 14 How, under these conditions, can a life 
be circumscribed or become the subject of a story? 

Let us cite Barbara Stoler Miller once again, in her discussion 
of the role of memory in Kalidasa's dramaturgy: 'Memory has the 
power co shatter the logic of mundane life. It m:i1<es ~he in:isible 
visible, abolishes distances, and reverses chronologies . . . Abhinava
gupta explains what Kalidasa means by memory. _ It i~ ?ot a dis
cursive recollection of past events, but, rather, an mtwung of the 
past which transcends personal experience and introduces us into 
the universe of imagination that beauty evokes.' T hus conceived, 
memory is not our capacity to grasp the pastas the past, but rather, 
that which comes to superimpose a vision of the past upon our 
perception of the present: memory is the forgetting ~f the presei:it
lt is upon the obscure interactions between re~ollectton and deslfe 
that an aesthetics of memory is thus founded; and what an attrac
tive image this is, of a man who remembers love and who lives 
love as a perpetual past in which the temporal limits of his being 
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are dissolved! le creates, for those who contemplate it, an emoti 
whose value lies in the fact chat it al.lows everyone (in comml.UU 
with everyone else) to experience, in the deepest part of him an escape from the trammels of time which is also an escape fro the trammels of self. 

le would appear chat an analogous process-of the deconstr 
tion of time--comes into play in a form of memory that is fo 
at the opposite end of the spectrum from ch is memory-love. is the memorization of texts as such has been practiced 
imagined in lndia. For Indians, one does not know a cexc unlcas one knows it by heart, or, to use the Sanskrit expresslon, unlca 'one has it in hi~ chroac' (and knowledge is only knowledge if · 
is condensed into a body of texts). A famous saying puts the ma 
clearly: 'That knowledge (one thinks one possesses and) which ia contained in a book, and chat money (one thinks one has and), which is in another person's hand, when the time comes to use it, is not knowledge, and is not money.' 15 Although the notion of; prohibiting the written word is nowhere broached, opening a book always constitutes a nexr-best strategy, or last resort. A number o( ref111ed techniques are taught for the learning of the sacred texts (the Vedas), which one must know to perfection down to the most minute rules of accentuation, rules chat vary widely from rhose employed in classical Sanskrit. One trains at dismantling the cexc by reciting it backwards, by shattering its verse sequences or verse elements and then reconstituting chem, weaving them cogecher, in a thousand different ways, a thousand different weaves. ln this way, one avoids being influenced by the text's meaning, and chus guards against che temptation co replace a word by its synonym. So it is that che text becomes truly incorporatccl into the person, and all che more so for the face chat the teacher, in order chat he may 'gee the text into his smdent's head', moves that head forwards, backward, and, sideways, with violent move

ments chat follow rhe rhythm of recitation. In chis sense, having a text 'in one's throat' is to be contrasted with the German expression of knowing 'externally' (auswendig), even if both desig
nate knowing ' by heart'. But let ic be noted here that a text, once learned by heart, becomes timeless. le cannot be consulted, leafed through, put aside and taken up again like a book. It asserts ia unmoving presence and ripens in the mind that welcomes it 
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without chat mind being aware of the stages of its maturation. 
J(nowledge incorporated in this way, moreover, erases the percep. of that which connects the text co the world of extra-textual uon • 1 th · · data out of which it originally arose. Such ts, ac east, e snuatton · India where the very contents of texts are generally devoid of :y reference co the actual condicions of ch~r. production. l~ ~ e same way chat recollection-desire and remm1scence-recognmon 
are che exact opposites of a biographical_ ~ emory, so_ the preeminence of knowledge by heart bars traditton from bemg trans-
formed into history. . . . Looking at the Indian way of contemplating the relattonship between memory and che sacred text in this way, _we cannot help but contrast it with the Jewish concept. In both cases we are told that one muse learn, one must remember, and one must not allow for the slightest omission or error; the good and the t~ue are to be found in these words. But what the Torah demands 1s that we 
lso recall the nature of the event of che revelation itself; and the :ccount of chis event, and its interconnections with that which has preceded and that which follows are pare of the revealed text itself. le goes without saying that one must remem ber the l~w and learn the rext in which it was formulated. But that which the Torah stresses most, chat which is more than simply the meta-rule 

for every rule, and chat on the subject of which it pron~un~ its call co memory, is the 'historical' form which the relanonsh1~ between god , the cext, and the people-took ac ~he moment 10 which revelation occurred: do not forget how this occurred; do 
not forget what, and do not forget whom, ic ~onc~rn~. 

What then, of Vedic revelation? T he Veda itself 1s silent on the circumstances under which this or chat 'seer' had a vision of chis 
or chat portion or version of the text. Most often, when they wish ro explain the origin of a rice or a prayer formula, su~h as th_ese are caugh t in the Vedas, the Vedic texts of the following ~enod (chat of the Briihma,:ias) refer co che endless battle waged, m the timeless past of myth, between che gods and the den_ions. When the battle was yet indecisive, and the gods were even _m danger _of being defeated, they discovered a certain_ form of sacnft_ce or senes of mantras through which they could wm the day. This war d~ 
indeed have a beginning, which is nothing oth~r than Crea~1on (at this stage in Indian thought, the cosmos, with all the beings 
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who populate it, are the product of a genesis, even if the V 
itself is uncreated), but it is without issue or ending. Whenever 
some phenomenon needs to be explained, it is this same schematic 
account that is evoked, without there ever being a chronology or 
cumulative effect to its occurrences. The same is the case with the 
way in which humans come to know the Veda. According to 
brahmanic tradition, the Veda revealed itself to the uis, who were 
men; they 'saw' it, and transmitted it in the form of words. But 
is this revelation an event, in the proper sense of the term? It 
consists of a juxtaposition of partial 'visions'. Their concatenation 
is not a temporal sequence and is without any true starting point. 
People live in time, the rfiswere mortals, but the Vedic revelation 
given to them explodes the strictures ofhuman time. None of this 
is the stuff of narrative. And if it were the case that humanity had 
to discover the Veda, this in no way implies that a humanity 

· existed prior to the Veda whose memory it is bound to recall. 

Notes 

Notes to Introduction 

I. J.-P. Vemant 1987: 85f. 
2. Subhiqitaratnakofa, no. 1713: 

kavayab kii/idasii.dya.J; kavayo vayam api ami 
paroate paramii1,1au ca vastutvam ubhayor api. 

Notes to Chapter 1 

I. Cf. Dumont 1966: 63f. and 168f. 
2. BhG 17. l 0: yiitayiimarr, gatarasarr, puti paTJU!itarr, ca yat I 

1tcchi!ram api citmedhyarr, bhojana'!, titmasapriyam. 
'Spoiled food, food that has lost its flavour, char smells bad or that is 
rancid, leftovers, rbar which is improper to the sacrifice-such are the 
foods that appeal ro the being characterized by tamai . 

3. yad ucchi{!flm abhojyarr, yad vii duicaritarr, mama I saroarr, punantu miim 
apo 'satiirr, ca pratigraha1,1am. 

4. madhumii'!uiinjanocch4raJuktastripra1,1ihirr,sanaml 
bhitskaritlokaniiJlipariviidadi varjayu. 
The Mitiik{arii specifies that it is at the moment that the sun rises or sets 
that one muse not look ar ir. 

5. pretavi1,1mutrocchi{ttzgraha7?am iihitasya . . . 
6. nanumiinena bhaikfam ucchi.JJarri dr,_falrutiibhyiirr, tu. 
7. vidyayii ca vidyiina,ri (pariviidakrofiin varjayef). Commentary: rajttiri

yakam ucchi![aliikhii. (On the manner in which the YV was 'emitted', 
cf. Vimu Puriina 3.5.1 f.). 

8. ApDhS 1.15.23: miitrarr, krroii purifa,rt vii mutrapuri{a/epiin annalepiin 
ucch4~akpiin retasal ca ye lepiis tiin prak!iilya piidau ciicamya prayato 
hhavati. (See also Manu 5.138). 

9. Manu 4.151: durii.d iivasathan mutra,rt duriit pii.diivasecanaml 
ucchisriinnanisekam ca durii.d eva samiicaret. 

10. (36) 'i,huktva'svayam amatrarr, praktiilayita-, (37) na cocchi.!farri kuryiit; 
(38) aiaktau bhumau nikhanet; (39) apsu vii pravdayet; (40) iiryiiya va 
pary,wadadhyiit(comm: aryas traival?}ikas tasmii anupanitiiya . .. saroam 
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rkasmin piitrr '11adhiiya tatJamipt bhiimau sthiipayrt); (41) antardhi~ r,i 
iiidriiya. · 

I I . -nocchi!{ar!Z kasya cid dadyiit. 
12. antna siimiinyanifrdhma Jiidrasyiipy ucchi!!adananifrdhr siddhe ... Ia 

spite of this, the case is noc a clear one. Ir may be that this prohibition 
is made with regard ro a Jiidra not in the service of the earer. Such is the 
interpretation given by Haradacra on Apastamba 1.31.22: niibrii.hma~ 
yocchif!"'!' prayacchtt, 'one should nor give leftovers ro one who is nor a 
brahmin'. This applies, he says, ro aniiirita iiidra. It is permissible for 
lefrovers co be given ro Jiidras in che service of rhe eater (iiirita), but only 
on the condition that they be polluted to a superlative: degree, by' mixing 
them together with food stuck between one's ceeth and pried out with 
one's fingernail: ApDhS 1.31.22: yadi prayacched dantiin skuproii. tasmi1111 
iidhiiyaprayacchrL It is Haradatra who adds chestipulation nakhena. (The 
same reasoning is made by Kulluka, on the subject of Manu I 0.125). 
On chis matter, see the summary and rather confused discussions of Kane 
2:2, 769. The carer, ir would seem, hesitates between the fear of polluting 
and the fear of creating a dangerous intimacy between himself and the 
person to whom he would give his scraps to eat. Should we consider chis 
to be an echo of the Vedic idea chat one is at rhe mercy of one's enemy 
ifhc: has eaten rhe leftovers from one's meal? Cf. Caland 1900: 164, cited 
in Minard 1949: § 226b. 

The Kiiiikii11rtti ad Pir_uni 4.2.14 distinguishes berween three sons 
of lefrovers (bhuktocchif!"), classified according to the vessels in which 
they :ue found: l) Jiirii11a leftovers, which remain in the receptacle in 
which the meal was eaten; 2) mii/Jaka leftovers, in the vessels in which 
rice was served; and 3) kiirpara, leftovers in the pots in which the meal 
was cooked. V.S. Agrawal.a, who cites this passage (1963: 11 Sf.) adds 
chat Jiirii11a leftovers could be eaten by sweepers ('as it is up co this day'), 
miillaka leftovers by the family barber, and kiirpara leftovers by cooks. 

13. VarDhS 14.21. 
14. udakt madhyariitre ca 11i1Jmiltrasya 11isarjane I 

ucchif!a~ Jriiddhabhuk cai11a manasiipi na dmaytt. 
15. na sp,;fet pii'}inocchi!fO 11ipro gobriihma7_1iinaliin. 

On rhe uses of the term ucchi.s_!a- 'remains of food', 'eating vessel chat 
has not been cleaned after one has eaten from it', 'a person who has nor 
done hi$ ablutions after having caren (or urinated or defccaccd)', cf. Kane 
2: 1, 332, n. 805, g.lossing Medhatichi ad Manu 6.80. Yajfiavalkya states 
in even more explicit terms (1. 155): gobrahma'}iinalanniini nocchifro "" 
padiz sp,;frt. 'One should neither couch a cow, a brahmin, fire or food, 
when one is ucchi.s_ta. nor with the foot'. As for foods, this especially 
concerns pakva, 'cooked food, says the Mitiikftirii, which adds: even if 
one is nor ucchiJta, one must not couch a cow, etc. with one's foot. 

16. ApDhS 1.16.11 ;· na imairubhir ucchif!O bhavaty antariisye sadhhir yiivllll 
na hastmoparp,;fa~. To which Haradatta gives rhe highly pertinent 

17. 

J8. 

19. 

20. 

21 
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commentllry: che siltra shows chat any ocher foreign substance introduced 
into the mouth at the same time as some foodstuff transforms the latter 
inco a leftover and renders the e;tter impure. 
Manu 5.142. spijanti binda11~ padau yii iiciimayat~ pariinl 
bha11mikai1 u samii jfityii na tair aprayato bha11rL 
Cf. for example, the Bengali Bibhuri Bhusan Banerji's novel, Pathtr 
Panchali, p. 63 of the French translation: 'Sebajou pushed his son Su.nil 
forward by the shoulders, saying: "Go, go eat on the porch. There are 
offerings co the gods here. If anything were to fall out of your mouth on 
them, everything would be made impure".' 
SB 2.6.1.48. rad dhaikt havirucchiffdm anusdmasyanti tad u tdtha nd 
kuryiid dhutdcchit!"'!' 11J ttdn nld dhutocchif!Jtm agnau juhaviimlti 
tdsmiid apd 11ai11abhya11aharry~ prJJniyur vii. 'And here some people 
rhrow rhe remains of the oblation (into the fire). But one should not do 
this, because these are the leftovers of what was offered. And in order to 
avoid making ;m offering inco the fire of che leftovers of an oblation, o.ne 
should rather carry them off to throw chem into che warer, or else one 
should ear rhem'. 
Because of its wide purview and its relative independence, we will not 
cake up the vase question of Rudra here. Rudra is, in myth as well as 
rirual, the ucchl!at;abhiiga god par rxcellmcr (of TB 1.7.8.5). Excluded 
from che original sacrifice by che gods he must contehc himself with the 
leftovers and chus receives the epithet viistavyll 'left behind' (on this 
objective and on the process by which the noun 11tistu 'place' cakes on 
che sense of'scraps' as well as on Rudra in rhe SB in general, see Minard 
1956: § 848. As svistakrt he cakes for himself rhe fmal portion of the 
sacrifice, and rules o~cr ;he Siikamedha char marks the end of the rirual 
year. See Hillebrandt 1929: 2.433f. What is paradoxical here is that Rudra 
is also paiupati, che lord of cattle, char is of sacrificial victims. 
These are child.ren who have died before reaching their second year. These 
do not have the eight co a tarpa'}a in the proper sense of the teem. A 
brahmin may be initiated as soon as he has reached the age of five (Manu 
2.37), although the norm is set at eight years (2.36). If a young brahmin 
dies before his initiation, he may receive a post mortem initiation, but he 
must be at least two years old for this. Uninitiated, he is not a d11ija and 
consequently unfit for burning (that is, he cannot participate in this 
sacrifice, which rakes che form of a cremation). He is interred outside of 
the village, wich greatly simplified funerary ceremonies, and a shorrened 
period of ritual impuri ty in comparison to that foUowing the death of a 
d11ija (cf. Manu 5.69 and Kane 4: 227). (In the same way, the 
sa7!11,yiiJin who, in the course of the ceremonies marking his initiation 
into a life of solicude, solemnly gives up his sacrificial fire, excludes 
himself, in a certain sense, from the society of d11ijas and must himself 
also be interred: cf. Kane 4: 231). Ir is thus co these uninitiated .i,yaschac 
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the remains of the iriiddha meal belong: the fool who gives them ro a 
iudra is pitched he:1dlong inco hell (Manu 3.249). 
In the Slll!ti literature, the subject is generally the brahmin, or at least die 
dvija. So iris rhar we are taught the ways in which the dvija is to behave 
with uninitiated persons; buc it is most often only by inference, in a way, 
char we arc able co know the proper comporrment of uninitiated penon, 
with regard to dvijas (as for the relationships char should obtain berwcaa 
the various categories of the uninitiated, che Smrti texts say, for all in cents 
and purposes, nothing ac all). Apastamba (2.9. 7) clearly indicates chat an 
uniniriared person may not ear a woman's or an uninitiated man's left
overs, bur this is bur a slight indication of rhe possibility of an uninitiated 
person's possible obligation ro eat an initiated person's leftovers. Com
bined with the (rather imprecise) rules we discussed above, concerning a 
brahmacirin's leftovers, chis sutra permits us co present a complete 
configuration of such rules (figure 1): 

Figure I 

Gods 

L,-,;;;;;--- --------- I 
/ 

/ ; 

I 
i 

,! 
I 
I 
I • 

Living uniniriared iiryas 
Living non-iryas 

Fathers (=dead dvij{IS) 

Dead, llniniriated 4TJfll 

(The arrows indicate the transfer of rema.ins, that is, the transformation 
of char which is a remainder for an original group inco edible food for the 
receiving group. Th~ dotted lines indicate an occasional or problematical 

23 . 
24. 

25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
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procedure. We use a dotted line co connect the Fathers with living dvijas 
m order co account for th.e face thac while the brahmins who are invited 
co Jriiddha meals take part in these as represe~tatives of the Fathers, they 
are also there as agents of the sacrifice, permitting the sacrificer co retain, 
for personal use, a portion of the food prepared on this occasion. See 
below, note 43). This sequence, as it is set forth in Manu, combines two 
distinct rites, which may in fact be connected co one another: the fuse is 
a irauta ceremony called pi'!4apit7Jajfia, and consists in the offering of 
rice balls to the Fathers on the afternoon of che day on which the new 
moon sacrifice has been performed. The second is cbe parva7:airiiddha. a 
grhya rice also performed on the day of the new moon, following che 
pi'!4apit7Jajfia. This is principally a meal offered co brahmins (an odd 
number of ar lease three are invited) who represent the sacrificer's direct 
ancestors, ancestors who, here as well, further receive pi7:tfas. Cf. Gonda 
1962: 165f. Even if we look ac them separately, the rwo rices bring to the 
fore the role played by leftovers in the logic of the sacrifice. In the 
lrauta rite, the portion that the Fathers eac ofthe burning hoc pi1Jtfas they 
are se.rved is the hoc a.it (usman) that arises from these; che cooled balls 
are their leftovers (J~am a~nam). Next, ic is the turn of the sacrificer co 
breathe these in: as ;uch, he imimes the Fathers, transforming himself 
inro an ii{mapa and an ii.fmabhakra. Cf. Caland 1983: l 90f., who cites 
the argumentation of the TB ( 1.3. 10.6): brahmavadlno vadanti I 
prilyiurz nd prJJyam Jtil ydt priiiniyJd jdnyam dnnam iidyad pramiyuka!J 
syiid ydn nd priiiniyJd dhavi~ syiid pil[bhya ivrf~ta/ avaghriyam mi I tan 
nlva p,ifita'!1 nlvipriiiitam. 'The theologians say: "(he wonders) will I eat 
or will I nor eat?" If be were co ear (them), he would be eating impure 
food. He would be destined co die. Ifhe were co nor eat (chem), then this 
would not be a havi.s, and he would deprive the Fathers. One must merely 
sniff atthem. So will that neither be eaten nor uneaten'. This text confirms 
chat the Fathers' leftovers are inedible for living dvijas, and otherwise 
informs us to another matter, most worrhy of note: in order that oblacory 
matter be rruly a havis, and reach ics intended recipient, there has to be 
some portion left over, which the sacrificer himself might eat. In sum, it 
is the remainder chat determines the r,ature of che prindple. As for the 
piirva'}airiiddha, the three pit;t/as offered to the ancescors 'are put together 
with a portion of what the brahmins left behind' (Gonda I 962: 167). 
tat samah,;tyopanidhayiiciiryiiya prabruyizt. 
yad ucchif[a'!1 priiifiiti. (Sic! Palatalization of the nasal after I, cf. Renou 
1961: 11). 
bhaiks_a'!1 havi!i sa7!1Stufa7!1 tatriiciiryo deva.tarthr. 
izhavaniyizrthr ca. 
vipravizse guror izciiryakulizya (prabruyiit). 
profito bhaiks_ad agnau k,;rviz bhufijita. . 
havirucchi.stam eva tat. (Modern Judaism, in its Hassidic variety, knows 
of a simil~~ relationship between a master and his disciples: to eat the 
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scraps of a mascer's meal insures a 'beneficial communion wich him': 
cf. G utwinh 1970: 32). 

30. na casmai Jrutivipratis_iddham ucchisJam dadyii.t. 
31. ucchi{[afanavarjam iicaryavad iiciiryaputre vrtti&. 
32. . ucchi!ravarjarrz tatputre 'nu.cane va. 
3 3. guru,;a fi.syai chattravac chadyab Jisye'}a ca guru/ chattravat paripalyab. The 

Viimana Purit'}a (34.77) compares che role of che disciple ro thac of a 
son, even as ic connects Jisya wich Je!a! punnamno narakat trati putrtU 

tmcha giyau I J~apiipahara& li!Ya itiya'!' vaidiki iruti&. 

'A son saves us from che hell known as put. This is why he is called putrc 
in chis world. Because he frees us from the sin thac remains (Jcsa), che 
disciple is called li{ya. Such is i:he Vedic revelation.' · 

34. On che bhutayajna, which imersecrs (buc only parcially) che nocion of 
baliharana, cf. Kane 2:1, 745f. 

35. The fifth mahii.yajiia is sacrifice to che brtihman, chac is, to che Veda. It 
consists of the solitary recitation of Vedic texts (svadhyaya), and ics 
obligatory oblatory marcer is the Veda itself. The cheory of che 
svadhyiiya, is set forth in Book II of che TA. Cf. Malamoud 1977. 

36. yajiiaf~[afina& santo mucyante sarvakilbifai~ 
bhuiijatc te tv agharrz papa ye pacanty ii.tmakara'}iit. 

37. agha'!' sa kcvala'!' hhunktc ya& pacaty iitmakara'}itl 
yajiiaf~fafana,rz hy etat satiim annarrz vidhiyatc. 

This text, together with the Gitii passage cited in the preceding note, 
clearly shows that sacrificial food, and consequencly chat food on che 
subject of which the question of remains takes on its full importance, is 
cooked food. Rules concerning the consumption and transmission of 
uncooked foods, a fortiori when chese are uncultivated foods; are much 
less srricr. For the guiding principles, on chis subject, in contemporary 
Hinduism, cf. Dumont 1966: I 82f. 

38. saya'!' prii.tar agnihotra'!' hutva yatyatithivratibhyaJ ca dattvii.thetarac 
che!abhakfii& . .. 

39. k,;tvaitad ba/ikarmaivam atithirrz purvam afaytd 
bhi!rfa'!' ca bhikravc dadyad vidhivad brahmaciiriTJe. 

40. dcvatathiie!CT}a kurutc dehayiipanam. 
41. [I I] atithin evii~ bhojayet [12] baliin vrddha11 rogasarrzbandhiin striJ 

ciintarvatni&. 
42. bhuktavatJv atha vipre!u sve!u bh,;tyeru caiva hi I 

bhuii;iyiita7?1_ tata& paJcad ava1i#1?1 tu dampati. 

An analogous reaching is found in Y:ijfiavalkya (1.105): 

balasvavii.siniv,:ddhagarbhil'}yii.turaltanyakiifl 
sarrzbhojyiitithibhf]il'!fl ca dampatyo& ftfabhojanam. 

'Once he has fed che children, the married women who have not yet left 
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rhe household, the elderly, the pregnant women, the sick, che girls, che 
guesrs, and che servants, che householder and his wife ear the remains'. 

43. 11ighasiifi bhavm nitya'!1- nityn7?1 viimrtabhojana&I 
vighaso bhukta1cfa1?1 tu yajiiafera'!1 tathii.m,;tam. 

'May he always be an eater of the vighasa, or else may he always have 
amrta for his food. The vighasa is the remains of the meal, and amrta is 
the° remains of the sacFifice'. The bJmktn in question here is che ~cal 
given co the brahmins convened at a lraddha. A portion of the food 
prepared on this occasion is served co the invired guests, another portion 
mixed together with their leftovers, and a rhird pare held in reserve. When 
the brahmins have finished eacing, the sacrificer asks them what he should 
do with chis lasr portion and, with their permission and in accordance 
with cheir instructions, be conserves chis remainder, which he will eac 
cogether with his family. The brahmins invited here represent rhe ances• 
tors: nonetheless, they do nor idenrify themselves wich rhem, and rhey 
function, in che ceremony, as agems of che sacrifice. This is borne ouc 
by rhe fact chac they receive payment, dak!i,fii, once they have completed 
cheir meal, chat is, cheir work. Cf. Yiij 1.244 and the ocher cex:cs ciced in 
Kane 4:446, n. 996. 

44. We may well wonder, especially, bow che injunction made co the student 
ro eat bis master's cable scraps might be accommodated with the right 
given him to eat his fill (i_n distinction from members of rhe other 
afrnmas). Cf. for example, ApDhS 2.4.9.13: 4!fau griisii. muncr bhakryiilJ 
!otfaiiira'}yaciiri'}llbl dvii.tri'!flatarrz g,:hasthasyiiparimitarrz brnhmaciiri'}a&. 
'The ascetic may eat eight moucbfuls (each day); the forest hermit sixteen; 
che househofder thirty-two; no limit for the brahmanic scudem'. This is 
because che srudenc, like che draughc-ox, musr have che energy co carry 
out his work. 

45. kevalagho bhavati kevaliidil mogham anna7?1 vindate. 'He who only eats 
(to appease his hunger) has only sin. He receives worthless food . .. ' 
This formula is a condensation of RV 10.117.6: 

mogham tinnam vindate tipracetii& 
safJdf!I bravimi vadhd It sd tdsya I 
niiryamd'}ll'!' pusyati no sdkhaya'!I 
ktvalagho bha.vati kcvaladf. 

'The man withouc wisdom receives food worthlessly:/ I swear char it is a 
death sentence for him./ He culrivates neirher a benefactor nor a friend./ 
He who eacs alone incurs his fault alone'. (The English here is based on 
the French cranslation ofRenou 1956: I 14). 

46. le would be wrong to assume rhar the 11cchiffa is a remains by simple 
virtue of being cainced (by irs contact with rhe first eater), or thar the 
icsa is its edible remainder. The noun Jesa means 'remainder' in a general 
se~se, wich one of its significations bei~g the remains of food, in both 
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senses of che rerm. The verbal adjective ucchiffa designares food remaiJia 
alone, bur pertains to both poUured and pure remains. Elsewhere, b11t 
by exrension, ucchifta is employed for either the being or the object that 
has been sullied by an impure remains. The set formed by che inrerseetiO.Q 
of rhe accepted meanings of both ie!a and ucchif!a would thus signify 
'good or bad remainder of food'. 
bhutebhyo dayapurva'!' sa'!lvibhajya 10;am adbhis sa'!l!prlyaU[adh",,. 
prainiyat. 'Compassionately giving a portion (of his food) co (living) 
beings, he should sprinkle the remainder with water and eat ir like a 
medical preparation'. We can see that che ltfa in question here is nor the 
remains of a yajfia; the ascetic gives our of compassion.' The bhutas in 
question here, if we are to believe the commentary of Govindasvamin, 
are birds and reptiles. This is therefore nor a ca~e of those bhutas foe the 
benefit of whom che householder is expected co perform one of his five 
daily mahayajfias. 
(9) pafica vti ete 'gnaya atmasthalr, [ 1 OJ atmany eva juhoti. 'These five fuQ 
are, in crnch, placed in che self (of the sa7!1nyasin); it is into rhe self that 
he makes che oblation'. Just as wirh the sacrifice, in the proper sense of 
che cerm, other ritual situations are transposed and interiorized by the 
sa1_nnyasin. Like che student who presents his teacher with the food he 
has gathered in his begging circuit, rhe sa'!7nyasin presents his food to 
the brahman (neuter). Cf. BaudhShS 2.18.7: atha bhaik[tid upavr'W! 
. . . brahma,;,e nivedayate. 
C£ Levi 1966: 62f. 
Cf. Dandekar 1958: l: l 6f. 
yda Jjyam ucchisyatd tena samfdho 'bhyajyadadhatil uccht~,;,ad vJ tiditi 
reto 'dhatta I. 
tasmiid iidhitsur brahmaudana'!' pacet I tena putrotpiidaka'!' reta ev• 
dadhati. 
RS7.4.7. 
ie!a it:y apat:yantimal Jis_yate prayatal;. 
agnihdtrdcch0;a,;,am abhy ,i tanakti yajfidJya ia7!'tat:yai. 
... ete!a'!' me dehiti hovacal tan asmai pradadau I hantanupanam iti I 
ucchi!fa'!' vai me pita'!' syiid iti hovacal na svid ett 'py ucchif ra iti I nil 
va ajivivam iman akhadann iti hovaca ktimo ma udapanam iti . • . 
This is what Sankara's commentary, a commentary char does no more 
than paraphras!! the rest of rhe passage-refers to: che same is the case in 
his commentary on the Vedantasutra 3.4.28, ifl fine. 
Regarding oblatory matter, there is, we believe, a distinction to be made 
between the remainder per se, which remains once has accomplished (a 
given phase of) the principal offering, and that which might manifest icself 
as an unforeseen excess in che preparation of char matter. Thus, when in 
the rite described in 7B3.7.2.1, the milk boiled in the preparation of the 
Agnihotra 'overflows' (vi-s_yand}, it becomes unfit for sacrifice and the 
sacrificer musr recover it and pour it over an anthill (valmikavapa). 
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Heesrerman (1957: 19) is no doubt correct in seeing chis as a procedure 
· nrended co channel the sacrificial energy char has been so liberated. 
~hrough che conduit of the anthill (which is che ear, the prime orifice of 
che earth) that has been so forced open, the sacrificer directs this energy 
back into its sources of fecundity and fertility. Bur we must cake care to 
note here that rhis is a case of a rite of repairing something that has gone 
awry: the oblatory marrer that has been diverced, and which the yaja• 
mima arrempts to gain control over, is a remains that has r~ulced from 
an accident, an accident thac has rendered unusable chc enure amount, 
and nor only the overflow (virya,y71-a). The ucchiJJa or iefa we have been 
studying is char which normally appears in the regular process of a 
sacrifice. 
mdnur ekaJ; pdriiiiife. , . 
On chc relationship between S~a and Vi~i:iu, see the references m Hop• 
kins 1979: 24f; and Gonda 1954: 151f. · 
sarvavarnanam svadharmiimts_thane param aparimita'!I sukham I tataJ; 
pariv~u k~rmaphalaJef(!IO jiiti7?1 ruparrz var,;,arrz bala'!I medhii'!' 
prajf(am dravyiini dharmtinU[{hanam iti pratipadyate tac cakravad ubhayor 
lokayoJ; mkha · eva variate ... I etma dofap7~lavrddh!r ~k~ ~tmo 
' bhiiasto brahmano riijanyo vailyo vii parasm1ml lolee panm1te niraye 
v;tte jiiyate ca,;,t!,ak brahma,;,al; paulkaso rajanyo ~ai71-o v~iJy~I;. A simil:U 
presentation is found in GauDhS 11.29-30. ThlS docmne 1s evoked in 

Meghaduta 1.30, in which the poet attempts co evoke the beauty of the 
ciry of Ujjayini: 

S11alpibhutt sucaritaphale svargi,;,a,rz gii'!1 gatiinarr_1 
ltfai~ pu,;,yair h,;ram iva diva~ kiintimat kha,ytfam ekam 

•~'hen the fruits of their good acts had been whittled away, rhe in
habitants of paradise brought wich them, by virrue of the residue of their 
merits, a wonderful piece of heaven, as it were ... • 

Cf. Renou-Filliozat 1947: 558. 
k;t!ttyaye 'nuJayavan d,;Jasm,:tibhyii7!1 yathetam ane~a,r1 c~. 'When ~ at 
which had been made is abolished (the soul returns mro this world) with 
a residue, according ro Revelation and Tradition, in th~ same way as it 
had in departing and not in the former manner. Sankara defines 
anuJaya as: amU[mikaphale karmajtiu upabhukte 'valif[am aihi~aphala'!' 
kamiiintarajiitam anuiayas tadvanto 'varohantiti. 'When the frwr, proper 
to rhe other world, produced by kamutn. has been consumed, that which 
remains as che produce of other karmans, and which is destined to be~ 
fruit in chis world, is the anuJaya. 1t is wich the anuJaya that one descends • 
Cf. especially Parafijali, Yogas 2, 12-13. . . 
Cf. Biard.eau 1964: 221. n.1. The author brings co nonce, quire_ ap• 
propriacely (p. 91f.) rhar the apurva is chc sole element of the sacrifice 
that is truly created: heaven pre-exists the rice, as weU as does the dravya 
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which is, moreover, dcsrroycd in rhe rice. The very name aptirva, 'c 
whfoh did noc previously exisc' [ ... ] 'signifies the apparition of 
radically novel elemenc, which nothing, either in che ace char produ 
it or the substances used in tbac ace, could have led one 10 predict-w 
ir nor for the teachings of Jrution rhe subject'. As che sole created elemcn 
of che sacrifice, chis sacrificial remains char is the apt,roa is also its creati 
elemenr. 
T~ese six 'remainders', respectively called iiya, vyaya, i;~a, yoni, tithi, 
vara, make up the farfvarga. Two others may be added to chis lisr: -
andjizti. Cf. Acharya 1946, s.v. See also Volwahscn 1968: 49- -tbe da 
found in chis work generally correspond ro those found in Kramri 
1946: 37f, bur rhere are numerous cuvergencies in demi!, which moreov 
correspond co those one finds among the original Indian authors. 
also Dagens I 970: I 12f. 
Numerous manuscripts of the Atharva Veda give the sandhi 11cchista fl 
ut-iif[a, instead of rhe regular form of ucchi!(a. Cf. Renou 1952: 9.6f. 
Keirh 1925: 445. 
Deussen 1894: 305f. 
Cf. Rcnou EVP2 (1955): I00f. which we cite here. Renou notes wdl 
(EVP2, ibid.) that the ucchi!fa is, in che rcfratn of chis hymo, 'more thaia 
an in~rc place of rest. Ir is a scarring poinc ... ' See also, on the StLbjca 
of this by~, Ruegg (1969: 336), who connects ir ro rhe stanza ro 
ple11irude (l)AU5. I._I ). Finally see the vasrand derailed analysis of Gonda 
1968: 300-36. 

Notes co Chapter 2 

athitfU? sviidhyiiyapra.ra,rzstfl pn)e sviidhyiiyapravacant bhrwato 
yuktdmanii bhavaty dparadh'ino, 'har ahar tirthiint siidhyate mkht11r1 svapiti 
paramacikitsakd iitmdno bhav'!tindriyasn'!zyanuiJ caikiiriim,lta c,i prajfii.. 
vrddhir yd.lo /Qkapakri& prajnii vtirdhamanii cattiro dhdnnii11 brahmandtt, 
abhinispiidayati briihma~1ya1r1 pratiriipaca,yi'!1 ytiio klkapakri'!1 kJkllN. 
pdcynmii11ai catzirbhir dharmair briihma,:zd1r1 bhu11nltty arcdyii ca dine• 
ciijyrytitayii ciivadhyatayii ca I I. 

Svadhyiiya is che individual recitation, ' ro oneself', of the Vedic rat. 
This recitation consrirures rhe essential portion of one of rhe mandato 
daily rites, che brahmayajna. 

This recirer of tbe wiidhyiiya is his own physician, says the commentaiy: 
of S:iyai:ia, because medicarions such as planes, ere. only rake care 
ailmeors of the sromach, head and so on, whereas the wise man wards 
off, by means of the wiidhyiiya, that suffering of rhc ii.tman chat is re-deacb, 
punarmrtyu. 
The commcnca.ry of Sayat:ia supports, or is, ar least, nor opposed co rhis 
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inrcrpreta~ion. Paktiis glossed by paripiik~ rhe rwo rerms are synonymous 
:ind allow for the same play of possible meanings-'cooking, maruration, 
pcrfecring'. 
See Chapter 2, appendix 11, p. 51. 
Burden and privilege, duty and right: rhesc are che rwo faces of srarus; 
char is, of dhanna. 
In pracrice, ir appears char even Jiidras have access co certain rudimentary 
forms of Vedic sacrifice. Cf. Sharma (1958: 122, 211, 268), who cites 
Ga11DhS I 0.65; Kulliika ad Manu I 0.126; and Mahiibhizrata 10.60.36. 
Exceptions muse be made for cerrain r111rukiiras ('sacraments'), such as 
Vedic iniriarion (upanayana) aud marriage, which, although grouped 
,1mong the domestic rites , require che presence and the iorercession, iu 
accordance wirh various rulings, of brahIT1in off1cianrs. 
SB I 3.4. I.3: yd II val kai ca y,ijate brizhmar;ibhityl!Vaivti yajau. 'Verily, 
whoever sacrifices, sacrifices after he has become a brahmin' (an affLrm
arion made in d1e coorext of the horse sacrifice, in which the sacrificer 
is, of necessity, a kfatriya). · 
Cf. Manu, I .88f. 

adhyiipiinam ,idhyayanarr, yajana'!J yiijana'!l tathii 
dii11am pratigrah111!1 caiva briihmt11Jtiniim akalpayat 

prajii11ii.1r1 rakfa11a'!I dii11am ijyiidhyayanam eva ca 
vi!11J(fV aprasaktiJ ca k!atriyasya samiisata& 

paiii11a,!1 rak!a'!nm danrmz ijyiidhyayanam eva ca 
var_zikpa1ha1?1 k1md111p ca vaiiya;ya kr;Jm l!Va ca. 

' [The Creator] assigned rhe brahmins [the following functions]: to reach 
[the Veda] .and srudy [the Veda]; offer sacrifices and officiate at the 
sacrifices of ochers; and co give and accept alms. To the lu_atriya, in sum: 
co prorecr his subjecrs, give alms, offer sacrifices, and study-all the while 
avoi<ling addicrion ro mundane pleasures. To rhe vaiiya: to maintain 
Livesrock, give alms, offer sacrifices, srudy, engage in commerce, lend at 
inreresr, and culrivace rhe soil'. 

There is , therefore, a dharma common co all of the dvijas, co which 
is added a dharma speciftc ro each van_1a. The specific dharmaofbrahmins 
consists of chc 'causacive' counrerparr of chis common dharma: co teach, 
off1ciace (=permic othcss to sacrifice), and to accept alms (=allow ochers 
ro give). 
Cf. Apas1amba Ya}nri Paribhiitii Surra 30. 
On the Mimii1111ii, cf. Kane (5.2: I J 52-1351 ). On the sores of questions 
thac make up the rhemes of Mimii.rr,Jaka hermeneutics, questions already 
addressed in rhe Briihmaiuzs, cf. Oldenberg 1919: 224). 
Cf. KnuJBr 2.1. 
SB 1.2.4.3: sd ytit 1phytim iidattel ytithaivd. tad £,zdro vrtrifya vdjram 
11ddyacchad evtim eva4d ... 
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SB 4.1.2.4-5: dtha ydJmizt somal!I pavltm;a pavdyatil ydtra val so,,,... 
svdm purohitam brhaspdtim jijyau tdsmai punar dadau tina 1drriJaitinrc 
,a.n;,in punar · ~,uy iuaivdtjli!!am lnal; . .. td1?1 drotiJJ pavl~ 
pavayan/ sd mtdhyaf; Jiit6 drotiniz,rz havlr abhavat . .. 
SB 6.1.3.9: tdm prajaparir abravid 'ltumara kil!I rodi!i ydc chrdmat tdµs4 
'dhi jato ',fri so 'bravid dnapahatapapma vJ as";y dhita._niimii mfma ,,,, 
dhehf ri tdrmiit purras,a jtirdrya nama lruryf t piipmanam roarya tad dpaha"'I 
tipi dvittyam tipi n;tiyam abhipurvdm eviirya tdtpiipndnam dpahanti II. 
Ibid., See rhc cnrire developmenc of chis rheme, from 6.1.1.5 to 6.1.2. 12. 
SB 1.1.2. 1. 
RS 6.1.9: so agna ije JaJaml ca mdrto. 
AS I 1.1 .30: Jrimylll41? pdcata viddhi sunvatti}; 

pdnrhii1?1 svargdm ddhi rohayainam. 
RS 6.3.2: ijl yajfilbhi}; JaJame Jdmibhir. 
Cf. Renou 1964: 38. 
RS 5.42.10: yo val; Jdmim /aJamanti.sya nindat 

tuchyin kimiin karate si~idandl;. 
TB 3.6.6.4. 
The Jamitr is, according to Indian tradition, the 'pacifier': the victim, in 
face, cann~t be sacrificed unless it is perfcccly calm-char is, it is believed, 
wuil it consents co irs dearh. Minard (1956: § 209a) has shown chat chc 
etymology rather obliges one co see in the Jamin; 'he who coils ritually, 
he who devotes himself co Jami, co religious roil'. The root SAM meaN 
boch 'work' and 'cxhausr oneself (wirh work) ', and thereby, 'pacify 
oneself'. 
On adhvan, adhvara, and adhvary11, cf. Minard (1956: § 350b, wirh 
bibliography); in our opinion, ndhvan is the 'coursing', the course or parh 
inasmuch as iris followed, rarher than the course as a marerial, trodden 
path. 
SB 6.1 .1.1: 11;ayas ti ydt puriitmat rdrvasmiid idd,rz icchdnta/; /rdn~,:,. 
td~,rzs idsmad f!ay11J.,. 'Before the universe existed they desired it. 
They exh3usred themselves IRIS) with toil and ascetic fervour, which is 
why cbey are called rtil. This etymology off# may thus be added to chat 
which derives rhis word from cheroot DRS, 'see'. 
RS 1.86.8: /aJamizndrya vti naraf; • 

rvfdatya ratyalavasaf; 
vidJ k,1masya vlnata&. 

Herc the English is based on Renou's (1962: 19) French translation. 
Bergaignc (1878: 1: 139, n. I) very rightly notes the 'relationship bcrwcen 
rhe idea of "hear", in the primitive sense of a word that would lacer 
designate rhe ascetic's ausreriries, and the "sweat" of che priests occupied 
in the work of the sacrifice'. 
RS 5.7.5: dva sma ydsya vl!a,;e 

swda'!1 pathl!U j,,hvati 
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abhf m dha wdjmyam 
bhtf mii P'!.!hlva ruruhul;. 
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Renou's (I 964: 23) translation is: 'Lui au service duqurl [ks auxili4im 
du culte} venmt-m-offeande leur sueur sur les chemim [<k 1 'aire sacrale},
ilr ont gravi [pour lui} la time fomilitre comme /es cavalim graviJ,ant ks 
dos [tk leun chroauxj'. Sec also Geidner (I 951: 2:10). 

Renou and Gddner consider that it is the excrcion of the officiants 
which is described here, the same officiants who are exhorted collectively 
in che first verse of the hymn: 'O amis, [apportez} ensemble [votre} puu
sance-rituelle u corps-de-louange conjoints a Agni . .. '(Renou). It is quite 
rrue that che Vedic hymns are often prcsenced as exaltations, by the 
priestly 'sodalities', of their own rechniques. The 'connection' here is chat 
even as they busy themselves, as technicians, in the service of another; 
even as they exhaust themselves with carrying the fires and the offerings 
char will accrue to the benefit of che sacrificial patron, the yajamiina, they 
offer a sacrifice on their own behalf, a sacrifice in which their sweat plays 
the role of oblacory substance. 
TB 2.1.2. If.: prajipatir agnlm as,jatal tdm praji dnvar,jyantal tdm 
abhagd upizrtal so ;sya prajibhir d~akramad ":m av~~rutsam:,~o_' nvait ~ 
tdm avarudhan ,ulia/rnod sd tdpo tapyata I so gnlr uparamatatap, val sya 
prajiipa~r itil sti rarJr"'! 'J" amw4! ,ad gh7!'!m abhavat . .. .JJa. agnau 
priigrh,;ad . . . ( 4) tdsya ahutya, purUS;am asaata. 

'Prajapati emitted fire. The creatures were nexr created. And because 
the fue had nothing for his portion, after having maintained a respectful 
artitude towards him, he distanced himself from him, together with the 
creatures. Prajapati followed him, wishing co keep him. He could not 
restrain him. He heared himself wirh the production of heat. Agni 
stopped, saying "Prajiipati has verily heated himself". ~rajipati moppe~ 
his brow: chis became darified butter ... He grasped it so as to pour it 
as an oblation in the fire ... [4] From this oblation he emitted man.' 
On the creative function of tapas, secondary sources arc as abunda.nr as 
che original texts from which they rake their inspiration. (Sec, among 
others, Blair 1961). 
Cf. Apasramba Yajna Paribhii.s_a Surra I and KitSS 1.2.1: yajna,ri 
vyakhyasyizma/1 dravyao/ tkvata tyiigal;. 
The gods, properly speaking, are the droas. In sacrifices to the ancestors, 
co humans, and che 'beings', and in every metaphorical sacrifice, the 
recipients of che oblation arc designated as tkvattis, •divinities', a carcgory 
which encompasses but extends well beyond che gods. In sum, the rcr~ 
tkvata refers to a function: such and such a person, whether or not he as 
divine by nature, is the tkvata of a sacrifice. 
MS4.l .9. 
5B3.8.3.6. 
MS l. l.3: supdcii tkvtbhyo hdvya,rt paca. Sharma ( 1959: 309) sees in 
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supdcii an insuumencaJ singular used in an adverbial sense, even though 
the Padhpii{ha restores supaciif; in its reading. 
Opinions vary on rhe rclarionship between Jrapayati ' cook', and iri!lJlti 
'mix' . Oldenbcrg (1918: 40f.) rakes rhese co be cwo separate radicals. 
Mayrhofor, on rhe conrrary, ccears rhc present frapayati under the heading 
of Jriniiri, and considers from an etymological viewpoint char 'wcll
cooked' constirures a particular case of 'well-prepared'. As far as usage is 
concerned, chis etymology is of minor impommce: Jrapayati, in the Vedic 
rexes, designates, very precisely and in a highly technical sense, the 
operation of'cooking'. What is at stake in chis discussion is in any case 
noteworthy: if the cwo radicals did nirn out to be derivares of one and 
rhe same root, then che noun fri--which means ' beauty, glory, prosperity, 
harmony, splendour' , and which is one of the names of 'the' goddess
would have for irs basic meaning 'the perfection of chat which is weU
mixed', and would be en_riched by all che connotarions suggesced by the 
idt."ll of cooking, at lease for ' he who knows this (etymology)'. 
SB 3.8.3.7: tad dhi devlnii1r1 ydc rhrttim. 
SB 1.2.5.26: yd.ti val Juirumti devl11ii'!1 paris_imilr1 td.d f.!d yajfio bhavati ydc 
ch~tani havf1?7fi k!Jmf vedi[,. 
Vi'-f11u Smrti 67.43: aghaf!l sa kevalart1 bhwikte ya& pacaty iitmakara1:ar. 
Cf. Kane 2:2.786. 
HGSl.7.23. 
Cf. GnbhGS 1.3. I 3f. and KhiidiraGS l.5.6f. On che practice observed 
by orthodox Hindus in modern times, a practice which apparencly con
tinued, in the preceding century, to very faithfully follow the prescriptions 
of smrti, cf. Stevenson 1920: 225f, and 235f. 
KhiidiraGS 1.1.16: pakayajira ity iikhya yaq kai caikagnau. 
C[ VaiCS 1.1. 

The five mahiiJnjiras are che devayajira (co chc gods), tbe pjt1;yajiia (co the 
anccscors), che bhutay11j1ia (to the ' beings'), the manusyayajiia (ro men), 
and fmally the brahmayajiia (to the Vedas). These daily rites bring very 
small , symbolic quanriries of substance inro play, but cposticute the 
essential texture of rhe dai ly rirual. T he brahmayajiia consists of the 
individual reci tation of a-sometimes minuscule-porcion of the Vedic 
cen Cf. supra, n. 1. The opinion according to which che piikayajfias are 
the five mahiiyaj,ia.s less the brahmayajiia is expressed by Kulluka and 
Manu 2.86, and ochers. 
KathakaCS 13. If. Cf. on rhis question Hillebrandt (1897: 71) and Jolly 
( I 880: l 83f.). The initi rexes menrion rhe piikayajira in order co state 
char the i,fn-char is, the pare of the victim eaten by the human par
ticipants in rhe sacrifice, corresponds to that which is piikayajiia in tbe 
domesric rirual. (In both cases, one ears rhe gods leftovers). Cf. TS 1.7. 1.1: 
Ir/ii khtilu vai piikayajn,if;; and SB 1.7.4.19: vivrhanti vi ete yajiid'!' 
k!a1:w111ti ye mtldhye yaj1i,isy11 piikayajnlyayer,!ayii cd.ranti: 'chose who, in 
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rhe course of the sacrifice, perform the itµi, rhe it/iz which represents the 
pnkayajira, destroy the sacrifi~e; ind_ced, _they_ i~jure_ir'., . 
KatSS 1.8.43: izhavaniye homal; fnlhsamakhyanabhyam:. the offermgs [are 
to be poured] over the offercory fire: [chis follows] ~rom fruti (which 
prescribes ir as such), and from_the ~~me [of the fi:e itself]. . 
KiitSS 1.8.34: giirhapatye sa,rzskara!J-. 111 the domesuc fire, the perfecting 
processes [such as che cooking of substances and of ucen_s~l'-
ApSS 3.3.1: dak~i1:iig11ii.v anvizhiirya'f!l mahiint~m apar1m1tam odanaf!l 
pacati: 'on che dakfi,:ia fire o~e cooks: ~s a gra~u•ty to _be . ~rought to the 
off1cianrs, a great, undecermmed quanncy of nee porridge. 
SB 1.7.3.26f.: ato yatard.thiz kiimayeta tathii kuryiit. 
BaudhSS 24. I. 
In che afvamedha, the royal horse sacrifice, the blood is offered, once it 
has been cooked, co Agni Svi~rakrr. 
Apastambr1 Yajiia Paribh~a Surra 143, commentary. 
RS 1.62.9: amlsu cid dadhife pakvd.m antti};I 

pd.ya/J k;1_1:isu rus_ad rohi1:irdl 

'Drdam /es [vaches} mus tu as mis le lait cuit, le [/ait} blanc dans ks 
{vaches} noires [011) rouges~ (T ranslacion by Renou 1969: 26). See also TS 
6.5.6.4: td.smad am£ pakvd,ri duhe: 'That is why the raw gives the cooked 
[when one milks it]'. (On the use of the middle form of the verb DUH 
in che sense of 'Pivc milk' , cf. Delbriick 1888_: 243). _ _ , . ., 
SB 2.2.4.15: tam u hiignlr abhfdadhyau/ m1thuny anaya syam ttt ,ta,ri 
stimbabhuva tdsya'?I reta& prdsiiicat tat payo 'bhavat ,1smad cttid am_iiy~,ri 
gdvi satytf ,ri irttim agntr hi ritas td.smiid yd.di kIT1:iiJiz,ri ytidi rohJTJJll,rt 
fukLim evd bhavaty agnisa7!'kiiiam agnb hl ritas td.smiit prathamadugdham 
usnam bhavaty agnb hi rttaf;. 

··The manner in which milk is produced in rhe organism is an ex
emplary inscance-and one possessed of a mythological justification-of 
che cooking process which lies ac the source of every component of the 
living body. Yajfiavalkya 3.84 (among otbers) in fact teaches chat ~l~od 
is che product of the cooking, by the abdominal fire, ~f ch~ JWCCS 

contained in food, the an11arasa. The blood, after cooking, m cum 
p'roduces flesh; flesh produces far; fat, bone; bone, marrow;_ and marrow 
chat ultimate clement which is sperm. Each of these cooking processes 
occurs in a comparunent, a kofa. and over a fire, agni, speciaJly reserved 
for ic. These cooking processes do not, however, render the transformed 
substances ape for immediate sacrifice. T he direct intercession of flaming 
Agni, and thereby the adjunction of human l~bour, is s~U_ necessary.1:"he 
primal cooking chat is milk's special preroganve makes 1c into s~me_cbmg 
thac is in face neither an excretion nor even a secretion, and which is noc 
impure l.ike the ocher humoms which e~anace from the body. N . Yalma_n 
has demonstrated, concerning 1he people of Sri Lanka and south India 
be studied, char milk is cooked blood, by virtue of which it is pure, 
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whereas blood is polluting. Whar is norcworrhy is rhar chis quality also 
pertains ro vegeral 'milk', coconut milk, and the exudation of trees (see 
Yalman 1963). 

Yajfiavalkya' s schema of series of cooking processes is clearly applicable 
to warm-blooded vertebrates. What of the other classes of animals? 
KarSS 6.5.2: ahavaniyolmukam iidayagnit tri~ ramanta,rz paryeti palvitj
yaiamitradeJayupacatvaliihavaniyan. 'The igniter rakes che firebrands to 
the offertory fire and walks, three rimes, around the victim, rhe ajya, the 
Jiimitra fire, che sacrificial pose, the pit and the offertory fire'. See also 
AJvalayana Grhya Surra I .11.5f. Is rhis morion not a prefiguration of 
arati, which, in Hindu pujii, indeed consists of tracing circles, with a 
perfumed torch or the Aame ofa lamp, around rhc divine image; however, 
is ir nor also waved around the victim who is, in che marriage ceremony, 
rhe young wife? L. Silburn (1955: 68, n. 2) cites texts which invite the 
reader to see, in, rhe circles of f,re traced around rhe victim, protective 
enclosures against rak{as demons, against the external evil that always 
hallllts the sacrifice. This is cerrainly true. But it would be mistaken, in 
our opinion, ro dismiss the effect which the Aame, directed against the 
oursidc exercises upon char which it encircles. We find, when we examine 
che expressions employed ro describe che manner in which the fire acts 
co ward off impuriry, chat its role is nor so much one of destroying 
miasmata a.~ it is of creating a crust, a cooked skin, around the object to 

be preserved. So it is, on rhe subjecr of che consecration called avantari 
dik{ii, chat the SB (3.4.3.3) says: so 'gnlnaivti tvtica'!1 vipdlyangayate. 'With 
che fire irself, he causes him co be clothed in a skin'. To be sure, fire is 
called piivaka, the 'purifier', but this is a qualification which ir shares with 
ocher divinities. The pavana par excellenct is the wind and, in the ritual, 
the agents of purification are first and foremost water and the pavitras-
vegetal filrers and a woollen sieve. 
TS 6.3. l 0: paium iildbhya puroefizia1rz nlrvapati ... dtho pdior evd chidrdm 
dpi dadhati ... tri& prcchati i[td'?'l havf& ~amitar iti. 
RS 1.162.10: ydd ftvadhyam uddrasyiipavtiti 

TS 5.7.23.1. 

yd amasya kravl!o jandho dJti I 
sukrttf ttic chamittirah kmvantu 
uri medha'?'l Jrtapik~m pacantu II (Cf. Renou 1967: 84f.). 

SB 4.5.2.16: pai11.frdpa1;ra evalna'!1 marudbhyo juhuyad ahuti.do val 
devif,iam maruto vid dhutam ivaittid ytid dirto gdrbha iihavanfyad vJ 
e!d ifhr;o bhavati p;,iu.frdpa,;rm tdthaha nd b;hirdha yajmtd bhdvati ruJ 
pratytik{am iviihavanryt devd11ii'!I val marutas ttid ena'?'l marutsv evtl 
prdti!fhiipayati. . 

The text of the Kanva recension adds: 'There is Heaven and there is 
Earth ... This foerus i~ over-much. One places it in che in-between, and, 
thenceforth, even when it is superfluous, it ceases to be superfluous'. 
GobhGS t.9.l6f. 
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75 6.5.9.lf: fndro vrtrtim aha11 tdsya fir{akapalam ttd aubjat sd 
dronakala.fo 'bhavat tdmuit soma& sdmasravar . .. so 'manyata ytid 
dhorytfmy iimd,r1 ho!Jiimi ytin llll hovami yaj,iavtfasd1?1 karivamfti ttim 
adhriyata h6tu,!I so 'g11fr abravin 11d mdyy iinuil?' hosyasfti td7?1 dhiiniibhir 
airi11at tdm Jrtd,!1 bh1itdm ajuhod ytid dhanabhir hiiriyoja.ndf!I fri11ati 
frtatviiya Jrtdm tvaina'!t bh11td'!1 juhoti. 
• Here, ;,e should note the play 011 the words Irita, 'mixed', and 1,;ta. 

'cooked'. 
Cf. Kojeve (1947: 247): 'fn rhe divine world there is no place for a new 
diviniry: one muse, thus, suppress a pare of the divine in order co sancrify 
man. This is the sense of sacrifice, in which rhe sacrificed object is 
identified with a God'. 
On rhc relationship between terrestrial soma and cdesrial Soma, cf. Renou 
1961: If. 
The human king is only a king for the k!atriyas, vaifyas ,md iudras. This, 
ar lease, is whar brahmins proclaim during a new king anoinrmenr 
ceremony: 'This man is your king; as for us, our king is Soma': tfd vo 
'mt rdja somo 'smifka,p brahma1Jitna1r1 rajeti (5B 5.4.2.3. This is wby, the 
texts adds, the king may prey on all of his subjects, but not the brahmins, 
who are, in face, rhe subjects of king Soma). 
SB 3.4.1.2: titithir vi ~ti ettisyagacchati ydt som~ krittis tdmui tttid 
ytitha rdjiie va briihma,;rtfya vii mahok!d'!I va mahiijdrr1 vii pdctt tad dha. 
m,inu!til?' havir devif11ii7?" tvtim a.smii ettid iitithyti,ri karoti. 

'Once boughr, che soma, in rrutb, arrives as [rhe sacrificer') guesr. One 
(chus offers) him this [welcoming rircJ. )use as one would cook, for [the 
welcoming of} a king or a brahmin, a grear ox or a grear he-goar-because 
chis is the human ( welcome offering], whi.le che oblacory marcer is (proper
ly speaking] for the gods-scone offers chis welcoming rite co him'. 
SB 3.3.3.1: sd val riijana1r1 paiiatel sd ytid ritjana'!I pdf!m tdsmiid idti7?" 
saktt sdroa'!I pd,;ryaml. 
RS 9.83.1: dtaftata/lUT 1111 ttid amo aJnutt 

Jrtasa id vdhantas tdt stim tilata. 

Cf. Renou 1967: 29. le is tapas, asceric hear, which transforms the raw 
crcacure, iima, into a being cooked to a turn, into a 1,;ta crearure. 
SB 6.1.2.22: te yif1:1yiim ihutim djuhav11& d sainaf!Z pakvif!aka 
bhurvii.py apadyata ttid ytid i!(dt samtibhava'!'S tdsmiid if!akiis tdsmiul 
agnineffak~ pacanty ahutlr eva111iis tdt kurvanti. 
KatSS I 6.1.19: catur'!iim apsu kayapriisanaml tato mrdistakiirthapaJ ca II. 
'One throws inco the warer rhe bodies of che four (victims]. From this 
[body of water) one draws (what is necessary for making] bricks of clay 
and w:icer'. 
SB? .3. 1.26: tad ah~ kathdm asyaitah pakvii.& Jrti ,ipahitii bhavantfti rdso 
vif ettf!, svayal?' frtti u vai raso 'tho ytid val ki7!I caitdm agni7?" 
vaiJvanardm upa11igticchati tdta evd ttit pakvd'!I Jr!dm upahita7!1 bhavati. 
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SB 14. 1.2.21: dthaitafi chrapayati I Jrta'!' hi devanaml/. '(At the time of 
the pravargya] one cooks [the various vessels). For char which is cooked 
belongs ro rhe gods'. 
SB 6.5. l. I: parr;ak~aya11iJpakva etii ipo bhavanti 
SB6.5.4.6. 
RS 10.16.5: dva sd~ punar agne pitf;bhyol 

yti. ta tihutaJ cdrati wadhabhih/1 
Jyur 11Jsana upa V"(' fefafJ/ • 
sd'!I gachata'!' ta11viz jtitaveda&!!. 

Renou's (l 965: 37) translation is: 'Liberr (pour qu 'ii ailkj de nouveflll 

ven ks Peres, 6 Agni, (cet homme} qui, offirt-oblatoirement II toi, se meut 
se!on ses dispositiom-nat11reiles. Que vetu de duree-de-vie, ii accede a [s4J 
descendance! Qu'i! se retrouve avec u11 corps, o jatavedai.' 
. This sa':'e hymn, RS I 0.16, is translated in extenso by Kane (4: I 96f.) 
ma long d1scuss1on of fw1erary rires, pp. 176-266. 
The cpirher jtitavedm is interpreted, in the Veda itself, wich a phrase that 
appears ro be an expansion of the formula: vllva veda jdnimii jiittivedab. 
'Jacavedas knows all the generations' (RS 6.15. I 3; cf. Renou 1964: 135). 
The carnivorous crematory fire is, in essence, a deadly fire, and thus, a 
fire which rrnnsfotms the fire of the deceased imo a baneful fire. It i$ 
therefore necessary chat this fire be ext.inguished, and char rhe son of the 
deceased light a new one:_cf. Caland 1896: l 13. 
TS 1.1.1.7: apagne 'gnim amifda'!I jahi nif kravyifda7!' sedhii devayajam 
vaha. · 
Cf. Caland 1896: 19f. and Oldenberg 1977: 492f. 
Cf. Caland 1896: JO( Here is the tcxr of RS 10.6.7: 

agner varma pari gobhir vyaymva I 
sarrz prorr;~va pf vma medasii ca II 
net tvii dhm11ir hdrmii jdrh;!ii1fol 
dadhfg vidhaksydn paryankhayatdl 

'.4vec fies membres deJ la vache, ceins-toi [o mort} d 'une cuirasse co11tre 
Agni,_ rec~uv~e-toi entiirtment de gr_aisse et de moelle, de peur que 1 'agressif 
{Agm/, s exetta11t [dans son I/an/ d emportement, .(II! ti:mprisomu, (cl! dieu} 
effronte, dans son disir de brii/er'(rranslacion by Renou 1965: 38}. 
Cf. supra, n. 72, RS J0.16.5. 
AS 12.3.2: t~vad VIZ'!I cah_111 tdti viryt11}il 

tiivat ttjm tatidhtf vdjiniini/1 
agni& Jdrira1rr sacate yadaidhol 
ddhii pakvJn mithuni sd7!1 bhaviitha&II. 

'Your sight will be fofj the same (sharpness as before], your strength as 
abundant, your brilliance as great, your vital forces as numerolL~. When 
Agni, the funerary fue, comes to feed on your body, you will atise, as a 
couple, from the well-cooked [sacrificial rice porridge]'. 
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AS 12.3.5: ydJ?i vil'!I pitti pdcati yd,rz ca matil 
· riprin nlrmuktyai Jdmaliic ca viica&II 

sd odan~& Jatadhiira& wargd I 
ubht vyiipa nabhmi mahitvJ/!. 
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The rice porridge chat your fach~r as well as your mother had you 
rwo cook, in order to liberate themselves from impurity, from that which 
scains the world, {this porridge), together with a hundred screams of 
clarified butter [which Row] up ro the sky, powerfully penetrates the rwo 
halves of rhc world'. On this hymn, see the commentary of Bloomfield 
1987: 645f. 
On the relationship berween dik!,i and tapas, scr. especially Gonda 1965: 
340f. 
SB 3.1.3.28: agnir val yonir yajiidsya gdrbho dikfito 'ntare1}ll val yonirrz 
garbha& stirrz,arati. 
SB 6.2.2.27: reto vJ etdd-bhutam amuinarrz sificaty ukhiyiitrz yonau ytid 
dfh_ate tdsmii etd1r1 purtistai !okarrz karoti ytid dik[ito bhdvati tam k;tarrz 
!oktim abhf jayate ttismiid iihWJ krtdrrz lokd'!I pul"UfO 'bhl jayata lti. 
On che mechanics of chis substicurion which allows the sacrificer to 
retrieve himself-that is, ro 'redeem' himself, from that ransom coo

sciruced by the victim, see, among many other tcxrs, TS 6.1.11.6: ydd 
ngni{omfya,r, paJum a!abhata iitmani!krtiya1}tl evtfsya sd . . . pul"Ufa
ni!krdya1!a iva hf. 'By putting ro death a victim fit to be offered co Agni 
and Soma, be (= the consecrated sacrificer] effects his own redemption 
. .. le is, so to speak, the redemption of a man'. 
This is especially the case in che new moon and full moon sacrifices. The 
darbha effigy is called pras/ara. TB 3.3.6.8 makes the following idencifi
carion: ydjamano val prastara&. The TS (6.2.5.5} explains: brahma
vadino vadanti kirrz yajiidsya ydjamima iti prmtard {ti tdsya kvti suvargo 
!okd ity iihavan,ya iti bruyad ytit prmtaram ahavanfye prahdrati 
yajamiinam evd suvargti7!1 !oka1r1 gamayttti. 

'The theologians say: what is it that, in the sacrifu:.e, is the sacrificer? 
It is the prastara. 1n the sacrifice, where is heaven? Io the offertory fire. 
This is whar one muse answer. When one casts che prmtara into the 
offerrory fice, one acts such that the sacrificer may go to heaven'. 

Diksti consecrates che sacrificer as sacrificial victim. But the sacrificer
victim idenriry may be read in rwo ways. The great royal aivamedha 
sacrifice submits the horse, che victim who will in the end be put to 
death, to a year of preparations. In certain of its essential fearurcs, this 
'conditioning' is a reminder of the sacrificer's dikfii-. rhe horse must neither 
bathe nor couple. Cf. Kane 2:2: 1231. 
The groom, as recipienr of the offering that is che bride, occupies, in this 
sacrifice, rhe position of a divinity. For all this, he retains his human 
nature and, as such, may only ear the remains of what the gods have 
already eaten beforehand. It is in this way, we believe, that one muse 
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explain the facr rhar rhe human husband comes fourth and last in the 
series of beings who have enjoyed the bride: she is first che wife of Soma, 
then char of che Gandharva, and then of Agt1i. Cf. RS 10.85.40E and 
PiirGS 1.5.16. 

86. Thus TS 14.2.52: uiad& kanydlii. ima&pitrlokat pdtif!l yatf& 
dva diksiim asrksata svii.hii. 

'Burning, these girls left th.e world ~f their fucher ro seek their husband. 
They have abandoned rhe dikfii. Cf. Gonda 1962: 324. 

87. BaudhDhS 3.3.1 f. The five dasses of cookers are: 
I) rhose who car all chat is found in the forest (sarviiranyaka). These arc 
in cum divided into rwo groups, rhose who ear what che rain causes co 
grow, and those who eat che flesh of animals killed by carnivores; 2) rhosc 
who ear unhusked rice; 3) chose who only ear roors and bulbs; 4) chose 
who only eat fruits; and 5) those who only ear poc-herbs. All of these 
cookers perform rhe Agnihotra in rhc morning and evening, because rhey 
have a fue; and rhcy arc obliged, as householders, to give food co ear to 

• srudencs, ascetics, and to whoever presents himself as a guest, such that 
they themselves only ear leftovers (sacrificial food). As for non-cookers, 
ir is diff1culr to determine whar separates chem from renouncers in the 
proper sense of the word. These are: I) those who avoid the use of iron 
or stone tools; 2) chose who cake food in rheir hands; 3) those who eat 
direcdy with rheir mouths, like animals; 4) chose who nourish themselves 
with warer alone; and 5) those who only ear air. 

88. Manu 4.32: faktito 'pacamiinebhyo diuavya'!I grhamedhinir. The house
holder should give, according to his capacities, to those who do nor cook'. 
The non-cookers, says Kulliik:t, ad. foe., are brahmanic students and 
wandering ascetics. 

89. The rite of enrry into sa1pnyiisa, the rite of breaking with the ritual life, 
is rhe subject of a great number of descriptions and explanations in rhe 
smr1i texrs. See, for <.'XampJe, Vaikhiinasa Smiirta Sutra 5.8. and 9.7. 

Th~ ceremony of emering inro a life of renunciation is nor the sole 
occasion in which one is instructed ro incorporate one's sacrificial fires. 
A quire idemical operation- if we are to believe the SB 7.4.1.1-is 
required of rhe sacrificer who is about to celebrate the agnicayana: 'When 
he readies himself ro consrrucr Agni, he takes him into his own iitman; 
for from out of his own self he causes him to be born, and wherefrom 
one is born, suchlike he becomes. Now were hero build up Agni without 
raking him up inro his own self, he would beget man from man, mortal 
from morral, one nor freed from sin from o ne not freed from sin; bur 
when he builds up Agni he acts such chat Agni is born from Agni, the 
immortal from the immortal, the being who is freed from evil from the 
being who is freed from evil' (iitmdnn agni'f!I grh!Jite cevanf iimuino vi 
etdm ddhi janayati yiidijiid dha jayate tiidf;i1n evd bhavati sd ydd iitmdnn 
agrhitvagni7!' cinuyan mamlsyiid evd lll/111/lfYllf!l jandytn mdrtyiin mdrtyam 
dnapahatapiipmano 'napahatapiipmiillam dtha ydd iitmdnn agnl'f!I grhitvi 
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cin61i tdd agntr evtfdhy agnhr1 janayaty amttiid amrt.:tm dpahatapiipmano 
'pahatapiipmiinam). 
T he crime-the error-of the demonic Asuras is ro pour the Agnihotra 
offering into their own mouths, an absurd gesture, since the fire which 
had originally been inside of them has now been expelled. They were 
defeated for having made an oblat.ion inro chat which was bereft of fire' 
(Ka11f8 7.3). 
On rhe burial of sa7!'nyiisin.s, see the data collected by Kane 4: 229f. 
SB I 0.4.2.19: efd vi idd'f!I sdrva'!l pacatil ahoriitrair ardhamasair 
masair rtubhil; S4f!l/latsarb:a tdd amunii. pakvdm aydf!l pacati pakvtiJya 
pakteti ha smiiha bhdradviijo 'gnim amunii hi pakvdm aydtp pdcatiti. 

Notes to Chapter 3 

SB 10.6.5.1. 
AS 12.1.42. 
AS5.28.3. 
SB 13.2.4.I. 
ASG.122.1. 
AS 12. 1.35. 
AitB 3. I 8. Cf. TA I. 1.9, in which heavenly space, vyoman, which may 
be viewed through a cleft, is dreaded as rhe mark of a faulr, a chidra. 
Caland 1907: § 255. 
Ail.A 2.1.2. 
On the notion of [ta. see especially Renou 1978: 55. Lilder. 1959: 
403-642 develops, at length, the idea that the primary meaning of rta 
is not 'order' but 'truth'. 
587.1.2.23. 
On nirrti, see Renou 1978: 127-32. 
vs 12.62f. 
TS 2.5.1. If. 
MS3.6.3. 
Intervals may be seen as salutary pauses. In rheir discussions, the ritualises 
address the question of whether one should, io the course of a sacrifice 
of a year's duration, allow oneself days of rest such that the sacrifice itself. 
as well as the year, mighr have a moment in which ro catch their breath. 
'Yes' is the response of one group. Furthermore, the lung is an example 
of a fruitful lacuna (una): from this cavity, from this absence of matter, 
breathing arises, just as living beings emerge from the cavity of the womb 
when they are born. 'No' responds another group. The sacrifice is ~ike a 
hare: if one allows it to go off, it will run away. See JB 2.393-7 in Caland 
1919: 210f. 
On rhis ' purchase of the somd, the somakrayal}ll, cf. Caland-Henry 1906: 
§ 33f. and Renou 1953: 37. 
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T.S 6. 1.9.6. 
Sn 3.3.2.19. 
VS 12.65. 

Th!s is c:be ~osc common version of che alcar. There exisc a number 
vanancs, which are differentiated from one another on the basis of 
general shape, c:be total number of bricks used, the number of layers 
Cf. P.E. Dumont 1951: 628-75. ' 
The Srauta S~tra in_srructions concerning chis rite arc admirably gro 
and analysed m Fmz Scaal, Agni (Staal 1983), a veritable encyclo 
on ~he qucsrion. This is supplcmenced by a report of sorrs on agn,cayana performed in Kerala in 1975, a ceremony he was able 
observe and film. 
Ir is the temporal symbolism thar is rhe most abundant here. The bri 
ar~ the days, the layers the five seasons of che Indian year, and cJ1e en · 
edifice_~he ~ear. The construction of the altar, which is a reconstiru · 
of Prappau,_ replaces an indistinct time, a succession of unarran 
mom~ncs, with an o~dcred time, a rime punctuated by rices that 
m~ning co every period and every turning-point. The year is the 'rr 
o_f ume, because it _is in ~he course of the year chat the complete cycle 
n~es occurs. ~n ~his basic ~speer _of ~he agnirayana, and on the incerp 
between co:mnu~ty and d,sconrrnwty operative within ic, see Silb 
1955: 64£ The msercion of an articulated, defined, rime in what h 
been an _amorphous, anarchical duration' (Renou 1978: 59) is effect 
by the me. This idea is already the theme of several Rg Vedic h notably RS 1.152. • y 
Eggeling 1897: xiii. 
?ldenberg 1917: 1-16 (reprinted 1967: 319-34) contests chesacrificial 1nterprecacion of this passage. 
SB I 0. 1.3. I. 
SB 6. l .2. I 9f. 
SB 10.1.3.1£ 
SB 10. 1.3.4£ 
SB 6.1.2. 18. 
SB 6.1.2.19. 
Sn 6.2.1. 1f.; 7.5.2. 1£ 
See Mahidhara's commentary ad VS 27.29 and Eggeling's note ad SB 
6.2.1._l. The h~an sacrifice presupposed by c:be presence of a humaa head 1s the sub1ecr of a highly developed symbolism in the SB. (On the 
p_r~~re co~ foUowed in chesc executions, see KiuSS 16.1.7-45. 11ie ~icnms blo_od 1s blende~ together with rhe water and clay char will setvC 
m c:be ~ akin~ of the bncks). The texts are not very explicit about the manner m wh1c~ the h~man victim is chosen. All that we know, through!:atSS 16. LI 7, 1s that. It should be that of a vaiiya or of a lts_a.triya, chat 1s, of a free_-man who 1s a non-brahmin member of 'twice-born' group. 
In the agn1cayana observed by Scaal, all of the victims, and noc merely 
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the human victim, arc represented by day images (Scaal 1983: 303f.). 
One muse not confuse chis execution-which was merely a portion of the agnicayana, bur which. by virtue of its inscrumencal nacure, may very 
well correspond to an actual practice from ancient rimes-with the human sacrifice per se char was the pu"'1;amedha, which itself appears to 
have been nothing more than a frccicious expansion on me aivamedha, 
chc horse sacrifice (on which, see P.E. Dumont 1963: 177-82). Cf. Oldenbcrg 1927: 361; Keith 1925: 281; Gonda 1962: 209; Minard 
1949: § 192b; 1956: § 862a. 
586.2. 1.1( 
SB 6.3.1.38. On purifa, see Renou 1939: 386f; Renou 1958 (EVP 4): 
81; Gonda 1965: 224f.; and Heesrerman 1985: 55. 
Purifa'!' val mddhyam iitrruinaf;. This scandalous formula, especially if one translates it quite legitimacely as 'che heart of chc self is shit', is not 
an exrracc from a coUccrion ofblasphemics. lcfigures in the most orthodox 
of all Vedic rexes, a ccxt which is, in a certain sense, me highcsr authority on the subject of brahmanic ritual, the Taitririya Sa'!'hita (5.3.5.2). Undoubtedly, the word iitman, 'self, soul', here has the sense, as is often 
the case. of 'body', or more exactly, 'trunk' as opposed to 'limbs'. And, it is of course the 'body' of the altar chat is being discussed here, in 
disrincrion from its lateral and accessory parts. But one muse nor lose 
sight of char which the cexc reaffirms here-that is, rhat the body of Agni, 
constituted by the edifice of bricks, is the proper person, the self, of chc 
sacrificer. 
SB 6.1.2.25. SB 8.7.2.2f. reverses these values in ics interpretation: it is 
the 'space-filling' bricks which represent che kfatriyas, and the bricks over each of which a particular formula is pronounced mac represent rhc 
vaiiyas (because diversity is the sign of disunity). Ir is necessary char the kfatriyas be united-and similar ro one another- if they arc to be strong and eaters, and chat the vaifyas be dissimilar, and thereby disunited, for 
rhem to be weak and eaten. Cf. Malamoud 1987: 175. 
AV 11.5.1: sd iicii,ya'!' uipasii piparti 
The philosophical school of me Mimii,ruakas takes che following line of reasoning as th( starting point for che enrircty of its specularion: why 
should one study the Veda? Because it is said, 'The teacher should reach'. It is thus necessary mac there be pupils in order char teachers might 
accomplish cheir duty and answer to their defmicion. This argument 
could base irsclf upon the venerable authority of the AJharva11ic hymn: che scudenc fills his master by allowing him co be himself fully, and nor 
in some hollow fashion. Cf. Malamoud 1977 (a): 307-12. 
AS 11.5.3: iicarya updnayamano brahmaciirl1:a'!' kr7JUfe gdrbham antJ9. 
C f SB 11.5.4.12. 'This initiate in the belly of his master' is also a merne of the Mahiibhiirata (in the story of Kaea and IGvya). See Dume:zil 1971: 
160-l. 
AS 11 .5.4: brahmacitri samtdhii mtkhal.aya Jrdme1:a lakJ,ru tdpasa piparti 
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42. SB7.4.2.3f. The ftm of these bricks corresponds to earth, che second to 
mid-space and che third to heaven (SB 6.2'.3.1; 3; 5; MS 3.2.6). Theae 
allow for the passage of the breacl!s, because they are breach, pra,:,a ( 
5.2.8.1), and even the three varieties of breath (TS 5.5.5.2). They 
also che path that opens up co the golden man, in order that be mi 
reach heaven (KS20.6). 

Because they represem che three worlds in this way, and because th 
are thus an image of the whole, they can also serve, for he who has air 
offered che agnicayanasaccifice once in his life, as substirutes for the enti 
alcar

1 
(SB 9.5.1.58). 

According co texts belonging co the Black Yajur Veda, one is to a 
four bricks, placed on the edges of the fifth layer, to the original 
cliese symbolize the four cardinal directions ( TS 5.5.5.4; TB 3.10. 
ApSS 19.12.16). 

In the Hindu temple, Stella Kramrisch (1946: 103, 175, 350) 
us, the priiJiida pillar that surmounts the garbhag,;hya is analogous to the 
column of empty space opened up by the superimposed pierced bricb 
of rhe Vedic fire altar. 

43. VS l l. I 0: tibhrir aJi miry a.si. 
44. SB 6.3.3.4 and 6.4.4. 14. 
45. SB6.3.3.5. Cf. Keith 1925: 397. On the role of anthills and holes bored 

into anthills in the course of ceremonies of royal consecration, see 
Heesterman 1957: 17 and 19, n. 22. 

46. According co Heesterman (1985: 54 and 218), the anaddhapu"'fa rep-
resents an enemy or rival who has been rendered powerless. 

47. SB6.3.l.24; 4.4.4.14; AitB7.9; K.atSS 16.2.14. 
48. See chapter five. 
49. ChU5.10.3; Mur.u!U 1.2.10. On the form and meaning of iftapurta, cf. 

Malamoud in Biardeau, Malamoud 1976: 165f. 
50. Yaj 3.83: navame da.iame vapi prabalai'1 sutimarutailJ 

ni!Jsaryate ba!l4 iva yantracchidre,:,a sajvara!J. 
Yijnaoesvara's commentary takes yantra co mean the bodily mechanism. 

51. ChU8.14: lindu mabhigam. The teem lindu is a hapax kgomenon. Our 
translation is based on that of Scnart 1930: 120, n. 3. 

52. BAU 4.4.25. 
53. BAU 4.3.21. We follow the French translation of Senart 1934: 75. 

54. BAU 5.1.l: pu"}llm ada!J·pun_,am idam 
pun_,at pun_,am udacyatt. 

P. Mus analyses this stanza in depth as a means to restoring its rit 
implications. This is for him an occasion to show, magnificently, 
philosophical implications of the rire, such as it is considered by 
authors of the Brahma'!a.s and Ka/pa Sutra.s (Mus 1947: 591-618). 

55. AS 10.8.15: durl pun_,ena vaJati durti unena hiyate. Cf. Renou 1956: 168. 
Also on chis hymn, see Renou EVP 2: 84f. 

NOTES 283 

56. C f. Silburn 1955: 112. 
57. Especially BAU2.3.6; 3.9.26; 4.2.4; 5.5.15. The formula neti neti has 

been 1he subject of a great number of divergent interpretations. A history 
of chese, followed by a definitive restatement, is found in Minard 1949: 
§ 316-21. 

58. ChU8. I.If. Our reading is based on Senarc's French translation. 

59. ChU3.12.7. 
60. TU I .6. I: Sil ya t'{O 'ntarhrdaya akizia&! taJminn aya'!I purufO mano

maya/Jf am;to hira,.,maya/Jf antam;a tiilukd ya ~a stana ivava/ambate 
. .. yatrmau kefanto vivartate I vyapohya Iirfakapak. On the concepc of 
space in the Upan4ads, Cf. Oldenberg 1923: 63; on the akaia as symbol 
of the brtihman, Deussen I 906: I 11, 118 and Silburn 1955: 110-15. 

61. BAU5.1.I. 
62. BAU 4.4.22: eta setur vidhara'.'4 ~a'!l lokanam a.sa'!lbhedaya. 
63. Mbh 12.255.8. 
64. When Prajapati is emptied of all of his strength, be begins to swell up: 

SB 10.6.5.6. Anocher Sanskrit word for the void is abhu, a neuter term. 
In its masculine form, however, this word means 'capacity for devel
opment'. Verse 10.129.3 of the RS does not fail to make use of this 
relacionship, i.n a context in which the gender of abhu is undiscernablc: 
tuchyeniibhv dpihitam, '(the principle of the) void is overlaid with vacuiry' , 
according ro che translation of Renou (1956: 125), who adds in a 
footnote, ' void' (abhu} , or contrariwise 'potential' (abhu)'. See also Renou 

EVP 16: 169. 

Notes to Chapter 4 

I. The aivamedha, the ' horse sacrifice', is performed by the victorious king 
who wishes co confirm and proclaim his sovereignty. This highly complex 
rite lasts.an entire year: before being puc ro death, che horse, who at once 
• represents' Prajapati the creator, the sacrificer (in this case, rhe king) 
himself, and the sun, wanders at will over the land, protected by an escort, 
011e of whose duties ic is to prcvenr him from any concacr with mares. 
And while rhe horse wanders, a great number of preliminary ceremonies 
are carried our, rices whose object it is to magnify the royal function and 
co commentate or orchestrate the horse's l)'lovemencs. See che detailed 
study of P.E. Dumont 1927 as well as Oldenberg 1923: 47lf; Keith 
1925: 342f.; Renou-Filliozat 1947: 358F. and Gonda 1962: 203f. 

2. TS5.5. llf; TB3.9.3.3f; VS24.lF,.ApSS20.17.lf. 
3. The terminology is fluid here. We call 'brahmanism' the religion that 

bases itself in the Vedas, which arc considered co be the 'Revelation' or 
Sruti, ro which arc added the rexes which make up the Tradition', or 
Smrti, The lacer Hindu tradition, which fuse appears in the Epics, does 
not break away from these authoritative sources, bur forgets them to a 
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cerrain extent a11d, basiog itself on ocher cexts, notably the P11rii,:zas, bends 
ritual aod theology in a new direction. 'Brahmanism' nevertheless con
stitutes che core of orchodox Hinduism. 
Arytivarta, 'the sphere within whkh che Aryas turn', is che religious heart 
of brahmanic India. le more or less corresponds co the lndo-Gangccic 
plain. Cf. Manu 2.22£ 
There are ren plants ofrhe village, according to SB 14.9.3.22. 
C( Renou EVP2: 65, a. 4. 
Lewis (1965) is muck by che comrast between the very d istinct plan of 
cbe Mexican village, whose streets, which meet at righr angles, are ordered 
around the central square, market, or church; and the tangle of dead 
ends, and absence of any cencre, char the Indian village seems co offer 
(p. 308). The weak 'rerrirorialiry' of the Indian village is also marked by 
the face char the ancestors in India have no terrestrial habitat. 
The complete rexc of che adage is: 'Whence comes the limit, if not from 
che village? Whence fame, if not from knowledge? Whence deliveranc.c, 
if not from gnosis? Whence incelligcnce, if noc from faith?' Bohclingk 
1873: 3, no. 7575. 
C( Mayrhofer l 953: s.v.; Minard 1956: § 374a. 
Thus Manu 2.2 and 4. The word ara,:zye, 'in cbe forest', is also the 
antonym of amii, 'at home', in the Vedic texts. The adjective ara,µ,. 
'foreign, external', from which arai1ya is derived, is placed in opposition 
co sva, 'one's own'. 
Artha Siistra l.l .4 and 2.2.1. For an analysis of the place occupied by 
che forest and fullow lands in the economy of ancienr India, see Kher 
1973: 180f. 
Mayrhofer 1956- 76: s.v. 
C( Macdonell-Keith 1912: 2: 241. On the different kinds offoresrs, and 
on che notion of'jungle' in the Indian (especially medical) texts, one may 
now refer ro the exceHent work of Zimmermann 1982. 
11.53.45. The rite is described most fully in SB2.5.2.20f. Cf. Keith 1924: 
265 and 321£ 
This is cbe Bos gavaew, called gavaya in Sanskrit. C( Macdonell-Keith 
1912: l: 222. 
Cf. again ApSS l 0.20.8£ On the gom,;ga, c£ Eggeliag 1900: 338n; Keith 
1924: 477 and n. 7. 
On the notion of dharma, see for example Kane l: 1; Renou (-Filliozat) 
1947: 561; and Biardeau 1981: 57f. 
Thou shalt not steal is a prescription that applies to all men (as are also 
the commandments co avoid '(iolence, co cell the truth, keep oneself clean. 
control one's sensory organs, and co be generous, patient and compas
sionate). Cf. Ytij 1.122. 
Especially chaprer 3. 
Cf. Levi 1 966: 8 If. 
SB 2.2.2.6. Cf. Minard 1949: § 473. 
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These are debts co the gods, co the ~is who received che Vedic revelation, 
co the Manes, and co humans: the fundamental debt one owes to Death 
breaks down into these four debts. SB J.7.2.lf; 3.6.2.16; TS6.3.10.S. 
C( Levi 1966: 131. Sec below, chapter 5, 'The Theology of the Debt' . 
See above, chapter I ,' Remarks on rhe Brah manic Concept of"Remains".' 
On the primal sacrifice, c£ especially RV 10.90, translated into French 
by Reaou I 956: 97F, and for the data of che Brahma,µz.s, Levi 1966: ·1 5f. 
and passim. On the necessarily individual character of the Vedic sacrifice, 
see Oldenberg 1977: 370f. Lee us add here that the griimayiijin, the 
officiant who acremprs co offer his services ro a group, or who performs 
'for a village' is held in scorn: Manu 3.151; 4.205; GauDhS 15.16, etc. 
Cf. Bloomfield 1897: 42, n. I. 
Winternicz. 1920: 8f; Malamoud 198~: 165-8; 1984-5: 155£ 
Keich 1925: 349f; Renou 1954: 156. 
Ma11u3.77f. 
AJvG:S- 4.1.2. 
BhSSPaitr 2.11.3. 
AivGS 4.1.3. Cf. Keith 1925: 259. 
For example SB 13.2.4.3. 
One must distinguish between planes and animals. The forest plants are 
more frequently and more easily included in the sacrifice (alongside 
cultivated plants) than are forest animals. This is rhe case in the rite called 
sautriima,:zi, an offering of surii, of fermented liquor that is at once the 
stibsciruce for and the conterparc of soma. Soma is itself extracted from 
what is essentially a forest plane. One should nor, however, consider soma 
ro be a simple offering; rather, it is present at che sacrifice as a royal and 
divine guest, and nor merely as a substance to be consumed. C( our 
study, 'Cooking the World', above; chap. 2. 
The text of che SB concludes its argument in the foUowing terms: '(but) 
if one did nor offer these [forest] animals at all, something would be 
lacking in the sacrifice. One [thus] releases them after having surrounded 
them with fire [by waving around them, in a circle, a burning firebrand, 
such chat they become consecraced1 in accordance with general sacrificial 
practice]. This is, thereby, neither a sacrifice nor a non-sacrifice: these 
animals do not carry the sacrificer, dead, our into che forest, (yet) at che 
same time, the sacrifice Lacks for nothing. One carries the sacrifice through 
to its very end by purring the village animals to death [ . . . ]' See also 
ApSS20.17.lf. and TB3.9.3.1£ 
See above, note 31. Sesame seeds are considered robe at once wild and 
c~L~vareq: SB 9.1. 1.3. 
ApSS 16. 19.11-13. Cf. Kane 2: 2, p. 1250. 
On the edge here means partly within and partly without .. Cf. Keith 
1925: 325. 'The divine subsrancc is composed of that which the sacred 
sire encloses, and also of an ascendency over chac which lies without ... ' 
says Mus 1947: 612. 
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~SI .?.5.8; SB ~.6.4.7. The symbolism of the sacrificial post is exrremcJy 
nch: 1r is the axis thar unnes heaven and earth, which t.he sacrificer rnay 
only moum by using a ladder. The wood of which it is composed, called 
udumbura (Ficus glomerata) concenuaces in itself the essence of every 
orhcr rree. Cf. Minard 1949: § 233a; 1956: § 146a. 
For an _analysis of and a bibliography on this euphemism, see Minard 
1949: § 221 and 2 § 470a. See also Hubert and Mauss, 'Essai sur la 
namre er la f6ncrion du sacrifice' , Annee sociowgique 1899: 69 (= Mausa 
1968: 2, p. 235). The rices of propitiation of the tree which one is abour 
co fell are ser forth in .~B 3.6.4.1-27. See below, chap. 9. 
'SB 3.8. l. I 5f. 
See above, note IO. 
TS 5.2.94; JUB 1.3.1.10. 
Cf. Keith 1925: 154. Three themes are conjoined here: rhe forest is driven 
?ack by the fire, upon whose ashes the land is culrivaced; the god Agni 
1s the forerunner and pathfinder in the arya invaders' south- and eastward 
penetration; and he is prototype of the sacrificer and the officiating priest, 
and thereby a god who is doubly sacrificial. 
When ic is orchesrrnred properly, rhe sacrifice voids itself of every danger 
ro which it may give cise, and every impurity ir may produce. 
For an enumerarion and presentation of the Sanskrit sources, see Kane 2: 
2, pp. 930- 75. Among rhe many modern exegeses of chese rexes, one 
must mcnrion, apart from Abbe J.A. Dubois (I 825: 260-87) and che 
chapters devoted ro this question in che majority of general works, the 
following srudies: Max Webe.r 1920: 146f; Dumont 1966: 324-50; 
Heesterman 1964, revised 1985: 25-44. One should ih no wise omit the 
impeccable formulations of Al-Biruni which go straight co che heart of 
chc maccer and which present, in a single movement, che forest way of 
life and che renuncianr ideology. See Al Birzmi (Sachau 1910: 2, p. 132f.). 
See also Ahbir llf'Sin wa I-Hind, Relation de la Chine et de J 7ntk 
(Sauvagec 1948: I 22f.). 
1981: 43f., and especially her contribution co Biardeau and Malamoud 
1976. 
The most noteworthy effect of this development is the marginalization, 
inco_ peripheral or more or less clandestine spheres of worship, of all blood 
sacrifice. The ~reat gods of Hinduism, ac least in the form in which they 
are h?noured rn temples by brahmins, are vegetarian. 
Cf. Kane 2.1, chap. 8. 
A fearure of the renouncer's ethos is ro avoid adopting new habics, ro 
nor cake noce of the differences berween che foods he ears, and co never 
lay up scores. To go withour provisions seems co go hand in band with 
having 110 plans for the future, and with the desire ro noc accumulace 
karman. 
TS 6.5. 11.2. 
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Such is the practice of the saf!lnyasim called turiyatita, who thus eat 'in 
cow-like fashion'. Ochers imitate the ajagara, the boa constrictor, and 
swallow any food chat is within reach of their mouths. 111 1975, I saw in 
Jodhpur, Rajasthan, a saf!lnyasinwho refused co make the slightest motion 
in order co ear: he ace only that which was forced into his mouth. On 
the other hand, it was with great effort that he disuibuced co nearby dogs 
the alms chat people had placed close to him. He had visibly attained 
char extreme.scare in which his detachment and his will co independence 
had rendered ocher peoples' help indispensable. The wild sadhwone sees 
thronging ro the great pilgrimage centres may at times push the imitation 
of animals in ocher directions, with some endeavouring to only move by 
leaps and bounds, ' in monkey fashion'. Orthodox Hindus react co such 
displays of prowess with a mixture of disdain and fear. They consider 
these sadhus_co be a perverted and degraded form of sa'!'nyasin, and offer 
the following criterion for distinguishing between these two kinds of 
men, who are outsiders with regard co the village: rhe si.dhw, they say, 
are those who make themselves seen and even put on a show, whereas 
Sllf!111Jiisim muse be sought afrer in their retreats. On the vario~ styles 
and varying sects of sadhus in contemporary India, see Oman 1905. We 
should nevertheless recall, in spice of the apparent gulf between the 
saf!1nyiiJin and che sadhu, char it is the same ascetic impulse, rhe same 
will co independence, the same decision co disengage oneself from village 
structures, char guides chem boch. 
This word, also used as a reflexive pronoun, is often translated as 'che 
Self'. 
Cf. TA 3.11.12. 
Every sacrificial gesture is undemood co be a form of violence: this 
includes the. putting to death of the victim, ro be sure, bur also the 
pressing of the soma, the pouting of the vegetable or dairy offering into 
rhe fire, and even the ground-breaking involved in preparing the sacrificial 
area. These violent a.nd necessary acts are immediately compensated by 
propitiatory formulas and repertory ceremonies. This is nor co say that 
the forest life is wholly withour-violence, nor chat the renouncer escapes 
such violence. B.ut the renouncer directs his violence against himself, 
since he has 'placed his sacrificial fires within himself', and so internalized 
his rites. Lee us, however, repeat once more that ic was among the 
renouncers, in other words, among the foresr hermits, char the ideal of 
non-violence was developed. 
ApSS7.2.13. 
SB I.2.5.14; 1.3.2.1. 
The Vedic texcs do not offer a·definidon for man, bur rather a compen
dium of references. One might attempt to place these side by side in 
order co draw up a general description. le is not always easy, however, to 
distinguish between whac is said concerning man as a zoological species, 
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and man as the image of the primordial Purus_a. Cf. Eggeling's 0900: 
548f.) SB index. 
On the mechanics of chis substitution, for which Prajipati himself stands 
as rhe model, see Levi I 966: 130. 
SB 3.1.2.1 of. 
SB 7.5.2.23: purus_a eva palund1?1 yajate, rhe key formula of brahmanic; 
amhropology. 
Cf. Old~nberg 1919: 43. 
One of che words for dephanc is h11Jtin, literally, 'he who has a hand 
(h11Jta)' . On the affinity of human and elephantine origins, see SB3. 1.3.4. 
The elephant and the monkey, animals having hands, are ranked along
side humans, among the forest animals: TS 6.4.5.7. 
Man is the fuse of the palur, he srands at the head of the sacrificial victims: 
SB 6.2.1.18. 
This compound is generaJly understood as offerings to the gods and works 
intended to benefit humans. The ensemble of these activities and the 
religious arcirude designated by chis term are explicitly identified with 
rhe village, the griima-, ChU 5.10.1-10. On the other hand, it is in the 
forest, the ara1_1ya. that dwell those men who put c~eir faith (Jraddhi) in 
tap11J, in their ascetic ardour. A parallel passage is BAU6.2. l 5. Cf. Renou 
EVP 1 :98. The forest path followed by the adberencs of tap11J carries over 
into the next world, since this ara1_1yiiyana, forest way, leads chem to a 
heaven in which the oceans called ara and 1JJ4 meet: ChU 8.5.3. 
According co brahmanic orthodoxy, chis path is only open co the dvij11, 
che ' rwice born', or even co brahmins alone. 
T he function of these so-called 'Forest Books' and the nature of rhe tic 
that binds them co the forest have been ch~ subject of great discussion 
among I ndologiscs. For some of these, che Ara7JYaltas, as well !1S the riteS 
and speculations these rexes contain, are works which concern none .other 
than foresc-dwellers1 that is, men who have defuucively left the village 
behind. Such is the thesis, notably, of Oeussen (1922: 4f.), following 
char of A. Weber (1882: 48, in the English rranslacion) who maincained 
chat it was che huMbioi described by Megasthenes who had access to this 
category of texrs. This opinion was shared by Masson-Oursel ( I 923: 51 f.) 
and by Senarc ( 1930: ix). Oldenberg (1967: 1, p. 419f.) , on the contrary, 
maincained that, while it is no doubt true chat these texts were to be 
recited and studied ourside of the village, they were not necessarily 
restricted co chose ~ho made the forest their permanent place of residence. 
The study of rhe Ara~1yak11J was, rather, part of the brahmanic student's 
general curriculum of studies. This thesis, which we find to be quite 
judicious, is shared by Keith 1925: 489f. On those parts of the Vedic 
liceranue which bear both tbe imernal and exrernal features, but not the 
ride of (chc] Ara'!yakas, cf. Renou 1947: 83f. Two features may be 
necessary for a cexc co be caJled a 'Forest Book': I) it should be esoteric 
(rahasya; that is, the trurbs it contains should be coo powerful, and its 
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expressions orienced coo much cowards a symbolic in~erpretatlon o~ the 
rices, for the v.illage co bear; and 2) ic shoul_? make mention of the ~omble. 
ghora, divinities. In a general sense, the Ara'!yak~ place emphasis on the 
value of cruly knowing the rices' ulcimace meanmg, cacher th~ on the 
necessiry of actually performing them. In this_ regard, the 1ra7Jyak11J 
comprise, cogecher with che Upani~ds, char poraon of the V ~c Revela
tion caJled jiiiinakii,;tfa, rbe 'division creating of knowledge', m contrast 
co karmakiinda, the 'division ueacing of aces', constituted by the 
Brahma1J4 p:U:c of the Vedas. . 
The principal dara on the brahmayajiia are brought together m Kane 2: 
I. p. 704. Sec also Malamoud 1977: 11-24. . 
On che viinapr11Jtha, cf. Kane 2: 2, pp. 917-29, and Eggers 1929: passim. 
One does not internalize one's fues during this intermediate stage, but 
rather concencs oneself with carrying chem out into the forest. The 
vanaprastha's dwelling is the model for present-day 'ashrams'. For _an 
application of che notion of utopia to a romanesque work represencaove 
of the Gandhian ideology, see Thomas 1975: 205-52. 
The ordered 'stages of life' , especially as concerns chat of the vii~a
pr11Jtha, is obviously a theorecical schema diffi~ult to accomm~ate with 
modern reality. We nevertheless had th~ occasion 10 o~se':e.' ~-n 1 ?75 at 
Jodhpur, aa example of the relationship between this divm?n m the 
periods of human life and changing lifestyles. C?ur ~pl~ 1s an out
standing one, inasmuch as it makes use of_the vert1c~I dimension: halfway 
up one of the hills char rise above the city there lives a man ~ho ~Is 
himself a vanapr11Jtha. A retired petty bureaucrat: he spends -~s days m 
medication, with his vocation, his raison d'etre, bemg one of g1vmg water 
co drink co passers-by. Once or cwice a week, he comes down into the 
city co spend chc night with his family, bur it is much more o[ren ~he 
case d1at people from the city climb up co his hut co converse with h~. 
'Spiritual' problems are closely inter~ine~ wirh questions o_f money 111 

these sessions, bur the tone of conversauon 1s always peaceful, m harmony 
with che soft light of falling dusk. This viinapr11Jtha, a lively and refmed 
man, looks forward co becoming a sa'!myiisin, yet wonders ifhe is capable 
of crossing over co that state. At the very summit of the hill there dw~lls, 
in solimde and silence, a coral saf!1nyasirr. every day, people from the ciry, 
mosr especially the viinapr11Jtha, clamber up the rocks co bring him f?od 
co ear and co concemplate the sunsec in his presence. Boch the vana
pr11Jtha and the sa7!myiisin arc devotees of the goddess Du~gii- Atop the 
next hill , and cowering over che city, the plain and the mam road, there 
rises up the imposing walled palace (durga, 'inaccessible', in Sanskrit!) of 
the :.incicnt riijas of Jodhpur. 
Cf. che commentary of Govindasvimi ad Baud_hDhS 3.1.1 ~ 17. 
This dramatic work of Kalidisa (4th c. AD) was translated mto French 
by Chezy (Paris: 1930), and larer by A Bergaigne and P. Lehugueur 
(Paris: 1884); into English by William Jones (London: 1789) and 
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COOKING THE WORLD 

Monic.r-Williams (London: 1876); and into German by 0. Bohdi 
(Bono: 1842). 
Saiumtaliz 1.15. 
Tbid. 
Ibid. , 1.25--6. 
Bhasa, Svapnavii.savadatta, Act I, v. 25. A much more detailed and flow 
enumc.racion of che same sort is found in the fu se canto of Kilidisa'1 Raghuvarrz!a. 
Canco 5, w . 8 and 11-25. 
Here we attempt to give a rendering of a Sanskrit play on words: the, 

·word for ' necl<lacc' is hara, and iharya means 'impossible to remove or 
suip away', 
Guha is one of the names of the son whom P:irvati wishes to bear froaa 
her union with Siva. Another name for this god is Kumar.a (and it is thit 
name chat appears in the poem's tide). 
Some Indian commentarors arc shocked that P:irvati should indulge in 
such frivolous occupations. They therefore suggest that one undcrsrancl 
thac P:irvaci measured, in comparing chem to those of the gazelles, the 
eyes of the companions standing before her, and not her own eyes. Cf. 
the commentary of Mallinitha in the (2nd) Niri:uya Sagara Press edition 
(Bombay: 1886, p. 79). 
Herc coo, we reproduce a repetition which, in Sanskrit, is also a play on 
words: the word for 'pure' is iuci-, but Suci is also the name of a summer 
month, and by extension, a poetic term for the entire season. 
The four fires arc chose placed at each of the four cardinal points, with 
the sun constituting a fifth fire. 
Parvati's slender 'waist is, in the Sanskrit, 'a &ir middle': she is n,. 
madhyama. And, she has 'gone into the middle' of the fires: she is 
madhya-gata. 
This is the moon, styled as masculine in India. 
By offering its gucscs its fruiis and flowers, the forest formally performs 
the rice of hospitality towards chem. 
According to certain commentators (cf. chc 1913 Trivandrum ed., 2: 
178), the beholding of chis princess-ascetic suffices in itself co dcsuoy 
evil. One can be 'mature' in a great number of wa)'3, chc enumeration 
of which vary according to the texts. For example, one may be 'mature'' 
by vinuc of one's age, by one's absence of passion, or by one's condua 
and knowledge. P:irvati is 'mature' by vi.rrue of her conduce. 
Manu6.23. 

Notes to Chapter 5 
F. Nietzsche, Morgmriit,, G,dankm ub" du moralischm Vorurtcik (Leip
zig 1881. vol 4 of the Gesammclte W"ke(Leipug 1899-1913). 'Es gibt 
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50 
viclc Morgcnroten, die noch niche geleuchccc haben'. O n_ the meanin? 

attributed by Nieczsche to chis epigraph, cf. ~h. Andie~, Ntt!;-1cht, sa vu 
rt 

111 prmie (Paris, 1920), vol. 2: 388 (republished Pans, 19,8). . 
L. Renou EVP 5: 69 (Paris, 1959). Cf. also 7 (Paris, 1960), P· l 8. This 
is RS2.28.9. 

pti~a '['!i sa~ir adha mdthfani . 
mahti,r, raja~n a"JdltJte~ bho;am 
avyu.ffa fn nu bhuyas_ir 11.!asa_ 
J no jivan varu'}ll tasu Jadh,. 

Ch 16 of P.V. Kane's History of Dhllmlll .'iastra 3 (Poona, 1946; 2~d 
ed.: 1973) is entirely devoted to a sn1dy of c~e jL'.~cial syste~ of_debt inf 

· I d' . pp 41 1- 17 set out the Vedic ongms of Indian ideas o anoenc n ta, • • ed · th 
debt and quote a good number of the texts chat arc d~ h" 

1~~ 
resent article. The mass of data gachered by Kane m es. is 

kdispeosable for anyone working on che qucmoo of debt: or_mdeed on 
any of the ocher numerous and diverse subjeccs dealt w1ch m the five 
volumes of this monumental work. . . d' 

H eramba Chatterjee's dissertation, ~he law of Drbt m An:1tnt In ~ 
(Calcutta, 1971) s\llilfTlarizes and pu~s 1? ~se.ful order the ~ am texts o 
che Dharma Sastra dealing with the Judicial aspects of debt, P~· 83--9_1 
discuss 'the religious background' and thus al~o refer to the main Vedic 
texts. 
Cf. L Reoou £VP 5: 108; 7: 95. , 
French cranslati'on of the ' hymn ro the ga_m~ler , RS 10 34, b~ L. R;"ou 
1956: 67-9. See also commentary aod b1bltogcaphy, EVP 16. 131 • 
Translation of this hymn by Rcnou, £VP 17: 48f. 
Translation of this hymn by Renou, EVP 10: 20. , . . 
Rcnou, EVP 5: 103: • demanding che repayme?t of ~ebts . _But m EVP_?-
89 Renou cells us that ma is mixed between debt (chat 1s giichcrcd rn) 
and 'fault' (chac is puni~hed). The problem concerns not ~nly ~ but 
:1lso che verb cayatt. There are at !case cw~ homophoo?us c,- roots t~~: 
considered here, one meaning punish • the other scad< up, ga 
ro cche.r'. It is nocour purpose co present a derailed table here of th~ ~lu
. g oscd by Indian commentators and modern authors of d1coon

:~;; :~~ranslations. The problem is dealt with in Neisser 1924: 188f. 
Renou EVP I 5: 59. 
Bcrgaigne 1878-83, 3: I 63-5. , .. " ,. 
R E"'P 15· 179· 'with ma meaning• fault as well as debt , we pass enou Y> • • •• (b · h )"' from "putting debts in order" co "repressing faulcs ~ pu?u. ment d · 
In classical Sanskric in any case chc cwo notions are qwte distma an . a 
maxim io che form of a Jklka confronts and opposes them: 

r'!apapasamudJhiirad r'!"'}d~"": vara~ sm~ 
paraklltt dahet piipam r'!agnzr 1h11 tatra ca 
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COOKJNG THE WORLD 

'Bener, ic is said, co wipe ouc a debc chan a sin. Sin burns you in the 
ocher world; che fire of debt burns here below and in the world beyond. 
Cf. 0. Bohclingk 1870-73, no. 7487, vol. 3, p. 594. 
Cf. E. Benvenisre 1969, I : 109f. This bookconcainsan admirable analysi1 
of tbe formation of che nocion of debt i~ several lndo-European lan
guages. See vol. 1, all of Ch. 16. Sanskrit is not dealt with at all, however. 
In Russian, rhe same word dolg means 'debt' and 'dury' and there is 
no discernible limit between the two acccpcacions. The commoncn 
rendering of the verb 'musr' is a periphrase containing an adjective 
formed from dolg. Bue in Old Slav, the original meaning is 'debt'. CT. 
Sadnik, Airzecmiiller 1955: 20 and 228; Va.illanc 1948: 93. 
Sanskrit has another means at its disposal in its verbal system for cxprCS1-
ing cbe idea of'must': che verbal adjective of obligation. 
P:inini, 8.2.60. 
La~an 1888: 2: 135. This erymology is reproduced by Monier Williams 
1899: 225. col. 3. The comparison with the Latin ma, valudcss as far 
as form is concerned, was already suggested by Bothlingk, Roth 1855-75: 
I, col. 1045. 
Renou 1939a: 174, n. I. 
Ouchesne-Guillcmin 1936: 76. Cf. also Wackernagel-Debrunncr l 954: 
733, and Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasstts ttymok,gischts Wiirttrbuch tks Altindis
chtn (Heidelberg 1956), Nacht:riige to vol. 1, p. 560. 
Mayrhofer 1956: 121, suggests, without much conviction, an erymology 
via the Inda-European root Ii- 'co leave'. As for Debrunner, k,c. cit., he 
proposes a comparison between ~a and the Greek verb amlomai 'co 
refuse', or else dmumai 'co obtain'! 
Cf. Banbolomae 1904: col. 849 and 850. 
Benveniste 1969: 1: 183. 
SB 13.4.3.11. In the stories, cheauical representations of legends and 
enigm~pariplava, cf. Rcnou 1954: 99--induded in the celebration of 
the aivamtdha, ro illustrate che assertion that in the eyes of the Asura 
demons the Veda is only illusion, maya, a group of usurers, ltu.sidin, arc 
in viced rn perform cricks of magic. This idea of a special affmiry between 
usury and the arc of conjuring is unforcunacely not sec out elsewhere in 
Sanskrir literature. Hypotheses on the origins of usury in Indian society 
can be found in Rau 1957: 29 and especially in Mylius 1965: 41-3. 
Cf. Bohclingk-Roch 1855-75: 2, col. 372. who bases himself on TS 
7.3.11.1. Also Monier- Williams 1899: 298. Mayrhofcr 1956: 247f. is 
sceptical. See also Sharma 1966: 117. 
Rhys Davids, Scede 1921-5: 244. Kmita is probably an hypersanskriric 
form. 
Brhmpati Smrti, 11.2. 
A;, essential ;omponenc of che ~a is rhe notion of'lack'. In arithmetic, 
rna is used for 'minus' (while sva 'that which righrfully belongs' and 
dhana'wealch' are used for 'plus'). Cf. Jolly 1928: 21 If. Renou ouclines 
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rhe following hypothesis: 'dcbc-~was originally faulr underscood as 
entailing a "lack ro make up",' Cf. Rcnou 1978: 183. 
For a srudy of debr owed co rhc ~is, and of apprenticeship ro cbe Veda 
:is a means of serding ic, see Malamoud 1977: 24-44. 
A more derailed analysis of chis phase of rhe sacrifice will be found in 
SB 3.8.3.1-19. 
a11a-drr is an arcide in the diaionary of Monier-Williams, p. 99, col. 2. 
Whimey 1885: 70 and 72, considers chat the present tense dayatt and 
dyati derive respectively from the roots day- and dii-, which, he says, are 
not rruly distinct. The same opinion may be found in Mayrhofcr op. 
cit.: 2: 20 and 31. 
Uvi 1966: 131. 
Cf. Minard 1949: § 257b. 
On the forms and stages of the process which finally excludes the 
Judra from double birch and the communiry of men authorized to 
celebrace Vedic sacrifices, sec Sharma 1958: 66-70, 119-23 and passim. 
Cf. Garge 1952: 186. 
On rhis conscruccion thar makes che neuter noun !'?'a inro cbe attribute 
of che subject, cf. Minard 1949: § c, with the bibliography. Also Renou 
£VP 13: 133. 
Cf. Malamoud 1977: 30. 
Mbh 1.120. 17-20. Slip by Kane, 3: 416: ' the Mahabharata, be ~ys, 
adds the debt to men co rhe list of the three Vedic debrs'. As we have 
just seen, these four debts are in fact chose listed by ~e SB. . . 
Conversely there is a myth char shows bow the gods give up their bodies 
('char which chey hold dearest ro them') and deposit them with Varw:ia, 
as proof of the understanding chat reigns between them, and of their 
loyalry co chc alliance they have formed againsr the Asuras: it is the original 
mych of the tanunaptrtr. C f. Levi 1966: 73. The myth relates how the 
gods·organized themselves into a grou~ic is the a~unt ~fa f~rm of 
social contract, according ro the expression of S. Levi. Ir IS ryp1cal of 
Brahmanical thought chat chis myth is nor used in justification of a 
contract by which men might have decided co join together and establish 
human sociery. The myth functions only as a model for the solidariry 
betwee.n persons performing che same sacrifice. On the other hand, the 
rheory of congenital debts maps the whole net of relations which shape 
man's existence, bur one does not find in this theory any reference to a 
contract. Sec below, chapter 11. 
Commenrary by Vacsyayana on Nyaya Sutra 4.1.60 in the Bhantiyavidy.i 
edition {Va_riJ:iasi, 1966); 4.56 in the edition (with translation and com
mentary) of W. Ruben 1928. 
SB 3.6.2.16. Cf. Levi 1966: 13 t. 
AS 6.1 I 7. 1. List of the parallel passages, with their variants, 111 the 
rranslation by Whitney. 
TS 3.3.8. 1. See also TB 3.7.9.8. 
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42. Levi I 966: I 31. 
43. TS 3.3.8.3-4: 
44. AS6.ll9.2. 
45. See above, chaprer 2. 
46. SB 6.2.2.27. 
47. SB 7. l. t.3. 
48. SB 7. l.1.4. 
49. Ait87.13. Cf. Visnu Smrti 15.45. 
50. Manu 9.106. · · • 
51. Manu9.107. 
52.. Thus Kulliika ad Manu, 9.106. 
53. AitB, loc. dt., quored by Kulliika, ibid. 
54. Manu9. l38; cf. Nirukta2. l I; \/4~1u Smrti I 5.44. Cf. Wackernagel 1896, 

l: l 13. 
55. Commentary by Sankara. The same idea is expressed in the Nirulttt,, 

foe. cit.: putra is raken from the root Pr 'to fill' , on account of the 
nipara,:ia, the 'filling' constituted by the offering of ric.e co the Fathers. 
Cf. Skold 1926: 282. 

56. TS2.l.5.3-4. 
57. TS 6.1.6.1. 
58. For a fuller version, along the same lines, see SB 3.6.2.1-12. 
59. AitB7.l3. 
60. Pun on the name of'woman',jiiya, and the verb 'he is born',jiiyate. 
6.1. Sec the argumcnrs for 'ro end' in GeldDer ad RSS.47.17. Renou hesitates: 

EVP 7:95. The subject of the verse is ridding oneself of a debt as one 
does of a bad dream, by rhrowing ir onro Aprya. Though a single character 
here, Apcya becomes threefold in tbe SB: rbe myth in SB l.2.3. 1-5, 
relates how Indra rhrows onto Trica, one of the Apcyas, rhe sin of having 
killed Visvariipa; Trita gees rid ofir in turn, onto a man offecing sacrifice 
without paying dakfi!la. Cf G. Dume-iii 1956: 37. If the authors of the 
V cdichymn were alread>: acquainted wicb che SB mr.ch, chen the throwing 
of the nightmare onto Apcya is prob.ably not a pure and simple cancel
larion, bur a rransfer desrined to be transferred funher scill. 

62. Cf. Niirada-Smrti 4.6 and 9. Sec Kane 3: 4l6f. 
63. For a derailed discussion of the relationship berween rhc number of 

generations of ancestors to whom pi,;u/tn are offered, and whose debts 
one is obliged to pay, see Kane 3: 443f. 

64. Bohdingk, 2: 380f. no. 4071. Miirkaf.U!eya Purii,:ia, 3.40. 
65. Kalidasa, Raghuvarr,Ja, 1.7 1. 
66. Ibid., 3.20. 
67. SB 1.1.2.19. 
68. RS 8.32.16 provides perhaps the aaual formula of this reversal: There is 

no further debr (!?Id) now for the Brahman priests wh_o squeezed the so'!"' 
wichour delay. The soma was nor drunk withour compensac.ion (aprata)'. 
Geidner 195 l: 344 explains this passage as follows: the celebrants have 
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paid off their debt co Indra. He now owes chem something in exchange. 
k is his turn co be a debtor. On belief ('croyance') and credit/credence 
('crtlnce') and particularlyVedicJrada'hii, see Benvenisre 1969, 1: 171-9. 

As a debtor in chis world, man can-if he settles his debc here 
bclow--daim credit, in the world beyond. Though it is clearwbat entitles 
man ro credit, nothing whatsoever tells us upon what basis rhe gods, 
nis and the Fathers make their demands on man. In fact, Brahmanic 
~~soning runs in the opposite direction; if I offer sacrifice, tben I must 
be in debt to rhe gods. 
Brahma Upanifad3. Sarr,nyasa Upanis_ads(Adyar: Madras, 1966), p. 184. 
On chis text, cf. Sprockhoff 1976, I: I 10-15. 
Manu 6.35. 
Manu6.37. 
The anaddhiipurofa, 'indefinite' man, owes his lack of defmition to the 
fact char, by refusing to carry out rites, he is 'of no use to the gods, the . 
Fachers or to men', according to what is said in AitB 7.9. Cf. also tbe 
commentary of Mahidhara ad VS 11.16. An anaddhiipurufa (a live man 
or an effigy) has co be present, curiously, in the ceremony of agnicayana: 
che procession (men and beasts) whose duty is to fetch the clay for rhe 
fire altar bricks must look upon an anaddhiipurus_a, botb on the way out 
and on the way back. Cf. SB 6.3.3.4 and 14. Sec above, chapter 3. 
On che reiationship berween mokra and dhanna, see among the many 
studies char Madeleine Biardeau has devoted to the subject, the chapter 
entitled 'Renoncement et imeriorisarion du sacrifice' in Biardeau, Mala
moud 1976: 57-80. See also Biardeau 1972: 35-56, 80-94. 
Mitiikfarii ad Yiijnavalkya 3.57. 
The Mitiik!arii refers to jiibiila Upanifad 4. On the latrer, see now 
Sprockhoff I 976: 95-105. See also Malamoud 1977: 36f. 
Vatsyavana ad Nyiiya Surra 4.60. Cf. above n. 37. 
Ibid., 4.1.61. 
Ibid., 4.1.62. 
Ibid., 4.1.63. 
Dcrrcrr 1977, 1: 117. 
Nirada's speech at the beginning of the story of Hari~candra and Suna.J:i
sepa, AitB7.33, contains a criticism of asceticism: 'What good are filch, 
goarskins, loog hair and ascetic burns (tapm)? Better co have a son' ... 
Viiyu Pura!la 77 .106; 108.89; 110.60; 111.29; 3 I . 

Outside the system of the three Vedic debts, there are any number 
of edifying, 'bhakti ~inspired stories char show a man pledging an essenrial 
part of his person for a sum of money: in the case of a musician, it may 
be his favourite riiga, which be deposits, so co speak, in the hands of his 
creditor and forbids himself co sing so long as his debt remains unpaid. 
One example is rhe adventure of Narasirriha Mehta, related by M.R. 
Majumdar 1965: 301. In face, it is the god Damodara who imposes this 
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83. 

84. 

85. 

trial on his believer, and ir is the god, of course, who gers him our of 
trouble. 

This readiness ro deposit non-marcrial goods char are inrimarely linked 
ro 1hc person of d1e borrower, without such consricucing rhc rota.I aliena
tion chat is slavery, recalls whar Herodotus relates in book 2, no. 136, of 
his History: char, in che reign of the king Asychis, the Egyptians were 
aud1oriz.ed ro contract debts by giving their father's mummy in deposit 
(with rhe risk, in rhe event of non- repayment, of their forfeiting the right 
ro be buried themselves). As Saul Bellow says, ' I chink the dead owe us 
a living' (Humbokit's Gift>. 
The theory of karman allows for a sort of general accountancy encom
passing material wealrh and spiritual merir. If an ascetic or an agnihotri11 
brahman dies, leaving profane debrs (and should he have no sons ro take 
rhem over), he loses all the merit earned from his observances, and 
transfers it to his credirors. Niirada Smrti 4.5. Cf. Kane 3: 417. 
Gobbi/a G,;hyn Sutrn 4.4.26. Similarly, •che debtor who, having failed to 
pay off his creditor within rhe latter's lifecime and serdes with his son or 
:mother of his inheritors, muse recite rhe hymns AS 6.117, 118 and 119 
which are prayers and acknowledgments of debr co Y ama. These instruc
tions are chus aimed at placing the material debrs owed ro the dead under 
rhe aegis of the congenital debr owing ro death icself. They are given in 
che Paddhati of Kefava ad Kauiika Sutra 46.36. Cf. Henry 1904: 216; 
Chatterjee 1971: 83. . 

In a marching passage of che Garu.tfa Purii,:,a (1.205.91 f.) there is 
eloquenr praise of usury (kusida) as a means of subsistence char is even 
pcrmicred ro brahmins in cime of distress; piijii co rhe gods, Fathers and 
brahmins, char is in face ro the three credicors of congenica! debt, wipes 
away aU the sin inherenr co chis activity! (As trustees of Vedic knowledge. 
ir seems rhar brah mans can be considered as the representatives of the 
rsis). 
Cf. Tricaud 1977: 107. 

Gerner I 968: 274f. shows rhar debts and credit as expectation, an
ticipation of rhe future--and rhus playing with time- make a late ap
pearance in Greek law. In India, on the other hand, in the dharma works 
chat are, it is true, considerably later chat the Greek documents referred 
co by Gerner, rhe perverse use of time by the cr(:dicor is foreseen and 
condemned. Cf. Kane 3: 423._ Ir was moreover, in order to prevent me 
creditor from letting chc amount of inceresc increase indefinitely with the 
passage of time diar the dvaiguirya (modern diimdupat) ruling was intro
duced (on this, see Kane 3: 423-7; Dcrrctt 1968: 113, 294 (Biblio
graphy). Thar this ruling over the ages should have been constantly 
avoided or unenforced, and char c.redirors should commonly have waited 
cill the interest grew greater than rhe sum originally borrowed does not 
preclude the fact char rhe law crearises clearly saw rhis relationship between 
debt and time. On the other hand, the debtor's thoughts, especially those 
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of man as debtor-by-definition, were clearly turned in fear to che_mom~t 
in which his debt would fall due, and in hope to the moment ofl1beranon 

from debt. 
AitA2.3.2. veda lckiilokau martyeniimrtam ipsati vijfiiita'!I vadati . .. wda 
Jvastannm. 

Notes to Chapter 6 

His Thoughts was wriccen between 1725 and 1755 and first published in 

1899. 
The Poona critical edition of the Mahiibhiirata ~as been used here. The 
same idea is formulated in 5.37.17: 'in a situation of distress, a man m~t 
preserve his wealth; he must preserve his wife, even if he has co_ lose his 
we.alch; and be must always preserve himself, even ific means losing both 
his wc:alth and his wife'. This text occurs also in Man11 7.213, and the 
chought behind it is made clearer in 212. A variant to the text cite~ here 
is found in Srernbach 1963: 128. Here, there are five terms m the 
gradation: individual. family, village, province--and the person of the 

~~ . 
The Artha .Sartra 6.1.1 liscs die fundamental elements (prak[ti) making 
up che Scare: ( I) rhe sovereign (wiimin), (2) the ministers (amiitya), (3) die. 
population and territory (janapada), (4) the fortress (durga), (5) che 
creasury (kola), (6) che army (dar_u!a), (7) che allies (mitra). The elements 
are listed in descending order of importance. Cf. Kangle 1965: 127f.; 

Dumont 1966: 37lf. 
A king is in a position co give up land because rheoreri°:11y he_ is the 
master of ir. T he rerricory over which a king actually rules 1s the image, 
or reduced form, of the entire earrh, as shown by the names most 
commonly given him: bhupati., 'master of che earth', Prthivipa/a, 'protec

tor of the earth', etc. 
formally, the ilaka is made up of two h.emisrichs, each consisting of two 
p,zdas. But as far as meaning is concerned, ic is frequenc to fmd· the 3 + 

1 srrucrure we are discussing superimposed on me 2 + 2 arrangemenc of 
rhe form: che final pada. especially in gnomic verses, comr:nonly comes 
as the ' twist' char allows the text to end on a note of surpnse. · 
These remarks apply to brahmanic India, such as we know it through 

Sanskrit texts. 
The easiest rexes ro analyse in terms of sequences or lists of events are 
calcs, like the story of the girl and her four precendei:5, in the Tales of the 
Vetiila, or else the texts describing the srag~s of a mual or of part of a 
rirual, such as 'the d,rce steps of Vi~l)U' (vir,:iukrnma), and t~e + 1. step 
(atikrama) rhat rhc sacrificer has to carry our at the end of vedic sacrifice. 
Cf. ApSS. 13.18.9. Also cf. Renou 19S4: 141; Gonda 1970: 146. 
Translation by Hume 1931: 86. 
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Syrkin's bibliography (I 967: I 63f.) in the main bears on works studying 
chis structure as a universal feature. For Vedic and brahmanic India, in 
addition to Bcrgaigne I 883, 2: l23-8, see~ Minard 1956: § 303a; Ren<>u 
1978: 51, 61 , 64, ?Of.; Gonda 1965: 115f.; 1970: 57f.; 1976: l l 5f.• 
Dumczil 1956: 59; Syrkin and Toporov 1968: 27- 32. See also Dubuissoi: 
1985. 
Comparative etymological analysis shows that turiya is constructed fro111 
:1 conrracred form of the root catur, 'four'. Working only from the 
Sanskrir, lndi~n grammarians_ sho~ed remarkable perspicacicy in being 
able to recognise the formal kinship between caturtha and turiya (Varn. 
ad Pa1_1ini 5.2.51 ). Bur philosophic:il speculation mrned in a quite dif
ferent direction: ir made turiya derive from the verbal root TI_l, TUR, 
'co cross', and interpreted thb adjective as 'rhar which is beyond'. C£ 
Renou 1978: 86. 
Arnarako!a 2.7.57: 'The trivarga is (the whole made up of) dha""4, 
kiima, artha; rhc caturvarga (are all these elements) with rhe addition of 
mokfa'. 
The opening of Dafakumiiracarita2, pp. 77-90 of rhe Nin:iayasagar Press 
edition (5ch ed., Bombay: 1958). 
The rerm purUfiirtha, as a possessive compound, is used in the Purv• 
mimiimsii ro mean 'char which is aimed ar man, char which is intended 
for him' (,tnd nor 'rhar which is an aim for man'). As such pu1Ufii'"'4 
complcmenrs kratvartha ' char which has sacrifice as its aim'. Human 
acriviries, including chose involved in sacrifice, arc divided into these rwo 
carcgc,ries, the second of which is higher placed in the hierarchy rhan the 
first. Bur kratvartha activities would be impossible if they were not 
preceded by pufUfiirtha-rypc activities. For a man to offer sacrifice, be 
must first of all have something he can give up (tyiiga), goods which bad 
in the firsr instance bee.n acquired for their owner's enjoyment, thus, 
puroriirtha. lf the purity rules governing directly kratvarthaactivities were 
applied co the acquisition of goods, sacrifice would in practice be impos
sible. Cf. Dcrrerr's treatment of the problem (I 968: 130-4). 
E.g. Manu 2.176; Mahabharata 5.124.34-38; Arthafii.rtra 1.7.3-5. The 
latter states that a purus_iirtha to which one has devoted oneself ex:dusivc;ly 
is derri mental to the ocher purus_iirthaJ and ro i tscl f. 
Ragl111va,ma 1.25: 'Even artha and kiima were only dharma for this man 
imbued wirh wisdom, who punished the guilty for the srability (of bis 
kingdom) and lived as a husband in order ro beget sons'. See also 
Kumiirlliambhava 5.38. 
Mauu 4. I 76 to end. 'Even dhanna muse be given up if it causes suffering 
or offends men' . According ro Kulliika, chis condemns rhe temptation 
char a man might feel to give away all his wealth, even that which he 
needs co feed his son. Cf. also Vif?1u Pura,:,a 3.l 1.7; Hitopadda 1.43. 
Manu 12.38: 'T~e sign of tamas is kiim,r, rhat of rajas, so ir is said, is 
arth,1: rhe sign of sattva is dharma; and so, up rhe scale, in ascending 
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order of value'. Since the gu11as and rheir combinations account for all 
possible 'qualities' of prak,;ti, ir can be ~um~ ~at the three pufUf= 
arthllI are an exhaustive lisr of all possible motives. 
Such is the general concepcion of the Purus_iirtha-sudhiinidhi, an anthol
ogy, attributed ro Say31_1a, of Purii,:iic texts wich the 'aims of man'. On 
rhe problem raised here see Dumont 1966: 332, n. ~4. . . . 
The svadharma theme makes an earlier appearance 10 Maztrt Upamrad 
4.3. The idea of distributing the pufUfiirthas in time according to the 
ages of life finds its clearest expression in the Kim1'!11irr_a 1.2.1-41. . 
Medharithi ad Manu 2.224: 'The Carvakas say: kama 1s mans sole aun; 
artha is how to achieve it, and so is dharma. if however it exists'. 
Ir would also be odd for artha, whose m:tin meaning is 'aim', to simply 

denote rhe sphere of means. 
artham1iliiu hi dharmakiimiiv iti. Cf. also 9.7.80. 
Artha Sii.rtra 9.7.80, provides an example of chis multiple meaning: 
dhamza-mulatviit kamaphalatvac ciirthasya dharmiirthakiimimubandha 
yiirthasya siddhif? sii sarvitrthasiddhifr- 'given that artha is t~e root of 
dharma, and thar its fruit is kama, the achievement of artha, which always 
results in dharma, artha, and kiima, is the achievement of all arthas '. T he 
word artha is used here (1) in a technical sense as the complementary 
rerm to dhanna and ltiima, the first rwo rimes it appears; is it used the 
same way the third rime in yarthasya siddhilf. No doubt: once having 
obrained artha, one has obtained the complete trivarga, including artha 
itself. (2) 1n a wider sense the fourth rime it appears, sarviirthasiddhil,; 
achievemenr of alJ arthas, of all aims. Artha here has the same meaning 
as in rhe expression purUfiirtha. (Nore rhar dhannamula is a tatpufUfa 
compound whereas the complementary term kiimaphala should be taken 
as a bahuvrih,). There is the same multiple meaning in 9.7, 60f.: artho 
dhanna& kiima ity arthatrivarga&, 'artha, dhanna, kiima, such is rhe triple 

series of arthas '. · 
In legal vocabulary, the word vyavahiira provides us wirh another 

example of the use of the same word for both the part.and the whole: 
according to Narada, a court-case, vyavahiira srands on four feer: dharma 
(i.e. authoritative texts), vyavahiira (procedure), caritra (custom, prece
dent) and riijafii.rana (the king's decision). Cf. Derrett 1968: 154f. for a 
detailed study of chis passage of the Niirad'iya Dhanna Siistra 1.10. Cf. 
also Artha Siistra 3.1.39-45, and Scharfe 1968: 226. 
The specifically human character of kiima comes our clearly ~ the 
KiimaJ1itra: we are rold in 1.2.22 that human love can be che obiecr of 
a fii.rtra because iris ar once both freer and less free than animal sexuality. 
Freer, insofar as animals come together only dmiug the brief mating 
seasons that nature secs aside for them, whereas man is always ready. Less 
free, in chat man's kiima must adjust to bis other aims. Thus at che same 
rime as sexual enjoyment may be refined and heightened, it must also be 
disciplined in such a way as to make social life possible: with this principle 
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undersrood, che Kitmasutra's purpose is to help us carry our rbe first pan 
of the programme. 

The concern m make a distinction between animal spontaneity and 
the human norm also occurs in the Artha Sa.rtra l .8. l 7f. in the pass~ 
in which Kaurilya studies the problem of a king's encourage: whom can 
a ruler encrusr with posts of responsibility? According to some, he can 
be certain of the loyalty of those who, coming from the same family as 
himself, are sagandha: they have the same smell. But Kaurilya rejects this 
criterion, on the ground of it being an inscincrual solidarity chat can be 
found elsewhere than in man, amiinuftsvapi, in cattle, for example. 
In the language of the Veda, arthin means 'he who is engaged in the 
achievement ofan aim'. Oddly enough, in RS8.79.5, priests thus engaged 
(arthin) are invited to busy themselves with the matter in band (artha), 
so as co obtain a gifr from the donor, and the hope is expressed chat they 
will escape the desire (kiima) pf greedy men. 
Cf. SB 14.2.7: kiimamdya evayd'!' pur,'fa~. 
The ]11yamangala ofYasodhara is the oldest commentary on Kitmasutr11. 
·on rhe number of rasas in Bharata, cf. Hiriyaona 1975: 17f. and Gnoli 
1968: 71. 
Raghavan 1978: 46lf. The author-emphasizes (1978: 458) the need to 
distinguish between the two levels of irizgiira-and rhe mistake made by 
chose wbo see the fundamental Jriigiira as the onc'thai: is in facr one 
of the eight or nine 'ordinary' r:Uas. (However, rhere is every reason 
for believing chat Bhoja uses the same term on pmpose: might the idea 
not be that every desire is in a way love-desire, aiming for rati ?) In 
characreristicstyle, Raghava11, rather chan highlighting che logical hierar
chy that explains the relationship between these two meanings (encom
passing/encompassed, primary meaning/secondary meaning), introduces 
value judgemems: he proposes naming the ahamkiira-lrizgara or fun
damental rasa the paramartha n;ngara, or supreme Jrngara, while the 
one coinciding wirh rati should be called che lesser irizgara. _ 

The rcduplicarion of kiima already occurs in a Vedic text, TA 1.31: 
'To I who desire desires (kamakiimaya), !er Vai!rav.u:ia, the sovereign of 
desires (kameivara), grant desires (kiiman)'. Commcncarors explain here 
'desire' means 'desirable object', kamya. 
King Udayana is the hero of the drama Ratnavaliby Har~a. 
Mokfa escapes chis game: unsuited for being made inro an encompassing 
'insr:ince', it is jusr as unable to be subdivided or shifted. le really is the 
irreducible + l. 
On the complex question of the excent of royal power where legal 
decisions are concerned, and on the exact meaning of the maxim that 
makes vyavahara cake precedence in a court-case over dharma {chat is 
scriptural sources), and custom, caritra, on vyavahara, and the king's 
decision, riijaiiisana, and on all rhat precedes, see Derrett 1968, chapter 6, 
'Law and Custom in Ancient India'. 
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See below, chapter I I. 
The Jii.dras, who make up the fourth 'class' are rarely considered in 
texts dealing with the puni.fiirthas. It would seem that their svadham,a, 
which is to serve the twice-born, ought co keep chem confined ro the 
lower rone of artha, che subsisrance economic activicy of viirttii.. In a 
Rg Vedic hymn to Dawn, RS I.I 13, che word artha comes in fourth 
place in an enumerative sequence corresponding, not to the purus_
iirthas of classical brahmanism, but co the activities chat are characteristic 
of 'classes' (van;a). Such indeed is che felicitous interpretation given by 
Renou of verse 6 in this hymn: 'One seeks domination, another glory, 
another greatness, anorher seeks only to get on with business . . . ' 
'Here', comments Renou, 'the break-down is clear ... kfatra, Jravas, 
mahiya-, and lastly artha, terms expressing perhaps . . . che division 
into classes, if it is agreed that Jravas refers to btahmahs, ~en chou?h 
taking second place, an~ chat nlllhiya-, a rare word, refe~s to matenal 
greacness, the amassing of wealth and popular effusion1of JOY .•• artha, 
'personal business', cf. arthin 48, 6; here, possibly, 'cask (humble)' (EVP 
3: 20). If therefore it can be agreed chat Jravas, ~atra and che exuberance 
denoted by the verb mahiya respectively define the aims of the brahO?in , 
che ksatriyaand che vaifya, then arthacan be understood as the boundary 
to rh~ Judra horizon, not as an aim, but as the 'non-specialized' piece 
of work chat has to be finished hie tt nunc. 

Notes to Chapter 7 

ExplaiJ1ed in Janl<elevitch 1960: Sf. 
Daiakumiiracarita of Dandin. Kale's edition is accompanied by an 
English translation and no·t~s. The story of !Gmamaiijari and Marici, in 
chapter two, is also cranslaced in Brough's anthology {1951: 118-21). 
On rhe basis ofics contents (srories oflove and intrigue, heroic adventures, 
fanc-.lStic traveUer's talcs) and its (episodic) structure, the. Tale of the Tm 
Princes may be classed as a picaresque novel. It is, however, written in a 
highly elaborate, even affected language (Dar.i<#n is also the author of a 
ueatise on poetics). 
Her name means 'bouquet of love'. 
The land of .Anga corresponds to present-day Bengal. 
Karnamafijari is disheveUed, a sign of her disarray. 
Bhaga11an in Sanskrit. This is a w.ty of designating God, especially Kr~~a. 
but also those holy men cowards whom one bears a sentiment of venera

tion. 
These are massages in which. che body is anointed wich perfumed oils 
and sandal paste. 
Here, the seven constitutive clements (dhiitus) of the body are chyle, 
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understood, the Kiimasutrds purpose is to help us carry out the first pan 
of the programme. 

The concern to make a disrinction between animal sponraneity and 
che human norm also occurs in the Artha Siistra l.8.17f. in the passage 
in which Kau~ilya studies the problem of a king's entourage: whom can 
a ruler encrust with posrs of responsibility? According to some, he can 
be certain of the loyalty of those who, coming from the same family as 
himself. are sagandha: they have the same smell. But Kau~ya rejects this 
criterion, on the ground of it being an instincrual solidarity that can be 
found elsewhere than in man, aman11fes11api, in cattle, for example. 
In the language of the Veda, arthin means 'he who is engaged in the 
achievcmentofan aim'. Oddly enough, in RSB.79.5, priests thus engaged 
(arthin) are invited to busy themselves with the matter in hand (artha), 
so as to obtain a gifr from the donor, and the hope is expressed that they 
will escape the desire (/ttima) 

1
of greedy men. 

Cf. SB 14.2.7: kiimamdya evaya'!' purUfll~-
The Jayamangala ofYasodhara is the oldest commentary on KiimasutrtL 
·on the number of rasas in Bharaca, cf. Hiriyanna I 975: I 7f. and Gnoli 
1968: 71. 
Raghavan 1978: 46lf. 'fhe author tmph<!Sizes (1978: 458) the need to 
distinguish between the two levels of f,j,giiri and 1be mistake made by 
chose who see the frmdamcntal lrngiira as che onc"thai is in fact one 
of the eight or nine 'ordinary' r(lJas. (However, there is every reason 
for believing that Bhoja uses the same term on purpose: might rhe idea 
not be rhat every desire is in a way love-desire, aiming for rati ?) In 
characteriscic style, Raghavan, rather than highlighting the logical hierar
chy that explains the relationship between these two meanings (encom
passing/encompassed, primary meaning/secondary meaning), introduces 
value judgements: he proposes naming the ahamltiira-J,;ngara or fun
damental rasa the paramilrtha 1,j,giira, or supreme 1,;hgiira, while the 
one coinciding with rati should be called the lesser Jrngiira. 

The redupJication of kiima already occurs in a Vedic text, TA 1.31: 
To I who desire desires (kiimakiimilya), let Vaitravar:ia, the sovereign of 
desires (kiimewara), grant desires (ltiimizn)'. Commentators explain here 
'desire' means 'desirable object', kiimya. 
King Udayana is che hero of che drama Rilmiwali by Ha~a. 
Mok!a escapes this game: unsuited for being made into an encompassing 
'instance', it is just as unable co be subdivided or shifted. le realJy is the 
irreducible + 1. 
On the complex question of the extent of royal power where legal 
decisions are concerned, and on the exact meaning of the maxim that 
makes ryavahiira cake precedence in a courc-case over dharma (that is 
scriprural sources), and custom, caritra, on ryavahiira, and che king's 
decision, riijaliisana, and on all that precedes, see Derren 1968, chapter 6, 
'.Law and Cuscom in Ancient lndia'. 
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See below, chapter 1 l. 
The Judras, who make up the fourth 'class' are rarely considered in 
texts dealing with the purn1;iirthas. le would seem that their svadharma, 
which is to serve rhe twice-born, ought to keep chem confined co the 
lower zone of artha, the subsistance economic activity of wirtta. In a 
Rg Vedic hymn co Dawn, RS 1.1 I 3, the word artha comes in founh 
place in an enumerarive sequence corresponding, not to the purn1;
iirthas of classical brahmanism, but co the activities that arc characteristic 
of'classes' (11ama). Such indeed is rhe felicitous interpretation given by 
Renou ofverse

0

6 in this hymn: 'One seeks domination, another glory, 
another greatness, another seeks only to get on with business . . . ' 
'Here', comments Renou, 'the break-down is clear ... kfatra, Jravas, 
mahiya-, and lastly artha, terms expressing perhaps ... the division 
into classes, if ic is agreed that Jravas refers to brahmans, ~en though 
taking second place, an~ thac mahiya-, a rare word, refers co material 
greatness, the amassing of wealth and popular effusion1of joy ... artha, 
' personal business', cf. arthin48, 6; here, possibly, 'task (humble)' (EVP 
3: 20). If therefore it can be agreed chat Jravas, lts_atra and the exuberance 
denoted by the verb mahiya respectively define the aims of the brah~in, 
che k.ratriyaand che vaiiya, then arthacan be understood as the boundary 
ro th~ Judra horizon, not as an aim, but as the 'non-specialized' piece 
of work char has to be finished hie et nunc. 

Notes to Chapter 7 

Explained in Jankelevitch 1960: 5f. 
Daialtumilracarita of Dand.in. KaJe's edition is accompanied by an 
English translation and n~t~s. The story of IGmamaiijari and Marici, in 
chapter two, is also translated in Brough's anthology (1951: 118-21). 
On the basis ofits con cents (stories oflove and intrigue, heroicadvenru.res, 
fantastic traveller's tales) and its {episodic) structure, the_ Tak of the Tm 
Princes may be classed as a picaresque novel. It is, however, written in a 
highly elaborate, even affected language (Dar_i4in is also the author of a 
treatise on poetics). 
Her name means 'bouquet of love'. 
The land of Anga corresponds to present-day Bengal. 
Kamamafijan is dishevelled, a sign of her disarray. 
Bhagawin in Sanskrit. This is a w-.ly of designating God, especialJy ~i;ia, 
bur also those holy men cowards whom one bears a sentiment of venera
tion. 
These are massages in which. the body is anointed with perfumed oils 
and sandal paste. 
Here, the seven conscirucive clements (dhiitus) of the body are chyle, 
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blood, muscle, fat, bone, marrow and seminal fluid. The humoun 
(dotas) are phlegm, wind and bile. 

9. Up m,cbe age of f1Ve, a girl is a_ nagr1ika. a licclc girl 'who goes naked'. 
After chis age she begins to learn modesry. 

10. Gaming is of cwo sorrs here: there are games chac require living beings 
(sajiva), such as cockfighting; and those which operate with inanimate 
objcccs (ni,ftva) and are based on chance as well as on che players' skills, 
such as dice play. 

11 . The art of embracing. 
12. Among the ~ight forms of marriage known to Indian cradition and 

described in trcarises on law, the giindharoa form alone is a love marriage; 
'The voluntary union with a girl and her lover, its grounds being desire 
and its object sexual pleasure' (Manu 3.32). 

13. Presents are classified here after the manner of rices, since one in faa 
difTerenciaces becween daily and obligacory rites, between rites performed 
on a weU-defmed occasion (the birth of a son, for example) and optional 
orvorive rices, which are thus not obligacory and which one only performs 
when one wishes co obtain some special grace. This lase sore is called 
kiimya, an adjective derived &om kiima, underscood in ics broadest sense 
as 'desire'. The courtesan's mother permirs herself the luxury of being 
excremely delicate here, replacing kiimya with pritidiiya, 'show of love', 
which thus reverses the state of affairs. 

14. In the brahmanic mychlogy, Prajapati ('Lord of Creacures') is the cos
mogonic god par excellence. From him emanate not only both animate 
and inanimate beings, but also inscitucions. AU of the courtesan's rules 
of conduct, expounded by her mother here, are also formulated, in more 
or less rhe same terms, in Vacsyayana's Kiimasutra (l.3). 

15. Winning heaven (svarga) after death is a modesc ambition, which one 
may realize by simply leading an upright and virtuous life, mainly through 
the performance of the rices. Bue-heavenly existence is a temporary mam:r, 
and does not free one from the prison of the cycle of rebirths. Con
trariwise, deliverance (here called apavarga, thus establishing a pJay on 
words, without etymological foundation, with svarga) yields coca! and 
definitive bliss. Bue chc only beings who can succeed in this quest are 
t.host: who have been relieved of the burden of their aces and who, thus 
purified, have perceived ulti mare reality. This perspective is, therefore, 
only open co excreme ascetics; and thus unattainable, co be sure (at least 
in the orthodox perspective that Marici expounds here) for a woman. 

16. Among the many names possessed by Agni, the god offue, the courtesan 
(innocently?) chooses that which means 'golden semen' (hiral'}yareta.J). 

17. Here too rhe choice of names is worth noting: Siva is here aiUed Kama
s:isana, 'he who chastises Love'. This is an allusion to the myth in which 
Siva, with a glwce from his third eye, reduces Kama, che god of Love, 
co ashes, when the latter attempts co disrupt his yogic medication. 

18. The three aims of man (pur/l!arthllJ) are dharma, that is (for the sake of 
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brevity) religion, or rather the socio-religious norm; artha, 'interest', cbac 
which moves us to desire wealth and power; and kiima, 'desire', cµore 
properly eroJ, the desire for pleasure. See below for the definitions given 
by Kamamafijari herself. To these three 'aims' a transcendent fourch is 
added: rhis is mok!a '(the desire for) deliverance'. The most penetrating 
exposirion of this fundamental structure of Indian culcure is that of 
Madeleine Biardeau 1981: 57. 

19. Proper co her female condition. Without a doubt, her comments take 
the form of incclligenc questions. 

20. Such considerations on the respective values of the aims of man (and on 
che necessity of noc giving up any one of them, even while remaining 
especially attentive co one of the three, according co one's place in life 
and in society) arc a commonplace in Sanskrit literature. One finds chem 
devcloped, for example, in the beginning of the Kamasutra ( 1.2). 

21. Indeed, dharma, inasmuch as it constitutes che religious and social norm, 
founds the scruccure and creates che conditions for the possible range of 
activities related to artha and kama. 

22. Or, the 'Gr.i.ndfather' (piti.maha). This is a name of the god Brahma. 
23. The moon god is Soma. Brhaspaci is the preceptor of the gods. There is 

no more heinous sin, unless ic be the murder of a brahmin, than that 

mentloned here. 
24. Play on words: rajaJ means both 'passion' and 'dusc'. 
25. Artha thus has no ocher raison d 'ltre than co enable us co better serve 

dharma. 
26. In the same way, Parvaci, in order co win the love of her husband Siva, 

renounces the display of her seductive charms and rather imitates her 
husband's tapaJ. Only then does she realize her goal. Cf. Radhakrishnan's 
introduction to the Suryalcinta edition of Kalidasa's KumiiraJambhiiva, 
p. x:xf. 

27. Common co both categories of texts is the face that they analyse roles 
people play; and the leading young female role (niiyiki'J in the treatises 
on dramaturgy bears the same title as the female lover in the sources on 
eroticism. The same holds for che leading young male role and the male 
lover ( ni.yaka). 

28. Cf. especially Sabdakalpadruma 5, p. 533, s.v.; and Amarako!a 1.7.32. 
29. Other gestures or mimings of seduction are designated by the term 

bhi.va. It seems chac these are more straightforward and heavy-handed 
than are those of the hiivas. Cf. Mahabharata 5.9.11; Amarako!a 1.7.21. 
See also !Jlgalls 1965: 504f. 

30. Cf. Sabdalralpadruma 4, p. 224 s.v. On hiiva see Bansac-Boudon 1992: 

122f. 
31. The nisare not the only individuals who trouble the gods. The asceticism 

of Si~~. the model of the yogin, is also perceived as dangerous. 
32. Among the Apsaras, there is a group of eleven called the Vaidikis who 

specialize _in such operations. Cf. Hopkins 1879: 159. 
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References in Hopkins 1879: 16lf., and Meyer 1952: 280f. 
Thus, Oro~ (whose name means 'soma-trough', and thereby designates 
a sacrificial apparatus) is born &om the sperm of Bharadvaja, who ejacu. 
lated at th,e mere sight of the nymph Ghrcici. The same holds for his 
daughter, Srucivati, 'she who is possessed ofV edic knowledge'. The name 
ofGJirtaci may irselfbe inrerpreted as an allusion to an essential ingtedient 
of rhe sacrifice. It, in fact, signif1es 'she whose face is anointed with 
darif100 burrer'. 
For a systemaric analysis of sacrificial symbolism in the Mahabharata (the 
Epic events being undersrood as moments in or aspects of a sacrifice or 
series of sacrifices), see the resumes of che courses taught by Madeleine 
Biardeau, from 1968 down to the present, in the Annuairt dt l'Ecok 
pratiqut dts hautts ttudts, Ve section. 
We would do well at this point to recall that such considerations on the 
strategy and tactics of the amorous conquest are bur a small part of char 
which India has co say about kii,mr. the wonders of awakening love, love 
at first sight, the delights of melting together in love's embrace, and the 
pains of separation are also powerful themes for poeuy and the plastic; 
ans. The divine equality of lovers finds itS expression in the figure of 
ardhanariivara, the androgyne composed of Siva and Parvaci. Conversely, 
seduction is not limited co che sphere oflove relations alone. India offers, 
with the notion of ~ii-at lease as ic appears in the doctrine according 
to which the empirical world of distinctions and relative values is a mirage 
produced by the Absolute, through a form of play (/i/a)-the idea of 
cosmic seduction. On mayii, see especially Renou 1978: 132-40. 
See Renou's anthology (1956) for the gist of these. 
Cf. Levi 1966. 
Some of these accouncs are translated in V arenne I 967. 
SB 3.2.4.3-6. This passage is translated into French by Levi 1966: 32£, 
and by Varenne 1967: 146. 
Ibid., 3.2.1.18-23. Cf. I.bi 1966: 31. 
Ibid., 3.2.1.25. 
On che theory of the arthawia4, see Jha 1964: 177--84. 

Notes to Chapter 8 

Renou EVP 2: 22. 
Hillebrandt 1899: 403; Macdonell 1987: 119f. 
For chose points in which the Atharva rexes are at variance with those of 
the l}g, cf. Whitney 1905: 201f. 
Oldenberg 1923: 509. 
Dumezil I 948: IO If. The hymn of RS 10.83 has also been translated by 
Hillebrandt 1913: 11 If. and by GUncen 1924: 104. See also Otto 1948: 
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26f.; and Renou £VP IS: J 72, a uao~lation of and commentary on 10.8,3 

and 84. . 
One fmds in Schlcrath (1960: 4Sf.) an enume~oon of che names at-
tributed to the spheres subject to che royal sovereignty of the gods, :n~e 
are k~µ, car!a'}l, k!iti, vi!, and jdna. It would appear that the adi_ec~1ve 
vifvactm_a1:i, as well, moreover, as che god Manu, escaped the attcnnon 

of chis author. 
Silburn 1955: 26. The French cerm is 'cou"oux '. • , .. 
Ibid., 24 and 32. The French terms are 'intt~ti~n ardmtt and am111tt 
mentak intense, soutmut, prtvoyantt et normativt • 
EVP 5: 41. SO, 66, 94. The French term is Jim-ur: 
Ibid., p. 70. The French term is 'coln-t'. 
EVP 10: 42. The French term is 'forit'. 
EVP 5: 8. The French term is 'die'. 
Jbid. , p. 86. The French term is penstt intmtiontlk'. • 
£VP 4: 31. The French term is ptnste active tl ftconde • 
EVP 10: 13. . · , 
£VP 1: 3, n. l. The French term is 'force d'inspiration. . . 
Edgerton ( 1965: index) adopts the translation 'passion' to thts pragmanc 

end. 
nahl lt k!atrdrrr nd sdho .mi manyurrr 
vdyal canJmf patdyanta apuiJ 

'Neither your temporal power, nor (your) ~ressive ,strength, n~r your 
furore-never have these birds who fly attained them . The Enghsh here 
is based on Renou's French translation: EVP 5: 94. 
yo ndntvany dnaman ny ojasii 
utadardar manyuna JJmbara1_1i vi 
'He who, by virtue of his ojas, caused to bend th~ (beings)-des~ined
to-bend-, bas shattered, by virtue of bis manyu, the sdmbaras • On 
ndntvani, see Oldenberg 1909: 207. 
prd calm sdhasa sdho 
babhdiija manyum ojasil 
'He .ueated sahas with sahas, he shaccered (the adversary) man~ with 
manyu'. The proportion sdhasii. sdha-ojasii: manyum shows chat 01as and 

manyu are equivalent here. 
I J - 4 

m vo yamtl:J'l man"'!O 
dadhrd ugrdya manydvt 
'Before your course, before (your) fearsome passion, the so?-of-man 
remained prostrated'. (The English here is based on Renou s French 

translation: EVP 10: 13). , 
ugrtisya cin manydvt 1Ul namante. 
'They do not bow before the manyu of the ugrd (of the man endowed 

with that force which is ojas)'. 
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23. AS 1.10. I: ugrdsya ma11yor ud im'"!" nayiimi 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 
28. 

29. 
30. 

31. 

'I lead it far &om the manyu of the ugrd (Varw:ia)'. 

AS 1.10.2: nti~aJ te riijan 11aru,;iastu inanyd11~ 
11ll11a,r, hy ugra ni cikh_i drugdhtim 

'Homage ro your manyu, 0 king Varui;ia! 
For you perceive··a!J hostility, 0 ugra !' 
Ojas, manyu and sdhaJ are associated in rhe rite called sautriimani. We 
know char this sacrifice to Indra the 'good protector' (Renou 1954: 167) 
consists of an offering of alcohol, sura--a substimte for somo--whosc 
function it is co regenerate the yajamana and make another man of him 
by~uildinga new body for him (c£ Gonda 1962: 209). In the aetiological 
myth, it is Indra himself who is reconstituted with the surii. The hairs of 
a wolf, tiger and lion, mixed into this brew, represent ojm, manyu, and 
stihm, respectively. 
RS I 0.83. I: yds te manyd '11idhad 11a:fra siiyaka 

uiha d}a& pusyati 11ii11am iintl.!dk 

'(The man) who has served you, 0 Manyu, 0 rhunderbolc, 0 arrow, he 
makes his dominating strength flourish, his fearsome strength that is 
whole and unbroken': The English here is based on the French translation 
of Renou (EVP 15: 172), who rrears vllvam adjectivally, and thus sees 
no evocation of che vi! here. 

RS I 0.83.4: tvd1!' hi manyo abhlbhuryoja&. 

'Yo, ic is you, 0 Manyu, who is a fearsome strength (formative of) 
superiority .. .' 
iti cin manyum adhrijas 
tvadiitam ti paJu7!1 dadr 

Thus I (at once) rook the evil rhought of the wealthy (competitor) and 
the carcle given by you ... 'The English here is based on Renou's French 
translation: EVP 13: 24. 
On nnnrui, see Minard 1956: § 870a. 
See (apa;t from the already dated works ofWinternitz 1924-1925: 48f., 
31 If.; and Hauer I 927), Eliade 1954: l l 4f. and Kosambi 1956: l 28 
and 135. 
See Renou £VP2: l00f. 
On anniidd, see Mipard 1949: § 375d, who rranslares this compound as 
'well-fed', in the Satapatha Briihma,;a (10.3.5.8) passage in. which it 
figures adjectivally, or at least as a descriptive term. On the formation of 
this word, ibid., 2 § 112a. 
Even when it appears as a _psychological element, manyu can it times be 
presented as an autonomous force, external to man over whom it can 
asserc irself and whom it can sec in morion. Cf. RS7.86.6, in which rhe 
devotee pleads his innocence before Varui;ia: he is not responsible for his 
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crime which he did nor commit of bis own free will (nd ~d svo ddk!o). 
O;ic ~use rather incriminate alcohol (sur,i), the dice (11ibhida~a! or else 
manyu. This texc is a direct precursor of rhe much more explicit MNU 

428: 

manyuf karoti naha,rz karomi 
manyuf karta naha,r, kartii 
manyuf kiirayitii niihal'/1 kiirayita 

'le is manyu that does, not me; manyu is the doer, and not me; manyu 
that causer of doing, and not me'. , 

Cf. TA 10.24.1: dgnif ca ma manyril ca manyupatayal c: m_anYJ': 
krttbhya& piipebhyo rak!antiiml ydti, dhnii papdm dkii~a,r, manasa vaca 
hdstizbhyiim padbhyim udtire,;a Jiinii dhas tad dvalumpatu. 
'May Agni and Manyu and the masters of manyu protect m_e from the 
evils by manyu. The evil I have committed by day by my mmd, by my 
speech, by my hands, by my feet, ~y my sro~":,~• b~ my pen.is, ~~r the 
day destroy it'. The instrumental smgular lilna ~plies the s~em man
(along with Jiina), which is not found elsewhere m che Vedic language. 
Cf. Wackcrnagel-Debrunner I 954: 179. 
RS 1.104.2. 
RS7.60.I l. 
RS 6.25.2; I 0.152.5. 
RS8.19.15. 
RS2.23.12 . 
RS 10.35.4. 
RS 2.23.12; on Jtirdhant, see Renou EVP 4: 93 and Minard 1964: 53. 

RS7.36.4. 
RS5.6.J0. 
RS 10.128.6. 
RS 8.32.21: dfihi many~avl~ll1!' 

s~u11d1!1Jam upiira,;e 

'Go beyond.(wirhom stopping) him who presses rhe soma in with manyu, 
who has prepared the soma,a licigou~ ~ion'. . 

On the meaning of upara'!e, whi~ 1s a hap3:'• an? which ~-el~er 
translates (1951: 344) as 'in a shocking place ( an emem anscoss1gen 
Orce)', see Oldenberg 1912: 103 ('fault', but perhaps als~ •~ollisi?n'). le 
is clear that the sense of the manyu evoked hece, even 1f 1t designates 
something evil or dreadful, could noc be rendered by 'anger': it is hostile 

intent or ulterior motives. 
RS7.6l.l; 8.78.6. 
RSS.71.2. 
AS?.116.3. 
tndro manyum manyumyd mimaya. Cf. 7.36.4, where Indra is defined as 
prd yo manyul'/f rlri~ato minJti (cranslaced by Renou EVP 5: 42). 
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On Indra's 'helpers', cf. (Bcnvenisre-) Renou I 934: 150f. 
RV 1.80.11 and 14; cf. 8.6.13. 
RS4. 17.2. 
RVl.37.7. 
On the paradoxically Indraic character of Bthaspati (Brahm~pati), see Oldcnberg I 923: 65f.; Gonda I 962: 93; Schmidt 1968: 179, 234f; and Renou £VP 15: 59 (ad RS2.24.14). 
The word manyu is derermined by che reffexivc possessive JV1i in l . J-39.2; 4.17.2 and 6. 17.9. In che rwo latter passages, che poet, addressing himself to Indra, uses second person forms co dcsignace the god's vdfr• (te ... vtijrai} or tvi! (tdva IVi!dM, bur uses svd for his manyu (wdsy. ma11y6~). Are we to. conclude from this that manyu refers co the very substance of the divinity, whereas his tvlf and vdjra arc simply his acuibures? 
RS 1.139.2: riJd Jdhy adadJ1he 

Jnrtarrz wtna manyuna 
ddh;asya svlna manyuna. 

Louis Renou's (EVP5: 8) rranslation is: 'Yous avcz place ... le desordrc hors de l'ordre, grace au ulc propre de l'Efficace, grace:\ son zele proprc' {You have placed . .. disorder outside of order, by virruc of the the Effic·.acious One's own zeal, by virruc of his own zeal]. 
RS 8.84.4: lttiya u agne angira 

i1rjo napad upastutim 
vdrizya tkva manydve. 

~enou's (EVP 13: 80) translation is: 'De quellc (manicre), o Agni, e, Angiras, e, ftls de la vigucur-nourricihc [allons-nous} tc presenter la louange [en sorrequ'ellc soir] a (ron] gre, 6 dieu, [conforme] a (ra] pcns~c?' [Io what [way}, 0 Agni, 0 Angiras, 0 s1:>n of nuuirive vigour (arc we co} offer you praise [such chac ic be} to (your) taste, 0 god, [consonant) with (your] thought?). 
Our interpretation is similar to thac of Bcrgaignc (1883: 153): 'Our incclligence, arc excited by you; 0 Soma, do nor deliver us over co the enemy!' T hiemc's ( 1938: 49) translation' fu erhebt sich tkr Wilk und auch die Wut, o lndu', while more literal, remains somewhat obscure. As for Geidner, (' fu rtgt 1ich tkr g11tt Wille und tkr fifd) he inrroduceswithouc explaining why-an opposition between che good dJ/a.a ('our own') and rhc ('evil') manyu ('of our enemies'?): this appears to us to be arbicnry on his part. Renou (EVP9: 69) translates with 'st titnt en akru la pmste agissante rt la passion, o sue-de-soma: ne nous livre pas au bon plaisir de l'ennemi' [Keep your active thought and your passion alert, 0 essence of soma: <lo not lee the enemy have its way with us]. 

The word tldkfa has been the subject of a great number of srudies. A bihliograpby on these may be found in Minard 1949: 596b; § 1956: 
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§ 809b. Lee us also add here Rcnou EVP 4: I 8 and 88; 7: 21 and 35; 8: 90, 99 and 103; 12: 84 and 120; and 13: 134f. 
RS 8.82.3; 8.84.4. 
RS 2.24. I 4; AS 6.42.3. 
jyayin samudrid asi ltama manyo. 
In TA I 0.64. l, manyu is located between ltima and ttipaJ in a Lise of parts of the body or personal possessions of rhc yajamana which corresponds, cerm for term, with a list of all of the ingredicncs-macerial, spirirual and human-of the sacrifice. 
Translared by Rcnou 1956: 18lf. In his commentary (p. 266),_Renou rranslarcs Manyu with 'Zeal' or 'Active Thought', and rc;2l,ls that m v~rs,e 17, chc same character is designated by the name of vd.Ja, Wtll , Desire . 
Verse. 2. 
Bergaigne 1883: 3: 182f. and notes. Let us furthermore note, along with Gonda (l 957: 94), that rhe god Manyu is associated with Jbhuti, 'a concept whjch, though difficult of interpretation, may have been something like "success".' The meaning of 111Jyti has given rise ro endless conuovcrsy, the derails of which we feel it useless to enter inco here. The value of this word in the Vedic mantras is indeed chat amibuted ro it by Sayar;ia ad RS2.24.14 (and TB 2.8.5.2): satyal;I avitathalJ. Sec also Renou 
£VP 13: 86. 
aydm devinam dJuro vi rizjati 
vd.Ja hi satyJ 11dru!"l1J"Z rajnalJ 
tdtas pdri brdhmar;il Ji.Jadlina 
ugrdija ma11y6r ud imdf!I nayami. 
'This A1ura hcce reigns over the gods. For the desires of king Varul)a arc realized. Beyond his reach, far from him, rendering myself effective through my brdhman. I lead chis man'. 
On the meaning of the verb SAD, which Ltidcrs (I 959: 647) rendered, following Whitney, wich 'triun1ph, win over', sec Rcnou (EVP 3: 60 ad RS 1.123. l O): • exercise a magical attraction'. T111s translation appears to us co be particularly well adapted to the Atharva Vedic passage we gloss here: only a magical power, even when it is exerted through such orthodo_x means as the brdhman, can evade chc vigilance ofViruJ?a and render his 
manyu inoperative. 
Indra's svarijya is evoked in RS 1.80.1. 
RS 1.51.15 ccc. The words iusma and manyu arc made out to be nearly synonymous in the Paippal:id·a version of AS 1.92.4 (Calcutta edition, 
p. 65). 
AS 5.18.9: tiksntsavo brahmanif hetimdnto , •• • ·.1 , .I -yam "7"nti JarllllJ"rr' na sa mtfa 

anuhaya tdpasii manyuna ca 
utd diirJd dva bhindanty mam. 

4 
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The brahmins have keen shafcs and projecciles. The darts they throw 

[rhey do) nor (throw] in vain'. 
68. (Benvenisre-) Renou 1934: I 08f. 
69. If our inrerpreration of rhe formula pratham6 manyu& is correct, it should 

consequeorly somewhar reduce the distance separating Vedic religion 
from that of Zoroaster. We know (for an overview of the matter, sec 
Duchesne-Guilkmin 1962: 179, 182-3 and 199) chat che Avestan 
mainyu cook over the original and originating divine status char had 
previously belonged co rhe lndo-lranian •Vayu, and char still pertains ro· 
rhe Vedic Vayu. Bur we have just seen char this role is neither foreign to 
rhe Vedic manyu, as far as an analysis of psycliic powers is concerned, 
nor is it foreign ro the god Manyu, as far as the cosmic and ricual spheres 
are concerned. Tn a more general sense, if it is rhe case that manyu, in 
rhe Veda, only means 'wrath' by virtue of an equivocation or a reduction 
of the more basic sense we have anempted ro delineate, chen we arc nor 
far from the Avescan mainyu, rhis larrer being so bereft of any intrinsic 
pejorative taint char it is, of necessity, specified as being eirher spi)11ta or 

arJr,1. 
70. Bcrgaigne 1883: 163. In RS 8.70.3, rhe question is one of who made 

(cakizra) Indra, and in 4.17.4, iris raugh1 char heaven is the creator 
(kartm of Indra. We should nevertheless note char compounds io sva-, 
which highlighc a god's auconomy, are mosc ofren used co qualify Indra 
and his companions: cf. Dumezil, Eranos, no. 52, p. 112, n. 2. The notion 
of'amonomy' in che Vedic rexes could lend itself co detailed scudy, bearing 
not only on compounds in sva-, bur also on the uses of the (semi-) adverlis 
svaydm, and muinii. On this subject, see Gonda 1966: l 19f. 

71. H eesterman 1957: 62. 
72. On cosmic ttipas in the hymns of the f?g and Atharva Vedas, lee it suffice 

us here to cite a few pages from Renou (£VP 2: 27; 76, n. 1; :u1d 98). 
This last page is particularly rich in information on its relarioaship to 

ascetic tdpas. 
73. AS7.70.Sc: agnb ghortiJya manyuna 'by the manyu of the terrible Agni'. 

TB 1.4.2.3: agnlr devtiJya brtihma,;iz 'by the brahman of the god Agni'. 
74. On Manyu Tapasa, see Macdonell's statement on the matter aJ 

Brhaddevata 2.53. Macdonell demonstrates that chis designation, pre
s;nred in the Arsimukramani and the Sarviznukramani as chat of the rsis 
who authored hymns 10.83 and 84, applies io fuc~ ro rhe divi11iry •;o 
whom these hymns are consecrated. 

75. Gonda 1954: 42f. See also, idem. 1957: 94. 

76. Liebert 1962: 126-54. 
77. Ir is indeed surprising chat the Vedic language would have had a name 

for such a general notion as chis, and we can understand char the Vedic 
hymns show a tendency to reduce rhe semantic field of many,, to the 
point of making rhe sense 'passion' and, even more narrowly 'wrath', 

... 
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prevail. But this was nor the only instance in which India developed a 
concept of a unifying mental power that coordinares specific thoughts 
and desires like rhe hub of a wheel does fo r irs spokes (ro borrow a Vedic 
image). We are rhinking here of another derivate of tbc root MAN: chis 
is mdnm, rhe 'scnsus communis', chat internal and central organ which 
grounds chc· activil'ics of rhe various indriyiz~1i, and which insures d1eir 
cohesion. The schema of this evolu1in11 (inccnrionalicy passion furour, 
wrath) is provi~ed by TB 1.3.10.8: ndmo va& pitara& J~maya namo 
va~ pftaro ftviiya (Saya1_1a: jivo dehiidhyak!a&) 11dmo va& pitara& 
svadhiiyai ndmo va& pitaro manytivr 111imo va& pitaro ghordya (Siiya!)a: 
many,,IJ kopaiJ ghoro mar:aJ?irdi vyapara~). We can see char manyuoceupies 
an inrermediary place in rhe very sequence of the passage, berween the 
terms which designate essential vital principles and that which signifies 
'anger' . ln the language of the mantras, manyu belongs to the series of 
rerms char precedes ir here; in lacer language, ir goes with tbe word char 
follows it. 

Notes to Chapter 9 

I. iipadi ymizpakrr,i,r1 yma ca hasital!l daiizsu vi!a,niim 
apa/.n;tya tayor ubhayoiJ punar api jiitarr, nararr, manye. 

This verse (cf. Bohtlingk 1870: no. 962), placed rwice in tbe mouth of 
a person seeking vengeance, in the Paficatantra ( I. 381 and 4.17, ed. 
Koscgarren), is obviously nor a precept of dharmic morality. Ir, rather, 
belongs ro the order of worldly wisdom which finds its place, in a 
theorerical form, in the Arthn Siistra, and in a more familiar form in 
animal stories. 

2. 'He alone is a man who does nor allow for the desrmction within himself 
of du: act (directed against him). That wl1ich another has clone, may he 
do ir to him, many cimcs over': (Bohtlingk 1870: no. 1453). 

etiivizn e11a pum!a!1 k,;ta,r1 yasmi11 na naJyati 
yiivac ca kuryiid anyo sya kuryiid bahugu,;a'!1 tataiJ 

Ir should be nored char the 'act' in quesrion here can jusr as well be a 
beneficial one as one rhar is offensive. On the other hand, it is certainly 
an act of vengeance char Dasaracha (io Raghuva,r,Ja 9.65) commits when 
he kills the lions who arc tbe enemies of his allies, tbe elephants; but io 
so doing, he repays a debt he has owed rhcm: gajiiniim am;.1!Ya'?l gatam 
iva . .. 

3. Since 1968, Madeleine Biardeau has been pmting rogecher an admirable 
work devored to the analysis of the Indian Epic ;uid, through its rexes, 
vf rhe whole of Hindu religion and tboughr. This research has renewed 
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and enriched, in a definitive way, this field of Indian studies. The results 
of her work arc recorded in her reports to the Annuaire of rbe 1:cole 
pratique des hautes crudes, section des sciences rdigieuses, as weU as in 
the series /;turks dr mythologie hi11do11~: one may also refer to her com
mencary to the extracrs of the Mahabharata translated by J. Petcrfalvi. 
The sage Saunaka welcomes, into his hermitage, a bard who was present 
ar the sacrifice offered by king Janamejaya. He has rhe bard repeat che 
scories he heard on char occasion. In the course of char sacrifice, Vaisam
payana had been the narrator, and had recited, in che presence of ic.s 
author, a text composed by Kr~~a Dvaipayana, also called Vyasa. Vyasa 
is thus the author of the core narrative of the Mahabharata. He is also a 
very important characrcr in che Epic story. 
This is a sarpasattra, a sacrificial 'sirring' in which a great number of 
snakes are put to death. This wholly mythic rice has no analogue in actual 
ritual. 
The snake who bit him is Ta~aka, the king of snakes. The tale of this 
murder is also recounted ac length in chc first book of che Maha
bharata. Janamejaya, in order to avenge his father, attempts ro slay the 
enrirc serpent race, with the help of a magic formula which forces the 
snakes to throw themselves inro his sacrificial fire. Bue Ta~aka himself 
escapes chis massacre. 
M. Mauss, book review of R. Steinmetz, Ethnologi1ch1t Studirn zur erstm 
Entwicklungdes Strafi(Leyde: 1892). This review is reproduced in Mauss 
1969: vol. 2, pp. 65 l-98. See especially p. 666. 
Marka'}t/eya Purii.!1a 136.7. 
Various versions of this srory, which is related several times over in che 
Mahabharata, and whid1 is already sk~rched out in the Satapatha 
Briihma'}a, are brought together and translated, in accessible form, by 
Muir 1967: vol. I, pp. 447-62. 
Dumezil 1968: vol. I. pp. 208-19. 
This is rhe passage from the third ·ro the fourth and ftnal age of the cyde. 
Visnu, incarnared as Krsna, insures the salvation of the world afrer the 
cac~·scrophe. • · · 

It is Madeleine Biarde;,u who is to be credited for having discovered this 
key, of sacrificial symbolism, co the incerpretarion of the Epic. 
Whence the verse (Bohclingk 1870: no. 4040): The dusc chac, rrampled 
under one's feet, rises up ro the head [of he who walks in it) is worth 
inore than rhe man who remains w1moved even when be is scorned'. 

pii.diihata,r1 yad utthiiya murdhanam adhirohati 
wasthii.d evapamii.ne 'pj dehinas tad vara'!I rajas. 

The ccrm niryii.ta11a, whos~ proper fense is the ' rerurn of a deposit' or 
'payment of debc', is also used. Vengeance, thus, would consist of 
'returning' an evil just as one would a borrowed object. The compound 
vaira-11iryatana, licerally 'counterpart of a hostile act', can designate the 

lS. 
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~piarion expeeted of one who bas done evil just as weU as it may cfie 
revenge the victim may wish to take. Lee us also noce here rhat cbe term 
nifkrti signifies both 'remedy', 'reparation' .. 

The term apadri poses a number of cliflicult pro~le:3s. In the sole 
Rg Vedic passage in which ic is found (RS 4.28.4), 1r 1s_ translated as 
Vergelrung' by Geidner, and signifies 'vengeance' accordrng_co Renou 
(EVP 9: 74), who nevertheless adds (ibid., 127) chat accordm~ to the 
Rg Veda, apadti is always used in the sense of'boma~e• -~ the Epic (J.!~h 
i.179.11 of the Bombay edition), the expression zchann apacltt'!I 
ftartuf!I bh~gunii.,rt, 'wishing to do apac~ti for cbe Bh!gus' . is translate~ 
'wishing ro bring honour to the Bbrgus by J.A.B. van Bu1tenen 1973. 
341, while Goldman (1977: 14) understands the phrase as 'wishing to 

avenge che Bh!gus' (on the conten~ of th~ s~ory of_thc B~gus, cf. be!~":'• 
n . 37). In facr, apaciti, a form which comc1des w1cb che Greek apottsu, 
has a primary sense of 'appreciation' and may r~er j_ust _as w~U as to a 
reward or honour as to a punishmenc. The Vedic ad1ecc1ve cayu means 
' respeccful'. Bur the verbal root Cl {pres. cooj. cayau) is always used to 

mean ' punish a faulr' or 'cause a debt cob~ paid'. Are both cas~ to be 
traced back to a single root ci, whose mearung would have bee? co t~e 
into consideration', and which would have served as the stamng pomc 
for cbe two distinct derivative meanings of'punish' and 'honour', as well 
as such ambiguous derivates as apaciti? Or are we to posit two discinct 
roots-afrer cbe manner of what appears to be the case in Greek, in which 
tlno 'to pay' (co which arc attached tisiJ and apotisis) is to be separa~ed; 
erymologically, from tfo, 'co honour' (to which one connects . time, 
'honour')? Cf. Benveniste 1969: vol. 2, pp. 50-5. What we, w1s~ t? 
emphasize here, on the subject ofSans~it, is thatthe ~erb cayatt( pumsh) 
oever implies chose particular value Judgments which make vengeance 
ouc to be anything ocher than a punishment. A noteworthy example, 
nonetheless, is AitB 2.7, in which it is said (here it is a matter of ralu_as 
demons who are to be excluded from the sacrifice even though they are 
noc deprived of their sacrificial portion): 'He ~ho deprives a being of ~e 
portion• to which he has a righc, the laner be10g c~ reve~ge on. him 
(cayate vainam) or, if be does not rake revenge on him, be wLll cake it on 

his son or grandson'. , , .. 
Another term has sometimes been translaced as vengeance : thts 1s 

the noun meni, the exact cognate, in form, of che Avescan maini, 
'Vergelrung', 'Strafe'. But the Sanskrit m~ni is always the name of a 
weapon endowed with magical powers (Thieme 1966: 155 cranslaces rhe 
term with 'Rachekraft' ad AitB 7.24; see also Minard 1949: § 529b and 

1956: § 869a). 
The facr that the punishment administered by a king is, on several 
grounds, a religious ace (punishme~t is ~om~logous with dkarm_a: ~y 
punishing, a king increases in ment; he LS ~1ded by brahmins ~n his 
judgments; if he fails to punish, he muse hunself undergo a nee of 
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aronemc:nt) does nor mean rhar rhe sentences be pronounces ace co be 
confused with p_riiyalcittas, with the penitences prescribed by brahmiru. 
Such a text as ApDhS 1.9.24.If. shows how these rwo kinds of punish
ment combine with one another: 'He who has slain a kfatnya will give 
a thousand cows, co ward off hosciliry; one hundred cows for a vaifytr, 
ten cows for the murder of a Judra. In each case, one must also give a 
bull, as expiation'. 

Cows are given by tbe murderer co che family of the victim, as means 
of compensation (following the king's judgment and that of his inter
mediary): the aim is to avoid the vengeance, not of the victim's sons, as 
one would expect, but of the victim himself. Indeed, as a gloss reporred 
in Hacadarra's commenrary states, be wbo has been slain becomes, upon 
dying, the enemy of his murderer, and thinks, 'May I kill him in another 
life'. Ir is co ward off this hosriliry chat rhe Icing causes this fine co be 
paid. T he gift of the bull, on the contrary, is an expiation: like any 
priiyalcitta, its effect is one of counterbalancing sin, of eliminating the 
karma that would determine the sinner's face afcer death. Every punish
ment administered by a king is accompanied by rites of atonement which 
can at rimes play an important role in che face of the man who undergoes 
them. Bur many rices of atonement are undenaken independent of any 
judicial procedure-even though ic is the king's dury co see char the 
priiyaicitta.r prescribed by the brahmins be executed fully. 

On the king as sole custodian of legal violence, and the only person 
empowered co administer punishment, see Rau 1957: 93-100. 

16. Manu 7.58; 8.1; Bf and 11. 
17. Manu7.14. 
18. Manu 7.20£. 
19. The erymology which derives the name Yama from the root YAM, ' co 

constrain' is fully accepted by Indian cradicion. See, for example, Sil burn 
I 957: 113. One also finds, in GauDhS 11.28, an audacious erymology 
of da1:t/a. 'rod', from the verb DAM, ' co place under one's control'. 

20. Manu 7.14. 
21. Manu 7.17£. 
22. Manu 7.20£.; 24£. See also rhe rexes ciied in Lingac 1967: 372. 
23. Narada Smrti 1.2. 
24. SB 5.4.4.7: Cf. Heescerrnan 1957: I 41, 156. Being placed outside the 

reach of che rod of punishment, the king is also exempted from being 
called as a wimess: Manu 8.65. 

25. Manu 5.93. For other references see Lingac I 967: 239. 
26. Lingar 1967: 239. 
27. Brhaspati Smrti 1.5.11; 2.42. 
28. Manu 8.306;° Yaj 1.359. 
29. AitB 2.6. 
30. Ibid. 
31. KaufB 11.3. Cf. Schmidt 1968: 644. 

32. 

33. 

34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
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SB 11.6. I .1 f. A parallel version, with important variants, is JB 1.42-44, 
translaced in Levi 1966: 1 00f. This legend has been studied by Lommel 
1978: 211 - 227 and 292f. Cf. Bodewirz 1976: 164f. Lommel arcemprs 
co show char in chis belief sysrem, the other world is a reversal of this 
world; rhar chis is not a case of rhe punishment of the guilcy nor of the 
vengeance of victims, bur, racherofa mechanics of compensation inherent 
co the balance of the entiie cosmos. See also Schmidt I 968: 645. There 
can be no doubt tbar rhe retaliation described here implies no moral 
judgment concerning che aces themselves; and we muse nor ~terprec this 
description, of che viccims' revenge on their past execu• oners, as a 
condemnation of sacrificial violence. le is hard to believe, however, that 
the feeling of dark pathos felt by the modern reader in the face of ~is 
evocation of a chain of sufferings could nor be the same as char which 
inspired che authors of the text itself. . 

Elias Canetti refers ro these cexrs in a meditative passage of his Mass 
and Power entitled The Reversal'. 
The cext is (voluncarily?) myscerious here. That which we translate here 
as 'surpassi11gly beautiful' is che word ati-kalyiu_zi, a cerm which literally 
means 'who has surpassed beaucy'. Eggeling, surprised at seeing such 
virtues amibured to Non-Belief, a spiritual stare which is generally con
sidered, in the Vedic texts, to be a hindrance to sacrifice, suggests 'one 
of past beaucy, one whose beaury has faded'. 
5B2.l.2.13f. 
PB6.5.2. 
TS2.6.6.l. 
Within the framework of the doctrine of karma,1,, ir is not the injured 
parry who rakes revenge on his offender; rather, it is the case char the ace 
rhar, once committed-char is, in face, emitted-knows to find rhe way 
back co ics author, 'like the calf who, in the midst of a thousand cows, 
knows co find che parh char leads back to ics mocher' (Bohtlingk 1970: 
no. 5114). On kam1an as che vehicle of a depersonalized vengeance, see 
Manu 11.48- 53. 

The Mahabharata episode mentioned above, n. 14, on the subject of 
the term apaciti is insuuctive in chis regard: scarring as an account of 
personal vengeance, it becomes one of the ways in ":h_ich chis venge~nce 
break.~ free from the particular conflicr char had ongmally framed 1c to 
become a cosmic force. Herc are the main points of chis account: the 
kratriym, disoriented and dimessed by che death_ of king Krtavirya, wish 
co take hold of che wealth of a family of brahmm scholars, the Bh~gus, 
whom they end up exterminating. The only survivor o'. chis m~sacrc is 
a woman who is pregnant with a child whom she bears m her thigh, and 
who will become Aurva, 'Thigh-Born' . No sooner is he born than does 
che effulgent splendour that emanaces from bis body-a_splendour co_me 
to him from the concencrarion, in his person, of the came Veda- blmd 
all of che kfatriym. He then hears their prayers and consencs co give chem 
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back their sigbc. Bue his fury only continues co grow, cogecber with the 
terrible powers he arrains through his asceticism. He vows co destroy the 
worlds, co honour/avenge che Bh~gus. It is at this moment char there 
arise before h.im rhe shades of his massacred ancestors. These beseech 
Aurva co abandon bis plan. Besides, they add, they had voluntarily 
allowed themselves co be slain; they had wished co die and had taken 
advantage ·of the kratriyal murderous rage to avoid having to commit 
suicide. And now, since Aurva cannot cake back his curse, he should 
direct che fire born of his .anger (manyujo 'gni!,) inco the waters of the 
Ocean, into che realm of Varur:ia (who is , in the Vedas, the god of 
purrishmenr). Since che worlds lie upon the waters, his fire will Row 
beneath rhe worlds. Aurva will thus have kepc his vow, and yet the worlds 
will be saved: his fury will have become inregrared into che mechanics of 
rhe universe. 

Notes to Chapter 10 

For example, AitB 7.1. The word vihhakti m;y designace any kind of 
apportionment. Thu.~, in the rice of consecration which begins the som11 

sacrifice, the cake called the purotfala is divided into eleven parts, each 
of which is placed on an earthen vessel (kapiila). Two gods, Agni and 
Vi~i:iu, are honoured. How is one co effect che arrangement (kVJtl) and 
apportionment ( vihhaktt)? T he answer, according ro AitB 1. 1, is that 
eight parts arc co be offered to Agni and three co Vi~f?U. 

The term vibhakti is already employed, in the Gopatha Brahma1_1.a 
(l. l.24, 26), to designate 'case ending'. lo earlier Vedic texts, it designares 
the modificacions 'a word such as agni- undergoes in various mantras in 
which ir figures, and which are identical in yajyii recitations. I c is ac once 
rhe division of a noun into cases and the distinction char becomes 
operative, through such a division, between rhe mantras char include ia 
varied forms' (Renou 1941-2: I 46). See also Krick 1982: 520 and n. 
1413. 

Anorhe.r term for the dismemberment of the victim is avadiina, from 
the verb ava-DO, 'cur into pieces by curring away from a whole'. Sec 
especially TS6.3.l0.4f., in wbich the noun a.vadiina, 'curring', is related, 
through a play on words, co the verb ava-DAY, 'co pay': it is by curring 
rhe victim up char one pays off one's dcbcs to the gods. The: dismembered 
body is avattaand the sacrificer for whom this dismembering is performed 
is an avattin (which is preceded, in compound forms, by a numerical 
noun corresponding co the number of pares into which ic is apportioned): 
cf. SB 3.8.2. I 6; AitB 2.14. 

On the consrruction of the fire altar, see above, chapter 3. 
RS 10.90. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 
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T~c term paiubandhu literally means ' the ace ofbi d" . . , 
· fi · J ) o , • , h • • ( , 11 mg a v1ct1 m ( to the sacr1 c1a pose . ne seizes t e v1cum pasum ii-Lf]p .. J\ 

of saying one purs it ro death. " " yer another way 

Schwab 1886: 134-48. See also Kane 2:2, Pp. l l o
9
_ 1 

3 
. d 

Dumont I 962: 246-63. I 2, an P.E. 
The name of chis dismemberer is interpreted by ch l di th 
d · · f h b J • 'h •fi , 0 e n an au ors as a 
b

cnv-.1t1vhe o c c ~fier . amayati, e_ pac1 1es . ne does n(lt kill the victim 
ur, rat er, pac1 es 1r. Modem mtcrprccers offe h ' 

· · h · d d · · f h r a.nor er etymology seemg m t 1s wor a envanve o anot er verbal SAM , . ,' 
The iamitr would tbu.~ be 'he who toils ricua!Jy• ~of.r,M_ -, to roil · 
209a. • · • mard 1956: § 

On lc;la, see especially Levi 1966: l 15-19. T he no• h ·1: • 

' " ' ( ::1 f d d tton t at sacrmce is a group reast sa7!1pa, o go s an humans, on th h d 
F th .. L th • · e one an and the a ers on me o er, 1s nonetheless formulated in SB 

3 6 2 6. f . 
1966: 81. Bur the fact clearly emerges from rhe Pass · ·. ·2 b c · L~, 
(1925: 268-78), thar what is intended in rhose rites i agh~chcnthed Y Keith 

· f · I ,c • 1 • I • nw I ecommon consumpaon o a smg e sacrmoa matena aims ac c . affi . 
b d b . . . . reaang or re cmmg a on erween pamc1pants, 1s a commuruon berw · 

I d ch d een two persons (two new y-we s, tea er an srudenc, mocher and Sol\) d h . 
f - •at h . 1 • an not c e creanon o a sooecy or a SOCJ group. For t e spec1a case of h • -

see below, chapter 11. c e tanunaptra rite, 

AitB2.3. 
AitB 2.11. 

See Svenbro J 984: 925-44. The fragmentation of th bl . 
d · f th d · • I e o arocy macenal 

an sc_gmRe'Snca
10
r,o

1
n 

4
o ( c wh~r are conJomt y artribured to rhe original 

poets 111 • l on w 1ch see Renou EVP 16-
16

-
3

) , h . . 
th d " "d · · al · : t e inspired 

oWnes,d) ehp~ts 1v1( eh mco nt~ _ arr)angemenrs (kalpayantt) rhe Bird(-
or w o 1s one: t ey turn LC into numeroUs un~ . 

· I h · . h "fi "al . ,ranees. By purung mco pace t e poec1c meters m r e sacr1 1c1 rices h . . 
J the d gh f ' t ey apporoon into 

ewe ve _al W ra;(' ~ o _ sf~ (v. ~)f. Is nrc _thc passage-from the one 
poreo~1 ~ o; Li p~mJ'P edo s~ l~r~u a~m~•• in the words ofRenou) 
rob ar_rcal1c ate-~ _mal •~d~ a~ 

6
m o 10gu1st1c formulacions-a mera-

p on sacrmo 1smem cement? Strucmred ior ( h J_: 
· all ed th .. ,~ ch h , 0 meters c. anu.as) 1c • ow e poets, arcer ey had c us llleas d th . : 
( -- , . , ) h ch . ( f ch Ure e sacrifice 

thya;hnar vf,mhaya, to sedt t el d.ar:o(c'-~ 'beh~crif1ce) in motion 'with 
e e p o t e verses an me o 1es rllSama ~niprd . h 

W h al r' h - · rat am vartayantz) e can carry t e an ogy a step rurt er: JUSt as th :c . · 
f h . . d . . f th . e sacrmce consists 

o t e reconsmunon an rean1mac1on ~ e victir:n who has been kill 
and fragmented, so, too, the true poet IS he who th h h" . . . ed 

. . h th ·t fi b . d ' roug is mruu1on perceives m eaven e trat le c y the Bu (pAJ, "-) d l ' 
h. - • th u1 . d f ««an, vu, an re ates t 1s myscenous urucy to e m tttu e o words · d ·h . 

world. ait P rases m the 

On this phase of the horse sacrifice, see P.E. Dumont 
1927

. 
182

f 
SB 13.2.10.l. · · 
SB 13.2.10.3. 
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SB 13.2.10.1. 
See above, note 6. 
The usual expression for 'pur to death ' is ra,r,jiiap-, literally 'cause ro 
consent to'. See Minard 1956: § 235a and 470a. Cf. SB 3.8. I. I 5f. Other 
discussion of these euphemisms, as well• as of the cask of returning the 
victim co life are found in Schmidt 1968: 625-55, especially 646-49. 
Cf. AitB 2.6. 
SB 3.8.2.27. On clarified butter as a subscicute for gold, see AitB 2.14. 
Ibid. 
TS 6.3.9.6. These 'speckles' or 'spots' arise from the face char the melted 
butter has been poured into sour milk. Other Vedic mets, especially 
SB 3.8.3.8 (as wdl as ApSS 7.23.7) reach chat this ns;adiijya is co be 
sprinkled over the victim's heart. 'The heart is chc iitman and the manas 
(of the victim); the speckled burrer is his breath. O ne thus places the 
breath in che iitman (of the victim), in his manas . .. ' The victim, once 
cur up into la rge pieces (lacer followed by a finer trimming of irs body) 
and cooked . is carried in such a way as to pass between char pose which 
is planred on the eastern edge of che sacrificial ground and the 
iiho111m~ya fire, bur without crossing over the ahar (vedi}, as is the case 
with other oblarnry materials. Why this difference, 'even though tbe 
victim is cooked? Ir is ro avoid placing the sacrifice in conracr wirh rhac 
which is dismembered and mutilated' (SB 3.8.3. 10). On rhe preeminent 
place of the heart, which consrirures the frrsr porrion, because it is the 
anima.1 in its entirety, cf. SB 3.8.3. l 5f.: ' It is the animal in its entirety 
chat is cur away as a portion, when the porrion char is the heart is cut 
away'. (According ro TS 6.3.7.5, ic is the omemum rbac is the victim's 
limuw). This same passage shows char one must rake extreme care that 
all ,hat in some way bears rbe scarus of offering be cooked. See above, 
chapter 2. 
This is RS 6.1.1. For this instruction, cf. TS 6.3.10.3 and SB 3.8.3.14. 
whidl gives an 'etymology' of manota. See also AitB 2.10. 

. SB 3.8.3.1 f. 
SB 3.8.3.27. 
SB 3.8.3.37. 
TS 6.3. 1 l.2. 
SB 3.9.4.2. On rhe Vedic aJman and chc Avestan am,an, which mean 
both 'rock' and 'sky', see Mayrhofer 1956, vol. I , p. 60f. 
This is, for the Black Yajur Veda, TS6A. I I. l-4; KS27.9; and MS4.6.4. 
For rhe White Yajur Veda, SB 4.2.2.1. This term is spelled agraya,:,a in 
the KS and rhe MS. On the frauta surras sec Caland-Heruy 1906: §§ 132, 
177 and 219. 
MS4.6A. 
l(S27.9. 
KS27.9. 11,e iigraya!lll is rhe ves.~el of Prajapari's iim,an according co TB 
1.5.4.2. 

31. 

32. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 

38. 

39. 
40. 
/4 I. 

42. 

43. 
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This verse is RS3.3 I .6. Although used in this circumstance ' if one wishes 
co acr magically' (yady abhicaret) againsr a rival, this verse, in and ofic5:1f, 
has no hostile undertones. Ir may rather be imerpreced as a celebranon 
of rhe Word. See Renou, £VP 17:7 1. On Saram:i, Cf. Renou 1941-1942: 
152. 
The scale moves from lanai& co uccai& co ruccai&, MS 4.6.4. Contrasted 
ro ,he audible word are two forms of sileoo:, that spaken or made 
upii,rifu 'with inaudible murmur', and tUf,:,im 'silently'. On the varieties 
and values of silence in ritual, see Renou 1978: 66-80. 
MS, 4.6.4. 
TS 6.4. l l.2f.; MS 4.6.4. 
KS27- 9. 
584.2.2.4: KS27.9. 
Ibid. The firsr drawing thus provides, srricdy speaking, a prayaicitti, the 
ncccs1ary marcrials for an expiatory rire. 
The verse is therefore ayatayiimni, '(as if) not having travelled any 
distance'. Cf KS, 27.9. 
SB2.2.2.l. 
Levi 1966: 80. 
SB 1.7.4.9. On che procedure called prlifirra, sec Rcnou 1954: 117. (In 
this work, Vocabulairt du ritutl vidique, all of the rcchnical cerrns we have 
created here are more or less succinaly defined). 
Our of this interplay between fission and fusion, we have distinguished 
cwo orders of events: I) the oblacory material is cut into pieces, then 
reunified and revivified. This is what we saw in the cases of the animal 
victim and rhe soma plane; 2) che final sacrificial whole, which cannot be 
realiu:d prior to an accumulation of partial acrs, is ideally affirmed from 
the very srart of the proc.ess, and recalled at each stage. Such is, as we 
have arcempred to show, chc function rhac has ~evolve~ upon the 
iigrayll,:,a. But such rexes a.s AitB 2.40 present us with a thud schema: 
through a series of ' perfectings' _which succes.sively r~fortn (to the 
rhythm of che recitations of che Ajya Smtra formulas) h_is i.nembers_ ~d 
organs, the sacrificer acquires an iitman made up ofVedtc rueters, d1vm
iries the brahman, nectar (chandomaya, devatiimaya. brahmamaya, 
amr~amaya). This construction does nor appear to enca_il any prior 
deconstruccion-alrhough ir is possible to regard it as an tmage of the 
restructuring of the emptied a~d scatcered ~ody of_ ~rajapaci. This final 
schema is srudied in grear deca,1 by La~m, Kapam m her work on the 
idea of samskiira. 
This is c~e for the notion of grammarical 'case', as we have seen. The 
same holds for 'gender' and ' number'. See Renou 1941-2. See below, 
chaprer 13. . . . . . . Verpoorcen devores his remarkable essay, enotled 'Umti er disuncaon 
dans les speculations rirndles vediques' (1977: 59-85), to a study of 
certain of these questions. 

a 
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An origin mych. or rather the ritual prototype of'mcasuremcnr' (matri) 
is found in SB 3.9.4.8. It is because one measures out the soma that the 
vcl'y ace of measuring exists, 'measurcmenr among men, and every ocher 
measurement, whatever it be'. 

Notes to Chapter l l 
Artha 5iistra, 7.17.1-8. Cf. Kangle 1965. I : 198ff.; 2: 434 and 3: 25Llf. 
This reference co a uropian past, to a 'time gone by' when the means of 
practical efficacy did not constitute a domain distinct from char of 
socio-religious norms, is absolutely exceptional in Kauplya. In treatises 
on dharma, such as che Laws of Manu 8. 113, the brahminalone is reserved 
the privilege· of swearing 'on his truth'; a ftfatriya muse swear on his 
chariot, mounc or weapons: a vailya on his cacdc, grain or gold; as for a 
iudra. who possesses nothing, he swe-.irs by declaring lhar'he makes 
himsclfliable, should he lie, to the punishments mered out for the greatest 
crimes. Cf. Keith 1925: vol. 2, 395 ff. 
On che oath in ancienc India, see Liiders 1959, vol. 2, pp. 655-74. 
Abundanr dara also in Kane 3: 358 ff. 
References in Levi 1966: 170. 
On dakJj,:zii, see our study 'Terminer le sacrifice, remarqucs sur Jes 
honoraires rimels clans le brahmanismc:', in Biardeau and Malamoud 
1976: 155-204. 
On rhe agni~roma in general, see Caland-Henry 1906. On che 
tiinimaptra, see I: 61 ff. See also Hillebrandr 1897: 127. 
In lhe uparaviimarlana, another rirual acr symbolizing a.lliance (SB 
3.5.4. I 6; references to Jrauta suJTacirations in Caland-Henry 1906: 10 1) 
and one of rhe innumerable preparatory rices co rhe agniffoma, the 
adhvaryupriesc and the sacrificer plunge their right arms into rhe ' resonat
ing holes' dug into the ground, on the sacrificial site, such chat their right 
hands touch each other through a rransversal runnel between rbe rwo 
holes. During lhis t0uching (iimanana), rhc:y have the following conver
sarion (speaking rhrough rheir conduits):' "Sacrificer", says rhe adhvaryu, 
"whar is ch ere here?" "Happiness (bhadram)", replies rhe sacrificer. "May 
ic be common ro borh of us", the adhvaryu then says in a low voice:. 
Caland-Henry 1906: 53-60. Sec also Levi 1966: 170. 
The adhvaryu is the officiant whose particular responsibility ir is co rec.ice 
the formulae of the Yajur Vrda in :in undertone, and also co perform the 
acrual gesrures of the .~acrif1cc. He is in virtual ly continuous movement 
over the sacrificial ground, which accounts for his name deriving from 
rhe word adhvan 'movemcnr along a pach'. C f. Minard 1949: § 467. 
Full monograph on dik!iiin Gonda 1965: 314~62. 
On the role of wacer in oaths, and more especial ly in chis phase of the 
tiiminaptra. Liiders I 959: 29. 
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Cf. Caland- Henry 1906: 2: 391. 
Cf. Oldenberg 1923: 322. , . On chc norion of nidima, cf. the srudy by L Renou, Connexion en 
vtdique, cause en bouddhique' , reprinted in Re~ou 1978: 151. 
On the god Tanunapac, Bcrgaignc 1883: 93 f; Hillebrandt 1927: 1: l2lf; 
Keith 1925: 138 and 166; Gonda 1957: 57f. 

T he Brhaddroatii (2.26 f.) ceaches thac Tanunapar is the terrestrial 
Agni, cbe grandson (such is c?e scricr_sensc of ~apiit) of 0e celestial Agni, 
whose name is ta.nu:. cbe Agru of rhe mcermediare space IS chus the father 
of chis Tanunapiic. According co Bergaigne, /Qc. cit., Tanunapit is Agni 
in so far as he is 'the (father's) own son', char is, issued directly from the 
fu1her, as opposed ro Agni Mararisvan ' formed in a mother' . According 
10 chis interpre1arion, che word taniinapiit has_ the s~e.srr~~ture as ch,e 
compound ittmaja, which, in cl:i5sical Sanskm, m~ lcgmmare son,' 
lircrally 'born of oneself, in face born of 1he person h1msdf (the fa~er) • 
Of chc etymologies put forward by Indian authors, those by Yas~, 
Nirukta, 5.2, arc Aights of the imagination and irrelevant. _Ho~~er, Ill 
AitB2.4, an arrcmpc is made ro do rhe word at lease ~om~ JUst1ce_10 ~e 
following gloss: priiTJO 11ai ranunapiit sa hi tanva& piiri. Verily Tanunapat 
is breath, as he protects (piiti) bodies (tanval;)'. 
See above, chapter 8. 
Tani, as a reflexive pronoun, cf. Oelbriick 1888: 208; Rcnou 1952: 231. 
5B3.4.2.5. 
AitB l.24. 
Cf. Levi 1898: 73 and n. I ; 127 and n. 4. 
On dhlim1111 and che frequent .,ssociaciun of this term with tan,i, Gonda 
1967: 63. 68, 72 f. 

' ' Id ' · ' ' Th e Siiman can mea11 'agreement, peace, or me o y, or agam essence . er 
is debate as co whether these arc homonyms or different usages of what 
is fundamentally one word. Cf. A. M inard 1956, § 715a and 807a. 
'Agreement' is ,he obvious meaning in the prescm context. Bur rhe ot~er 
usages are perhaps also prcsem: in so far as whar w~ are concerned wtt~ 
here is whar rhe gods hold dearest, che mass of bodies makes up what ts 
cssemial in chem, chac which is most themselves. Further on, the text 
sr-.ites char thjs siiman is satya. char it is truth. • Melody' is also a plausible 
meaning: ir is scared in AitB 8.12 that Indra's throne is made up of p~rcs 
char are siimans and which in face arc known by che names of mus1cal 
compositions. Though. in thii; instance rhe umus of the god do nor 
constitute his chwnc, they arc the mark uf his supremacy and the cause 
of his splendour. 
Dclbriick 1888: 565. 
Levi 1966: 73. 
On priyti in chc sense of 'belonging specif1cally', a scmancically ':°m
parablc usage co that of philos in Homer, cf. Sd1cller 1959, and Thieme 
1971: vol. 1, 214-26. See also Renou EVP /6: 86 (ad RS l. 162. 16). 
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26. In MS 1.7.2, the gods, prior to cheir bacrle wich che AJuras, leave 'their 
beloved bodies' with Agni. Hertha Krick ( I 982: 540) scares that the 
bodies arc flocks and village possessions, basing herself on what the cext 
ic~clf alfoms a liule furcher on. Bue she quice righdy remarks inn. 1470, 
wuh reference co rhe 7nnunaptrrr. 'rhis also means chac rhe "bodies of 
chc ~ods" h~ve become an indivisible whole, made of fare, or again tb.tt 
Agni shares m the nature of all the gods'. The SB 2.2.3.2 version of the 
same scory shows her co be correcr. 

27. The concepc of tanii 'body' in ics relations with ni.pa 'form' and nama 
'name' is che subject of a pcnecracing srudy by H. Oldenberg 1919: 99-104. 

28. C( Oldenberg, ibid., p. 102. 
29. Cf. especially Levi, 1966: p. 37. 
30. Thieme 1957: 49. See also Kane 2.1: 534; Lders 1951: 39; Thieme 1957: 82n. 58a. 
31. Rcnou £VP 14: 7. 
32. Renou ~VP(~: 108 [ ad RS 10.16.4. The word tanii, in cbe plural, 

refers to Agm s rhree fuvourable bodies', of 3.20.2. 
33. -J LI I.I 38. Cf. Caland 1919: 39 [ 
34. E.g. Levi 1966: 73. 
35. J. Schlanger, l 97 I. On such metaphors as applied co society in the 

modern world, c[ pp. 166-74. On die notion of corpus rei publicae, sec 
Arendt 1961: 64. 

J6. RS 10.90. Fro~ the fact char in the taniinaptra the bodies of the gods 
~o nor, by mdnng together, constirute a society in the form of a body, 
it s_hould not be ~ ncluded char Vedic thought rejects organic mecapbor: 
quire char oppos1re. What is remarkable about the structure of the 
tiiminaptra is that it is an exception. L. Renou righdy emphasizes 'the 
frequent tendency to a.ssimilace cosmic. rirual or hurnan demencs co 
"mcmb~limbs" . .. this .LSsimilation implies chat in the beginning, die 
exaln:d obiecc was considered as a Man, as a cosmic giant'. Rcnou 1955: 
437, n. 2. See also EVP2: 21; Minard 1956: § 918; Mus 1968: 539-63, 
parricularly pp. 543 and 556. 

37. SB5.l.1.I f. 
38. A careful distincrion should be made here between cbe rite itself. as 

':'pounded i~l the Sraut~ siitra, and rhc way ic is presented in the 
~nltlp,ttha Brnhm,u;ia as a foundation for, and illuscr:u.ion of, irs doctrine. 
The rrue royal consel.-ration ritual is the rajas,iyn-. ir is sec aside for the 
k!ntriya. Bur because che uiijaprya can also be performed by brahmim, 
our text makes chis rice of much smalJer sracure inco a means of achieving 
supreme sovereignty. Cf. Eggeling I 894: 23[ Hecscerman I 957: 133-9 
highlighrs rhe symbolism of the circular course of che chariot: renewal of 
the year, rc-Jccivacion of cosmic fecundity. Dumezil 1975: 11 S-60 dis
cusses ch~ uiijaprya_~ire_ in conneccion with two orher rimals of royal 
conscrvauon: rhe rtljasuya aud chc aiuamedha, and the shows rhac each 
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of these rituals is used ro confer a parcicular type of sovereignty 011 the 
king: each of these forms of sovereignty is linked co one of the chree 
concentric circles of social belonging. 

39. T he brahman is nor oqly ancerior co rhe kratra, bur is also ics source and 
m:mix (yom), as is cxplicicly sraced in TB 3 .7.7.1 and SB 12.7.3.12 (cf. 
Gonda 1965: 356). These assertions, embedded here in ritual formulas, 
are adapced and ltSed argumcncativcly in BAU I .4.11 f. to accounc for 
the essencial paradox of social scratif1cation: the briihma'!a and lu_atriya 
uar!,as are each superior to the other, and supremacy (paramata) is more 
or less a Ju.atriya prerogative. Bue true superiority-and thus prioricy
bclongs fundamentally to chc brahmin uar7Ja. 

Notes to Chapter 12 
I. The adventures of Nala and Damayanri form a n:irracivc within the 

narrative account char is the Mahabharata (3: 52-79 in che Bombay 
edition). See la Ugende de Na/a el Damayanti, rr. with an introduction, 
noccs and vocabulary by Sylvain Levi, Les Classiqucs de 1 'Orienc (Paris: 
Bossard, 1920). 

2. On the 'act of rruth', cf. Brown I 973. 
:3. O n rhe physical characrerislic.-; of chc epic gods, sec Hopkins 1915: 57. 

The Vedas' hymns already make reference co rhc fucc char the gods never 
fed rhc need ro close cheir eyes; chis is merely tancamount co saying char 
they are never troubled by sleep, and are always vigilanc. Thus RS2.27.9: 
dsuapnajo animi~ ddabdhii&, '(you are, o gods) sleepless, you do noc blink 
your eyes, you cannoc be deceived' (cf. Renou £VP 5: I 03). 

4. SB 3.4.2.8: 'The gods observe buc one rule, and mac is uuch': ekJ,r, ha 
uai dtuii vratd,r1 caranti satydm eud. 

5. T he Nirukta ( 1.12-14) ofYaska asks the question of whether die nouns 
(chat is co say, the subscancives and adjectives) found in che Vedic language 
arc ctymologi1.able. Afrer preseming various counter-arguments, Y:iska 
responds positively: 'nouns are dcrivaces of verbs': niimiiny iikhya-
1ajiilii11i. Cf. Ruegg 1959: 24f. 

6. On paro' kfll ('our ot sighc, hidden') and ics antonym pratyak!a_ ('in full 
sight, inreJJigible'), see Keich 's note ( 1909: 232n. l 4, ad Aic A 2.4.3); 
Oldcnberg 1919: 220f.; and Minard 1949: § 468f. and 1956: § 864b 
:tnd 935a. Keith sees ;1 kind of game in mis divine obscuration of words: 
die gods need co have fun now and 1hen. 

7. SB 6.1. 1.2. A parallel passage is BAU 4.2.2. 
8. Cf. Gonda 1970: 81: 'The gods love whar is secrci and are the enemies 

of any straightforward (intelligible) presentation. This asserrion implies 
that che gods, when communic.'lting among chemselves, prefer co employ 
a vocabulary char is uninccUigible ro the majoricy of humans. le is their 

1, 
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9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
I 5. 
16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 
21. 
22. 
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wish char rhe names of important beings and objects be kept secrer. A 
striking characteristic of char which we call their secret language, a 
language not to be understood by outsiders, is rhe substitution, the adjunction or alreration of one or of several sounds . . .' 
Parallel passages are found in AitA 2.4.3 and AitU3.13f. SB 6.1. 1.1 1. 
SB 1.4.1.10-17. 
(;(JpB l.1.1. 
-~BB.6.2.13. Cf. Muurd 1956: § 864b. 
G°fJp8 1.3.19. 
AitB 3.33. 
Siiy:11~a•s commentary on TB 1.5.9.1 employs more or less che same terms, and draws che same general conclusions. This I.mer text turns on the 
word 4#, 'oblation (of a vegetable substance)'. The Brahma'!a explains char this word ought to be~#, since it designares 1har by virtue of which 
the gods were able co see through, co ics fmaJ end, their 'research', thei r 
anve{ll'!IT. 4# is thus, according ro the Brahma'!", a volunc.uy deformation effccrcd by the gods. This both.ers SaYaJ.la. He remarks char even if one 
works from rhe root ES, 'search', 4# is the correct derivate, and chat chis 
form coincides with 4!i in the sense of 'oblation', derived from YA]. 'sacrifice'. 
PB 22.10.3: 'That which is clear for humans is mysterious for the gods, char which is mysterious for humans is clear for rhe goc.ls.' 
AitB 2.1. The English translation is based, for the mosc part, on Uvi 1966: 85. 
W~imey ( 1885: 133) places yiipa under che verbal roor YUI-. FoUowing Kuiper, Mayrhofcr rejects this traditional erymology, attaching this noun 
to t~e root YU, 'unite, join'. Ir should also be noted tbac in the exchange of riddles (hrahmodya) included in the Vedic liturgy, che two antagonistic 
priests are placed on opposite sides of the yiipa posr, "".hose precise funcrion ic is, in chis case, ro separate chem. Cf. Renou 1978: 95 and 114. 
SB 3. 1.4.3. Cf. lhi 1966: 84. 
Cf. AirB7.30. Krick 1982: 177n. 452. 
Ait/J7.31; 8.16. Cf. Hillebrandt 1927: 1:245. For texrual and icono
graphic dara on the nyngrodha, see Viennor 1954: 32£. On the cosmic symbolism of the upside-down tree in che Vedas, a symbolism rhat is co 
be _con"necrcd co rh:n of downcurned celestial vase, see Kuiper 1983: 36-9, 139. 142. In the Vedic hymns, those paradoxical urrerances char present objects in an upside-down fashion-one thac reverses spatial, temporal and familial relationships-bear the mark of the 'sacred' word, wbich 
riv.ii priescs employ in their battles: the more mysterious chey are, says Geidner ad RS I 0.32.3, che greater the likcliboo<l of their pleasing the gods. 

23. JB 2.4 I 9-29, § 168 of Caland's and1ology. 

24. 

25. 
26. 

27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
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The gods' most dreaded rivals arc nor humans, bur rhe demon Asuras. 
One of che reasons for the gods' vicrory over che Asuras was the face that the larrer aU offered che oblation into their own mouths. The gods, on 
the contrary, rcaliz.ed that it was necessary chat they each offer the oblacion co one another. Cf. SB 5.1.1.1 f. and Levi 1966: 84. Sec above, chapter 11. 
Cf. SB 10.4.3.9. !hi 1966: 85. 
Cf. Malamoud, in Biardeau and Malamoud 1976: 191-4. See also Levi 
1966: 88. 
Cf. Sabara BhiifYa ad Jaiminiya Siitrn 9.1.6-10. 
AS 8.10.28: rim tirodhJm itarajanJ upajivanti. 
Sec, for example, D escombes l 977: 27- 31. 
AitA 2.3.6. 
On the enigmatic, on its role in rhe sacrificial process and the place it 9ccupied in the chought of the Vedic poecs, see Renou 1978: 11-20; 
44-57; 85-116. 

N otes to Chapter 13 
The Farhers are the deceased who, having received the funerary rices, 
have acceded to the status of ancestors, or of Manes. They constitute a 
class of beings, in the same way as do the gods and men. 
SB 3.6.2.26. This passage is cited in Uvi 1966: 81. 
The Pur'ill}III, which present the myths of pose-Vedic Hinduism, teach rhat the gods were visible in the first age of the cosmic cycle, and char 
there were ac char rime neither images of nor temples to chem. In the second and third ages, ic was possible to see rhe gods both directly and in their images. In che fourth age, our own times, only the images remain. 
Cf. Vif'!udharmoftllramahiipura1_1a 3.93. l f. 
Although human, the [-!is (the rerm mean 'seer' , according to a aacUtional Indian etymology} are superior co the gods in certain ways. The Vedas 
are divided into coUections or groups of rexes arcribuced to this or chat r.i or family of r.i.r. 
Of all che gods of the Vedic pantheon, Indra is the most anthropomorphic 
and cbac god co whom it was mosc possible ro attribute a biography of 
sores, composed of a list of his exploits. Among the gods, he is a king and a warrior hero. He is the divine patron of the !ttatriya class. 
The 'chaplain' (purohita) is a brahmin whom the king ' places before 
(himself)'. 
KS 37.17. Cf. Krick 1975: 62. 
BaudhSS 18.40f. Cf. Krick 1975. 
Rudra is the god who cakes upon himse.lf the violence of the sacrifice. TA 1. 12. l . ya I/to rudra ucyate ... smaryate na ca dtfyau. 
See above, chapter 12. 

• 
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12. The gods are supposed co come co che sacrifice. Yee, che fire is considered 
co bt= oblation up co rhcm. Such are chc rwo ways in which one may 
imagine that displacemenc whose effect it is to place humans, or human 
objecrs, in concacr with the gods. 

13. The orhcr 'limbs of chc Veda' (V(dangas) arc Phonetics, Grammar, Ery
mology. Poetics and che Science of Heavenly Bodies. In conrrasr ro rhe 
'body' of the Veda, these are not revealed rexes, bur human works. 

14. The Mahiibhiirata and rhe Ramayal}a. 
15. The Pura!,as are the enormous compilations of myths :md cosmogonies 

which consrirure che sacred rexes of Hinduism. T heir composition covers 
che 4th co 15th cenruries of the common era. 

l 6. O n the worship of images, see the dense and illuminating pages of Renou 
1978: 157--63 {this chapter reproduces an article which appeared in 
1951). See also Kaue ·2:2: 7I2f. 

17. Literally, 'corresponding measure'. 
IR. The adjective miirkha 'srupid', is derived from the same root as murti. 

Linguists suggest, with some hcsiracion, that one might connect these 
Sanskrit forms as well as rhe Greek nolln brdtos, 'coagulared blood,' ro a 
single lnd(>-European radical. Cf. Chanrraine 1968: 198; and Mayrhofcr 
1956-1976: s. v. murchati. 

. 19. Cf. Gonda 1970: 78f. 
20. Cf. Goudriaan 1965: l61f. 
21. Goudriaan 1965: l74f. 
22. Cf. Kane 2:2, 91 I. See Sabara-bhiJya ad jaimini-sutra 9.1.7, in which 

ii.rthapatya. the gods' qwfoy of'lords of riches' are discussed. 
23. Cf. Vi~~1udha.nnottaramahiipurii.1Ja3.2. I-8, and Stella Kramrisch's (1928) 

study of this text. 
24. Ibid., 3: 85f. 
25. The god Siva is moreover represenced by 1he linga, the 'phallus', an 

emblem char is often highly srylized, and somerimes ornamented with 
faces at ics exrremiry. Cf. Rao 1916: 3: l: 55- 102. Hinduism is also 
acquainted with image chat are ' self-generated' (waya,!1bhii), stones or 
rocks which the faithful rccogniu: as the image of a god, and which they 
thus worship. 

26. For rhe construction and adoration of the mental image in cbe Saivitc 
iigamas, sec chapter, 3 of Mr:gmdriigama, ~ction des rita et section d11 
comportemmt . .. , ed. by R.N. Bhatt (Pondichcrry: 1962); translation, 
introduction and notes by H. Brunncr-Lachaux (Pondicherry: 1985). 

27. On bhakti, sec, among innumerable studies on the subject, A.M. Esnoul 
in Renou-Filliozac 1947: § 1343-1357. See also Biardeau 1981: 98-124. 

28. Cf. Van Buitenen 1968: 5, 11. A trifuncrional inrerpreration of these 
duce recipicnrs is found in Dumczil 1971: 352. 

29. Cf. Yan Buirencn 1968: 130. 
30. Cf. ApSS 15. 15. 
31. On this 'golden man', see SB 8.4. 1.14-45. Cf. Scaal 1983: 1 :65. 

NOTES 327 
32. SB 1.8.3.11 - 19. 
33. Renou, EVP6:17. 
34. SJJ 4 4.5.5.1. Cf. Levi I 966: chapter one. 
35. There is a distinction drawn becween the elemenc fire and che God of 

Fire materialized in the sacrificial fire: when one begins a sacrifice, one 
calL~es the fire co 'come forward'; when rhe sacrifice is completed, one 
causes the god to 'rerurn upward to his place of birth', which is nothing 
other than the two fire sticks from which he had caused co 'descend'-that 
is, one extinguishes ic. Thar which will subscquendy remain burning is 
chcnceforch nothing more than an ordinary cooking fire. Cf. Aj,SS 
24.4.22 (see SB£ 30: 363f. with Max Milller's nore), and 7:S 3.4.10.5. 
Sec also Krick 1982: 20 If., and n. 504. 

36. . On the values of the cerm tanu in the Vedic Language, see Oldenberg 
1919: 99-102. 

J7. SB 3.3.4. I 5. Offering the substance char is soma is thus a means co 
rendering the body of the god inco a scare through which it may regain 
its noncorporeal being. Cf. PB l.1.2: 'May the god go towards the god, 
may rhe soma go 1owards (the) soma along the path of truth'. 

38. SB 3.3.4.6. 
39. One example, among many, is TB 1.6.4.1: Prajapati is che god Savi tr 

(the Impeller) when be emits the creatures; he is Varw:ia when they are 
co be plll1ished for their arrogance. 

40. Books 6 to 10 of the SB-more than 600 pages in Eggeling's transla-
tion-deal enrirdy with chis rite. 

41. Sec all of chapter two of Silburn 1955. 
42. SB 10.4.3.2. 
43. SB I 0.4.2.2f. 
44. SB 6.1.2. 13. 
4 5. SB 6. !.2.26. 
46. Sn I o.1.3.4. 
47. SB6.1.2. 17f. 
48. SB I 0.4.2.3f. Ir cook more than one try for Prajapaci to succeed in dividing 

himself in the proper fashion. The cwenry-four bodies which he ends up 
establishing for himself are the vyii.hm, arrangements resulting from the 
dislocation and reordering of a preexisting darum. !n Hinduism, chis 
term designates ' the successive emanacions, and, at the same rime, the 
porcions, of the essencial narure of god' (Gonda 1970: 50). See also 
Minard 1949: § 238a. 

49. SB 10.4.3.9. 
50. The word for 'brick' is istaltii.. The authors of the Brahmanas break the 

word up into if!a. which ·;hey interpret as the past participie of the verb 
meaning 'offer as an oblation', and ka, a term co which they accribute 
che sense of 'happiness'. Cf. SB 6.l.2.23f. 

51. 5B2. I .8.2f. Prajipati gives up his body so that the gods he has just created 
may devour it. 'Bur afcer giving himself, he emirs from himself an image 
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52. 
53. 
54. 

55. 

56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
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63. 
64. 
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67. 
68. 

69. 
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(pratima) of bimselF. chis is che sacrifice. By rhe sacrifice (char is, by the victim which serves as his substitute), he redeemed himself.' Cf. Uvi 1966: 130. 
PB 21.2.1. 
SB 6.1.2.22; I 0.4.2.1 f. 
SB I 0.2.1.1-11. The idenricy Agni-Prajapati is explicitly reaffirmed time and time again. It is, in fucr, the central dogma of this rice. On the other hand, rhe idea tha1 the Bird (Jyrna) whose form the alter reproduces it irsdfidentical co Soma is a conclusion that may be drawn, as Keith (I 914: cxxvi) does, from indications given in rhc hymns: Soma and chc Bird who c~1rries che soma are indistinguishable from one another. Cf. Hillebrandt I 927: I: 35. 

A11alogous ideas recur throughout the Hindu tradirion: the bird Garu~a has a body composed of rhe five elements (earth ... ), :ind his wings are the cha11das, chat is, rhe Vedic meters taken as a whole. Cf. Goudriaan 1965: 19. 
SB I 0.3.2. If. 
TB 3.10.3. tvdm wd wJm vmha J<J 'si so ii tvdm wd wJm acaisJ&. SB 11.5.2. lf. 
SB 11.5.2.4. 
SB 6.1.1.1 f. and 10.2.2. l f. 
The hltman sacrificer is rhe replic:i of rhe Purus;a. of the Cosmic Man celebrated in RV 10.90. Elsewhere, the sacrifice, as we have seen, is very often compared to a man, as, for example, in SB 1.3.2.1; 3.5.3.lf. and TS6.2. I l. If. This meraphor is grounded in rhc face chac the body of rhe sacrificer is used as the srandard measure of length for several s:icrificial constructions: for eXllmplc, the sacrificial pole to which the victim is bound (in cases in which the animal is pur co death) has the same height as rhe sacrificer, when his arms are upraised. Cf. MS 3.9.2; ApSS 7.3.6. AitB 3.33; SB 1.7.4.l. Because he has 'become' Rudra in chis way, chis god is also called Bhuca, 'Become'. 

SB 1.7.4.9. 
See Oldenberg 1919: l 0 I f. 
JB 12.6.1 . 1. There is a ccrrain method observed, in the selection and enumeracion of oblarions, that allows one co arrive ar rhe figure of thirty-three. In Vedic polytheism, rhis figure is also ,hat which mosr commonly :tccounts for the multiplicity of tbe gods: Praj:ipati is thus the thiny-fourcl, clement which, added co rhe series, encompasses it entirely. SB 3.9.4. I 2f. 
KS36.13. 
RS3.20.2. [The English here is based on the French translation ofRenou £VP 12: 64.) 
Cf. Keirh, note ad KausB 1.1; Krick 1982: 335f. SB 2.2. l.13f. . 
RS 10.20.2. · 
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NOTES 329 
Cf. Renou 1978: 132-40 ('Les origines de la notion de maya dans la speculation indienne'). See also, from rhe immense body of literature on maya, J. Gonda's work, Four Studies in the lar,g11~g~ of the Vrda (chapter 4:'The "original" sense and ccymoloi;r ?f ~kc. mn7a ), 1959: 11 ~-9~ .. MS 1.6.7. See che chapter entitled L ararhmeuque mycholog1quc LO Bergaigne 1878-1883: 2: l 14-56. 
These fo rmulas are VS 12.57--00. The rite is raught and commentated 
in SB 8.1.1.38. 
T.55.2.4.1. 
GopB 1.2.20; SB 1.4.1.l0f. Cf. Krick 1982: 338f. 
7S 2.4.2.1. 
RS3.53.8. 
See above, chapter I l. 
KS8.15. 
Louis Renou (I 978: 161) forcefully shows how these 'diffuse protean forms' and rhe 'dynamic foatures' which the Vedas assign ro their god_s 'marvellously prcp:ared rhc way for the sculprural explosion oflarer ages. 
PB9.2.22. 
SB 14.1.1.1. 
TS 1.1.2-11. 
Sn 1.7.4.9. 
SB6.2.2.6. 
GopB 1.1.3. Cf. Gonda 1969: .15, n. 19. , , Rcnou £VJ> 9: 11, n. I . Sec also, by the same author, Les clemcnrs vcdiqucs dans le vocabulaire du sanskrit dassique,' 1939: 363f; and 
Gonda 1967. 
Words also have their 'very dear dhamam'. So it is with rhe ritual exclamation vasat which, taken by irself, is devoid of meaning. It is necessary char ~~e 'perfect' and define ir by giving ic a semanti~ field which will serve as its dhama,1. To this end, one must attach to 1t two words whose meaning are 'srrengrb' and 'power' , and which are rhemselves 'the cwo very dear bodies' of che v"-!4~ Ait83.8. Cf. Gonda 1967: 
68. 
7:S-5.2.4.1. 
AitB 3.15. Cf. Krick 1975: 55. 
RS 1.164.39. 
SB 4.5.7.3: sd e!d yajfitiJ tizydmar,a eta wd devdtiz b~dvamz eti. Sabam ad Jaimini-S,itra 10.4.23 (end). The docrrane on the nature of the gods is sec forth in 9. l.1-10. The English translation of the Sahara Bhiisya is by Ganganacha Jha, 3 vols. (Baroda: _19~3-4}. _ . Over ag;tinsr the adberenrs of che P,irva Mim_a11ua. rhe :'edanuns (who base chcir argumencs on the Upan~s. the ulumate pomon of the Veda, considered by chem to be its point of culmination, the 'cnd'-allt~ cowards which it rends) recognize a reality proper to the gods, one which is rdative, to be sure, but not wholly verbal. The gods, like men, are 

• • 
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96. 

corporeal beings, possessed of desiie aud espc.-cially capable of desirin to 

know rhe _Abs~lure. Tho/ are personally presenr at rhe sacrifice, ~d 
possess au •~nary of bodies, which explains how a single god can arrend 
all of ~e sacnfic:s offered to him in several places ar the same cime. This 
capa<:'ry for having several bodies should nor, say rbese philoso her 
surprise us: we find the s3:111e aptitude among men possessed of !upe:~ 
o~rurat powers, such as yog,mor in the person called Saubh . Cf B h 
Sutra I :3.26f, ~i~ the commeocary of Sank.1ra and Ram~·uja .(E:agu'; 
rransfouon by l h,baur: 1904). 

Ir i~ our o~ benevolence rowaids men, in order to allow them to satisfy 
~1ctr devouonal love, that Vi~1_1u condescends to incarnate himself in an 
image. Cf Vlf'!udhannottaramahiipurii!1a 3.108. 

• 
I. 
2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

JO. 

Notes to Chapter 14 
Cf Gonda 1977: 488-545 (bibliography) 

Cf. Hillebrand~ 1897: §§ 68; 75; 79; Kan~ 1941: 12l3f; Rcnou 1954: 
24,5_3, 156. T~~s laH work, presented in rhe form of a lexicon, includes 
derailed ~efmJtJons of all of rbe technical terms (from rhe ritual sphere) 
we are using here. 

Th~ orig!n myrh of the agni!!Oma is in TS 7.1.1; and an analysis f th. 
sacrifice Ill Caland-Henry 1906-7. o ts 

Cf._ Hillebrandt I 897: § 79; Kane 1941: 1133_ 1203_ 
Keith 1920: 55. 
~ggcling I 894: xvii. 

SB 8.4.1.13. Cf Olden berg 1919: 49. 
SB G.3. 1.43. See above, chapter 6. 

On rhe co?ceprs of ~1iry and disrinction in Indian rhoughr, and rhe role 
rhfeJ·Se pl.:ty 111 specul:1t1ons on Vedic rirual, see the very noteworthy article 
o • M. Verpoorren I 977. . 

?ldenberg ( I 91~: 4) has admirably iflusuared char rhis bonding (bandhu) 
15 mor~ than a simple case of drawing paraUds. Its aim is to reveal the 
deep, ,f nor . e~oreric: n_ic:aning of the whole constirured by the Lwo 
el:~cnrs s~ J01~cd. f~is bandhu is, in sw11, a particular case of rhe 
m ana._ which _,s rhe lmk rhat makes idenrificacions, between entities 
bclongmg ro differenr orders, possible. Thus l·s 3 2 4 10 -er h 
' h W d b · • v · · • amrms r at 
r ~ or ' y vmue of the nidiina, is Lhe cow which constirutes th . 

whrch one f, • O h e price 
. pa~s or soma. n r . e nidiina, cf. Oldeoberg 1919: I 17f. On 

the rebr1onship between nidanaand u1>ani1ad, cf Renou 1978· 148 53 
PB 10.6.3. r · . . · - · 

AitB 4.29: preti [= pra itiJ prathame' hani prathama.syiihno ritpam 

II. 
12. 

13. 
14. 

PB I0.6.2. Cf. KawB 22.2. 

The paralJd rext, f~und in KawB 22 2 is more verbose d l . • · • , an exp ams 
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char here rhe present is char which one has before one's eyes, bur which 
is not tangible. 

J 5. The rerm iijya means 'melted burrer', and is a synonym of gh,;ra. For the 
word game and rhc aetio logical accOlmt given for rhis word (or of a 
homonym: Cabnd 1953:179), cf. PB7.2. 

16. AitB5.18. 
17. AitB 5.4: yad dhy eva prathamam ahas tad etat punar yac caturtham. The 

sevench day is the same as I 0 • Bur it is a more innovative new beginning 
rhan rhe fourth day-char is, than I b-becausc it inaugurates rhe series 
of chandonun which follows nor only the second triad, bur also the 
ensemble of chc rwo ftrsr triads which together constitute the PIT!hya• 
sadaha. With rhe triad of the chandomas, we have an extemion of the 
PITthya-s_ar/aha:. moreover, one of rhe riipm for the seventh day, according 
co Kaus_B 26.7, is the verb ' extend'. 

18. We must distinguish, thus, between repetition which only occurs twice 
and which thereby refers co the number two, and repetition which consists 
in an indefinite number of occurrences and which, as a sign of plurality, 
points to the number rhice. 

19. The nvrtti repetition, created here, is, thus, that which corresponds to the 
ubhayii"vt;tti varicry, in treatises on Poerics: the same word is repeated with 
rhe same meaning (whereas the arthiivrtti is the repetition of the same 
idea ch rough the use of different words, and the padavrtti the repetition 
of che same word, bur wirh two or more meanings): cf. Gerow 1971: 128. 
As for rhe re.rm ninrtttz ('syllable standing as rhe object of an alliteracion'), 
ir would appear rhar th.is is found in Vedic prose alone (tbe abstract form, 
ninrtti, is found in KaUfB 20.4 and 21.4). The equivalent, in the ter
minology of poetics, is anupriisa (see Porcher 1978:246-59). Taken 
literally, ninrmz is thar which is 'danced', rhat is, repeated like a dance 
step. The 'alliteration' rupa is present of necessity whenever the 'repe• 
ririon' rupa is present. Siiya1p duly nores, wirh regard to AitB 5.2, that 
:1 single text, RS 6.70.4, provides, with tbe same words, both of these 
rupM. Bur in AitB 5.1, rhe texc of RS 8.68.7 is invoked soldy for the 
allircrarion produced by rhe repetition of tam in the fragment tarp-tam 
id riidhme. S:iyai_1a comments that the word tdm, when repeared, resembles 
a dance tiila. And he adds, by way of introducing, on his own authority, 
a new n,p,iwhich is simultaneously a justification for the briihma1Ja's use 
of the rerm ninrtta:. at rbe end of this stanza from 8.68.7, we find rhe 
words k~f{iniim • nrtuf-;, ·(he) the dancer (who is the sovereign) of the 
peoples'. So it is, be continues, that we have, in this Sruti text, a word 
which enunciates (the idea of) the dance: rhis is rhe mark of danced-al
literarion (ninrttavat-lingam). 

20. Siiy~a gives rhe name viiefalinga or nutanii.ni lingiini ro chose supplemen• 
tary rupm which, starring with rho fourth day, cha.racterize each day as 
being distinct from the day ir repear.s: I band 1 care nor exaccly identical 
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21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 

28. 
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to 1 •. T hey have cerrain diffcrenriaring fearuresand certain supplementary 

feamres. 
Jusr as rherc are cwo kinds of rcpeiirion, so rhere are two sores of excess: 

the f1rsi , coupled with ins11ff1ciency, belongs ro rhe realm of chc number 

four; rhe or her, a simple case of addition (upon which no value judgments 

arc hroughr ro bear), refers ro the number fivc-rhar is, to number 2b. 

We would be more reassured char bahu already had its technical meaning 

of 'plural' if we also had, with reg:1rd to che first two numbers, some 

indicarion on unity and tht:singular, :111d duality and the dual. We should 

nore, ar che same time, 1har che grammatical category of the verbal rense, 

with its morphological characcerisrics, is made perfectly clear, and pro

vides a class of obligatory r1ipas for each of the days of ritual. Keith has 

elsewhere shown (Keith 1920: 80) rhat the adjectives V!f411 ('male') and 

yofa" ('female') had the senses of'masculine' and 'feminine' in AitB 6.3. 

As for the notion of nominal declension (vibhakt1), we know chat ir is 

one which gradually developed out of a general idea of'modification' or 

'fragmencarion'; these are firsr of all chc variarions 'undergone by a word 

such as ag,,i- in various mantras in which it figures, which are themselves 

orhciwi~c identical: Renou 1945: 146; cf. Krick 1982: 378, 520. See 

above, chapter 9. 
We hold the etymology which makes the adjective 11iiva{'all') a derivative 

of rhc radical viiro be a valid one. Mayrhufer, in his crymological diction

ary, adoprs this view (Mayrhofer 1968: 225f.). Vifv11 is a whole composed 

of a plurality of elements. The idea of a plural mass is so closely connected 

to chat of vii char we see rhis term applied to another group of gods-one 

which moreover has nothing to do wirh vairyaJ-the Maruts. In relation 

to Varul).I, who is che ~tra. as wdl as wirh regard co Indra, the Maruts

even if they are lrfatriyas in rheir role of cscor1s co Indra-are nevertheless 

the vii, inasmuch as rhey arc a mass of subjects (SB 2.5.2.6, 27). 

Minard 1956: § 603d. 

See above, chaprer 5. 
On viiuu, cf. Minard I 956: § § 846-8. 

Ir i.~ with the rccicarion of this formula rhat chc sacrificers (who are 

numerous, because this is a sattra} 'release their word', that is, cause their 

voices to be heard: up ro chis point in this phas~ of rht> ceremony, they 

have withheld all sound. On the retention of one's voice in the sacrifice., 

which may range from roral silence to merely abstaining from profane 

speech, see Rcnou 1978: 66-80, especially 74-9. 

Renou £VP 6: 76f. 

Notes to Chapter 15 

Of all the Vedic sources, it is in the hymn of AV6.l30 chat rmara most 

dearly bears the special sense of'lovc'. Already in rhis text, the term plays 

2. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 

10. 
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on 1he roo1 SMAR. These are the imprecations of a woman who calls 

upon lhe gods ro inflict smnra upon 1he man who has disdained her. 

'Hurl smara a1 him, make him suffer the way I have suffered. May he, 

my beloved, remember me. Hurl smnra :u hjm, so that he may remember 

me, and rhat I may never remember him!' 
Certain of rbese plays on words aim ac nothing ocher than broad ~umour: 

che ass, an animal famous for its virility, is called smara-rmarya. memor-

:ihle for love': he imprCSSl'S Smar.i himself! . 

Mwlrnrithara ofVi~:ikhadatca, act I , prose passage followmg verse 21. 

Sec K.-tlc's· oore, in the edition of che play, Delhi 1965, in Banarsidass 

(fifch ed.). 
Cf. van Buitencn 1956: 248, n. 429. 

See above, chapter 12. . . 

Cf. KitryapralriifaofMammar,i I 0.52: vol. 2, p. 524 of the Mysore edmon 

(Oriental Re.\earch lnscicuce Series, no. 122, Mysore: 1977). 

Srolcr Miller er 11L L984: 38f. 

Naif,1dhacariuz 4.75: 

hrdayam airayau yadi mamaka111 
j,;nlayasitthnm n11ang11 tad eva kim 
111nyam npi lrfa,µulagdh11nijmdhn11af, 
k110 bhavitiui hatizla hutiifavaL 

Nnifndhacarita 20.43: 

kah smarah lras tvam armi sa1!14el1r Jobhayobhayo~ 

rv,;yy evitrti,itayit rrya1r1 dhatu ciru 'tha11ir yuvitm. 

Herc is a minimal translation, or rather a summary, of certain of these 

verses: h I . . 
I) · Remember what a joy it was when, at nighr, w ile s eepmg, we 

changed place.~ so as co keep our mouths pressed together even after 

1urning over': 

svadigvinimayenaiva 11iii parivavivartino& _ 
ruapnl'fu apy 11.Stavaimukhyt sakhyt raukhya7!1 rmamvaya& (20.84) 

2) 'Sraning ar your mouth, I kissed my way down unril I reached y~ur 

navel. Bur that part of you where you did nor lee me place my bps, 

may memory, happier than I, kiss you chete!'. 

mr1k'1iui arabhya 11itbhya11la7!1 c,11n~a7!1 mmbam at7J'l~virn 
2 

11n pritpa,rz c11mbitu7!1 ynt u dh11nya rac rombatu sm,;t1~ (20.9 ) 

A iruly rcmark:ible suophe is chis, in which we see an auronomo_us 

memory, disjoined from lhc res1 of his person, rake over where desire 

leaves llff, projccring icsclf inro rhc future. 

3) 'Remember how you blushed when, in our love-pla~, you ~l!~ed 

ihe man (placing yourself over me), and I called you dear Sir : 
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II. 

. 12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

k,tm "Pi smarakeli,r1 ta,!1 sm,mt yntra bhavnnn iti 
mayiJ vihitasamhuddhir vritjita smitnvaty asi (20.93) 

4) 'l~cmembcr how you blushed when I said to you, pointing our an 
tLrvnttha leaf chat had fallen to the ground, "Give it ro me ... ":' 

va11~1kelau smariifvatthadala,ri bhupatita,?1 prati 
deh, mahyam udtl!Jeti madgira vrir.fitit.si yat (20.96) 

(In 1he classilicacions established in the rreatises on Love, che female 
sexual organ, when ir is of great siz.e, is compared ro the leaf of rhe 
aivartha tree). 

The nocion of saf!Uk~ra, rhe mulrifarious accepted meanings of which 
:•re remarkably ~oord1nat~d, play an enormous role in every period and 
in every expres~1on of r_ndian choughc. On rhis subject, see rhe in-depth 
scudy of~~~' Kap~n.1 I 987; see also Kapani 1985 and Chenet, Kapani 
1986 (rlus hemg a crmcal examination of Kakar 1985). 
See rhc Madhumati commentary ad Kavyaprakaia I 0.52 . 
S11rvadarianasa,?1gmha.. chap. 7, p. 181 of chc BOR! editio11's (Poona: 
1951) commc11tary on Nyiiya Sutra 3. 1.12. 
This is the case in both Vedic and Hindu India. Ancient Buddhism if 
we :ire ro judge it by rhc study L. Silburn has made of sati (che Pali 
e~~1valcnr_ of the Sanskrit smrti), conceives of memory as a kind of 
v1g1l:1nce: tr foils co memory to dercct recollecrions, ro recognize chem 
for what they are, so as to avoid being subjected co rhem, and also as a 
means ro placing in relief the inanity of the temporal Rux. In a word, do 
nor forget to forget. Cf. Silburn 1955: 339f. and 376f. 
pustllkasthit Cfl ya vidya parahastr ca )'ad dhanam 
k'i11yakale snmutpannr na sa vidyi'1 na tad dhanam 

(B,'ihrlingk 1870: no. 4156). 
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